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Announcements and News
LDAP Server Community

Learn, connect, and share knowledge and experiences with other users by being a part of the LDAP Server
Community. Join Communities by selecting the Support tab above. From the Support portal, select Mainframe
Software located under Communities. Then, select LDAP Server from the product list.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
The articles in this release notes section explain the key features and details for the following System z Security
Communication Servers Release 15.1 products:

Distributed Security Integration Server (DSI Server)
The DSI Server provides a remotely callable interface that uses TCP/IP to allow applications anywhere within the
enterprise to communicate with the mainframe ESMs.

LDAP Server
The LDAP Server provides an inbound Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) interface to several
Broadcom products. The LDAP Server provides an interface to the ACF2 and Top Secret security databases
using the ACF2 and Top Secret back-end modules.

PAM Client
The Pluggable Authentication Modules Client (PAM Client) is a flexible, open architecture for authenticating users
on UNIX and Linux systems.

DSI Server New Features
This article explains the new features for the DSI Server:

New Features in Release 15.1

The following functionality changed in DSI Server Release 15.1:

Visual Basic Support Removed

The DSI Server no longer supports Visual Basic.

New Features in Version 15.0

The following functionality was added to the DSI Server Version 15.0:

Real-Time CIA Updates

We have added support for configuring the DSI Server to support Real-Time Compliance Information Analysis (CIA)
updates to the CIA repository. For more information about what actions to perform when configuring DSI Server to support
Real-Time CIA updates, see Configure Support for CIA Real-Time.

TLSCipherSuite Configuration Option

We have added support for a new configuration file option, TLSCipherSuite. A cipher suite is a named combination of
authentication, encryption, and MAC algorithms used to negotiate the security setting for a network connection using the
TLS or SSL network protocol. TLSCipherSuite specifies a list of TLS cipher suites in order of preference. Each cipher
string modifies the list by adding or removing cipher suites. For more information, see LDAP Client Configuration Options.

New Messages

We have added the following messages:

• SI99000I - SI99999
• SI98000 - SI98999

All instances of “%s” are a string containing the actual value based on the operation being performed. All instances of
“%d” contain a decimal value based on the operation being performed.

Visual Basic Support
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We plan to remove support for Visual Basic in the next release of the DSI Server.

LDAP Server New Features
This article explains the new features for the LDAP Server.

New Features in Release 15.1

The following functionality was added to the LDAP Server Release 15.1 product:

Features Added with PTF LU03493

A new RACF backend option, RADMIN_XTR, has been added to the product. This option configures the LDAP Server
to exploit the R_admin() callable services to extract Users and Groups instead of using a TSO environment. Doing so
improves performance and removes the possibility of using the administrator ID outside of user provisioning. By default
this option is off and a TSO environment is used.

For more information, see Database-Specific Options (RACF).

Features Added with PTF SO16190

A new configurable option, counttimeout, has been added to the product. This option lets you specify the amount of
time, in seconds, that LDAP Server waits between checks for the number of active connections. If the number of active
connections is 1,500 or higher at the specified timeout, LDAP Server issues console message ETLDP61W. This console
message warns the user when they are close to reaching the connection limit.

For more information, see Customize the Slapd Configuration File.

Features Added with PTF SO14986

A new attribute, PWPA2TOD, has been added to the acf2UserPWPhrase object class. The PWA2TOD attribute lets you
specify the date and time of the last successful password phrase change using the AES 256 encryption method for LDAP
Server.

For more information, see Objectclass acf2UserPWPhrase.

Features Added with PTF SO13353

The LDAP Server now supports CSDATA, MFA, and NETVIEW fields for Top Secret and IBM RACF user and group
objects. Doing so allows LDAP Server to manage these fields.

For IBM RACF only, to configure the CSDATA field, see LDAP Server Support for CSDATA. Top Secret does not require
user configuration of the CSDATA field.

The MFA and NETVIEW fields do not require user configuration.

Features Added with PTF SO11651

• To upgrade the database to support "internal use" policy samples for Compliance Event Manager Version 6.0, a
new parameter, enable_poldb_internal, has been added. This parameter extends the policy database so that policy
samples that are shipped by Broadcom can be made non-editable and can upgrade the version information.

• For more information, see one of the following topics based on your database type:
– Policy Options (IBM DB2)
– Policy Options (Datacom)

Features Added with PTF SO01738

• To support internalization for Simplified Chinese and Japanese in Compliance Event Manager Version 6.0, a new
parameter, enable_poldb_dbcs, has been added. This parameter upgrades and converts the database to support
DBCS characters. Add this parameter to the slapd.conf file for each policy database that you want converted. For more
information, see one of the following topics based on your database type:
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– Policy Options (IBM DB2)
– Policy Options (Datacom)

• The console interface to LDAP Server has been enhanced so that BACKEND displays the current policy database
version.

• The following console interface commands have been added to improve supportability. For more information, see
Console Interface Commands (LDAP).
– MODIFY CNAME command to display the IP address of each machine with an application that is connected to the

LDAP Server.
– MODIFY COPS command to display the IP address of each machine with an application that is connected to the

LDAP Server and the current LDAP operation.

Features Added with PTF RO91570

In support of the latest Transport Layer Security (TLS) standards, TLS 1.2 support was added.

• STATUS Command Now Displays Current Maintenance Level
The console interface to LDAP Server for z/OS has been enhanced so that STATUS displays the current running level
of maintenance (#MODID). Displaying such information assists support in determining whether all maintenance is
applied. The information is also written to the STDERR DD log file. When submitting an issue, include the console
STATUS output or the STDERR log file.

• Ability to Configure a Dynamic Suffix Value
You can now configure a dynamic suffix value to use a single slapd.conf on multiple partitions. Two substitution
variables (%zosnode%, %imnode%) can be used to substitute the nodename value that the uname() function returns.

• ACF2 Interface Enhancements
– You can now use a single slapd.conf file for multiple databases with dynamic suffix values.
– You can now issue user modify and delete operations in the CSM Version 3.0 Investigator module.

• Top Secret Interface Enhancements
– A new control has been added to allow the passing of the JOBNAME on the modify operation so a REFRESH()

JOBNAME() is issued. When modifying permissions on an ACID, it is necessary to have the user log off and back
on or issue a REFRESH command for the ACID in question.

– You can now use a single slapd.conf file for multiple databases with dynamic suffix values.
– You can now issue user modify and delete operations in the CSM Version 3.0 Investigator module.

• IBM RACF Interface Enhancements
We have added a new configuration parameter, groupOwnSelf. Use this parameter when adding a new GROUP to
IBM RACF for which you want the GROUP to OWN itself instead of the OWNER defaulting to the currently logged
on user ID. Add the new parameter to the slapd.conf file after the 'database racf' statement to allow the LDAP Server
dynamically add OWNER(group_name) to the command.

• Message Updates
ETLDP32I is an informational message and replaces ETLDP32E.

New Features in Version 15.0

The following functionality was added to the LDAP Server Version 15.0 product:

Conversion from Version 12 DB2 Database to Version 15

The content of DN columns (DN, DN_TRUNC, and REV_DN) has changed between Version 12 and Version 15. Each
of these columns contains a normalized DN. The normalization process removes insignificant differences so that two
DNs that appear different but refer to the same entry have the same format. The normalization process was changed
between Version 12 and Version 15. The result is that a Version 15 and later LDAP Server cannot access a Version 12
database. The database must be converted.

Security Controls
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The LDAP Server controls provide a means to extend the functionality of LDAP requests. The controls let the LDAP
Server requestor provide additional information as part of the operation. A control is uniquely identified by an object
identifier (OID).

CSM

The LDAP Server now supports using CSM. CSM is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of
Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. CSM provides services that make it easier for you to do the following
tasks:

• Acquire, install, deploy, and configure products.
• Automatically obtain and apply maintenance.

These services enable you to easily manage your software based on industry accepted best practices. A web-based
interface provides a user-friendly interface, letting you install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of
error.

You can acquire CSM from the Broadcom Support website. For more information, see your product's installation
instructions, the CSM online help, and the CSM documentation.

Compliance Manager Backend Option

LDAP Server supports the following Compliance Manager backend options.

Database Specific Options

ptktappl
Configures the APPLID passed on RACROUTE VERIFY calls. This configuration is important when using IBM
PassTickets to authenticate the user at this host.

Global Options

ptktReqrId
Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the server for all
post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a passticket on behalf of a client logon.

ptktReqrPwFile
Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the slapd.conf
ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.

CAACF2_UTF Backend

The LDAP Server Version 15 has added support for object class acf2GSOChorus. Use the acf2GSOChorus object
to access the GSO Chorus records. This object can be updated, and it supports the LDAP add, delete, and modify
operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

CATSS_UTF Backend

You can now administer the TSS OPTIONS record fields using the LDAP Server Version 15.

CADB2 Backend Option

We have added the following CADB2 backend option to the LDAP Server Version 15:

dbptktappl application ID
Specifies the DB2 APPLID (Application ID) that is used to generate a PassTicket for LDAP Server DB2 backend
operations.

Certificate Logon

We have added Certificate Logon. Certificate logon enables the LDAP Server client to perform operations using an X.509
digital certificate as credentials instead of a clear-text user ID and password.

ldaptest Command Update
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We have added the outfile parameter to the ldaptest command. The outfile parameter specifies the file location for the
output log file.

PassTicket Configuration Options

We have added the following PassTicket configuration global options to LDAP Server Version 15:

ptktReqrId
(optional) Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the
server for all post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a PassTicket on behalf of a client logon.

ptktReqrPwFile
(optional) Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the
slapd.conf ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.

Compliance Manager Datacom Support

Compliance Manager now supports the use of Datacom for loading and unloading data in the Change Monitor, Data Mart,
and Warehouse. If you plan to migrate a Compliance Manager implementation to Datacom, see the Compliance Manager
documentation for migration details. For more information about configuring the Compliance Manager Datacom backend,
see Configure the Datacom Backend for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager.

The Change Monitor data appears in the CSM Policy Administration interface, which you can launch from the Quick Links
module. The Data Mart and Warehouse data appears in the CSM Investigator.

New Features in Version 14

The following functionality was added to the LDAP Server for z/OS Version 14 product:

Global Options - Size Limit Parameter

The sizelimit parameter value for maximum number of objects that are returned during a search request has changed
from 0 to -1. In previous releases, 0 indicated that unlimited objects were returned. The 0 value now indicates that no data
is returned, and a value of -1 indicates that an unlimited amount of data is returned. For more information see, Customize
the Slapd Configuration File.

PAM Client New Features
Release 15.1 does not include enhancements for PAM Client.

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools that Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• LDAP Server Community

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customres, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

DSI Server, LDAP Server, and PAM offer the following accessibility and compataibility features:

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually.
However, some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be
located by exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys

• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are
not programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and
through operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you
can change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.

NOTE

To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the
emulator, see your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, see your operating system
documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause
confusion when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or
other applications.
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Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and
use input and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted,
tabular data that require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor
control accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• You can view documentation online, or you can download it in PDF format.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Distributed Security Integration Server (DSI Server)
• LDAP Server for z/OS (LDAP Server)
• PAM Client
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Chorus Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services for z/OS (Common Components and Services or CCS)
• Compliance Event Manager
• Compliance Manager for z/OS (Compliance Manager)
• Datacom®

• Datacom®/AD
• Easytrieve®

• External Security Manager (ESM)
• Hierarchical File System (HFS)
• High-level Qualifier (HLQ)
• Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
• Logical Partition (LPAR)
• Partitioned Data Set/Partitioned Data Set Extended (PDS/PDSE)
• Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM)
• System Modification Program Extended (SMP/E)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• z File System (zFS)
• z Series Operation System (z/OS)
• z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Install the DSI Server
The LDAP Server pax file includes DSI Server files. You install the DSI Server as part of the LDAP Server installation.

Verify the prerequisites. Then, install the DSI Server files using the procedures in the Install the LDAP Server section.

Prerequisites

Verify the following requirements for the DSI Server:

• The installation requires read, update, and allocate authority for the installation data sets and libraries.
• The deployment and configuration require the authority to APF authorize files, program control for UNIX files, and

UNIX System Services (USS) mount authority.

Install the LDAP Server
The LDAP Server pax file includes files for LDAP Server, DSI Server, and PAM Client.

To install one or more of these products, first review the information in the product-specific installation topics (Install the
DSI Server and Install the PAM Client). Then, follow the procedures in this section.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, your installation team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so
on) should review the installation and configuration tasks to determine the high-level requirements by role. Doing so can
help you complete the process faster without any delays waiting for tasks to be completed at the last minute.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services
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Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security administrator for access
• Storage administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems programmer for z/OS definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM. To access z/OSMF training from Broadcom, log in to
the Broadcom Support portal and search for a course in Learning@Broadcom. To migrate your existing SMP/E
environments (CSIs) to z/OSMF, see z/OSMF Migration.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquire your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
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secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance
model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom
z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You can follow the same
schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Product Update Notifications

Sign up for product update notifications for all Broadcom products so that you receive notification of potential problems for
your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to critical alerts and other product notifications like security advisories within
the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Notification Settings under your user name and profile. Select the alerts
that you want. Your preferences are automatically saved.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)
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  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Hardware and Operating System Requirements
Before you begin your installation, verify the following hardware and operating system requirements.

For the supported IBM zEnterprise versions and the IBM z/OS versions, see the Compatibility Matrix.

Software Requirements
Before you begin your installation, verify the following software requirements.

If you plan to use LDAP Server with Compliance Manager, at least one of the following is required:

• Datacom/AD or Datacom/DB Version 14.0 with the following services:
– Compliance Manager Warehouse and Monitor components and LDAP Server for z/OS require a Datacom

subsystem with the following services:
• Datacom Server Version 14.0
• Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
• Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)

• IBM DB2 r8.1 or higher with the following services:
– Compliance Manager Warehouse and Monitor components and LDAP Server for z/OS require a DB2 subsystem

with the following services:
• Resource Recovery Services (RRS)
• Distributed Data Facility (DDF)
• Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)

WARNING

The LDAP Server pax file includes DSI Server and PAM Client files. The LDP2CSI and DT93CSIU jobs track
data for LDAP Server, DSI Server, and PAM Client.

ACF2 for z/OS and Top Secret for z/OS:

The following compatibility fixes are required when running Version 16.0 of ACF2 and Top Secret:
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• LDAP Server 15.1 (RO77928 and RO76195)
• LDAP Server 15.0 (RO77929 and RO76199)
• DSI Server 15.0 (RO77929)
• DSI Server 15.1 (RO77928)

Security Requirements
Before you begin your installation, verify the following security requirements:

• For installation, you need read, update, and allocate authority for the installation data sets and libraries.
• For deployment and configuration, you also need the authority to APF authorize files, program control for UNIX files,

and USS mount authority.

Storage Requirements
Before you begin your installation, verify the following storage requirements:

When using the CSM to install the LDAP Server, verify that you have the necessary hierarchical file system (HFS) space
to install and configure the LDAP Server.

• The LDAP Server requires 32,000 blocks (32 MB) of space.
• To enable STDERR logging and debugging, more space is needed.
• We suggest that you allocate at least 40 MB for the installation and day-to-day LDAP Server operations.

Example: A3390 disk drive at about 840,000 bytes per cylinder equals approximately 50 cylinders.

WARNING

If you need to allocate a new HFS file, manually allocate and mount this file prior to running the CSM installation
of the LDAP Server.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.
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WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:

1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:
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– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
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b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.

The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.
4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:

– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update
Product.

– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right
and select the Update Product Releases link.

5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:
– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.
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The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.
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Acquire the LDAP Server File for Symantec Identity Manager for RACF
If you are using Symantec Identity Manager to manage IBM RACF, you cannot acquire the LDAP Server product file using
CSM. To acquire the LDAP Server product file, do the following steps:

1. From Broadcom Support Online, do the following steps:
a. Select Symantec Enterprise Security, and then Product Downloads.
b. Select IDENTITY MGMT AND GOVRNCE.
c. Select CA Identity Manager for Consumers OEM MULTI_PLATFORM.
d. Locate LDAP Server - Release 15.1 in the list, and select Add to Cart.
e. Select CART from the menu options across the top of the UI, and select CHECKOUT.
f. Download the LDAP Server product file, DVD05114107E.pax.Z, using HTTP Via Browser or FTP under

Download Options.
The LDAP Server product file downloads.

2. Manually import the pax file into CSM using the “Install External Package” function.
After you have performed this one-time import of the file, you can maintain the file using CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.
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You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.
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Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. You will use this
directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
2. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
3. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*
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– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, submit the JCL to allocate the zFS.

4. Mount the file system by customizing and submitting the following sample JCL:
//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before continuing to Acquire the Product
Pax Files.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.
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4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File

After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, copy the following JCL sample and edit as indicated:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for pax file downloads.          *
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//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Save your changes, type SUBMIT on the command line, and press Enter to execute the job.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to Copy the Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job to copy the sample
installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and review the AREADME (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that you created in the
previous task, Create a Product Directory. This file lists the required data set members to complete the installation
process.
The product-specific installation details are available.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO OMVS:
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set. Use a unique HLQ for each

expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.
– Change YOUR USS DIRECTORY to the product-specific directory where the pax file resides.
– Set HASH to YES or NO to indicate whether GIMUNZIP performs SHA-1 hash checking for the archive files that

were specified in the SYSIN data set.
If HASH=YES, GIMZIP requires Integrated Cryptographic Services (ICSF) or Java to compute an SHA-1 hash
value. If HASH=NO, no hash checking is performed. To use Java, uncomment the SMPJHOME and SMPCPATH
DDs to enter your Java runtime directory and Java application classes directory.

Save your changes and press Enter.
The UNZIPJCL is edited.

3. Type SUBMIT on the command line and press Enter to execute the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job reads the downloaded file and directories and creates the SAMPJCL data set. Return code zero
is expected. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The
SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Perform the installation using the
members in this data set.

You are now ready to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Pax Installation
Prepare the SMP/E environment for installation using the steps in this topic.

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Download external HOLDDATA.
2. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
3. Create an SMP/E environment.
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4. Receive base functions and HOLDDATA.
5. Download and RECEIVE PTFs.
6. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
7. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
8. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
9. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

NOTE
Steps 1 through 3 of this process are documented in detail in this topic. Steps 4 through 9 are documented
in Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation. If applicable to your product, Step 10 is documented in the
section describing how to complete product configuration.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.

Establishing a zSeries File System (zFS) may be required as part of the product installation or required as a feature of the
product.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

1. Customize the macro LDPSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type LDPSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax
file.
NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the LDPSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
LDPAREAD member, and submit the LDPEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP1HOLD in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
LDP1HOLD is customized.

3. Submit LDP1HOLD.
This job downloads the error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP2ALL in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command line.
LDP2ALL is customized.

5. Submit LDP2ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

6. Complete the following steps only if your product requires a USS file system or if you want to install a feature of the
product that requires a USS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Step 7.
NOTE
You can customize the supplied HFS JCL to zFS, if your site requires it.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member DT92ALLU in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DT92ALLU is customized.

b. Submit DT92ALLU.
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This job allocates your data sets.
c. Open the SAMPJCL member DT93MKD in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command

line.
DT93MKD is customized.

d. Submit DT93MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP3CSI in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command line.
LDP3CSI is customized.

8. Submit LDP3CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

9. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, this step does not apply to your product. Go to Run the
Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member DT93CSIU in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DT93CSIU is customized.

b. Submit DT93CSIU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
Run the installation jobs for an SMP/E JCL package (pax).

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the LDPSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the LDPAREAD
member, and submit the LDPEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP4RECD in an edit session, and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
LDP4RECD is customized.

2. Submit LDP4RECD to receive SMP/E base functions and error HOLDDATA.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. If an FMID was placed in error, download and receive PTFs from Broadcom Support.
4. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP5APP in an edit session, and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command line.

LDP5APP is customized.
5. Submit LDP5APP to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. If you find unresolved hold errors, we

recommend that you note these errors and verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in
production. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with
the CHECK option removed
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Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.
6. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP6ACC in an edit session, and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command line.

LDP6ACC is customized.
7. Submit LDP6ACC to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun

ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.
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You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
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IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually.

Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA is available at Broadcom Support. After you complete the maintenance process, the
product is ready to deploy.

Use this procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases
according to your maintenance strategy.

1. Select your download option:
Download

maintenance using
the SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

This option uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom Mainframe
product maintenance over the Internet, by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to
a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download
maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E
environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically
and received to your system. Go to Step 17: Apply and Accept Maintenance.

To use this download option, complete the procedures in SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval at Mainframe
Common Maintenance Procedures at techdocs.broadcom.com.

Download maintenance
manually from

Broadcom Support

With this option, you manually select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites.
You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. This utility processes ZIP
packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows
workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option, you
must be running Common Components and Services for z/OS 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements
in the Common Components and Services documentation and complete the following procedures.

2. Log in to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
3. Enter the PTF Solution ID or complete either of the following steps to search from the product page:

– Enter the product name to display the product page. Select the SUPPORT tab, and then select Download.
– Select Product Downloads, enter the product name or select the product from the list.
Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.

4. Select Solution Download.
5. Select the applicable software release.

A list of published solutions is displayed.
6. Select ADD ALL TO CART or locate the solution or solutions you want in the list and select Cart, HTTP, or FTP

(recommended).

TIP
For information about download methods and locations, see Downloading Products.
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7. Run the CAUNZIP utility.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

8. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file.
9. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
10. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
11. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.
12. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the LDPSEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
13. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP1HOLD in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command

line.

NOTE
Update LDP1HOLD SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

LDP1HOLD is customized.
14. Submit LDP1HOLD.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
15. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP7RECH in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command

line.
NOTE
Update LDP7RECH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

LDP7RECH is customized.
16. Submit LDP7RECH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
17. Apply and accept corrective maintenance.
18. (Optional) Apply and accept CARS maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective maintenance for your product.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP8APYP in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
LDP8APYP is customized.

2. Submit LDP8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member LDP9ACCP in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the
command line.
LDP9ACCP is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit LDP9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.
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NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see Recommended Services for z/OS in the Mainframe Common
Maintenance Procedures documentation.

1. Download the CARS ASSIGN statements:
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements are not cumulative. To install the latest RS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files:
ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP7CARS in an edit session, update LDP7CARS SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command line.
LDP7CARS is customized.

2. Submit LDP7CARS.
The job downloads the CARS ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP7RECP in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command line.
LDP7RECP is customized.

4. Submit LDP7RECP.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and CARS ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member LDP8APYP in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the command
line.
LDP8APYP is customized.

6. Submit LDP8APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member LDP9ACCP in an edit session and execute the LDPSEDIT macro from the
command line.
LDP9ACCP is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit LDP9ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:

Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
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d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.
8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.
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• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.
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NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.
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Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.
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CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment
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You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
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A pop-up window opens.
2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.

The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.
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– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
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b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:
NOAPARS

Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
NOUSERMODS

Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.
c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter

several packages, separate them by a comma.
The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.

8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.
You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.

9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
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EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility
Systems.

IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no
alternative for dynamic activation.

MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure your product for
execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
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deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and
isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of the
product. Subsequent maintenance activities will update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product
runtime environments. For maintenance to take effect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your
runtime environments. The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS
system. You can configure and deploy your product using CSM or manually.

Based on your deployment and configuration method, use the appropriate articles to deploy and configure your product.

Deploy Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that must have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.

Deploy Your Product Manually
Use this procedure to deploy LDAP Server in an environment that does not use CSM.

To run an installation on one system and then deploy it to other systems, use a data mover protocol per your standards,
and specify the HFS or ZFS file or perform the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Change directories to the LDAP Server installation directory:
cd /your_ldap_installation_directory

You are now in the directory where your installation files reside.
2. Create the pax file named "LDAPR15.pax.Z" by entering the following command:

pax -w -f /location_for_pax_file/ LDAPR15.pax.Z -z -x pax * 

3. Change directories to the LDAP Server deploy execution directory:
cd /your_ldap_execution_directory

You are now in the directory where you deploy the product.
4. Unpack the pax file:
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pax -r -f /location_for_pax_file/ LDAPR15.pax.Z -px 

NOTE
The location-for-pax-file in this step is the same that in step 2. The installation files are deployed on a new
system.

Configure Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

The following diagram shows the configuration process:

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration. If you are targeting a staging system, see Configure to a Staging System.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration and view the step and action details.
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NOTE
Validation is optional, but recommended before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation is successful, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
The product configuration process completes.

If any implementation failures occur, follow these guidelines to address them.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.

Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration. If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close
the wizard. You can build it later.
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Configure to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation are local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:

• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.

After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).

Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used
when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so,
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.
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NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:

– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:
Set Automatic

Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.
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6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, if there are incomplete prerequisite

steps, the steps do not execute. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, if there are incomplete

prerequisite steps, the step do not execute. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm manual
and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.
You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select
the link for the step you want to view details. Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

4. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
5. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

6. Review the steps.
7. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
8. Close the dialog.
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9. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.
Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Complete the following steps to address implementation failures.

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed

configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Configure the Target Settings

During the configuration using CSM, create target settings with the following values:

• Enter values for Installation Variables:
LDAPHOST host

Specifies the host machine where you install LDAP Server.
LDAPPORT port

Specifies the port that LDAP Server listens on.
BACKEND {ACF2|TSS|RACF|CMGR-ONLY}

Specifies the external security manager (ESM) backend type that you want to install along with LDAP Server.
Specify CMGR-ONLY to select no ESM.

CMGR {CMGR-DB2|CMGR-DC|NONE}
Specifies which Compliance Manager backend you want to set up with LDAP Server Release 15.1. Select one of
the following options:
CMGR-DB2

Specifies to set up Compliance Manager with DB2.
CMGR-DC

Specifies to set up Compliance Manager with Datacom.
NONE

Specifies to set up Compliance Manager with the security backend only.
NAMINGMODE {IM|REG|BOTH}

Specifies if the backend is used for Identity Manager and whether it is therefore running in IM naming mode.
Select one of the following options:
IM

Specifies Identity Manager naming mode.
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REG
Specifies regular naming mode.

BOTH
Specifies both Identity Manager and regular naming modes.

SUFFIX host=HOSTNAME,o=COMPANY,c=COUNTRY
Specifies the suffix for the selected backend. The option has the following parameters:
host=HOSTNAME

Specifies the logical representation of your backend host name.
o=COMPANY

Specifies your company name.
c=COUNTRY

Specifies your two-character country code.
Example: host=xe42,o=ca,c=us

SIPARMS {lpar|NONE}
Specifies the remote LPAR name for the SiParms system. Type 'NONE' if you do not wish to set up SiParms.

SIPORT {port|NONE}
Specifies the port for the SiParms system. Type 'NONE' if you do not want to set up SiParms.

• Enter the high-level qualifier of the configured data sets for CFGHLQ. This high-level qualifier is for the runtime
CDT9JCL data sets and for the STDOUT/STDERR data sets, which are used as the output of the configuration
operations.

NOTE
Use a unique high-level qualifier. Do not use the same HLQ as in the installation or deployment.

• Enter HFS variables:
WARNING
Set all the mandatory variables (marked with a red X) before you select Next and continue with the
configuration.

HFSDPATH
Specifies the USS path where the deployed directory was created. This path is the Remote Path from the
deployment custom data sets step.

HFSINSTALLDIR
Specifies the base directory (lowest level directory) of the install directory path. This directory is the lowest level
directory from the Local Path from the deployment custom data sets step.
Example: If you specified /USERNAME/Products/Security/LDAP/ as the Local Path in the deployment custom
data set step, then enter LDAP for HFSINSTALLDIR.

HFSMOUNTPT
Specifies the USS path for the desired LDAP Server runtime directory.

Configure the Slapd Environment File (Pax Installation)
Configure the slapd.env file to have the correct directory name (PATH, LIBPATH, STEPLIB, and DSNAOINI).

1. Specify a password and file as arguments to the authid utility, and the utility writes the encrypted form of that password
to that file. Enter the following command:
authid [-e] [-f file_name] -p password

-e
(Optional) Specifies that authid should encrypt the password. This is the default.
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-f
(Optional) Specifies what output file to write the encrypted password to. The default is ./authid.pwd.

-p
Specifies the password value to encrypt.

2. Edit the slapd.conf file: Remove the dbpasswd parameter and replace it with the dbpasswdFile parameter. Use the
name of the file that the authid utility created as value for the dbpasswdFile parameter.
The slapd.conf file now includes the correct values for your site.

Next, modify the slapd configuration file.

Modify the Slapd Configuration File (Pax Installation)
Following installation and post-installation activities, you must modify the slapd.conf configuration file, which is divided into
three sections: global, back-end options, and database-specific options. The file resides in the HFS installation directory.

 To modify the LDAP Server configuration slapd.conf file, do one of the following: 

• Manually edit the file. For example, in USS use oedit or vi. In TSO use ishell or IPSF Edit, or use any other utility that
can edit an HFS file.

• Use the configuration wizard from your PC to maintain your existing slapd.conf file or to generate a new configuration
file. Several options depend on other options being set properly. The configuration wizard lets you customize your
options and then generates a slapd.conf file with the correct keywords and values.

 To modify the configuration file 

1. Install Java JRE 1.6 or above for your operating system.
2. Download, in binary mode, the configuration wizard that you unloaded as part of the LDAP Server installation and

name it cfgWizard.jar.
3. After you download the configuration wizard, at the command prompt, change to the directory that contains the

cfgWizard.jar file.
Your view is in the directory that includes the cfgWizard.jar file.

4. Start the configuration wizard by issuing the following command:
java -cp .\cfgWizard.jar com.ca.panels.Main

The wizard prompts you to create a new configuration file or import an existing file. The import option requires that you
have previously downloaded the slapd.conf file to the local hard drive. The configuration wizard does not have FTP or
SFTP support built in.

NOTE
 You can customize the Slapd Configuration File.

Next, configure the LDAP Server.

Configure the Started Tasks for LDAP Server and DSI Server
After you install the LDAP Server and/or DSI Server, you must configure the server started task (STC) in accordance with
your site requirements before you start the product.

Configure the LDAP Server Started Task

Configure the LDAP Server started task (STC) user IDs and PROC in accordance with your site specifications.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the appropriate jobs to define STC user IDs. Change HOME in the job to the directory name where you installed
LDAP Server.
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NOTE
These jobs reside in CDT9JCL.

– For ACF2, run the following jobs:
• Run CDT9LID to define the started task use ID for the LDAP Server.
• Run CDT9ACMG to define any user IDs and security permissions required for using Compliance Manager

with the LDAP Server.
• Run CDT9ADB2 to define any user IDs and security permissions required for using IBM DB2 with the LDAP

Server.
• Run CT9ADC to define any user IDs and security permissions required for using Datacom with the LDAP Server.

– For Top Secret, run the following jobs:
• Run CDT9ACID to define the started task acid for the LDAP Server.
• Run CDT9TCMG to define any acids and security permissions required for using Compliance Manager with the

LDAP Server.
• Run CDT9TDB2 to define any acids and security permissions required for using IBM DB2 with the LDAP Server.
• Run CT9TDC to define any acids and security permissions required for using Datacom with the LDAP Server.

– For IBM RACF, run the following jobs:
• CDT9USER to define the started task for the LDAP Server.
• CDT9RCMG to define any user IDs and security permissions required for using Compliance Manager with the

LDAP Server.
• CDT9RDC to define any user IDs and security permissions required for using Datacom with the LDAP Server.

The STC user IDs are defined for the installation.
2. Edit the LDAPR151 STC PROC in CDT9JCL as follows:

a. Change all occurrences of INSTALL_DIR to the path name of the directory that contains the HFS files.
b. (If Compliance Manager is installed) Change the HLQ argument on the second line to the high-level qualifier of the

policy file. Change the VOL argument on the fourth line so that it includes the policy file's VOLSER.
c. Uncomment the lines that define the policy and journal files at the end of the PROC.
The LDAPR151 STC PROC is updated.

3. Copy the LDAPR151 STC PROC from CDT9JCL into your proclib.
4. Start the STC using the LDAPR151 job.

The product is deployed and configured.

Configure the DSI Server Started Task

Configure the DSI Server started task (STC) user IDs and PROC in accordance with your site specifications.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the appropriate job to define STC user IDs.

NOTE
These jobs reside in CDT9JCL.

– For ACF2, edit and run the DSILID job to define the started task use ID for the DSI Server.
– For Top Secret, edit and run the DSIACID job to define the started task acid for the DSI Server.
– For IBM RACF, edit and run the DSIUSER job to define the started task for the DSI Server.
The STC user IDs are defined for the installation.

2. Edit the DSIR151 STC PROC in CDT9JCL as follows:
a. If you installed to a directory other than the default (/usr/lpp/caldapr151), change all occurrences of DD PATH to

point to the path name of the directory that contains the HFS files.
The DSIR151 STC PROC is updated.
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3. Copy the DSIR151 STC PROC from CDT9JCL into your proclib.
4. Start the STC using the DSIR151 job.

The product is deployed and configured.

Start the LDAP Server
After the product is deployed and configured, you start the LDAP Server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Copy the LDAPR151 STC PROC from CDT9JCL into your proclib.
2. Start the STC using the LDAPR151 job.

Next, verify the installation and configuration.

Verify the Installation (LDAP Server)
Verify the installation and configuration of the LDAP Server using the LDAPTEST command or using a batch job.

WARNING
For Top Secret, the user ID parameter that is supplied to the ldaptest script or the batch JCL must be authorized
for the facility that is assigned to the LDAP address space.

Verify Using LDAPTEST Command

Use the LDAPTEST command to verify the installation and configuration of the LDAP Server.

1. Verify that the LDAP Server started task is running.
2. Log in to UNIX System Services (USS) from TSO or telnet.

You have access to USS.
3. Verify that the user who is executing the LDAPTEST command has the current directory in their LIBPATH. Otherwise,

the DDL might not be found and error CEE3501S might appear.
a. If the directory is not in the LIBPATH, issue the following command to set the LIBPATH environment variable:

export LIBPATH=$LIBPATH:.

The current directory is added to the search path for DLLs when running a program.
4. Change to the installation directory:

cd /ldap_install_directory/

Your view is of the installation directory.
5. Execute ldaptest:

./ldaptest -u userid -w password -f outfile -H host

-u userid
Defines the user ID that is defined to the security product.

-w password
Specifies the password for the supplied user ID.

-f outfile
(Optional) Specifies the file location for the output log file of the test. Write permission is required for the target
directory.
Default: IVPlog.txt

-H host
(Optional) Specifies the TCP/IP address and port of the LDAP Server.
Default: localhost: 389
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Example: ldap://127.0.0.1:389
A successful test results in a list of defined backends and search output. If the test is successful, the LDAP Server is
installed correctly, and the LDAP Server is ready for use.
If the test fails, an error message appears. For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Verify Using a Batch Job

Run LDAPTEST from a batch job to verify the installation and configuration.

1. Follow the directions as specified in CDT9JCL(LDAPTEST).
2. Execute CDT9JCL(LDAPTEST).

Next Steps

You are now ready to configure the products. See the information in the Configuring section.

Install the PAM Client
This article gives the steps to install and configure the PAM Client.

The LDAP Server pax file includes the PAM Client files. You install the PAM Client as part of the  LDAP Server
installation. The PAM Client installation lets you install using source or binary files.

Verify the prerequisites. Then, install the PAM Client files using the procedures in the Install the LDAP Server section.
After installing the PAM Client files, perform the remaining installation tasks in this section.

Prerequisites

Verify the following requirements for the PAM Client:

• Any supported IBM z/OS release from z/OS 1.13 through z/OS 2.2.
• DSI Server Release 15.1. The LDAP Server Release 15.1 software package includes the files for DSI Server and PAM

Client.
• Linux Environment:

We provide executables and source code for the PAM Client. We have fully tested these executables and the source
code with the following Linux distributions:
– Red Hat Enterprise Linux (formerly known as AS) Release 3
– SuSE Linux Enterprise Server Release 8
If you want to use the PAM Client in other releases, you can test those releases with the PAM Client and modify the
PAM Client as necessary.

PAM Client Installation Tasks

The PAM Client installation lets you install using source or binary files. After you install the PAM Client files using the
procedures in the section Install the LDAP Server, do the following steps:

1. Set up the Linux for zSeries controls.
2. Confirm the Linux segment attributes.
3. Review the considerations for the Linux environment.
4. Verify the required components for Linux for zSeries.
5. Uninstall the previous release.
6. Locate and transfer the installation files.
7. Choose one option for installation:
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– Confirm the installed package for source distribution, and then do one of the following steps:
a. Install using a source RPM file.
b. Install using source TAR files.

– Install a binary distribution.

Set Up the Linux for zSeries Security Controls
Understand and adhere to the following rules around user names and passwords or passphrases:

User Name Rules

You can use a mainframe account ID (LID or ACID) as the Linux for zSeries user name. You can also define a unique
Linux user name for some or all the mainframe accounts that can log in to a Linux for zSeries system. This Linux user
name is referred to as a mapped user name and you can use it as the Linux for zSeries user name.

Most Linux applications that employ user names do not impose restrictions on what constitutes a valid user name.
Therefore, you should expect that whatever user name you employ, whether it is the account ID or the mapped user
name, the Linux application will accept it.

However, you might encounter issues with the length of the user name. Applications that perform the login service (for
example, the login command or the Secure Shell) might record login information in the utmp or utmpx database. On most
Linux systems, this database provides space for 31 characters in the user name. The application might accept a user
name of any length and truncate it before updating the database, it might silently truncate the user name, or it might report
an error. Therefore, restrict mapped user names to 31 characters or fewer.

The mainframe account ID is not case-sensitive, and the Linux for zSeries user name is case-sensitive. If you use the
mainframe account ID as the Linux for zSeries user name, the DSI Server forces the user name to uppercase as part of
the validation. However, the mapped user name is case-sensitive. To avoid confusion, restrict mapped user names to all
lowercase characters.

Passwords and Passphrase Rules

All mainframe accounts require a password. The password must be one to eight characters in length and can contain
alphanumeric and special characters. Historically, the password is in uppercase, but you can configure the ESM to
maintain case-sensitive passwords.

A mainframe account can also have a passphrase. This passphrase has a user-configurable minimum and maximum
length, and it can contain the same set of characters as a password. The passphrase is always case-sensitive. The
minimum length is nine characters. Each ESM limits the maximum length and this limit can be different for each ESM, but
it can never exceed 255 characters.

The ESM accepts a password or a passphrase to authenticate a user. Because Linux for zSeries recognizes only the
concept of a password, the DSI Server treats a Linux password with eight or fewer characters as a password and treats
a Linux password with nine or more characters as a passphrase. This mapping convention allows a user who has a
password and a passphrase to use either for authentication.

One potential problem can occur with this convention. When users change their Linux password, the user must note
whether the password or passphrase is changing. For example, if a user responds to a prompt for an old Linux password
with a password, the user must respond to the prompt for the new Linux password with an acceptable password. The new
password must have no more than eight characters. Similarly, if a user responds to a prompt for an old Linux password
with a passphrase, the user must respond to the prompt for the new Linux password with an acceptable passphrase. The
new password must include more than eight characters.

NOTE
A user who does not already have a passphrase cannot assign a passphrase from a Linux for zSeries system.
The initial passphrase must be assigned using an ESM system command.
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Confirm the Linux Segment Attributes
Use the extended Linux segment for all your Linux values.

The PAM Client uses the LINUXUID, LINUXHOM, and LINUXPGM attributes from the User profile record and uses the
LINUXGID attribute from the Group profile record.

Confirm that these attributes contain values that are acceptable to the target Linux for zSeries distribution. For example:

• LINUXUID should be unique for each user on a given Linux system.
• LINUXGID should represent a valid Linux group.
• LINUXHOME directory should be valid for your Linux file system.
• LINUXPGM value must specify a valid Linux shell.

NOTE
For ACF2, a value is required for the UID field. You can specify the group name on the Linux profile record or in
the GSO OPTS record using the DFTLNXG field. Without these values, log in attempts to Linux fail.

NOTE
For Top Secret, the values are required for all fields.

Review the Considerations for Your Linux Environment
Proper configuration of the PAM interface in Linux for zSeries requires a working knowledge of the PAM framework for the
specific version and distribution of Linux. The PAM framework documentation is usually installed within your Linux /usr/
share/doc file system or in the web community.

With basic knowledge of how PAM is implemented in your Linux environment, you can insert the PAM Client interface into
the existing PAM configuration.

Verify the Required Components for Linux for zSeries
You must install the following components for Linux for zSeries:

pam_CA_esm.so
Authenticates users to the z/OS External Security Managers (ESMs) from Broadcom. This module is the interface
that the Linux PAM facility uses.
This component operates as a normal PAM module and is called through PAM as with any other PAM module.

libnss_CA_esm.so.2
Obtains user and group attributes from the z/OS based ESMs from Broadcom. This module is the interface that
the Linux NSS facility uses.
This component operates as a normal NSS module and is called through NSS as with any other NSS module.

CA_esm_proxy
Manages the mechanics of getting requests from the Linux system to the ESM and returning responses. This
component is a proxy server that sits between the PAM module and the ESM. When using SSL, this allows all
login processes to reuse the SSL connection rather than every process having to establish its own connection,
which provides greater scalability versus thousands of SSL connections. This component is not based on any
prior code and is copyrighted by Broadcom and distributed by Broadcom under the GNU “LGPL version 2”
license.

When these components are installed, you extend all PAM-enabled applications in the following manner:

• You use Broadcom ESMs to validate logons through password verification.
• You enforce consistent policy-based password controls across the enterprise.
• You allow translation of long (more than eight characters), case-sensitive user names to their existing eight-byte ID.
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Uninstall Previous Releases
Uninstall all previous releases of PAM Client before starting the new installation.

If you have a previous release installed, you might receive the following error message while installing the current release:

file xxx from install of pam_CA_esm-<newlevel>-<newversion>

conflicts with file from pam_CA_esm-<oldlevel>-<oldversion>

To remove the previous release, issue the following commands:

NOTE
The erase and allmatches parameters require two dashes.

rpm --erase pam_CA_esm

rpm --erase --allmatches pam_CA_esm-libs

NOTE
The /etc/CA_esm_proxy.conf file is backed up to CA_esm_proxy.conf.rpmsave.

Locate and Transfer the Installation Source or Binary Files
The PAM Client ships in the following formats and is distributed as part of the LDAP Server install:

• The pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.s390.rpm and pam_CA_esm-libs-<level>-<version>.s390.rpm are 32-bit binary
distributions, which contain prebuilt 32-bit executables. You can install these executables without having to compile the
source to binary.
The pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.s390x.rpm and pam_CA_esm-libs-<level>-<version>.s390x.rpm are 64-
bit binary distributions, which contain prebuilt 64-bit executables. You can install these executables without having to
compile the source to binary.

• The pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.src.rpm and pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.tar.gz are source format
distributions.

NOTE
If you are not familiar with building executables using these source distributions, we recommend that you skip
to Install a Binary Distribution.

Transfer the previously noted files from the z/OS LDAP directory to your zLINUX system. For this step, follow the file
transfer procedures for your company.

NOTE
If you use FTP or SFTP, transfer the files in binary.

Confirm the Installed Packages for Source Distribution
You can install a source distribution using a distribution tar file (pam_CA_esm-*.tar.gz) or source RPM file (pam_CA_esm-
*.src.rpm).

Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that the following development packages are installed:
– make
– gcc
– glibc-devel
– openssl-devel
– pam-devel

2. Issue the following commands:
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rpm -q gcc 

rpm -q glibc-devel 

rpm -q make 

rpm -q openssl-devel 

rpm -q pam-devel

3. Verify that the system where you plan to perform the build meets the requirements before continuing.

Install a Source Distribution Using a Source RPM File
Install a source distribution using an RPM file. We recommend this method because it updates the RPM database for
tracking and upgrading modules in the future.

1. Create the following file in your home directory:
.rpmmacros

2. (Optional) To change the top directory to a different location, add the following line to the .rpmmacro file:
%_topdir <topdir>

3. Create the following subdirectories below the top directory:
– BUILD
– RPMS
– SOURCES
– SPECS
– SRPMS
Different Linux distributions look for input and place the output from the RPM build process in different directories.
For Red Hat distributions, the top directory is typically /usr/src/RedHat. For SuSE distributions, the top directory is
typically /usr/src/packages. Both these directories are typically only writable by root.

4. Add the following line to your .rpmmacro to use stash files:
%_with_stash_key --enable-stash=<stashkey>

<stashkey>
Identifies the key, which must be a string consisting of the characters '0' through '9', 'a' through 'f', or 'A' through
'F'. The string must be exactly 32, 48, or 64 characters in length.

NOTE
If the value does not conform to these specifications, the error is not detected until the first time the value is
used. The build process does not validate the values.

5. Type su to obtain root access before executing the rpm command. Do so only if you did not override the value of
%_topdir in step 2.

6. Build the architecture-specific binary RPM file by issuing the following command:
rpmbuild --rebuild pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.src.rpm

<level>
Indicates the package level (for example, 15.1)

<version>
Indicates the packaging level (for example, 1).

NOTE
On some older Linux distributions, the rpmbuild command does not exist. If you receive a command not
found error, use the rpm command.

The rpmbuild command rebuilds the PAM client. The rpmbuild command places the binary packages in the directory
<topdir>/RPMS/<arch> directory, where <arch> is the architecture name for the Linux system. The <arch> value for
the zSeries platform will be s390 for 32-bit systems and s390x for 64-bit systems.

7. Install the package from the previous step by issuing the following commands:
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rpm -i <topdir>/RPMS/<arch>/pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.<arch>.rpm

rpm -i <topdir>/RPMS/<arch>/pam_CA_esm-libs-<level>-<version>.<arch>.rpm

Install a Source Distribution Using a Tar File
Install a source distribution from a tar file. This method does not update the RPM database for tracking and upgrading
modules in the future. For this reason, we suggest that you use the source RPM install method.

1. Extract the package files from the compressed tar file by issuing the following command:
tar -xzf pam_CA_esm-<level>.tar.gz

<level> is the package level.

The files are extracted into a directory named pam_CA_esm-<level> in the current directory. For example:
pam_CA_esm-12.0

2. Change the current working directory to the directory that you created in Step 1 by issuing the following command:
cd pam_CA_esm-<level>

The working directory is changed.
3. Add the following option to configure the package:

./configure ...

The configure program supports all the options that are provided by the GNU autoconf tool. In addition, the following
options let you tailor the final product for your environment.
– Issue the following commands to override the subdirectory where the output is installed:

"- - prefix=<prefix>"

The value <prefix> should be an absolute pathname.
– Add one of the following options to enable or disable TLS encryption on the connection to the ESM:

"- -with-tls"

"- -without-tls"

TLS support requires that you already have the OpenSSL package installed on your Linux system. If not, the next
step fails. The default is “- -with-tls”.

– If you want to use stash files, you must add the following option:
"- -enable-stash=<stashkey>"

The value of <stashkey> must be a string consisting of the characters '0' thru '9', 'a' thru 'f', or 'A' thru 'F'. It must be
exactly 32, 48, or 64 characters in length.

NOTE
The build process does not check this value. If the value does not conform to this specification, the error
is not detected until the first time it is used.

– Add the following option to override the default pathname for the configuration file, which is /etc/CA_esm.conf:
"- -with-esm-conf-file=<pathname>"

The value <pathname> should be an absolute pathname.
– If you are building for a 64-bit system, add the following option:

"- -libdir=/lib64"

Otherwise, add the following option:
"- -libdir=/lib"

4. Compile all the source code for the package and build the executable files by typing make.
The executable files are built.

5. Obtain root access before the next step by typing su.
You have root access.

6. Install the executable and configuration files by typing make install.
The files are installed.
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Install a Binary Distribution
Install a binary distribution from the architecture-specific binary RPM files (pam_CA_esm-*.<arch>.rpm and
pam_CA_esm-libs-*.<arch>.rpm).

Follow these steps:

1. Install the architecture-specific binary RPM files by entering the following commands:

NOTE
Type su to obtain root access before executing the rpm command by issuing the following commands.

rpm -i pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.<arch>.rpm

rpm -i pam_CA_esm-libs-<level>-<version>.<arch>.rpm

The <arch> value for the zSeries platform will be s390 for 32-bit systems and s390x for 64-bit systems.
2. Install the pam_CA_esm-libs package from the 32-bit distribution if you are installing on a 64-bit system. Issue the

following command to install the 32-bit binary RPM file:
rpm -i pam_CA_esm-libs-<level>-<version>.s390.rpm

3. Verify the RPM file after installation by issuing the following command. Review the version, release, build date, and
description.
rpm -qi pam_CA_esm

rpm -qi pam_CA_esm-libs

You should receive output similar to the following:

Name : pam_CA_esm Relocations: (not relocateable)

Version : 15.1 Vendor: CA

Release : 2 Build Date: Thu Feb 25 09:20:11 2016

Install date : (not installed) Build Host: linux023.broadcom.com

Group : System Environment/Base Source RPM: pam_CA_esm-15.1-2.src.rpm

Size : 1272773 License: LGPL

URL : http://www.broadcom.com/

Summary : PAM module for CA External Security Managers.

Description : pam_CA_esm is a module for Linux-PAM that supports password verification 

and changes using CA External Security Managers (ESMs) as the user database.
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Configuring
After installing the products, you must configure them. This section describes how administrators configure the DSI
Server, LDAP Server, and PAM products.

• DSI Server configuration tasks include:
– Post-installation configuration
– Verifying conversion table settings for Unicode Conversion Services (required starting with z/OS 1.9)
– Customizing started task procedures for ESM-specific requirements
– Setting up the configuration file, including using the Configuration Wizard, global options, and obsolete options
– Configuring the DSI Server to support the Real-Time Compliance Information Analysis (CIA) feature
– Securing server communications
– Defining the Linux for Z Series configurations for ACF2 or Top Secret
– Verifying the installation and configuration

• LDAP Server configuration tasks include:
– Customizing the slapd configuration file to control the global, backend, and database-specific options
– Customizing started task procedures
– Understanding access control concepts
– Setting up the product-specific backend configurations
– Converting the database; required between LDAP Server Version 12.0 and newer versions
– Setting up certificate logon to perform operations using an X.509 digital certificate as credentials instead of a clear-

text user ID and password
– Configuring PassTickets
– Setting up SSL from the command line
– Migrating Compliance Manager from Version 1.0 to Version 2.0

• PAM Client configuration tasks include:
– Modifying the ESM configuration file to your site-specific standards
– Starting the ESM proxy server during preliminary testing and during system startup
– Enabling the NSS module
– Enabling the PAM module

Configure the DSI Server
After installing the DSI Server, perform the following configuration tasks to customize the product for use:

• Post-installation configuration
• Verifying conversion table settings for Unicode Conversion Services (required starting with z/OS 1.9)
• Setting up the configuration file, including using the Configuration Wizard, global options, and obsolete options
• Configuring the DSI Server to support the Real-Time Compliance Information Analysis (CIA) feature
• Securing server communications
• Defining the Linux for Z Series configurations for ACF2 or Top Secret
• Verifying the installation and configuration

Perform Post-Installation Configuration for DSI
This is a high-level overview of the steps to configure DSI Server:
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Follow these steps:

1. Define the STC user IDs:
– For ACF2, use job DSILID.
– For Top Secret, use job DSIACID.
– For IBM RACF, use job DSIUSER.
The STC user IDs are defined.

2. Update the dsi.env file to add the correct directory name (PATH and LIBPATH).
The dsi.env file is updated.

3. Update the dsi.conf file to address the following areas:
a. Review the documentation in the file for each of the preset values and edit values as needed. You must change the

host option. Comment out the line or supply a valid domain name. If you provide a domain name, the domain name
must be associated with one of the interfaces of the system on which the DSI Server is to run. In this case, the
DSI Server accepts connections only if they arrive over the designated interface. Commenting out the line allows
the DSI Server to accept connections that arrive over all interfaces.

b. Review the port setting. The default provided is 1490. If this port is not acceptable, change it to a setting that meets
your site-specific requirements.
The dsi.conf file is updated.

4. Edit the DSIR15 STC PROC in SAMPJCL to change all occurrences of INSTALL_DIR to the path name of the
directory that contains the HFS files.
The DSIR15 STC PROC is updated.

5. Copy the DSIR15 STC PROC from SAMPJCL into your proclib.
The DSIR15 STC PROC is in your proclib.

6. Start the STC using the DSIR15 job.

Check z/OS 1.9 Settings
The DSI Server uses the iconv family of functions to perform EBCDIC to ASCII translations. Starting with z/OS 1.9, the
iconv family of functions use character conversion services provided by Unicode Conversion Services (UCS). To help
ensure the correct operation of the DSI Server, verify that the required conversion tables are available in the Unicode
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. From the operator console, issue the following command:
DISPLAY UNI,CONV

Output similar to the following appears:
CUN3000I 14.59.07 UNI DISPLAY 307                              

CONVERSION: 01200(13488)-01047-L        01200(13488)-01047-E 

              00819-01047-L               00819-01047-R        

              01047-00819-L               01047-00819-R  

a. Currently, the DSI Server only needs the conversion tables to convert between CCSID 00819 (ISO8859-1 ASCII)
and CCSID 01047 (Open System Latin-1 EBCDIC).

2. Verify that the following entries are present:
00819-01047-L

01047-00819-L

a. If these entries are not present, the DSI Server cannot operate properly. Consult your system support personnel to
have them add these entries to the Unicode environment.
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Customize the STC Procedure
The SMP/E install creates a sample STC procedure to start the LDAP Server. The procedure is installed with the
minimum of configuration options. The procedure has the following line:

//  PARM='PGM slapd -d 0 -f ./slapd.conf -d &DEBUG'

This line configures the LDAP Server to start with no debugging and to use the configuration file slapd.conf.

NOTE
When running as a started task, -d 0 is required as a minimum.

WARNING
Parameters are case sensitive. When adding any startup options, use the proper case.

PARM= Options

The following list details PARM options:

-d nnn
Configures the debugging trace level of the LDAP Server. The LDAP Server uses this value to determine what to
write to the STDERR DD. The nnn value can be a numeric or text value (0 through 4294967295).
Default: 0
To review this table of values, search under the global option debug in this documentation.

-f file_name
Configures the startup configuration file. This option can use either a relative or fully qualified file name.
Default: n/a

-H url:port
Configures the URL (IP and port) that the LDAP Server uses to listen for LDAP requests. An single IP address is
not specified. This configuration ensures that if multiple TCP/IP stacks are running on the LPAR, the LDAP Server
listens on port 389 on all IP addresses. Because the PARM= option is limited to 100 bytes, we recommend that
you supply the URLs in the slapd.conf file. For more information, review the slapd.conf hosturls global option in
this documentation.
Default: ldap://:389

-l LOCALx
(This command line option is a lowercase L) Configures which syslog facility to write to. This option is used with
the -s option. Valid values are as follows: LOCAL0, LOCAL1, LOCAL2, LOCAL3, LOCAL4, LOCAL5, LOCAL6, or
LOCAL7.
Default: LOCAL4.

-s nnn
Configures the syslog trace level of the LDAP Server. The LDAP Server uses this value to determine what to write
to the syslog daemon. The nnn value can be a numeric or text value.
Default: 0
To review this table of values, search under the global option loglevel in this documentation.

-T
Enables a low-level memory usage trace that is written to the STDERR DD. This value produces a large amount
of tracing and reduces the performance of the LDAP Server.

NOTE
Do not enable this value unless Broadcom Support requests that you do so.
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-N
Configures the LDAP Server to start in non-swap mode, which makes the LDAP Server non-swappable and all
memory that it allocates is also non-swappable. The STC ID that is used to start the LDAP Server requires at
least READ access to BPX.STOR.SWAP to invoke this option.

NOTE
When an application makes an address space non-swappable, it might cause additional real storage
in the system to be converted to preferred storage. Because preferred storage cannot be configured
offline, using this service can reduce your ability to reconfigure storage in the future.

STDENV DD

The STC procedure to start the LDAP Server also has an STDENV DD. The DD points to an HFS file that contains
environment variables that the LDAP Server needs.

When you change this file, do not use quotes around the values. The quotes are taken as part of the actual value and
passed to the UNIX shell.

Set Up the Configuration File
The dsi.conf file includes only global options. Some of these options are obsolete and return an unknown directive status
message. The obsolete options are listed at the end of this topic.

You can maintain the global options in the dsi.conf configuration file using one of the following options:

• Manually edit the file. For example, in USS, use oedit or vi. In TSO, use ishell or IPSF Edit. Or, use any other utility that
can edit an HFS file.

• Use the new configuration wizard to maintain your existing dsi.conf file or to generate a new configuration file.

Refer to the following topics to configure the dsi.conf file:

Access and Use the Configuration Wizard

Follow these steps:

1. Install Java JRE 1.5 or above for your operating system.
2. Download, in binary mode, the configuration wizard that was unloaded as part of the DSI Server installation, and name

it cfgWizard.jar.
Ask the DSI Server installer for the "Wizard" data set name.

3. After you download the configuration wizard, at the command prompt, change to the directory that contains the
cfgWizard.jar file.

4. Start the configuration wizard:
java -cp .\cfgWizard.jar com.ca.panels.Main

5. After starting the wizard, you are given the option to create a new configuration file or to import an existing file. The
import option requires that you have previously downloaded the dsi.conf file to the local hard drive. The configuration
wizard does not have FTP or SFTP support built in.

Update the Global Options

The DSI Server supports only global options. Configure these options in the dsi.conf file.

NOTE
Options with a default value are noted. You do not need to specify the option if you want to use the default value.

WARNING
Keywords are not case sensitive, but their values are. When you enter file names with directory structures, use
the proper case.
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connectionbufsize
(optional) Specifies the connection of the buffer size. This helps speed up real time updates from CSM when large
amounts of data are sent during an update. The value must be between 512 and 64M.
Default: 1M (Megabyte)
connectionbufsize 1024000 (or some other value)

host
(optional) Specifies the address of the interface over which the server is to accept connections. Network-address
specifies a domain name or an IP address in dotted decimal notation. If you specify a domain name, the server
converts it to an IP address. If you specify this option, the server only accepts connection requests from specified
the interface address. If you omit this option, the server accepts connection requests from all interface addresses
configured for this host. For example:
host network-address

port
(optional) Specifies the port number to which clients must send requests to connect to this server. Number must
be a positive integer number in the range of 1 to 65535.
Default: There is no default for this option. Therefore, if this configuration file option is not specified, specify the -
p command line option. For example:
port number

PortOfEntry4
(optional) Specifies the resource profile class name to pass to the z/OS external security manager during
authentication processing for an IPv4 client.
Default: TERMINAL
TERMINAL

Indicates that the IPv4 client address is always passed as an eight-byte hexadecimal character string
resource name in the TERMINAL class.

SERVAUTH
If the IPv4 client address is mapped into a network security zone by a NETACCESS statement in the
TCPIP PROFILE, the netaccess resource name in the SERVAUTH class is passed. If the client address is
not mapped, the TERMINAL class resource name is passed.

requests
(optional) Specifies the maximum number of requests that the server can have pending. Number must be a non-
negative integer. If number is zero, then there is no limit to the number of pending requests. If this option is not
specified, the default maximum number of pending requests is “0”. For example:
requests number

threads
(optional) Specifies the maximum number of worker threads (TCBs) that the server can start. Number must be a
positive integer. The server starts worker threads in response to the volume of requests received. So the number
of worker threads started can be less than this number. If this option is not specified, the default maximum number
of worker threads is 32. For example:
threads number

logfile
(optional) Specifies the pathname for the trace file. The server writes all subsequent trace information to this file. If
pathname is a relative pathname, it is relative to the server's home directory. For example:
logfile pathname

enableVerify
(optional) Specifies whether the LDAP Server will perform a set of RACROUTE VERIFY CREATE and DELETE
calls instead of RACROUTE VERIFYX during the LDAP bind operation. VERIFYX calls normally perform better,
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depending on how the ESM is configured and if the ESM is configured to update statistics for every login. The
default is disabled. For example:
enableVerify

GentleHup
(optional) Controls the response of the server to a hangup signal. The allowed values of option are as follows:
ON

Indicates the server stops listening for new connections. However, the server continues to accept
requests from the connections to current clients. The server terminates when all clients have closed their
connections.

OFF
Indicates that the server stops listening for new connections. The server waits for all pending requests to
finish and then closes the connections to current clients, and the server terminates.

GentleStop
(optional) Controls the response of the server to an operator STOP command. The allowed values of option are
as follows:
ON

Indicates the server stops listening for new connections. However, the server continues to accept
requests from the connections to current clients. The server terminates when all clients have closed their
connections.

OFF
Indicates that the server stops listening for new connections. The server waits for all pending requests to
finish and then closes the connections to current clients, and the server terminates.

logoffAfter
(optional) Specifies the amount of inactivity time in minutes, after which the server generates a LOGOFF request
for a user. For example:
logoffAfter number

TLSCertificateLabel
(optional) Specifies the label of the certificate to use that is in the certificate store specified by TLSKeyringName.
Default: n/a. If no value is specified, the default certificate in the certificate store is used. For example:
TLSCertificateLabel label_here

The value label is the label assigned to the certificate when the certificate was connected to the keyring. If the
value contains embedded blanks, it must be enclosed in double quotes. The certificate designated by label_here
must have USAGE PERSONAL. In addition, the user ID of the LDAP Server must be the owner of the certificate.

NOTE
It is also possible to use a SITE certificate here. If you do so, the user ID for the LDAP Server must have
CONTROL authority to the IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT resource in the FACILITY class.

TLSCipherSuite <cipher-suite-spec>
Specifies a list of TLS cipher suites in order of preference. Each cipher-string modifies the list by adding or
removing cipher suites. A cipher suite is a named combination of authentication, encryption, and MAC algorithms
used to negotiate the security setting for a network connection using the TLS or SSL network protocol.
Format: The value is a string consisting of one or more cipher-strings separated by colons.
Default: The list of cipher suites is empty.
Each cipher-string can be the string “@STRENGTH”, or it can be a keyword string that adds or removes cipher
suites from the list of cipher suites.
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• The string “@STRENGTH” is a means of ordering the list: The strongest cipher suite comes first, followed by
all other cipher suites in decreasing order of strength.

• A keyword string consists of one or more cipher-keywords. Separate Keywords by pluses, and optionally
precede them by an action-character. Each cipher-keyword selects one or more cipher suites. The cipher
suites that the cipher-string selects are the combination of the cipher suites that each cipher-keyword selects.
The action-character then determines how the cipher-string modifies the list of cipher suites.

The action-characters are as follows:
Exclamation point (!)

Specifies that the cipher suites selected by this cipher-string are removed permanently from the list of
cipher suites. You cannot add the removed cipher suites again by later cipher-strings.

Minus sign (-)
Specifies that the cipher suites selected by this cipher-string are removed from the list of cipher suites.
You can add some or all of the cipher suites removed again by later cipher-strings.

Omitted
Specifies that the cipher suites selected by this cipher-string are added to the list of cipher suites. You can
remove some or all of the cipher suites added again by later cipher-strings. This action cannot add any
cipher suite that a preceding cipher-string has disabled.

The cipher-keywords are as follows:
DEFAULT, ALL

Selects the default list of cipher suites. For a list of the default cipher suites, see the first example below.
RSA

Selects all cipher suites using RSA keys.
DH

Selects all cipher suites using Diffie-Hellman keys.
DSS

Selects all cipher suites using DSS certificates for server authentication.
kEDH

Selects all cipher suites using ephemeral Diffie-Hellman keys for key exchange.
kDHd

Selects all cipher suites using fixed Diffie-Hellman keys signed with a DSS certificate.
kDHr

Selects all cipher suites using fixed Diffie-Hellman keys signed with an RSA certificate.
aRSA

Selects all cipher suites using RSA certificates for server authentication.
aDSS

Selects all cipher suites using DSS certificates for server authentication.
AES

Selects all cipher suites using AES for data encryption.
3DES

Selects all cipher suites using triple DES for data encryption.
DES

Selects all cipher suites using DES for data encryption.
RC4

Selects all cipher suites using RC4 for data encryption.
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RC2
Selects all cipher suites using RC2 for data encryption.

MD5
Selects all cipher suites using MD5 for message digest.

SHA, SHA1
Selects all cipher suites using SHA1 for message digest.

FIPS
Selects all cipher suites that are FIPS-compliant.

EXPORT
Selects all cipher suites that use “export” strength data encryption. These are cipher suites that use no
more than 56-bit keys.

LOW
Selects all cipher suites that use “low” strength data encryption. These are cipher suites that use no more
than 64-bit keys.

MEDIUM
Selects all cipher suites that use “medium” strength data encryption. These are some of the cipher suites
with 128-bit keys.

HIGH
Selects all cipher suites that use “high” strength data encryption. These are some of the cipher suites with
128-bit keys and all cipher suites with more than 128-bit keys.

Name of a cipher suite
Selects the named cipher suite.
For a complete description of the cipher suites, consult the referenced RFCs.

The following list gives all cipher suites from the TLS v1.0 specification in RFC2646.

TLS cipher suite names Cipher keyword

TLS_NULL_WITH_NULL_NULL NULL

TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5 NULL-MD5

TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA NULL-SHA

TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5 EXP-RC4-MD5

TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5 RC4-MD5

TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA RC4-SHA

TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5 EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5

TLS_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA DES-CBC-SHA

TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA DES-CBC3-SHA

TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA DH-DSS-DES-CBC-SHA

TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA DH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA

TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA DH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA

TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA DH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA

TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA EDH-DSS-DES-CBC-SHA

TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA EDH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA EDH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA
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TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA

The following list gives all cipher suites added to the TLS specification by RFC3268.

TLS cipher suite names Cipher keyword

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA AES128-SHA

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA AES256-SHA

TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA DH-DSS-AES128-SHA

TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA DH-DSS-AES256-SHA

TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA DH-RSA-AES128-SHA

TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA DH-RSA-AES256-SHA

TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA

TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA

The following list contains all cipher suites added to the TLS specification by RFC4492. These are all of the cipher suites
that use Elliptic Curve encryption. These cipher suites are only available on a z/OS 1.13 system or higher.

TLS cipher suite names Cipher keyword

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ECDH-ECDSA-NULL-SHA

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA ECDH-ECDSA-RC4-SHA

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA ECDH-ECDSA-DES-CBC3-SHA

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ECDH-ECDSA-AES128-SHA

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA ECDH-ECDSA-AES256-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ECDHE-ECDSA-NULL-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA ECDHE-ECDSA-RC4-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA ECDHE-ECDSA-DES-CBC3-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ECDHE-ECDSA-AES128-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA ECDHE-ECDSA-AES256-SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ECDH-RSA-NULL-SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA ECDH-RSA-RC4-SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA ECDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ECDH-RSA-AES128-SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA ECDH-RSA-AES256-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ECDHE-RSA-NULL-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA ECDHE-RSA-RC4-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA ECDHE-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ECDHE-RSA-AES128-SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA
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If the TLSCipherSuite option is omitted, the cipher suite list is comprised of those suites selected by the DEFAULT cipher-
keyword.

Examples:

The following examples show cipher specifications and the meaning of each:

DEFAULT
Include default cipher suites. This gives the list RC4-SHA, RC4-MD5, AES256-SHA, DH-DSS-AES256-SHA, DH-
RSA-AES256-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA, AES128-SHA, DH-DSS-AES128-SHA,
DH-RSA-AES128-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA, DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-
CBC3-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DES-CBC-SHA,
EDH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA, DH-DSS-DES-CBC-SHA, EXP-
RC4-MD5, EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5, NULL-SHA, NULL-MD5, NULL. As mentioned, the server uses this list if the
TLSCipherSuite option is not specified.

ALL:!LOW:@STRENGTH
Include all cipher suites, exclude the low strength ciphers suites, sort in strength order. This gives the list AES256-
SHA, DH-DSS-AES256-SHA, DH-RSA-AES256-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA,
AES128-SHA, DH-DSS-AES128-SHA, DH-RSA-AES128-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES128-
SHA, DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-
DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, RC4-SHA, RC4-MD5, EXP-RC4-MD5, EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5, NULL-MD5, NULL.

DEFAULT:!MD5:!LOW+EXP:@STRENGTH
Include default ciphers suites, exclude cipher suites that use MD5, exclude the low and export strength cipher
suites, sort in strength order. This gives the list AES256-SHA, DH-DSS-AES256-SHA, DH-RSA-AES256-SHA,
DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA, AES128-SHA, DH-DSS-AES128-SHA, DH-RSA-AES128-
SHA, DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA, DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-
DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, RC4-SHA, NULL.

DEFAULT:@STRENGTH
Include default cipher suites, sort in strength order. This gives the list AES256-SHA, DH-DSS-AES256-SHA, DH-
RSA-AES256-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA, AES128-SHA, DH-DSS-AES128-SHA,
DH-RSA-AES128-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA, DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-
CBC3-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, RC4-SHA, RC4-
MD5, DES-CBC-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA, DH-
DSS-DES-CBC-SHA, EXP-RC4-MD5, EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5, NULL-SHA, NULL-MD5, NULL.

Backward compatibility:
For backward compatibility with previous versions of this option, you can code this option as a string consisting of one or
more two-character values. The possible two-character values and their associated cipher suite are as follows:

00
Specifies no encryption or message authentication and RSA key exchange.

01
Specifies no encryption with MD5 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

02
Specifies no encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange (FIPS).

03
Specifies 40-bit RC4 encryption with MD5 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

04
Specifies 128-bit RC4 encryption with MD5 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

05
Specifies 128-bit RC4 encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.
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06
Specifies 40-bit RC2 encryption with MD5 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

09
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

0A
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange (FIPS).

0C
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with a DSS certificate.

0D
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

0F
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with an RSA certificate.

10
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

12
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with a DSS certificate.

13
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

15
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with an RSA certificate.

16
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

2F
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange (FIPS).

30
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

31
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

32
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

33
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

35
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange (FIPS).
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36
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

37
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

38
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

39
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS)

Default: 050435363738392F303132330A1613100D0915120F0C0306020100 if security level 3 is installed and
0915120F0C0306020100 if it is not installed.

NOTE

You cannot specify any of the new Elliptic Curve cipher suites with this method. If you require an Elliptic Curve
cipher suite, convert to the new option format documented above.

If FIPS mode is enabled, the cipher suites are limited to those with "(FIPS)" after their description. Any non-FIPS suites
are silently removed from whatever list of cipher suites is specified. Verify that the resulting string actually contains cipher
suites.

TLSEnableFIPSMode
Specifies that all secure connections are made in the manner specified by the FIPS 140-2 specification. Note the
following behavior:

• All connections use TLS 1.0 or higher. The server does not accept connections from clients using either SSL
v2 or SSL v3 protocols.

• Cipher suite selection is restricted to FIPS-approved cipher suites.

In the current release, the FIPS-approved cipher suites are as follows:
0A

Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.
0D

Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

10
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

13
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-
Hellman key exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

16
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-
Hellman key exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

2F
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.
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30
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

31
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

32
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

33
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

35
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

36
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

37
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

38
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

39
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

TLSKeyringName
(optional) Specifies the names of the certificate store that contains the certificates to be used.
Default: Value of the GSK_KEYRING_FILE environment variable. If the GSK_KEYRING_FILE environment
variable is not set, there is not a default value.
For example:
TLSKeyringName ring_name

The argument ring_name may have one of three values:
Key database name

The name of an HFS file that contains the key database. This file is created and maintained using the
gskkyman utility. For more information on how to use the gskkyman utility, see the chapter Certificate/Key
Management in the Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming guide.

NOTE
If you use this form, specify at least one of the following options: TLSKeyringPW or
TLSKeyringStashFile.

SAF keyring name
A SAF keyring name is specified as userid/keyring or keyring. The user ID of the LDAP Server
is used if userid is omitted. The user ID of the LDAP Server must have READ authority to the
IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING resource in the FACILITY class when using a SAF keyring owned by the
user ID. The user ID must have UPDATE authority to the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING resource in the
FACILITY class when using a SAF keyring owned by another user. For more information on how to set up
certificates, private keys, and keyrings, see your external security manager documentation.
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z/OS PKCS #11 token
A z/OS PKCS #11 token is specified as *TOKEN*/token-name. The characters *TOKEN* must be coded
as shown to indicate that token-name is the name of a token. The user ID of the LDAP Server must have
READ authority to the resource USER.token-name in the CRYPTOZ class for the certificates and their
private keys, if present, to be read.

TLSKeyringPW
(optional) Specifies the password for the key database. Specify this option only if the ring_name specified in the
TLSKeyringName option is a key database. Do not specify this option if the ring_name is a SAF keyring name or
a z/OS PKCS #11 token. If the GSK_KEYRING_PW environment variable is not set, the default value is NULL.
Default: Value of the GSK_KEYRING_PW environment variable.
This option has the following format:
TLSKeyringPW [ password ]

The value password can be up to 128 characters in length and can contain any character that the gskkyman utility
allows. If necessary, it can be enclosed in double quotes.

TLSKeyringStash
(optional) Specifies the name of the key database password stash file. Specify this option only if the ring_name
specified in the TLSKeyringName option is a key database. Do not specify this option of the ring_name is a SAF
keyring name or a z/OS PKCS #11 token.
Default: Value of the GSK_KEYRING_STASH environment variable. If the GSK_KEYRING_STASH environment
variable is not set, the default value is NULL.
This option has the following format:
TLSKeyRingStash [ filename ]

The stash file name always has an extension of .sth and the supplied name will be changed if it does not have the
correct extension. If both this option and the TLSKeyringPW option are specified, this option will be ignored and
the value of the TLSKeyringPW option will be used.

TLSProtocolMin
(optional) Specifies the minimum SSL/TLS protocol version that will be negotiated. When the server does not
support at least this version, the SSL handshake fails.
The valid values are:

Value Description

ssl2 SSL version 2

ssl3 SSL version 3

tls1 TLS version 1

tls1.1 TLS version 1.1

tls1.2 TLS version 1.2

If the value specified for this option is greater than the maximum protocol version that the DSI Server currently
supports, the maximum supported value will be used. For example, if the option specifies TLS1.2 and the server
supports only TLS1.1, the server will use TLS1.1 as the minimum protocol version.
Default: tls1

NOTE
Previous versions of the DSI Servers behaved as if this option were specified with the value “ssl3”,
meaning the minimum protocol version was SSLv3. This change in default behavior could result in SSL
handshake failures where there were no failures. If a failure occurs, add the TLSProtocolMin option to
the server’s configuration file. The required option is show in the example that follows.

Example: TLSProtocolMin ssl3
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TLSVerifyClient
(optional) Specifies whether a client is required to present a certificate when attempting to establish a SSL or TLS
connection with the server.
Default: OFF
The allowed values of option are as follows:
NEVER, OFF, NO, or FALSE

Indicates the server does not request a certificate.
ALLOW

Indicates the server requests a certificate. If no certificate is provided, the session proceeds normally. If a
bad certificate is provided, it is ignored and the session proceeds normally.

TRY
Indicates the server requests a certificate. If no certificate is provided, the session proceeds normally. If a
bad certificate is provided, the session is immediately terminated.

DEMAND, HARD, ON, YES, or TRUE
Indicates the server requests a certificate. If no certificate is provided, or a bad certificate is provided, the
session is immediately terminated.

debug
(optional) Specifies the amount of information that the server should write to the stderr file. The value is set to the
bit-wise OR of all of the arguments on the configuration line. Each number is a decimal integer value. The value
is taken as a bit string, with each bit corresponding to a different kind of trace information. Available log levels are
listed in the following table. There is no debug level by default. For example:
debug 5

or
debug 1 4

Value Debug Information

1 General trace information

2 Trace packets that are read or written to a TCP socket

4 Trace arguments to selected functions

8 Trace connection management

16 Not used

32 Not used

64 Configuration file processing

65535 Al tracing

loglevel
(optional) Specifies the amount of information that the server should write to the syslog file. The loglevel is set
to the bit-wise OR of all of the arguments on the configuration line. Each number is a decimal integer value. The
loglevel is taken as a bit string, with each bit corresponding to a different kind of trace information. The default
syslog written to is the LOG_LOCAL4 facility.
Default: n/a
For example:
loglevel 5

or
loglevel 1 4
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NOTE
The values for loglevel and debug options are the same. For valid loglevel options, see the debug option
in this list.

userid
Specifies how to handle the mapping of the Linux for zSeries user ID to z/OS security. Valid values are as follows:
LINUX

Requires that there is a user map record to convert the Linux for zSeries name to a z/OS security id. If the
mapping record does not exist, the logon fails.

MVS
Bypasses the user map record and tries to validate the user ID passed directly to the z/OS security
product if the user ID is less than or equal to eight bytes. If the user ID is greater than eight bytes, the
logon fails.

MIXED
Maps the Linux for zSeries user ID to a z/OS security ID. If the mapping exists, that user ID is used for
validation. If the mapping does not exist, and the user ID is less than or equal to eight bytes, it will try to
perform the validation using the passed in user ID. This is the default.

LowerCase
(optional) Controls what values the server forces to lower case before returning to the Linux for zSeries system.
The allowed values of option are as follows:
username

Specifies that the server will force the z/OS security id to lowercase. A Linux for zSeries name is always
returned unchanged. This option applies only to a z/OS security ID.

groupname
Specifies that the server will force the z/OS security group name to lowercase.

homedir
Specifies that the server will force the Linux for zSeries home directory name to lowercase.

all
Specifies the equivalent to specifying all of the above values.

none
Resets this option to its initial state. In this state, all fields will be passed on to the Linux system without
change.

You may specify multiple values on the command, separated by blanks.

Obsolete Configuration Options

If you include a configuration option that is no longer in use as part of migrating from a previous version, we log that we
ignore the applicable option and continue to start. In this situation, you can see status messages indicating an unknown
directive. The following list details the options no longer in use:

• TLSCACertificateFile
• TLSCACertificatePath
• TLSCertificateFile
• TLSCertificateKeyFile
• TLSCRLCheck
• TLSCRLFile
• TLSRandFile
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Configure Support for CIA Real-Time
The DSI Server provides a remotely callable interface that uses TCP/IP to allow applications anywhere within the
enterprise to communicate with the mainframe external security managers (ESMs). After you have defined the CIA
repository, functions, and stored procedure in the IBM DB2 subsystem or Datacom/AD MUF, configure and implement the
DSI Server that is used for the Real-Time CIA process on the z/OS image with the IBM DB2 subsystem or Datacom/AD
MUF.

The following procedure configures the DSI Server for use with Real-Time CIA  updates. Add the lines only if you are
configuring this DSI Server to support Real-Time CIA updates to the CIA repository.

NOTE
Perform this step on the z/OS image where the CIA repository resides.

Follow these steps:

1. Manually edit the dsi.conf configuration file. For example, in USS use oedit or vi. In TSO use ishell or IPSF Edit, or use
any other utility that can edit an HFS file.
The dsi.conf file is located in the directory where the DSI Server was installed. Select the appropriate lines based on
whether you are using IBM DB2 or Datacom/AD, and add them to the end of the file.
For IBM DB2:
PLUGIN CIADSMOD MODULE CIADSMOD 

DBTYPE DB2 

DB2SSID ssid 

DB2PLAN CIADSREQ 

Replace ssid with the CIA DB2 subsystem name or group attachment name where the CIA real-time plug-in connects.

NOTE
If SDSNLOAD is not in the linklist, add it to the STEPLIB for the DSI Server started task (dsi.env).

For example:
//STEPLIB DD DSN=DSN910.SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR

NOTE
Enter all fields in uppercase.

For Datacom/AD:
PLUGIN CIADSMOD MODULE CIADSMOD 

DBTYPE DATACOM 

DCOMMUF mufname 

Replace the database-MUF-name with the name of the Datacom/AD MUF where the Real-Time CIA plug-in connects.
Datacom/AD displays this value in the joblog at MUF statup in MUFNAME=.

Add the Datacom/AD CUSLIB to the STEPLIB concatenation for the DSI Server started task (dsi.env). For example:

//STEPLIB DD DSN=DATACOM.CUSLIB,DISP=SHR

NOTE
Enter all fields in uppercase.

2. Choose one of the following options based on the repository type (IBM BD2 or Datacom/AD):
– For an IBM DB2 CIA security repository, replace ssid with the CIA subsystem name or group attachment name that

the Real-Time CIA plugin connects.
– For a Datacom/AD CIA security repository, replace mufname with the Datacom/AD MUF that the Real-Time CIA

plugin connects.

NOTE
Enter all fields in uppercase.
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WARNING
Assign the DSI authorization to access the Datacom/AD or IBM DB2 database plan. For authorization
examples, see the DSICIA job in the CDT9JCL data set.

Secure Server Communication (DSI and LDAP)
As a security administrator, you use the SSL/TLS protocol to secure connections between client and server
applications. Configuring SSL on the LDAP-to-DSI link helps ensure secure connections between these z/OS-based
servers. Once the SSL handshake is completed, the SSL session passes only encrypted data between the two endpoints.

• You use the DSI Server as a remotely callable interface that uses TCP/IP to allow applications anywhere within your
enterprise to communicate with the mainframe external security managers (ESM).

• The LDAP Server acts as a client application to the DSI Server server when the two interact. The LDAP Server
itself serves LDAP Server client applications, but the scope of this example is limited to securing the LDAP-to-DSI
connection.

Your goal is to authenticate the LDAP client and the DSI server through an SSL handshake.

• The server proves its identity to the client by providing a certificate that was issued by a Certificate Authority (CA) that
the client trusts.

• The client proves its identity to the server by providing a certificate that was issued by a Certificate Authority (CA) that
the server trusts.

For every LDAP Server or DSI Server, you must have valid certificates that were issued by a trusted Certificate Authority.

How to Set Up SSL Between LDAP Server and DSI Server
This diagram shows how a security administrator sets up secure communication between LDAP Server and DSI Servers.

NOTE
If you have more than one LDAP Server, repeat tasks 1 and 3. If you have more than one DSI Server, repeat
tasks 2 and 4. Then, continue with tasks 5 to 8.
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The actual commands that you enter to perform these tasks depend on which ESM is installed on the individual server.
Examples for ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM RACF are included in this documentation.

Follow this process to set up SSL between LDAP Server and DSI Servers:

1. Determine the architecture.
2. Activate the SSL/TLS protocol.
3. Set up each server as follows:

(1,2)
In the ESM of each system, create the certificates and the keyring:

Generate the certificates:

1. Generate a keyring.
2. Connect the certificates to the keyring.
3. Export the certificate to a data set.
4. (Optional) Insert authorities.

(3,4)
In OMVS on each system, transfer the certificate to the other system.
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Copy the exported certificate data set to a HFS file on the local system.

1. Transfer the HFS file to the remote system of the SSL link.
2. System copy the remote HFS file to a data set.

(5,6)
In the ESM of each system:

Import the certificates from the remote system into an ESM data set.

1. Connect the imported certificate to the local keyring.
2. (Optional) Insert authorities.

(7,8)
Update configuration files:

1. Update the DSI configuration file.
2. Update the LDAP configuration file.
3. Start the DSI Servers.
4. Start the LDAP Server.

Example: Determine the LDAP-DSI Architecture
Determine the architecture of your LDAP-DSI server complex. The architecture might be as simple as one LDAP instance
supporting an ESM on the same system. Or, the architecture might be as complex as multiple LDAP Servers or multiple
DSI Servers across several systems, each supporting a different ESM.

The example system overview configuration in this scenario focuses on connecting one LDAP Server to two DSI Servers.
You can extrapolate the examples to other scenarios, such as:

• You connect one LDAP Server to one DSI Server.
• You connect one LDAP Server to multiple DSI Servers.
• You connect multiple LDAP Servers to oneDSI Server.

Avoid problems with ESM access authorizations by adhering to certificate and keyring naming conventions. We
recommend the following conventions:

• Match the logon portion of the server certificate record to the name of the started task logon ID of the server.
• Match the logon portion of the keyring to the name of the started task logon ID of the server.
• Specify PERSONAL usage when connecting the server certificates to a keyring.

In multiple-server systems, follow these general guidelines:

• All LDAP Servers must be able to authenticate all DSI Servers. All DSI Servers must be able to authenticate all LDAP
Servers. Therefore, all LDAP Servers must exchange certificates with all DSI Servers.

• The DSI Servers do not interact with one another and do not need to exchange certificates among each other.
Similarly, in a larger system with multiple LDAP Servers, the LDAP Servers typically do not interact with one another
and do not need to exchange certificates among each other.

To cover all possible combinations of servers and ESMs, the examples here assume one CA root certificate per system.
However in a real scenario, it is more appropriate to generate one certificate that is used across all systems. If you follow
this recommendation, do not generate a new certificate in each step. Instead, generate and export one certificate to all
other systems where server certificates are signed. Then, import the certificate into the ESM on that system. Modify the
export and import commands in the examples accordingly.

NOTE
The examples employ information from referenced documents to build examples of the ESM and configuration
files. These example approaches do not cover every scenario.
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Example System Overview
In this example system, the name string is constructed from the system name and supported ESM on that system,
following the recommendation to standardize naming. The name string is used in the following situations:

• As the certificate record suffix or label during certificate generation
• In the keyring ringname field during keyring creation
• As the dsname in export and import commands

System Name SYS1 SYS2 SYS3
ESM Type ACF2 RACF TSS
Server Type LDAP DSI DSI
Logon ID LDAP1 DSI2 DSI3
CERTAUTH Label CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2 CERTAUTH.SYS2RACF CERTAUTH.SYS3TSS
Server label LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 DSI2.SYS2RACF DSI3.SYS3TSS
Ringname SYS1ACF2 SYS2RACF SYS3TSS
Dsname SYS1ACF2 SYS2RACF SYS3TSS

Activate the SSL/TLS Protocol
As a prerequisite to setting up SSL, activate the SSL/TLS protocol on all servers involved.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the following two options in both the LDAP slapd.conf and DSI dsi.conf files:
TLSKeyringName name

Specifies this server's keyring.
TLSCertificateLabel label

Specifies the server certificate that is connected to this keyring.
This step identifies the locale keyring and certificate.

2. (Optional) Specify the following option in both the LDAP slapd.conf and DSI dsi.conf files:
TLSProtocolMin version

Specifies the minimum SSL/TLS protocol version that will be negotiated. When the server does not support at
least this version, the SSL handshake fails.

3. Specify the siParms option in the LDAP slapd.conf file: For each remote DSI Server, specify server name and port.
Specify the keyword ‘ssl-required’ and omit the keyword ‘cont’.
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siParm server port [ssl-required] [cont]
Specifies server and port of the SSL link of each remote server, and activates SSL.

NOTE
If you choose to specify the cont option, and an SSL connection cannot be established, then the LDAP
Server does not start.

SSL is now forced on the link to these remote servers.
4. Specify the TLSVerifyClient DEMAND parameter in the DSI Server dsi.conf file.
TLSVerifyClient DEMAND

Specifies that the LDAP Server is required to present its certificate to the DSI Server for authentication.
The DSI Server asks its client (the LDAP Server) for a certificate and refuses the connection if no certificate is
presented.

ACF2 Example: Configure SSL
The high-level process for configuring ACF2 for SSL is as follows:

1. Generate a certificate.
2. Verify the certificate.
3. Generate a keyring.
4. Connect the certificate to the keyring and export to a data set.
5. Transfer the certificate.
6. (Optional) Insert authorities: ACF2.
7. Complete the Top Secret and IBM RACF configurations.
8. Complete the ACF2 for LDAP Server setup.

Generate the Certificates (ACF2)

Generate the ACF2 certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the profile to the CERTDATA record for reading and writing certificate information.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

2. Generate an ACF2 self-signed CA root certificate.
GENCERT CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2 SUBJSDN(CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US) EXPIRE(8/13/21) LABEL(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2)

  CERTDATA / CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-08:47

                       CERTNSER(0000000000000001)

                       ISSUERDN(CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US) KEYSIZE(1,024)

                       LABEL(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2) SERIAL#(00)

                       SUBJDN(CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US) TRUST

  Certificate is not connected to any key rings

 PROFILE

3. Generate the server certificate and sign it with the self-signed CA certificate that you generated in the previous step.
Set the certificate expiration date for ten years. Supply an alternative domain name with the ALTNAME parameter.
GENCERT LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2)) SUBJSDN(CN=LDAP1,O=CA,C=US)

 EXPIRE(8/13/21) LABEL(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) ALTNAME(DOMAIN=LDAP://SYS1.EXAMPLE.COM)

  CERTDATA / LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-08:50

                       ISSUERDN(CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US) KEYSIZE(1,024)

                       LABEL(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) SERIAL#(02)
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                       SUBJDN(CN=LDAP1,O=CA,C=US) TRUST

  Certificate is not connected to any key rings

 PROFILE

Verify Certificate Creation (ACF2)

Verify that the certificate creation was successful.

Use the ACF2 LIST subcommand to list the information for the newly generated server digital certificate.

LIST LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

  CERTDATA / LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-08:50

                       ISSUERDN(CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US) KEYSIZE(1,024)

                       LABEL(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) SERIAL#(02)

                       SUBJDN(CN=LDAP1,O=CA,C=US) TRUST

  Certificate is not connected to any key rings

 PROFILE

Alternatively, display the certificate record with the CHKCERT subcommand. The CHKCERT subcommand is used to
display information about an X.509 certificate in a CERTDATA Profile record or a z/OS data set, including whether it
is registered with ACF2. When the optional DUMP parameter is specified, the certificate is displayed in hexadecimal
representation.

CHKCERT LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

 Label:

     LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

 Serial number:

     02

 Issuer's distinguished name:

     CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US

 Subject's distinguished name:

     CN=LDAP1,O=CA,C=US

 Subject's AltNames:

     Domain: LDAP://SYS1.EXAMPLE.COM

 Not valid before:

     2011/10/11  00:00:00 UTC

 Not valid after:

     2021/08/13  23:59:59 UTC

 Private Key Type:

     RSA

 Private key bit size:

     1024

 Signature Algorithm:

     sha-1WithRSAEncryption

 This certificate is registered with CA ACF2

The CERTDATA record key is LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

  CERTDATA / LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-08:50

                       ISSUERDN(CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US) KEYSIZE(1,024)

                       LABEL(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) SERIAL#(02)

                       SUBJDN(CN=LDAP1,O=CA,C=US) TRUST

  Certificate is not connected to any key rings

 PROFILE
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Generate Keyring (ACF2)

Generate a keyring for the LDAP Server running ACF2.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the profile record to the KEYRING segment to manage the keyring information.
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

2. Generate the LDAP server keyring. Notice the ring is owned by LDAP1 as designated in the keyring record. It is
important that the keyring owner (LDAP1) and the server started task ID (also LDAP1) match, to avoid a LISTRING
error during server initialization. If these strings do not match then the server started task ID must be given access to
the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING resource.
INSERT LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 RINGNAME(SYS1ACF2)

  KEYRING / LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-08:57

                       DEFAULT() RINGNAME(SYS1ACF2)

 PROFILE

3. (Optional) Verify the details of the LDAP keyring.
LIST LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

  KEYRING / LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-08:57

                       DEFAULT() RINGNAME(SYS1ACF2)

  No certificates are connected to this key ring

 PROFILE

4. Connect the ACF2 root certificate to the LDAP Server keyring.
CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2) KEYRING(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2)

ACF68011 Certificate successfully connected to the key ring

 PROFILE

5. Connect the server certificate to the LDAP Server keyring. It is important to specify USAGE(PERSONAL) for the
server certificate on the CONNECT subcommand.
CONNECT CERTDATA(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) KEYRING(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) USAGE(PERSONAL)

ACF68011 Certificate successfully connected to the key ring

 PROFILE

6. (Optional) List the keyring and verify keyring contents.
LIST LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

  KEYRING / LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-09:00

                       DEFAULT() RINGNAME(SYS1ACF2)

  The following certificates are connected to this key ring:

  CERTDATA record    Label                             Usage

  -----------------  --------------------------------  --------

  CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2  CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2                 CERTAUTH

  LDAP1.SYS1ACF2   LDAP1.SYS1ACF2                  PERSONAL

 PROFILE

7. Export the certificate that signed the LDAP Server certificate to a data set so it can be distributed to the DSI Servers.
The ACF2 certificate has signed the LDAP Server certificate and must be connected to each DSI Server keyring.
The SSL software at the DSI endpoint can now verify that the certificate of the LDAP Server is signed by a known,
trusted CA. Any intermediate signing certificates must also be connected. You can use the CERTB64 format for
CERTAUTH certificates.
EXPORT CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2 DSNAME(ACF2CAUT) FORMAT(CERTB64)

ACF68068 The CERTIFICATE(S) has been placed in USER123.ACF2CAUT

 PROFILE
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Connect and Export Certificates (ACF2)

Connect the certificates to the generated keyring. Also connect any intermediate signing certificates. Then export the CA
certificate to a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect the ACF2 CA root certificate to the LDAP Server keyring.
CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2) KEYRING(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2)

ACF68011 Certificate successfully connected to the key ring

 PROFILE

2. Connect the server certificate to the LDAP Server keyring. Be sure to specify USAGE(PERSONAL) for the server
certificate on the CONNECT subcommand.
CONNECT CERTDATA(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) KEYRING(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) USAGE(PERSONAL)

ACF68011 Certificate successfully connected to the key ring

 PROFILE

3. (Optional) List the keyring and verify keyring contents.
LIST LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

  KEYRING / LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-09:00

                       DEFAULT() RINGNAME(SYS1ACF2)

  The following certificates are connected to this key ring:

  CERTDATA record    Label                             Usage

  -----------------  --------------------------------  --------

  CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2  CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2                 CERTAUTH

  LDAP1.SYS1ACF2   LDAP1.SYS1ACF2                  PERSONAL

 PROFILE

4. Export the CA certificate that signed the LDAP Server certificate to a data set. Doing so lets the certificate be
distributed to the DSI Servers. The ACF2 CA certificate has signed the LDAP Server certificate and must be
connected to each DSI Server keyring. The SSL software at the DSI endpoint can then verify that the certificate of the
LDAP Server is signed by a known, trusted CA. You can use the CERTB64 format for CERTAUTH certificates.
EXPORT CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2 DSNAME(ACF2CAUT) FORMAT(CERTB64)

ACF68068 The CERTIFICATE(S) has been placed in USER123.ACF2CAUT

 PROFILE

Transfer the Certificate (ACF2)

In OMVS on the ACF2 LDAP system, copy the exported CA certificate data set to a HFS file on the local system. FTP the
HFS file to the remote system of the SSL link, and system copy the remote HFS files to data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the CA certificate from the exported data set into a HFS file. Verify the current directory with the pwd (print
working directory) command, copy the data set to the HFS file format, and verify the extracted file with the ls (list)
command.
SYS1 /u/user123 > pwd

/u/user123

SYS1 /u/user123 > cp "//ACF2CAUT" CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

SYS1 /u/user123 > ls -l CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

-rw-rw-r--   1 USER123  TOMCAT3      851 Oct 11 15:28 CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

2. Transfer (FTP) the CA certificate HFS file to the two DSI Server systems. Attach this certificate to each DSI keyring.
SYS1 /u/user123 > ftp sys2

    cd /u/user123

250 HFS directory /u/user123 is the current working directory
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    put CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

125 Storing data set /u/user/CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

250 Transfer completed successfully.

866 bytes transferred in 0.010 seconds.  Transfer rate 86.60 Kbytes/sec.

    quit

221 Quit command received. Goodbye.

3. FTP the second file:
SYS1 /u/user123 > ftp sys3

    put CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

125 Storing data set /tmp/CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

250 Transfer completed successfully.

866 bytes transferred in 0.005 seconds.  Transfer rate 173.20 Kbytes/sec.

    quit

221 Quit command received. Goodbye.

The certificates are on the remote DSI servers.

The final step of the LDAP Server setup is to import the CA certificates from the DSI Servers into the local keyring.
However, these certificates do not exist yet. Log on to the DSI Servers, and generate and transfer the certificates before
you complete the LDAP Server setup.

Top Secret Example: Configure SSL
The high-level process for configuring Top Secret for SSL is as follows:

1. Generate a certificate.
2. Verify the certificate creation.
3. Generate a keyring.
4. Connect the certificates to the keyring and export the certificate.
5. Import the certificate to the DSI Server.
6. Connect to the local keyring.
7. Insert authorities.
8. Update DSI Server configuration files.

Generate the Certificates (Top Secret)

Generate the Top Secret certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. List the data associated with the DSI started task ID. Verify that there is neither a CERTDATA nor a RINGDATA
segment associated with the profile. You add the CERTDATA segment when you generate a digital certificate. You
create the RINGDATA segment when you create the DSI keyring.
TSS LIST(DSI3) DATA(ALL)

2. Generate a  Top Secret self-signed CA root certificate.
TSS GENCERT(CERTAUTH) SUBJECTN('CN=RootCA O=CA C=US') NADATE(08/13/21)  DIGICERT(SYS3TSS)

 TSS0300I GENCERT   FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

3. Use the LIST subcommand to display the attributes associated with the self-signed  Top Secret CA certificate. If you
do not specify the LABLCERT parameter when creating a TSS certificate with GENCERT, the certificate label is copied
from the DIGICERT value by default.
TSS LIST(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(SYS3TSS)

4. Generate the DSI Server certificate in  Top Secret and sign it with the CA certificate created in the previous step.
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TSS GENCERT(DSI3) DIGICERT(SYS3TSS) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH, SYS3TSS) LABLCERT(DSI3.SYS3TSS)

 TSS0300I GENCERT   FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

Verify Certificate Creation (Top Secret)

Verify that the certificate creation was successful.

• List the data associated with the DSI started task ID. Use the Top Secret LIST command to retrieve the SYS3TSS
certificate data from the DSI3 CERTDATA segment.
TSS LIST(DSI3) DIGICERT(SYS3TSS)

• Alternatively, use  Top Secret LIST(DSI3) with the DATA(ALL) option to obtain information on the CERTDATA and
KEYRING segments.
TSS LIST(DSI3) DATA(ALL)

-----------  SEGMENT CERTDATA

 DIGICERT = SYS3TSS          ACCESSORID = DSI3

    ADMIN BY= BY(USER123 )    SMFID(SYS3)   ON(10/14/2011)  AT(11:01:23)

 LABEL      = DSI3.SYS3TSS

 STATUS     = TRUST

 SERIAL#    = 01

 ISSUER DISTINGUISHED NAME:

              .CN=RootCA.O=CA.C=US

 SUBJECT DISTINGUISHED NAME:

              CN=DSI FOR DEV

 PRIVATE KEY SIZE = 1024

 PRIVATE KEY TYPE = RSA

 ALGORITHM = sha-1WithRSAEncryption

 NOT BEFORE = 2011/10/11  00:00:00 UTC

 NOT AFTER  = 2012/10/11  23:59:59 UTC

 CERTIFICATE WAS SIGNED BY:  ACID(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(SYS3TSS )

 DIGICERT = SYS3TSSS         ACCESSORID = DSI3

    ADMIN BY= BY(USER123 )    SMFID(SYS3)   ON(10/13/2011)  AT(19:57:10)

 LABEL      = SYS3TSSS

 STATUS     = TRUST

 SERIAL#    = 02

 ISSUER DISTINGUISHED NAME:

              .CN=RootCA.O=CA.C=US

SUBJECT DISTINGUISHED NAME:

              CN=DSI FOR DEV

 PRIVATE KEY SIZE = 1024

 PRIVATE KEY TYPE = RSA

 ALGORITHM = sha-1WithRSAEncryption

 NOT BEFORE = 2011/10/13  00:00:00 UTC

 NOT AFTER  = 2012/10/13  23:59:59 UTC

 CERTIFICATE WAS SIGNED BY:  ACID(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(SYS3TSS )

 CERTIFICATE IS CONNECTED TO THE FOLLOWING KEYRINGS:

   ACID(DSI3)  KEYRING(SYS3TSS )

 DIGICERT = SYS1ACF2         ACCESSORID = DSI3

    ADMIN BY= BY(USER123 )    SMFID(SYS3)   ON(10/13/2011)  AT(18:05:21)
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Generate Keyring (Top Secret)

Generate the DSI Server's keyring and connect the certificates to the keyring.

Create the DSI Server keyring in Top Secret:

TSS ADDTO(DSI3) KEYRING(SYS3TSS)

TSS0300I  ADD      FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

Connect and Export Certificates (Top Secret)

Connect the certificate to the keyring. Export the CA certificate to a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Add (connect) the CA certificate to the DSI keyring and specify its usage as CERTAUTH.
TSS ADDTO(DSI3) KEYRING(SYS3TSS) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,SYS3TSS) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

TSS0300I  ADD      FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

2. Add (connect) the DSI Server certificate to the DSI keyring and specify its usage as PERSONAL.
TSS ADDTO(DSI3) KEYRING(SYS3TSS) RINGDATA(DSI3,SYS3TSS) USAGE(PERSONAL)

TSS0300I  ADD      FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

3. List the DSI started task keyring information and verify that the certificates have the correct owner (ACID) and usage.
TSS LIST(DSI3) KEYRING(ALL)

 KEYRING =  SYS3TSS          ACCESSORID = DSI3

    ADMIN BY= BY(USER123 )    SMFID(SYS3)   ON(10/11/2011)  AT(06:26:34)

 KEYRING LABEL = SYS3TSS

 KEYRING HAS THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATES CONNECTED:

   ACID(CERTAUTH)  DIGICERT(SYS3TSS )  DEFAULT(NO )  USAGE(CERTAUTH)

   LABLCERT(SYS3TSS                         )

   ACID(DSI3)  DIGICERT(SYS3TSS )  DEFAULT(NO )  USAGE(PERSONAL)

   LABLCERT(SYS3TSS                         )

 TSS0300I  LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

4. Export the Top Secret CA certificate to a data set so the certificate can be connected to the LDAP Server keyring.
The Top Secret CA certificate, having signed the Top Secret DSI Server’s certificate, must be connected to the LDAP
Server keyring. Doing so allows the SSL software at the LDAP endpoint to verify that the DSI Server’s certificate is
signed by a known, trusted CA. Any intermediate signing certificates must be connected as well.
TSS EXPORT(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(SYS3TSS) FORMAT(CERTB64) DCDSN(SYS3TSS) PKCSPASS(SECRET)

  TSS0300I EXPORT    FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

   READY

Transfer the Certificate (Top Secret)

In OMVS, on the Top Secret DSI system, copy the exported CA certificate data set to an HFS file on the local system. FTP
the HFS file to the remote system of the SSL link (the LDAP Server), and system copy the remote HFS file to a data set.
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Follow these steps:

1. Extract the CA certificate from the exported data set into an HFS file. Verify the current directory with the pwd (print
working directory) command, copy the data set to the HFS file format, and verify the extracted file with the ls (list)
command.

NOTE
In this example, the working directory (root) is not writable. The ‘EDC5141I Read-only file system’ error
message appears. In this case, change into the /tmp filesystem because it is usually writable by all users.

USER123:/: >pwd

/

USER123:/: >cp "//'SYS3TSS'" CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS

cp: FSUM6259 target file "CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS": EDC5141I Read-only file system.

USER123:/: >cd /tmp

USER123:/SYSTEM/tmp: >pwd

/SYSTEM/tmp

USER123:/SYSTEM/tmp: >cp "//'SYS3TSS'" CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS

USER123:/SYSTEM/tmp: >ls -l CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS

-rw-r--r--   1 USER123  SIGRP        867 Oct 11 15:46 CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS

USER123:/SYSTEM/tmp: >

Remember to remove all certificate files created on /tmp after the certificates are connected to the keyring and verified.
2. FTP the Top Secret CA certificate HFS file to the LDAP Server system. Attach the certificate to the LDAP Server

keyring.
USER123:/SYSTEM/tmp: >ftp sys1

    cd /u/user123

250 HFS directory /u/user123 is the current working directory.

    put CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS

125 Storing data set /u/user123/CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS

250 Transfer completed successfully.

882 bytes transferred in 0.010 seconds.  Transfer rate 88.20 Kbytes/sec.

    quit

221 Quit command received. Goodbye.

3. Verify receipt of the HFS file holding the CA certificate that signed the LDAP Server certificate. (This certificate was
sent to this system using FTP as described in the ACF2 section.) Use the cp (copy) command to add the certificate to
a data set so it can be inserted into Top Secret.
USER123:/: >cd /tmp

USER123:/SYSTEM/tmp: >ls -l CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

-rw-r-----   1 USER123  SIGRP        851 Oct 11 15:58 CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

USER123:/SYSTEM/tmp: >cp -P  'space=(2048,(5,5)),recfm=vb,lrecl=90,blksize=2048' CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

 "//'DSI3.CAUTACF2'"

        This certificate is subsequently added to the DSI keyring so the LDAP server certificate can be

 verified.

Import Certificate (Top Secret)

Import the LDAP Server's certificate into the ESM of the DSI Server and verify.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the CHKCERT subcommand to verify the imported CA certificate. Notice the use of the DCDSN parameter since
the certificate is in a data set and not installed into Top Secret yet.
TSS CHKCERT DCDSN(DSI3.CAUTACF2) PKCSPASS(SECRET)

THIS CERTIFICATE IS NOT REGISTER WITH CA-TOP SECRET
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 SERIAL#    = 00

 ISSUER DISTINGUISHED NAME:

              .CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US

 SUBJECT DISTINGUISHED NAME:

              CN=CA-LDAP1-ACF2,O=CA,C=US

 KEYUSAGE:

              CERTSIGN

 PUBLIC KEY SIZE  = 1024

 PUBLIC KEY TYPE  = RSA

 ALGORITHM = sha-1WithRSAEncryption

 NOT BEFORE = 2011/10/11  00:00:00 UTC

 NOT AFTER  = 2021/08/13  23:59:59 UTC

 TSS0300I  CHKCERT  FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

2. Insert the LDAP Server's certificate into the DSI Server's Top Secret:
TSS ADDTO(DSI3) DIGICERT(SYS1ACF2) DCDSN(DSI3.CAUTACF2)

 TSS0300I  ADD      FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

3. Use the LIST command to verify the insertion of the SYS1ACF2 certificate into the DSI3 CERTDATA segment:
TSS LIST(DSI3) DATA(ALL)

Connect to Local Keyring (Top Secret)

Connect the the newly imported certificate to the local DSI Server's keyring.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect the SYS1ACF2 certificate to the DSI Server keyring:
TSS ADDTO(DSI3) KEYRING(SYS3TSS) RINGDATA(DSI3,SYS1ACF2) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

 TSS0300I  ADD      FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

2. List the SYS3TSS keyring and verify the usage and ownership of connected certificates:
TSS LIST(DSI3) KEYRING(SYS3TSS)

KEYRING =  SYS3TSS          ACCESSORID = DSI3

    ADMIN BY= BY(USER123 )    SMFID(SYS3)   ON(10/14/2011)  AT(12:08:49)

 KEYRING LABEL = SYS3TSS

 KEYRING HAS THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATES CONNECTED:

   ACID(CERTAUTH)  DIGICERT(SYS3TSS )  DEFAULT(NO )  USAGE(CERTAUTH)

   LABLCERT(SYS3TSS                         )

   ACID(DSI3)  DIGICERT(SYS1ACF2)  DEFAULT(NO )  USAGE(CERTAUTH)

   LABLCERT(SYS1ACF2                        )

   ACID(DSI3)  DIGICERT(SYS3TSS )  DEFAULT(NO )  USAGE(PERSONAL)

   LABLCERT(DSI3.SYS3TSS                )

 TSS0300I  LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

Insert Authorities (Top Secret)

Permit access to the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING and IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST resources in the IBMFAC class:

TSS PER(DSI3)IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

 TSS0300I  PERMIT   FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL
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 READY

TSS PER(DSI3) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST) ACC(READ)

 TSS0300I  PERMIT   FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

Update DSI Configuration Files (Top Secret)

In OMVS, configure the Top Secret DSI Server dsi.conf file to use the SYS3TSS keyring, specify the DSI Server label, and
demand that the LDAP Server present its certificate for authentication and encryption:

TLSKeyringName        DSI3/SYS3TSS

TLSCertificateLabel    DSI3.SYS3TSS

TLSVerifyClient            DEMAND

IBM RACF Example: Configure SSL
The high-level process for configuring IBM RACF for SSL is as follows:

1. Generate a certificate.
2. Verify the certificate creation.
3. Generate a keyring.
4. Connect the certificates to the keyring and export the certificate.
5. Import the certificate to the DSI Server.
6. Connect to the local keyring.
7. Insert authorities.
8. Update the DSI Server configuration files.

Generate the Certificates (IBM RACF)

Generate the IBM RACF certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate an IBM RACF self-signed CA root certificate:
RACDCERT GENCERT CERTAUTH SUBJECTSDN(CN('CA-DSI-RACF')) NOTAFTER(DATE(2021-08-13))

 WITHLABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS2RACF')

  READY

2. Generate an IBM RACF DSI Server certificate. Sign it with the CA root certificate created in the previous step. Specify
the system DOMAIN in the ALTNAME parameter.
RACDCERT GENCERT ID(DSI2) SUBJECTSDN(CN('DSI-RACF-Server-Cert')) NOTAFTER(DATE(2021-08-13))

 SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS2RACF')) WITHLABEL('DSI2.SYS2RACF')

 ALTNAME(DOMAIN('SYS2.EXAMPLE.COM'))

  READY

Verify Certificate Creation (IBM RACF)

Verify that the certificate creation was successful. Use the LIST subcommand to display certificate information for the
DSI2 logon ID.

RACDCERT LIST ID(DSI2)

Digital certificate information for user DSI2:

   Label: DSI2.SYS2RACF
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   Certificate ID: 2QbE4snZ8fXE4snZ8fVL6dTy9NnBw8ZA

   Status: TRUST

   Start Date: 2011/10/11 00:00:00

   End Date:   2021/08/13 23:59:59

   Serial Number:

        >01<

   Issuer's Name:

        >CN=CA-DSI-RACF<

   Subject's Name:

        >CN=DSI-RACF-Server-Cert<

   Subject's AltNames:

     Domain: SYS2.EXAMPLE.COM

   Private Key Type: Non-ICSF

   Private Key Size: 1024

   Ring Associations:

   *** No rings associated ***

 READY

Generate Keyring (IBM RACF)

Generate a keyring to be used by the DSI Server.

RACDCERT ADDRING(SYS2RACF)

READY

Connect and Export Certificates (IBM RACF)

Connect the certificates to the keyring and verify the keyring properties. Export the CA certificate to a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect the CA root certificate to the DSI Server keyring. Note that the CERTAUTH keyword is specified to indicate
that this certificate is a CA certificate.
RACDCERT CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS2RACF') RING(SYS2RACF))

READY

2. Connect the DSI Server certificate to the DSI Server keyring. Specify the ID keyword to indicate that this certificate is a
PERSONAL certificate, which is the default.
RACDCERT CONNECT(ID(DSI2) LABEL('DSI2.SYS2RACF') RING(SYS2RACF))

READY

3. Use the LISTRING subcommand to display the DSI Server keyring properties. Verify that the OWNER and USAGE
values for each certificate are correct.
RACDCERT LISTRING(SYS2RACF)

  Digital ring information for user USER123:

   Ring:

        >SYS2RACF<

   Certificate Label Name             Cert Owner     USAGE      DEFAULT

   --------------------------------   ------------   --------   -------

   CERTAUTH.SYS2RACF                  CERTAUTH       CERTAUTH     NO

   DSI2.SYS2RACF                      ID(DSI2)       PERSONAL     NO

 READY
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4. Export the DSI Server CA certificate to a data set so the certificate can be connected to the LDAP Server keyring.
The IBM RACF CA certificate must be connected to the LDAP Server keyring. Doing so allows the SSL software at the
LDAP Server endpoint can verify that the DSI Server’s certificate is signed by a known, trusted CA. Any intermediate
signing certificates must be connected as well.
RACDCERT EXPORT(LABEL('CERTAUTH.SYS2RACF')) CERTAUTH DSN(SYS2RACF) FORMAT(CERTB64) PASSWORD('SECRET')

READY

Transfer the Certificate (IBM RACF)

In OMVS, on the IBM RACF DSI system, copy the exported CA certificate data set to a HFS file on the local system. FTP
the HFS file to the remote system of the SSL link, and system copy the remote HFS file to a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the CA certificate from the exported data set into a HFS file. Verify the current directory with the pwd (print
working directory) command, copy the data set to the HFS file format, and verify the extracted file with the ls (list)
command.
USER123:/u/user123: >pwd

/u/user123

USER123:/u/user123: >cp "//SYS2RACF" CERTAUTH-SYS2RACF

USER123:/u/user123: >ls -l CERTAUTH-SYS2RACF

-rw-rw-r--   1 USER123  SYS1         806 Oct 11 15:33 CERTAUTH-SYS2RACF

USER123:/u/user123: >

2. FTP the IBM RACF CA certificate HFS file to the LDAP Server system.
USER123:/u/user123: >ftp sys1

    cd /u/user123

250 HFS directory /u/user123 is the current working directory.

    put CERTAUTH-SYS2RACF

125 Storing data set /u/user123/CERTAUTH-SYS2RACF

250 Transfer completed successfully.

820 bytes transferred in 0.010 seconds.  Transfer rate 82.00 Kbytes/sec.

    quit

221 Quit command received. Goodbye.

3. Verify receipt of the HFS file that holds the CA certificate that signed the LDAP Server certificate. (This certificate was
sent to this system using FTP as described in the ACF2 section.) Use the cp (copy) command to add the certificate
to a data set so it can be inserted into RACF. The record format (recfm) must be variable block and the record length
(lrecl) and blocksize (blksize) can be adjusted, if necessary.
USER123:/u/user123: > cd /tmp

USER123:/SYSTEM/tmp: >ls -l CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

-rw-r-----   1 USER123  SIGRP        851 Oct 11 15:58 CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2

cp -P  'space=(2048,(5,5)),recfm=vb,lrecl=90,blksize=2048' CERTAUTH-SYS1ACF2 "//'DSI2.CAUTACF2'"

This certificate is added to the IBM RACF DSI keyring so the LDAP Server certificate can be verified.

Import Certificate (IBM RACF)

Import the DSI Server's certificate into the LDAP Server's ESM.

1. (Optional) Use the CHECKCERT subcommand to verify the certificate information:
RACDCERT CHECKCERT('DSI2.CAUTACF2')

   Start Date: 2011/10/10 19:00:00

   End Date:   2021/08/13 18:59:59
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   Serial Number:

        >00<

   Issuer's Name:

        >CN=CA-LDP15GA-ACF2,O=CA,C=US<

   Subject's Name:

        >CN=CA-LDP15GA-ACF2,O=CA,C=US<

   Key Usage: CERTSIGN

 READY

2. Import the DSI Server root certificate into IBM RACF for the LDAP Server keyring:
RACDCERT ADD('DSI2.CAUTACF2') ID(DSI2) CERTAUTH TRUST WITHLABEL('DSI2.CAUTACF2')

 IRRD113I The certificate that you are adding is self-signed.  

The certificate is added with TRUST status.

 READY

Connect to Local Keyring (IBM RACF)

Connect the imported CA certificate to the local keyring, and import the HFS file from the remote system into an ESM data
set.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Use the CHECKCERT subcommand to display the certificate information:
RACDCERT CHECHCERT('DSI2.CAUTACF2')

   Start Date: 2011/10/10 19:00:00

   End Date:   2021/08/13 18:59:59

   Serial Number:

        >00<

   Issuer's Name:

        >CN=CA-LDP15GA-ACF2,O=CA,C=US<

   Subject's Name:

        >CN=CA-LDP15GA-ACF2,O=CA,C=US<

   Key Usage: CERTSIGN

 READY

2. Insert the DSI Server CA root certificate into IBM RACF for the LDAP Server keyring:
RACDCERT ADD('DSI2.CAUTACF2') ID(DSI2) CERTAUTH TRUST WITHLABEL('DSI2.CAUTACF2')

 IRRD113I The certificate that you are adding is self-signed.  

The certificate is added with TRUST status.

 READY

3. Connect the IBM RACF CA certificate to the DSI Server keyring:
RACDCERT CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('DSI2.CAUTACF2') RING(SYS2RACF))

 READY

4. Use the LISTRING command to verify the certificates connected to the SYS2RACF keyring:
RACDCERT LISTRING(SYS2RACF)

 Digital ring information for user USER123:

   Ring:

        >SYS2RACF<

   Certificate Label Name             Cert Owner     USAGE      DEFAULT

   --------------------------------   ------------   --------   -------
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   CERTAUTH.SYS2RACF                  CERTAUTH       CERTAUTH     NO

   DSI2.SYS2RACF                      ID(DSI2)       PERSONAL     NO

   DSI2.CAUTACF2                      CERTAUTH       CERTAUTH     NO

 READY

5. Verify that the SYS2RACF keyring is owned by USER123, not DSI2, by issuing the following LISTRING commands:
RACDCERT LISTRING(*) ID(DSI2)

 IRRD115I User DSI2 has no rings.

 READY

RACDCERT LISTRING(SYS2RACF) id(USER123)

 Digital ring information for user USER123:

   Ring:

        >SYS2RACF<

   Certificate Label Name             Cert Owner     USAGE      DEFAULT

   --------------------------------   ------------   --------   -------

   CERTAUTH.SYS2RACF                  CERTAUTH       CERTAUTH     NO

   DSI2.SYS2RACF                      ID(DSI2)       PERSONAL     NO

   DSI2.CAUTACF2                      CERTAUTH       CERTAUTH     NO

 READY

Insert Authorities (IBM RACF)

Insert authorities.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the RLIST command to check whether DSI2 already has UPDATE access to the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING
resource:
RLIST FACILITY  IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING AUTHUSER

...

USER      ACCESS   ACCESS COUNT

 ----      ------   ------ -----

 SUPUSER   ALTER       000000

 USER012   READ        000000

 USER123   READ        000000

...

 READY

2. Use the PERMIT and SETROPTS commands to grant DSI2 UPDATE access to the LISTRING resource because DSI
is using a keyring owned by another logon ID:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(DSI2) ACCESS(UPDATE)

  ICH06011I RACLISTED PROFILES FOR FACILITY WILL NOT REFLECT THE UPDATE(S) UNTIL

  A SETROPTS REFRESH IS ISSUED

 READY

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

 READY

3. Verify permissions using RLIST:
RLIST FACILITY  IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING AUTHUSER
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 CLASS      NAME

 -----      ----

 FACILITY   IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING

 LEVEL  OWNER      UNIVERSAL ACCESS  YOUR ACCESS  WARNING

 -----  --------   ----------------  -----------  -------

  00    SUPUSER         NONE               READ    NO

 INSTALLATION DATA

 -----------------

 NONE

 APPLICATION DATA

 ----------------

 NONE

 SECLEVEL

 --------

 NO SECLEVEL

CATEGORIES

 ----------

 NO CATEGORIES

 SECLABEL

 --------

 NO SECLABEL

 AUDITING

 --------

 FAILURES(READ)

 NOTIFY

 ------

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

 USER      ACCESS   ACCESS COUNT

 ----      ------   ------ -----

 SUPUSER   ALTER       000000

 USER012   READ        000000

 USER123   READ        000000

 DSI2      UPDATE      000000

    ID     ACCESS  ACCESS COUNT  CLASS                   ENTITY  NAME

 -------- -------  ------------ -------- ---------------------------------------

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

 READY

Update DSI Configuration Files (RACF)

In OMVS, configure the IBM RACF DSI Server dsi.conf file to use the SYS2RACF keyring, specify the DSI Server label,
and demand that the LDAP Server present its certificate for authentication and encryption:

TLSKeyringName          USER123/SYS2RACF

TLSCertificateLabel     DSI2.SYS2RACF

TLSVerifyClient         DEMAND
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ACF2 Example: Complete the LDAP Server Setup
After you configure Top Secret and IBM RACF for SSL, complete the remaining tasks in the ACF2 configuration with the
LDAP Server:

1. Import the certificate to the DSI Server.
2. Connect to the local keyring.
3. Update LDAP Server configuration files.

Import Certificates (ACF2)

To complete the setup of the LDAP Server you now import the certificates from the remote systems into local ESM data
sets, so you can connect the imported certificates to the local keyring. You already have FTPed these certificates as HFS
files from the DSI servers to the LDAP server, as detailed in the TSS and RACF sections.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify receipt of the HFS files holding the CA certificates that signed the two DSI server certificates. Add the certificate
to a data set so it can be inserted into ACF2. These certificates are subsequently added to the LDAP Server keyring
so the DSI Server certificates can be verified.
SYS1 /u/user123 > ls -l CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS CERTAUTH-SYS2RACF

-rw-r-----   1 USER123  TOMCAT3      867 Oct 11 15:51 CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS

-rw-r-----   1 USER123  TOMCAT3      806 Oct 11 15:53 CERTAUTH-SYS2RACF

SYS1 /u/user123 > cp -P  'space=(2048,(5,5)),recfm=vb,lrecl=90,blksize=2048' CERTAUTH-SYS2RACF

 "//'USER123.RACFCAUT'"

SYS1 /u/user123 > cp -P  'space=(2048,(5,5)),recfm=vb,lrecl=90,blksize=2048' CERTAUTH-SYS3TSS

 "//'USER123.TSSCAUT'"

2. Set the profile record to the CERTDATA segment to manage certificate information.
ACF

SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(CERTDATA)

 PROFILE

3. (Optional) Use CHKCERT to verify the correctness of the CA certificate from the Top Secret system. Note that
because the certificate has not yet been inserted into an ACF2 CERTDATA record, you must provide the record label
to CHKCERT with the DSNAME parameter to obtain certificate information.
CHKCERT DSNAME('USER123.TSSCAUT')

4. (Optional) Use CHKCERT to verify the correctness of the CA certificate from the IBM RACF system. Note that since
the certificate has not yet been inserted into a CERTDATA record, we must provide the record label to CHKCERT with
the DSNAME parameter to obtain certificate information.
CHKCERT DSNAME('USER123.TSSCAUT')

5. Insert the Top Secret DSI Server CA root certificate into an ACF2 CERTDATA profile record.
INSERT USER123.TSSCAUT DSNAME('USER123.TSSCAUT')

  CERTDATA / USER123.TSSCAUT LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-17:05

                       CERTNSER(0000000000000001) 

                       ISSUERDN(CN=RootCA.O=CA.C=US)

                       LABEL(USER123.TSSCAUT) SERIAL#(00)

                       SUBJDN(CN=RootCA.O=CA.C=US) TRUST

 ACF6D074 CERTDATA / USER123.TSSCAUT RECORD INSERTED

 PROFILE

6. Insert the IBM RACF DSI Server CA root certificate into an ACF2 CERTDATA profile record.
INSERT USER123.RACFCAUT DSNAME('USER123.RACFCAUT')

  CERTDATA / USER123.RACFCAUT LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-16:41

                       CERTNSER(0000000000000001)
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                       ISSUERDN(CN=CA-DSI-RACF)

                       LABEL(USER123.RACFCAUT) SERIAL#(00)

                       SUBJDN(CN=CA-DSI-RACF) TRUST

 ACF6D074 CERTDATA / USER123.RACFCAUT RECORD INSERTED

 PROFILE

7. (Optional) Use CHKCERT to verify the correctness of the CA certificate from the IBM RACF system. Note that since
the certificate has already been inserted into an ACF2 CERTDATA record, you can simply provide the record label to
CHKCERT to obtain certificate information.
CHKCERT USER123.RACFCAUT

Connect to Local Keyring (ACF2)

Connect all certificates that you imported from the DSI servers to the local LDAP server's keyring.

1. Set the profile record to the KEYRING segment to manage the keyring information and connect the two DSI Server
certificates to the LDAP keyring. Make sure to specify USAGE CERTAUTH on the CONNECT subcommand because
when the owner of the certificates is not CERTAUTH, the default usage is PERSONAL, not CERTAUTH.
SET PROFILE(USER) DIVISION(KEYRING)

 PROFILE

CONNECT CERTDATA(USER123.TSSCAUT) KEYRING(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

 ACF68011 Certificate successfully connected to the key ring

 PROFILE

CONNECT CERTDATA(USER123.RACFCAUT) KEYRING(LDAP1.SYS1ACF2) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

 ACF68011 Certificate successfully connected to the key ring

 PROFILE

2. List the LDAP keyring. Verify that the LDAP certificate and two DSI CA certificates are displayed with usage
CERTAUTH. Verify that the LDAP Server certificate is displayed with usage PERSONAL.
LIST LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

  KEYRING / LDAP1.SYS1ACF2 LAST CHANGED BY USER123 ON 10/11/11-17:08

                       DEFAULT() RINGNAME(SYS1ACF2)

  The following certificates are connected to this key ring:

  CERTDATA record    Label                             Usage

  -----------------  --------------------------------  --------

  CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2  CERTAUTH.SYS1ACF2                 CERTAUTH

  USER123.RACFCAUT   USER123.RACFCAUT                  CERTAUTH

  USER123.TSSCAUT    USER123.TSSCAUT                   CERTAUTH

  LDAP1.SYS1ACF2     LDAP1.SYS1ACF2                    PERSONAL

 PROFILE

Update LDAP Configuration Files (ACF2)

Update the LDAP Server configuration file by adding the TLS parameters to the slapd.conf file:

TLSKeyringName         LDAP1/SYS1ACF2

TLSCertificateLabel    LDAP1.SYS1ACF2

NOTE
The LDAP Server configuration file, slapd.conf, does not need to be configured with ‘TLSVerifyClient DEMAND’
to establish SSL over the LDAP to DSI link because LDAP Server is the client on this link. However, the
slapd.conf might contain ‘TLSVerifyClient DEMAND’ if the LDAP server requires its LDAP clients to authenticate
with certificates.
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(Optional) SSL v3 Enablement

If you have an application that only supports the SSL v3 protocol, add the following TLS parameter to the slapd.conf file to
enable SSL v3:

TLSProtocolMin ssl3

Start the Servers
Start all DSI Servers before starting the LDAP Server. If you start the LDAP Server before starting one of the DSI Servers,
the LDAP Server shuts down. You specified this behavior when you omitted the siParms ‘cont’ option in the LDAP Server
configuration file.

After the LDAP Server starts, verify the slapd.conf TLS settings by executing the console modify command:

 /F LDAP1,STATUS 

After the LDAP Server starts, verify the siParms settings by executing the console modify command:

 /F LDAP1,BACKEND 

How to Configure ACF2
After the DSI Server is installed and configured, you must configure ACF2 to support the server. This process includes
defining which Linux for zSeries systems should be allowed to authenticate users and the UID, GID, home directory, and
shell values to use on each of the Linux systems. These values can be configured so that a single set of values are used
across all Linux systems, or unique values per Linux system.

NOTE

This information is not meant to provide comprehensive documentation of the external security manager (ESM)
commands or their parameters. For detailed and complete syntax and parameter documentation, see the
applicable ESM documentation. For details on the different record types, see the ACF2 for z/OS documentation.

Define the Linux for z Series Hosts

Using GSO LINUX records, the first step in enabling the DSI Server is to define all Linux for zSeries hosts and their TCP/
IP addresses that are going to authenticate using this security database. Without these definitions, all log on attempts fail.

To define hosts and TCP/IP addresses

1. Insert a Linux for zSeries system by issuing the following commands:
SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT LINUX.qual MACHNAME(linux name_here)

    IPADDR(ip_addr_here) ACTIVE

INACTIVE is the default. Determine the MACHNAME value by issuing 'hostname' on the Linux system.

NOTE
When defining user profile records in Step 3, the .qual value for the profile record will be the .qual value used
when creating the LINUX record in this step.

2. Determine the IP by pinging the hostname value from the z/OS system.
3. Repeat the INSERT for each Linux for zSeries system.
4. Enable the changes by issuing the following command:

F ACF2,REFRESH(LINUX)

The changes are enabled.
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Define the Linux for z Series Group Profile Records

Before you assign the Linux group name to a user's profile record, define the Linux group name and the GID with which it
is associated. During RACROUTE EXTRACT processing, if the GID cannot be found for a group name, processing fails
and the user is not allowed on the Linux system.

To define a Linux group name

1. Issue the following command:
SET PROF(GROUP) DIV(LINUX)

INSERT group_here LINUXGID(gid_here)

2. Repeat the inserts for each group that needs to be defined.
3. Enable the changes by issuing the following commands:

F ACF2,REBUILD(GRP),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS(LINUX)

NOTE
When defining groups, confirm that that GID values are unique and that groups do not share values. To do so,
use the AUTOIDLX control record to auto-assign the next available GID value. For more information about the
AUTOIDLX record, see the ACF2 for z/OS documentation.

Define the Linux for z Series User Profile Records

When signing on to a Linux for zSeries system, you can use your existing eight-byte (short) ACF2 logon ID, or if it is
required that you log on with a long name (greater than eight bytes), it can be mapped to their existing ACF2 logon ID.

The DSI Server installs by default with MIXED mode mapping enabled. Mixed mode configures the DSI Server to map
the logon ID to a short name before issuing the RACROUTE VERIFY call. If the mapping is successful, the RACROUTE
VERIFY is issued. If the mapping failed, but the length of the ID is eight or fewer bytes, it issues the RACROUTE VERIFY
with the original value.

When setting up user profile records to define the values for the UID, GID (group), home directory, and shell, you can
configure a single profile record without a .qual value and it will be used as the 'default' set of values for every Linux host
the user is allowed to log on to.

If you want unique values on every Linux machine, create one profile record for each LINUX record created in Step 1.
You can also mix these two modes and create a 'default' record without a .qual value and then create one or more profile
records to 'override' the default values for only the machines that need unique values.

To define a user profile record to support ID mapping

1. Issue the following commands:
SET PROF(USER) DIV(LINUX)

INSERT lid_here.qual LINUXNAM(linux_long_name) LINUXUID(uid)

    LINUXGRP(group_name) LINUXHOM(home_directory)

    LINUXPGM(shell_name)

If ID mapping is not required, omit the LINUXNAM parm.
2. Repeat inserts for each user that needs to be configured, and then enable the changes by issuing the following

commands:
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS(LINUX)

If ID mapping will never be used, you can disable the mapping call prior to the VERIFY.

NOTE
When defining users, you should confirm that that GID values are unique and that users do not share values.
To do so, use the AUTOIDLX control record to auto-assign the next available GID value. For more information
about the AUTOIDLX record, see the ACF2 for z/OS documentation.
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Define the Linux for z Series Resource Rules

The resource rule type LNX lets you define who can access which Linux for zSeries LPAR. This step is optional and you
can skip it if all users are allowed to log on to any configured system.

To define the SAFDEF records

Issue the following commands:

INSERT SAFDEF.LINUX ID(LINUX) MODE(GLOBAL) -

 RACROUTE(REQUEST=AUTH REQSTOR=ACF9CSFV class="LINUX")

To activate the new SAFDEF

Issue the following command:

F ACF2,REFRESH(SAFDEF)

To define who can access which Linux for zSeries LPA

Issue the following commands:

SET RESOURCE(LNX)

COMPILE

. $KEY(linux_Machine_name) TYPE(LNX)

. UID(string) ALLOW

.

END

STORE

F ACF2,REBUILD(LNX)

If TYPE(LNX) is not resident, issue the following at add TYPE(LNX) to the GSO INFODIR.

SET C(GSO)

CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(r-rlnx) add

F ACF2, REFRESH(INFODIR)

Define Secondary Group Membership

The resource rule type LGR defines group members. Linux distinguishes between a user's primary and secondary groups.
You define the user's primary group when you define the Linux User Profile record for the user (the LINUXGRP option).
Use this procedure to define secondary groups.

NOTE
Skip this step if no user is a member of a secondary group.

To define group members

1. Issue the following commands:
SET RESOURCE(LGR)

COMPILE

. $KEY(groupname) TYPE(LGR)

. UID(uidmask) ALLOW

. additional resource rule entries

.

END

STORE

2. Repeat the COMPILE-END-STORE sequence for each group that needs to be defined.
3. Enable the changes by issuing the following command:
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F ACF2,REBUILD(LGR)

Include one resource rule entry for each user that is a member of this group. Do not list users who have this group as
a primary group; only list users that have this group as a secondary group.

NOTE

Because ACF2 implements secondary group membership through resource rules, any user who has the
SECURITY attribute becomes a member of any group configured here whether or not they are listed.

How to Configure Top Secret
After the DSI Server is installed and configured, you must configure Top Secret to support the server. This process
includes defining which Linux for zSeries systems should be allowed to authenticate users and the UID, GID, home
directory, and shell values to use on each of the Linux systems. These values can be configured so that a single set of
values are used across all Linux systems, or unique values per Linux system.

NOTE

This information is not meant to provide comprehensive documentation of the external security manager (ESM)
commands or their parameters. For detailed and complete syntax and parameter documentation, see the
applicable ESM documentation. For details on the different record types, see the Top Secret for z/OS control
options and command function documentation.

Define the Facilities for the Linux Nodes

Facilities control which Linux machines users are allowed to log on to. If all users are allowed to log on to all Linux
systems, you can use a single facility. If you want more granular control, define multiple facilities.

To define multiple facilities, see the Top Secret documentation.

Define the Hosts

Using the NDT node records, the first step to enable the DSI Server is to define all Linux for zSeries hosts and their TCP/
IP addresses that are going to authenticate using this security database. Without these definitions, all log on attempts fail.

To define hosts and TCP/IP addresses

1. Insert a Linux for zSeries system by issuing the following commands:
TSS ADD|REM|REP(NDT) LINUXNODE(node_name) IPADDR(ip_addr_here)

    FACILITY(facility_name) [ACTIVE(YES|NO)]

ACTIVE(NO) is the default. To determine the LINUXNODE value, issue hostname on the Linux system.
2. Determine the IP by pinging the hostname value from the z/OS system.
3. Repeat the ADD for each Linux for zSeries system.

Define the Linux for z Series Group ACID Records

Before you can assign the Linux group name to an ACID, you must define the Linux group name along with the GID and
Facility it is associated with.

To define a Linux group name

1. Define a Linux group name by issuing the following command:
TSS CREATE(group) NAME(group_name) DEPT(dept) TYPE(GROUP)

TSS ADD(group) LNXENTS(facility,gid)

2. Repeat the CREATE process for each group that you want to define.
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NOTE

When defining groups, confirm that GID values are not assigned to more than one group. To do so, use the
AUTOGID feature to auto-assign the GID value. For more information, see the LNXENTS keyword in the Top
Secret for z/OS documentation.

Add the Group to the ACID Record

After you have defined the group and and assigned it a GID, add the group to the ACID so it can be used when defining
the Linux segment data.

To add a group to an ACID

1. Issue the following command:
TSS ADD(acid_here) GROUP(group_here)

2. Repeat for each group you want to use in the ACID's Linux segments.

Define the Linux for z Series User Mappings

When signing on to a Linux for zSeries system, users can use their existing eight-byte (short) Top Secret ACID, or if it is
desired to allow them to log on with a long name (greater than eight bytes), it can be mapped to their existing Top Secret
ACID.

The DSI Server installs by default with MIXED mode mapping enabled. Mixed mode configures the DSI Server to map the
ACID to a short name before issuing the RACROUTE VERIFY call. If the mapping is successful, the RACROUTE VERIFY
is issued. If the mapping fails, but the length of the ACID is eight or fewer bytes, it will issue the RACROUTE VERIFY with
the original value.

To add Linux support to an ACID

1. Issue the following commands:
TSS ADD|REM|REP(acid_name)  

    LNXENTS(<facility>,<uid>,<home_dir>,<shell_name>,

    <group_name>)

    LINUXNAM(long.name)

If ID mapping is not required, omit the LINUXNAM parm.
2. Repeat inserts for each user that needs to be configured.

If ID mapping will never be used, you can disable the mapping call prior to the VERIFY.

NOTE

When defining users, ensure that UID values are not assigned to more than one user. To do so, use the
AUTOUID feature to auto-assign the UID value. For more information, see the UID keyword in the Top Secret for
z/OS documentation.

Verify the DSI Server Installation and Configuration
Verify that you have correctly installed and configured the DSI Server.

Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the DSI Server started task is running.
2. Log in to UNIX System Services from TSO or telnet.

You have access to USS.
3. Change to the installation directory by issuing the following command:
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NOTE
If you installed to a different directory, substitute your directory name in place of /usr/lpp/caldapr15 in this
command.

cd /usr/lpp/caldapr15

4. Execute sitest by issuing the following command:
./sitest  user_idpasswdipaddrport

user_id
Defines a user ID that is defined to the security product.

password
Defines the password for the supplied user ID.

host
Defines the TCP/IP address of the DSI Server.

port
Defines the TCP/IP port that the DSI Server is using.

If the test is successful, the list output from the userid appears. The DSI Server is installed correctly and is ready for
use.
If the test fails, a message appears stating the error. For help, contact Broadcom Support.

Configure the LDAP Server
After installing the LDAP Server, perform the following configuration tasks to customize the product for use:

• Customizing the slapd configuration file to control the global, backend, and database-specific options
• Customizing started task procedures
• Understanding access control concepts
• Setting up the product-specific backend configurations
• Converting the database; required between LDAP Server Version 12.0 and newer versions
• Setting up certificate logon to perform operations using an X.509 digital certificate as credentials instead of a clear-text

user ID and password
• Configuring PassTickets
• Setting up SSL from the command line
• Migrating Compliance Manager from Version 1.0 to Version 2.0

NOTE
In the configuration examples, replace "ldap_install_directory/" with your LDAP Server installation directory. For
example, "/usr/lpp/caldapr15".

Customize the Slapd Configuration File
After installation and post-installation activities, you must modify the Slapd configuration file. This file is divided into
the following sections: global, backend options and database-specific options. The file resides in the HFS installation
directory. This section describes the following sections of the slapd.conf file:

Global options
Specifies that all options that are specified before a backend or a database statement are sglobal options. Global
options control how the LDAP Server behaves for all databases, what attributes and object classes are valid, and
how authentication of user ID and passwords is performed. Specify these options once.

Database-specific options
Specifies the database-specific sections. Specify options in each database section that are appropriate for that
specific database.
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NOTE
Keywords are not case sensitive, but their values are. When you enter file names with directory structures, use
the proper case.

Global Options

The following lists details all global options, including defaults. If you want to use the default value, you do not need to
supply the option. All option keywords must start in column one of the configuration file.

allow <features>
Specifies a set of features (separated by white space) to allow.
Default: none
Example:
allow bind_anon_cred

The valid values for <features> are:
bind_v2

Allows acceptance of LDAPv2 bind requests. Note that slapd(8) does not truly implement LDAPv2 (RFC
1777), now Historic (RFC 3494).

bind_anon_cred
Allows an anonymous bind when credentials are not empty (for example, when DN is empty).

bind_anon_dn
Allows an unauthenticated (anonymous) bind when the distinguished name (DN) is not empty.

update_anon
Allows unauthenticated (anonymous) update operations to be processed (subject to access controls and
other administrative limits).

proxy_authz_anon
Allows unauthenticated (anonymous) proxy authorization control to be processed (subject to access
controls, authorization and other administrative limits).

none
Specifies not to allow any features.

argsfile
(optional) Specifies an output file where the STC startup parameters of the LDAP Server are written at startup. By
default, they are not written anywhere.
Example: argsfile /your_slapd_dir/slapd.args

authCertificateLabel
Specifies the label of the certificate that identifies the LDAP Server to the remote DSI Server server designated in
the authServer configuration option. This parameter is meaningful only if the authServer option specifies the ssl-
required argument and the remote DSI Server server is configured to request a certificate from the LDAP Server.
The default value for this option is the certificate designated in the TLSCertificateLabel option.
Example: authCertificateLabel "my label"
The value "my label" is the label that is assigned to the certificate when the certificate was connected to the
keyring. If the value contains embedded blanks, enclose it in double quotes.
The certificate that is designated by "my label" must have USAGE PERSONAL. In addition, the user ID of the
LDAP Server must be the owner of the certificate.

NOTE
It is also possible to use a SITE certificate here. If you do, then the user ID for the LDAP Server must
have CONTROL authority to the IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT resource in the FACILITY class.
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authCodeset
Specifies the name of an EBCDIC codeset. The LDAP Server converts the user ID and password from UTF-8 to
this EBCDIC codeset before passing them to the external security manager for authentication.
Default: IBM-1047
Format: authCodeset csname
The value csname must designate a single-byte EBCDIC code system. Possible values of this argument are
documented in the IBM XL C/C++ Programming Guide. In the table, csname must be one of the values in the
FromCode column. The value in the ToCode column is always UTF-8.

authID
(optional) Specifies a single user ID that is cached in memory. This information is used to authenticate all binds for
this user ID. Doing so reduces the amount of RACROUTE VERIFY calls that are issued to the external security
manager (ESM). The user ID is not configured by default. See the authPW option.
Example: authId adminid

NOTE
This keyword is deprecated and will be removed in a subsequent release.

authLocation
(optional) Specifies where the bind DN and password are validated. For certificate logon this option must be set to
OS390.
Example: authLocation OS390
Default: OS390
The valid values are:
OS390

Your external security manager validates the ID and password on the node where the LDAP Server is
running. The LDAP Server determines the user ID to use by looking for cn=, acf2lid= or tssacid= as the
first RDN in the DN. The rest of the DN is ignored.

SYNTAX
The syntax of the logon DN determines how validation is carried out. For example, if you specify a DN
of cn=user, o=company, c=us, the validation is carried out by the database that services that DN. Like
OS390, when the syntax is acf2lid=user, o=company, c=us, ACF2 for z/OS carries out the validation. If
the syntax is tssacid=user, o=company, c=us, Top Secret for z/OS carries out the validation.

BACKEND
Validation is carried out based on which back end handles requests for the DN passed. There is no
override of the DN and is passed to the appropriately configured back end based on the suffix value.

authPW
(optional) Specifies the password that is used for the authID option. The syntax is a relative or fully qualified file
name. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.
Example: authPw /ldap_install_directory/authid.pwd

NOTE
This keyword is deprecated and will be removed in a subsequent release.

authServer
Specifies the IP address and port of a remote DSI Server server. This option configures the LDAP Server to
perform all user ID/password authentications to a remote external security manager.
The keyword ssl-required indicates that the communication between the LDAP Server and the remote DSI Server
server is secured using Transport Layer Security. If this argument is omitted, the communication is not secured.
Default: not secured
Format: authServer [host_ip | host_name] host_port [ssl-required]
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NOTE
Although the initial bind validation is performed on a remote system, the user ID and password must
exist on the local system if local security information is accessed.

authSource
Specifies which resource profile class name the IP address that is passed as the SOURCE value with the ID and
password validation call to the z/OS external security manager.
Default: SERVER
The valid values are as follows:
CLIENT

Indicates that the resource profile class name of the client application is passed on the RACROUTE call.
For an IPv4 client, the exact resource profile class name is determined by the PortOfEntry4 option. For
an IPv6 client that is mapped into a network security zone by a NETACCESS statement in the TCPIP
PROFILE, the netaccess resource name in the SERVAUTH class is passed on the RACROUTE call. For
an IPv6 client that is not mapped, no resource profile class name is passed on the RACROUTE call.

SERVER
For an IPv4 client, the IPv4 address of LDAP Server is passed on the RACROUTE call as an 8-byte
hexadecimal character string resource name in the TERMINAL class. For an IPv6 client, no resource
profile class name is passed on the RACROUTE call.

NOTE
By default, the LDAP Server runs on every TCP/IP port that the LPAR has configured.
Therefore, the server's IP address is 0.0.0.0. To pass the actual IP address of the LPAR on
which the LDAP Server is running, configure the LDAP Server to start on a specific IP address.
To change this option, see the hosturls option.

string
Indicates the actual value of the string that is passed on the RACROUTE call. If the length of string is less
than or equal to eight, the string is passed as a resource name in the TERMINAL class. If the length of
string is greater than eight, the string is passed as a resource name in the SERVAUTH class.

authVerifyClient
Specifies whether to verify the certificate of the DSI Server server.
Default: off
Format: authVerifyClient [ on | off ]

NOTE

If this option specifies that the LDAP Server is to verify the DSI Server server certificate, the following
conditions must be met:

• The certificate of the CA that signed the DSI Server server certificate must be present in the
certificate store of the LDAP Server. See the TLSKeyringName option for how to define the
certificate store.

• The DSI Server server certificate must have a subjectAltName extension of type DNS with the value
of the DSI Server server host name. This value must exactly match the value for host_name given in
the authServer option, except for case.

codeset
Specifies the name of an EBCDIC codeset. The LDAP Server converts the host fields from UTF-8 to this EBCDIC
codeset before passing them to the external security manager.
Default: IBM-1047
Format: codeset csname
The value csname must designate a single-byte EBCDIC code system. Possible values of this argument are
documented in the IBM XL C/C++ Programming Guide. Based on the information in this guide, csname must be
one of the values in the FromCode column. The value in the ToCode column is always UTF-8.
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counttimeout
(Optional) Specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that LDAP Server waits between checks for the number of
active connections. If the number of active connections is 1,500 or higher at the specified timeout, LDAP Server
issues console message ETLDP61W. LDAP Server is an LE program, and z/OS under LE supports only 2,048
connections. This console message warns the user when they are close to reaching the connection limit.
Range: 0 to 32767
Default: 0 (disabled)
Example: counttimeout 120

debug
(optional) Specifies the amount of information that the server writes to the stderr file. You can specify a numeric or
text value. The following tables detail valid values. The value is set to the bit-wise OR of all of the arguments on
the configuration line.
For a numeric value, each number is a decimal integer value. The value is taken as a bit string, with each bit
corresponding to different trace information. Available log levels are listed in the following table.
Default: n/a
Examples: debug 5  debug ACL, Stats

Text Hex Value Decimal Value Type of Traced Information

ALL Represents ANY,-
PACKETS,-BER

4294967277 All levels of tracing except PACKETS and BER so
that values such as sign-on credentials or other
sensitive data are not written to your trace log. If
debug is needed, we recommend that you run debug
at this level.

ANY -1 4294967295 All levels of tracing
With this debug level enabled, the trace may expose
sign-on credentials or other sensitive data. We
recommend that you do not use this debug level
unless instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.

TRACE 0x00000001 1 Entrance/Exit to functions

PACKETS 0x00000002 2 Packet dumps
With this debug level enabled, the trace may expose
sign-on credentials or other sensitive data. We
recommend that you do not use this debug level
unless instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.

ARGS 0x00000004 4 Arguments to routines

CONNS 0x00000008 8 Connection information

BER 0x00000010 16 BER structures
With this debug level enabled, the trace may expose
sign-on credentials or other sensitive data. We
recommend that you do not use this debug level
unless instructed to do so by Broadcom Support.

FILTER 0x00000020 32 Filter information

CONFIG 0x00000040 64 Configuration; including dynamic schema information

ACL 0x00000080 128 Access control list

STATS 0x00000100 256 Timings

STATS2 0x00000200 512 Cipher Suites; Conversions

PARSE 0x00000800 2048 LDIF and attribute/Entry parsing
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CACHE 0x00001000 4096 Caching

SYNC 0x00004000 16384 Unused

ENTRY 0x00010000 65536 Debug statements from within add_entry_value()

CS 0x00020000 131072 Debugging of the callable services; includes
commands sent to an ESM with the return code

BUFS 0x00040000 262144 Buffer and cache maintenance

MUTEX 0x00080000 524288 mutex lock/unlock/init/delete

DB2 0x00100000 1048576 Interface to DB2/CMGR DB2 interface

POLICY 0x00200000 2097152 Interface to SQLITE/CMGR Policy File interface

CALLBACK 0x00400000 4194304 Interface to SQLITE Callback tracing

disableAttrNameValidation
(optional) Specifies the LDAP Server to accept any attribute name. By default, the LDAP Server only accepts valid
LDAP protocol version 3 named attributes.
Example: disableAttrNameValidation
Note: Valid version 3 naming consists of attributes that start with a leading character and the rest is alphanumeric
or a dash.

disallow <features>
Specify a set of features (separated by white space) to disallow.
Default: none
This parameter ORs the values. Specify multiple parameters by entering one per line or multiple on the same line.
Example:
disallow bind_anon

disallow bind_simple

or
disallow bind_anon bind_simple

The valid values for <features> are:
bind_anon

Disables acceptance of anonymous bind requests. Note that this setting does not prohibit anonymous
directory access (See "require authc").

bind_simple
Disables simple (bind) authentication.

tls_2_anon
Disables forcing session to anonymous status (see also tls_authc) upon StartTLS operation receipt.

tls_authc
Disallows the StartTLS operation if authenticated (see also tls_2_anon).

proxy_authz_non_critical
Disables acceptance of the proxied authorization control (RFC4370) when criticality is FALSE.

dontusecopy_non_critical
Disables acceptance of the dontUseCopy control (a work in progress) when criticality is FALSE.

enableMultiFactor
(optional) Prohibits reuse of single use tokens by the LDAP Server. By default, the LDAP Server issues
RACROUTE VERIFY calls to create ACEE’s when needed. The console F LDAP151,STATUS output displays the
configuration value as “Enable MulFactor Yes” or Enable MulFactor No”.
Default: Not enabled.
Example: enableMultiFactor
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enableVerify
(optional) Specifies whether the LDAP Server will perform a set of RACROUTE VERIFY CREATE and DELETE
calls instead of RACROUTE VERIFYX during the LDAP bind operation. VERIFYX calls normally perform better,
depending on how the ESM is configured and if the ESM is configured to update statistics for every login.
Default: disabled
Example: enableVerify

hosturls
(optional) Specifies the URLs (IP and port) for the LDAP Server is to listen on.
Default: ldap://:389.
Example:
hosturls ldap://your_ip:port

hosturls ldap://your_ip:port ldaps://your_ip:ssl_port

In a TCP/IP v6 environment, the IP address includes colons. For the LDAP Server to distinguish between the IP
and the port, put the IP address value inside square brackets.
Example:
hosturls ldap://[2001::9:6B00:11A:A29E]:389

idletimeout
(optional) Specifies the maximum amount of idle time, in seconds, for an LDAP connect before the LDAP Server
proactively closes the connection.
Range: 0 to 32767
Default: 0 (disabled)
Example: idletimeout 300

include
(optional) Specifies other text files that contain configuration parameters. You can code multiple include
statements so that you can logically separate the configuration file as appropriate. All files that are included
behave as if the options were configured inline.
Default: n/a
Example:
include /your_slapd_dir/core.schema

include /your_slapd_dir/cosine.schema

lastmod
Specifies if the database automatically maintains the modify date/time stamp at the object level. This setting only
applies to the DB2 back end. The values are on or off.
Default: on
Example: lastmod off

logfile
Controls where the debug log messages are written when starting the LDAP Server from z/OS UNIX System
Services as a daemon. The path can be a relative or fully qualified path.
Default: n/a
Example: logfile /ldap_install_directory/ldap-trace.log

loglevel
(optional) Specifies the amount of information that the server writes to the syslog daemon. You can specify a
numeric or text value. The loglevel is set to the bit-wise OR of all of the arguments on the configuration line.
Each number is a decimal integer value. The loglevel is taken as a bit string, with each bit corresponding to
different trace information. The LOG_LOCAL4 facility is the default syslog. To change this value, see Customize
the STC Procedure.
Default: n/a
Example:
loglevel 5

or
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loglevel ACL, STATS

NOTE
The values for loglevel and debug options are the same. For valid loglevel options, see the debug option
in this list.

moduleload
Specifies which database back-ends are loaded. Depending on which database you are using, code a
moduleload parameter for each. The valid back-ends available are back_caacf2_utf, back_catss_utf, back_ldap,
and back_cadb2_utf, back_cmgr_utf, and back_racf_utf. This configuration option is global and must be
configured before any database sections.
Example: moduleload back_cmgr_utf.dll

pidfile
(optional) Specifies an output file where the process ID (PID) of the LDAP Server is written at startup.
Default: n/a
Example: pidfile /your_slapd_dir/slapd.pid

PortOfEntry4
(optional) Specifies the resource profile class name to pass to the z/OS external security manager during
authentication processing for an IPv4 client.
Default: TERMINAL.
The valid values are:
TERMINAL

The IPv4 client address is always passed as an 8-byte hexadecimal character string resource name in the
TERMINAL class.

SERVAUTH
The netaccess resource name in the SERVAUTH class is passed if the IPv4 client address is mapped into
a network security zone by a NETACCESS statement in the TCPIP PROFILE. If the client address is not
mapped, the TERMINAL class resource name is passed.

ptktappl
Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server with
CSM, set this option to the same value with which CSM is configured. This configuration is important when using
IBM PassTickets to authenticate users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP

ptktReqrId
(Optional) Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the
server for all post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a passticket on behalf of a client logon.
Example: ptktReqrId passgen

ptktReqrPwFile
(Optional) Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the
slapd.conf ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.
Example: ptktReqrPwFile ./authid.pwd
Example: ptktReqrPwFile /ldap_install_directory/authid.pwd

NOTE
For detailed information, see PassTicket Configuration.
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readonly
(optional) Indicates whether the database can be updated. Make this option the server default value by
configuring it before any database section. Make this option the default value for a single database by configuring
it within a database section. The valid values are on or off.
Default: off
Example: readonly on

referral
(Optional) Specifies the location to send clients when none of the configured databases hold the data requested.
Default: No default.
Example:
referral ldap://other_ldap_server:port

In a TCP/IP v6 environment, the IP address includes colons. For the LDAP Server to distinguish between the IP
and the port, put the IP address value inside square brackets.
Example:
referral ldap://[2001::9:6B00:11A:A29E]:389

require
(Optional) Specifies the requirements for incoming connections to the LDAP Server.
Valid Values:
authc

Requires authentication prior to directory operations.
LDAPv3

Requires the session to be using LDAP Version 3.
Default: authc
Example: require authc

schemacheck
(Optional) Indicates whether to use object class definitions to validate the attributes that are passed
on ADD and MODIFY operations.
Valid Values: on or off
Default: on
Example: schemacheck on

security <factors>
Specifies the security level that is required for the various access methods to all LDAP Server data from both
secure and non-secure LDAP Server ports. Before configuring this setting, you must configure LDAP Server for
encryption. For more information, see Set Up Certificate Logon.
Default: No factors applied.
Format:tls=x and update_tls=x

WARNING
To secure access to all LDAP Server operations, you must configure both tls and update_tls. tls
controls security access for logon and search operations. update_tls controls security access to update
operations.

For tls=x, x specifies the TLS security strength factor that is required for performing logon and search operations.
For update_tls=x, x specifies the TLS security strength factor that is required for performing update operations.

• A value of 0 means TLS security is not required.
• A value of 1 or greater means some level of TLS security is required to perform the specified operation.

The value corresponds to the TLS encryption key length. The higher the value, the stronger the required
encryption.

Examples:
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• In this example, security is required for applications to perform any LDAP Server operations, but any
encryption level can be used:
security tls=1 update_tls=1

• In this example, security is required for applications to perform logon and search operations with any
encryption level, but update operations require an encryption level of 256 or higher:
security tls=1 update_tls=256

• In this example, security with an encryption level of 256 or higher is required for applications to perform all
operations:
 security tls=256 update_tls=256

sizelimit {<integer>|unlimited}
(optional) Specifies the maximum number of objects that are returned to the requesting application from a search
operation. Make this option the server default value by configuring it before any database section. Make this
option the default value for a single database by configuring it within a database section. If both a server value
and database value are supplied, the database value overrides the server value. Specify that you do not want
results from the server by entering 0. Specify no limit by using unlimited or -1.

NOTE

Previous releases have used 0 to mean unlimited. In this release, 0 means "do not return any data."

Limits: 0 to 2147483647
Default: 500
You can also use a second format:
sizelimit size[.{soft|hard|unchecked}]=<integer> [...].

NOTE
For more information about this format and limits, see the Open LDAP documentation.

sockbuf_max_incoming
Controls the packet size that is accepted for add/modify/delete/search operations. This option lets you control the
max packet size in bytes. This option can be used to prevent denial of service attacks.
Default: 262,144
Example: sockbuf_max_incoming 123456

sockbuf_max_incoming_auth
Controls the packet size that is accepted for authentication (bind) operations. This option lets you control the max
packet size in bytes. This option can be used to prevent denial of service attacks.
Default: 1,677,216
Example: sockbuf_max_incoming_auth 123456

timelimit
(optional) Specifies the maximum amount of time, in seconds, a search request runs before timing out. Make this
option the server default value by configuring it before any database section. Make this option the default value for
a single database by configuring it within a database section.
Limits: 0 to 32767.
Default: 3600
Example: timelimit 1800
Note: This option is not currently enabled in the back_caacf2_utf or back_catss_utf backends.

threads number
(optional) Specifies the maximum number of worker threads that the server starts. The server starts worker
threads in response to requests that are received.
Limits:Number must be a positive integer
Default: 32
Example: threads 100
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TLSCertificateLabel {label}
(optional) Specifies the label of the certificate to use from the certificate store that is specified by
TLSKeyringName. If you specify no value, the default certificate in the certificate store is used.
Default: n/a
Example: TLSCertificateLabel label_here
The value label is the label that is assigned to the certificate when the certificate was connected to the keyring. If
the value contains embedded blanks, it must be enclosed in double quotes. The certificate that is designated by
label_here must have USAGE PERSONAL. In addition, the user ID of the LDAP Server must be the owner of the
certificate.

NOTE
You can also use a SITE certificate here. If you do so, the user ID for the LDAP Server must have
CONTROL authority to the IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT resource in the FACILITY class.

TLSCipherSuite <cipher-suite-spec>
Specifies a list of TLS cipher suites in order of preference. Each cipher-string modifies the list by adding or
removing cipher suites. A cipher suite is a named combination of authentication, encryption, and MAC algorithms
that are used to negotiate the security setting for a network connection using the TLS or SSL network protocol.

WARNING
The cipher suite names that we provide in this topic are only a sample of all the available cipher suite
names. The cipher suites that are available to you are based on the IBM System SSL component that
your site uses. We provide these samples to help you understand how to configure the cipher suites
using the LDAP Server. Once configured in slapd.conf, the LDAP Server passes the cipher suite values
through to IBM System SSL. For a full list of cipher suite names, see the IBM documentation for your
level of z/OS.

Format: The value is a string consisting of one or more cipher-strings separated by colons.
Default: The list of cipher suites is empty.
Each cipher-string can be the string “@STRENGTH”, or it can be a keyword string that adds or removes cipher
suites from the list of cipher suites.

• The string “@STRENGTH” is a means of ordering the list: The strongest cipher suite comes first, followed by
all other cipher suites in decreasing order of strength.

• A keyword string consists of one or more cipher-keywords. Separate Keywords by pluses, and optionally
precede them by an action-character. Each cipher-keyword selects one or more cipher suites. The cipher
suites that the cipher-string selects are the combination of the cipher suites that each cipher-keyword selects.
The action-character then determines how the cipher-string modifies the list of cipher suites.

The action-characters are as follows:
Exclamation point (!)

Specifies that the cipher suites selected by this cipher-string are removed permanently from the list of
cipher suites. You cannot add the removed cipher suites again by later cipher-strings.

Minus sign (-)
Specifies that the cipher suites selected by this cipher-string are removed from the list of cipher suites.
You can add some or all of the cipher suites removed again by later cipher-strings.

Omitted
Specifies that the cipher suites selected by this cipher-string are added to the list of cipher suites. You can
remove some or all of the cipher suites added again by later cipher-strings. This action cannot add any
cipher suite that a preceding cipher-string has disabled.

The cipher-keywords are as follows:
DEFAULT, ALL

Selects the default list of cipher suites. For a list of the default cipher suites, see the first example below.
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RSA
Selects all cipher suites using RSA keys.

DH
Selects all cipher suites using Diffie-Hellman keys.

DSS
Selects all cipher suites using DSS certificates for server authentication.

kEDH
Selects all cipher suites using ephemeral Diffie-Hellman keys for key exchange.

kDHd
Selects all cipher suites using fixed Diffie-Hellman keys signed with a DSS certificate.

kDHr
Selects all cipher suites using fixed Diffie-Hellman keys signed with an RSA certificate.

aRSA
Selects all cipher suites using RSA certificates for server authentication.

aDSS
Selects all cipher suites using DSS certificates for server authentication.

AES
Selects all cipher suites using AES for data encryption.

3DES
Selects all cipher suites using triple DES for data encryption.

DES
Selects all cipher suites using DES for data encryption.

RC4
Selects all cipher suites using RC4 for data encryption.

RC2
Selects all cipher suites using RC2 for data encryption.

MD5
Selects all cipher suites using MD5 for message digest.

SHA, SHA1
Selects all cipher suites using SHA1 for message digest.

FIPS
Selects all cipher suites that are FIPS-compliant.

EXPORT
Selects all cipher suites that use “export” strength data encryption. These are cipher suites that use no
more than 56-bit keys.

LOW
Selects all cipher suites that use “low” strength data encryption. These are cipher suites that use no more
than 64-bit keys.

MEDIUM
Selects all cipher suites that use “medium” strength data encryption. These are some of the cipher suites
with 128-bit keys.

HIGH
Selects all cipher suites that use “high” strength data encryption. These are some of the cipher suites with
128-bit keys and all cipher suites with more than 128-bit keys.
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NULL
Selects all cipher suites with either no authentication or no encryption.

Name of a cipher suite
Selects the named cipher suite.
For a complete description of the cipher suites, consult the referenced RFCs.

The following list gives cipher suites from the TLS v1.0 specification in RFC2646.

TLS Cipher Suite Names Cipher Keywords

TLS_NULL_WITH_NULL_NULL NULL

TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5 NULL, MD5

TLS_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA NULL, SHA

TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5 EXP, RC4, MD5

TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5 RC4, MD5

TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA RC4, SHA

TLS_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC2_CBC_40_MD5 EXP, RC2, CBC, MD5

TLS_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA DES, CBC, SHA

TLS_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA DES, CBC3, SHA

TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA DH, DSS, DES, CBC, SHA

TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA DH, DSS, DES, CBC3, SHA

TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA DH, RSA, DES, CBC, SHA

TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA DH, DSS, DES, CBC3, SHA

TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA EDH, DSS, DES, CBC, SHA

TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA EDH, DSS, DES, CBC3, SHA

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA EDH, RSA, DES, CBC, SHA

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA EDH, RSA, DES, CBC3, SHA

The following list gives cipher suites that were added to the TLS specification by RFC3268.

TLS Cipher Suite Names Cipher Keywords

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA AES128, SHA

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA AES256, SHA

TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA DH, DSS, AES128, SHA

TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA DH, DSS, AES256, SHA

TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA DH, RSA, AES128, SHA

TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA DH, RSA, AES256, SHA

TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA DHE, DSS, AES128, SHA

TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA DHE, DSS, AES256, SHA

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA DHE, RSA, AES128, SHA

TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA DHE, RSA, AES256, SHA
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The following list contains cipher suites added to the TLS specification by RFC4492. These are all of the cipher suites that
use Elliptic Curve encryption. These cipher suites are only available on a z/OS 1.13 system or higher.

TLS Cipher Suite Names Cipher Keywords

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ECDH, ECDSA, NULL, SHA

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA ECDH, ECDSA, RC4, SHA

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA ECDH, ECDSA, DES, CBC3, SHA

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ECDH, ECDSA, AES128, SHA

TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA ECDH, ECDSA, AES256, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ECDHE, ECDSA, NULL, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA ECDHE, ECDSA, RC4, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA ECDHE, ECDSA, DES, CBC3, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ECDHE, ECDSA, AES128, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA ECDHE, ECDSA, AES256, SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ECDH, RSA, NULL, SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA ECDH, RSA, RC4, SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA ECDH, RSA, DES, CBC3, SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ECDH, RSA, AES128, SHA

TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA ECDH, RSA, AES256, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA ECDHE, RSA, NULL, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA ECDHE, RSA, RC4, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA ECDHE, RSA, DES, CBC3, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ECDHE, RSA, AES128, SHA

TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA ECDHE, RSA, AES256, SHA

Additional cipher suites were added to the TLS specification by RFC5289A. These cipher suites are available only on TLS
1.2 or higher. For more information about cipher names and codes, see the appendix about cipher suite definitions in the
IBM z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming documentation.

If you omit the TLSCipherSuite option, the cipher suite list is the list of cipher suites selected by the DEFAULT cipher-
keyword.

Examples:

The following are examples of cipher specifications and their meanings.

DEFAULT
Include default cipher suites. This gives the list RC4-SHA, RC4-MD5, AES256-SHA, DH-DSS-AES256-SHA, DH-
RSA-AES256-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA, AES128-SHA, DH-DSS-AES128-SHA,
DH-RSA-AES128-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA, DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-
CBC3-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DES-CBC-SHA,
EDH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA, DH-DSS-DES-CBC-SHA, EXP-
RC4-MD5, EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5, NULL-SHA, NULL-MD5, NULL.
If you do not specify the TLSCipherSuite option, the server uses this list.

ALL:!LOW:@STRENGTH
Include all cipher suites, exclude the low strength ciphers suites, sort in strength order. This gives the list AES256-
SHA, DH-DSS-AES256-SHA, DH-RSA-AES256-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA,
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AES128-SHA, DH-DSS-AES128-SHA, DH-RSA-AES128-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES128-
SHA, DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-
DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, RC4-SHA, RC4-MD5, EXP-RC4-MD5, EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5, NULL-MD5, NULL.

DEFAULT:!MD5:!LOW+EXP:@STRENGTH
Include default ciphers suites, exclude cipher suites that use MD5, exclude the low and export strength cipher
suites, sort in strength order. This gives the list AES256-SHA, DH-DSS-AES256-SHA, DH-RSA-AES256-SHA,
DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA, AES128-SHA, DH-DSS-AES128-SHA, DH-RSA-AES128-
SHA, DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA, DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-
DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, RC4-SHA, NULL.

DEFAULT:@STRENGTH
Include default cipher suites, sort in strength order. This gives the list AES256-SHA, DH-DSS-AES256-SHA, DH-
RSA-AES256-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES256-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES256-SHA, AES128-SHA, DH-DSS-AES128-SHA,
DH-RSA-AES128-SHA, DHE-DSS-AES128-SHA, DHE-RSA-AES128-SHA, DES-CBC3-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-
CBC3-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA, DH-DSS-DES-CBC3-SHA, RC4-SHA, RC4-
MD5, DES-CBC-SHA, EDH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA, EDH-DSS-DES-CBC-SHA, DH-RSA-DES-CBC-SHA, DH-
DSS-DES-CBC-SHA, EXP-RC4-MD5, EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5, NULL-SHA, NULL-MD5, NULL.

Backward Compatibility
For backward compatibility with previous versions of this option, code this option as a string consisting of one or more two-
character values. The possible two-character values and their associated cipher suite are as follows:

00
Specifies no encryption or message authentication and RSA key exchange.

01
Specifies no encryption with MD5 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

02
Specifies no encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange (FIPS).

03
Specifies 40-bit RC4 encryption with MD5 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

04
Specifies 128-bit RC4 encryption with MD5 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

05
Specifies 128-bit RC4 encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

06
Specifies 40-bit RC2 encryption with MD5 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

09
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

0A
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange (FIPS).

0C
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with a DSS certificate.

0D
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

0F
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with an RSA certificate.
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10
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

12
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with a DSS certificate.

13
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

15
Specifies 56-bit DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with an RSA certificate.

16
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

2F
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange (FIPS).

30
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

31
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

32
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

33
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

35
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange (FIPS).

36
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

37
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key exchange
signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS).

38
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSS certificate (FIPS).

39
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate (FIPS)

Default:
050435363738392F303132330A1613100D0915120F0C0306020100 if security level 3 is installed, and
0915120F0C0306020100 if it is not installed.
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NOTE
You cannot specify any of the new Elliptic Curve cipher suites with this method. If you require an Elliptic Curve
cipher suite, convert to the new option format that is documented above.

If FIPS mode is enabled, the cipher suites are limited to those with "(FIPS)" after their description. Any non-FIPS suites
are silently removed from whatever list of cipher suites is specified. Verify that the resulting string actually contains cipher
suites.

TLSEnableFIPSMode
Specifies that all secure connections are made in the manner that is specified by the FIPS 140-2 specification.
Note the following behavior:

• All connections use TLS 1.0 or higher. The server does not accept connections from clients using either SSL
v2 or SSL v3 protocols.

• Cipher suite selection is restricted to FIPS-approved cipher suites.

In the current release, the FIPS-approved cipher suites are as follows:
0A

Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.
0D

Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

10
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

13
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-
Hellman key exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

16
Specifies 168-bit Triple DES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-
Hellman key exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

2F
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

30
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

31
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

32
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

33
Specifies 128-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

35
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and RSA key exchange.

36
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.
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37
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and fixed Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

38
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with a DSA certificate.

39
Specifies 256-bit AES encryption with SHA-1 message authentication and ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key
exchange signed with an RSA certificate.

TLSKeyringName
(optional) Specifies the name of the certificate store that contains the certificates used.
Default: Value of the GSK_KEYRING_FILE environment variable. If the GSK_KEYRING_FILE environment
variable is not set, there is no default value.
Example: TLSKeyringName ring_name
The argument ring_name can have one of three values:
Key database name

The name of an HFS file that contains the key database. This file is created and maintained using
the gskkyman utility. For more information about how to use the gskkyman utility, see the information
about Certificate/Key Management in the IBM Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer
ProgrammingGuide.

NOTE
If you use this form, specify at least one of the following options: TLSKeyringPW or
TLSKeyringStashFile.

SAF keyring name
A SAF keyring name is specified as userid/keyring or keyring. The user ID of the LDAP Server is used if
userid is omitted. When using an SAF keyring that is owned by the user ID, the user ID must have READ
authority to the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING resource in the FACILITY class . When using an SAF keyring
that is owned by another user, the user ID must have UPDATE authority to the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING
resource in the FACILITY class . For more information about how to set up certificates, private keys, and
keyrings, see your external security manager documentation.

z/OS PKCS #11 token
A z/OS PKCS #11 token is specified as *TOKEN*/token-name. The characters *TOKEN* must be coded
as shown to indicate that token-name is the name of a token. For the certificates and their private keys to
be read, the user ID of the LDAP Server must have READ authority to the resource USER.token-name in
the CRYPTOZ class .

TLSKeyringPW
(optional) Specifies the password for the key database. Specify this option only if the ring_name specified in the
TLSKeyringName option is a key database. Do not specify this option if the ring_name is a SAF keyring name or
a z/OS PKCS #11 token.
Default: Value of the GSK_KEYRING_PW environment variable. If the GSK_KEYRING_PW environment variable
is not set, the default value is NULL.
Format: TLSKeyringPW [ password ]
The value password can be up to 128 characters in length and can contain any character that the gskkyman utility
allows. If necessary, it can be enclosed in double quotes.

TLSKeyringStash
(optional) Specifies the name of the key database password stash file. Specify this option only if the ring_name
specified in the TLSKeyringName option is a key database. Do not specify this option of the ring_name is a SAF
keyring name or a z/OS PKCS #11 token.
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Default: Value of the GSK_KEYRING_STASH environment variable. If the GSK_KEYRING_STASH environment
variable is not set, the default value is NULL.
Format: TLSKeyRingStash [ filename ]
The stash file name always has an extension of .sth and the supplied name will be changed if it does not have the
correct extension. If this option and the TLSKeyringPW option are specified, this option will be ignored and the
value of the TLSKeyringPW option will be used.

TLSProtocolMin
(optional) Specifies the minimum SSL/TLS protocol version that will be negotiated. When the server does not
support at least this version, the SSL handshake fails.
Valid Values:
ssl2

Specifies SSL version 2.
ssl3

Specifies SSL version 3 .
tls1

Specifies TLS version 1.
tls1.1

Specifies TLS version 1.1.
tls1.2

Specifies TLS version 1.2.
The minimum SSL/TLS protocol version is the minimum version that the server will allow to be negotiated. For
example, if the TLSProtocolMin configuration option specifies “tls1.2” and the client supports only TLS 1.1, the
client is not allowed to connect to the LDAP Server. If the TLSProtocolMin configuration option specifies “tls1.1,”
any request for TLS 1.1 or higher is accepted. So, if the client supports TLS 1.2, the connection is at TLS 1.2.
Default: tls1

NOTE

Previous versions of the LDAP Servers behaved as if this option were specified with the value “ssl3”,
meaning the minimum protocol version was SSLv3. This change in default behavior could result in SSL
handshake failures where there were no failures. If a failure occurs, add the TLSProtocolMin option to
the server’s configuration file. The required option is show in the example that follows.

Example: TLSProtocolMin ssl3
TLSVerifyClient

(Optional) Specifies whether a client is required to present a certificate when attempting to establish an SSL or
TLS connection with the server. For certificate logon, this option must be set to a value that requires the client to
send its certificate.
Default: OFF
The allowed values of option are as follows:
NEVER, OFF, NO, or FALSE

Indicates that the server does not request a certificate.
ALLOW

Indicates the server requests, but does not require, a certificate. If no certificate is provided, the session
proceeds. If a bad certificate is provided, it is ignored and the session proceeds.

TRY
Indicates the server requests a good certificate. If no certificate is provided, the session proceeds. If a bad
certificate is provided, the session is immediately terminated.
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DEMAND, HARD, ON, YES, or TRUE
Indicates the server requires a certificate. If no certificate is provided, or a bad certificate is provided, the
session is immediately terminated.

You can set the following certificate options only on z/OS 2.3 and above. If you set these options on z/OS 2.2 or below,
they have no effect.

TLSDhMinKeySize
Specifies the minimum allowed X.509 certificate Diffe-Hellman (DH) key size for the peer end-entity certificate.
Example: TLSDhMinKeySize 1024

TLSDsaMinKeySize
Specifies the minimum allowed X.509 certificate Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) key size for the peer end-entity
certificate.
Example: TLSDsaMinKeySize 2048

TLSEccMinKeySize
Specifies the minimum allowed X.509 certificate Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) key size for the peer end-
entity certificate.
Example: TLSEccMinKeySize 194

TLSRsaMinKeySize
Specifies the minimum allowed X.509 certificate Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (RSA) key size for the peer end-entity
certificate.
Example: TLSRsaMinKeySize 2048

Dynamic Suffix Values

In some circumstances, you want to use a single slapd.conf file for several LPARs. In previous versions of LDAP Server,
this was not possible because the suffix variable was system-specific. In LDAP Server release 15.1 and higher, you can
specify a dynamic suffix value.

To specify a dynamic suffix value, you use the substitution variables %zosnode% and %imnode%. When using these
substitution variables, LDAP Server uses the LE function uname() to load the current system name, then substitutes this
system name for the %zosnode% or %imnode% string.

The two substitution variables have different functions. %zosnode% substitutes the exact system name, while %imnode%
appends "_im" to the system name. Use %imnode% with IM naming_mode.

NOTE
The substitution variables do not set the naming_mode value. They only affect the suffix DN. The default
naming_mode is naming_mode zos. If you use %imnode% and you want IM naming_mode, configure IM
naming_mode in the slapd.conf file.

Example: %zosnode%

The suffix value for your production ACF2 backend is:

Suffix host=%zosnode%, o=ca, c=us

After dynamic substitution, LDAP Server inserts the correct system name:

Suffix host=xe42, o=ca, c=us

Example: %imnode%

The suffix value for your production ACF2 backend is:

Suffix host=%imnode%, o=ca, c=us

After dynamic substitution, LDAP Server inserts the correct system name:
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Suffix host=xe42_im, o=ca, c=us 

Customize the STC Procedure
The SMP/E install creates a sample STC procedure to start the LDAP Server. The procedure is installed with the
minimum of configuration options. The procedure has the following line:

//  PARM='PGM slapd -d 0 -f ./slapd.conf -d &DEBUG'

This line configures the LDAP Server to start with no debugging and to use the configuration file slapd.conf.

NOTE
When running as a started task, -d 0 is required as a minimum.

WARNING
Parameters are case sensitive. When adding any startup options, use the proper case.

PARM= Options

The following list details PARM options:

-d nnn
Configures the debugging trace level of the LDAP Server. The LDAP Server uses this value to determine what to
write to the STDERR DD. The nnn value can be a numeric or text value (0 through 4294967295).
Default: 0
To review this table of values, search under the global option debug in this documentation.

-f file_name
Configures the startup configuration file. This option can use either a relative or fully qualified file name.
Default: n/a

-H url:port
Configures the URL (IP and port) that the LDAP Server uses to listen for LDAP requests. An single IP address is
not specified. This configuration ensures that if multiple TCP/IP stacks are running on the LPAR, the LDAP Server
listens on port 389 on all IP addresses. Because the PARM= option is limited to 100 bytes, we recommend that
you supply the URLs in the slapd.conf file. For more information, review the slapd.conf hosturls global option in
this documentation.
Default: ldap://:389

-l LOCALx
(This command line option is a lowercase L) Configures which syslog facility to write to. This option is used with
the -s option. Valid values are as follows: LOCAL0, LOCAL1, LOCAL2, LOCAL3, LOCAL4, LOCAL5, LOCAL6, or
LOCAL7.
Default: LOCAL4.

-s nnn
Configures the syslog trace level of the LDAP Server. The LDAP Server uses this value to determine what to write
to the syslog daemon. The nnn value can be a numeric or text value.
Default: 0
To review this table of values, search under the global option loglevel in this documentation.

-T
Enables a low-level memory usage trace that is written to the STDERR DD. This value produces a large amount
of tracing and reduces the performance of the LDAP Server.

NOTE
Do not enable this value unless Broadcom Support requests that you do so.
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-N
Configures the LDAP Server to start in non-swap mode, which makes the LDAP Server non-swappable and all
memory that it allocates is also non-swappable. The STC ID that is used to start the LDAP Server requires at
least READ access to BPX.STOR.SWAP to invoke this option.

NOTE
When an application makes an address space non-swappable, it might cause additional real storage
in the system to be converted to preferred storage. Because preferred storage cannot be configured
offline, using this service can reduce your ability to reconfigure storage in the future.

STDENV DD

The STC procedure to start the LDAP Server also has an STDENV DD. The DD points to an HFS file that contains
environment variables that the LDAP Server needs.

When you change this file, do not use quotes around the values. The quotes are taken as part of the actual value and
passed to the UNIX shell.

Access Control
The access configuration file directive controls access to the LDAP Server entries and attributes. The general form of an
access line is as follows:

<access directive> ::= access to <what>

    [by <who> <access> <control>]+

<what> ::= * | [ dn[.<target style>]=<regex>]

    [filter=<ldapfilter>] [attrs=<attrlist>]

<target style> ::= regex | base | one | subtree | children

<attrlist> ::= <attr> | <attr> , <attrlist>

<attr> ::= <attrname> | entry | children

<who> ::= [* | anonymous | users | self |

    dn[.<subject style>]=<regex>]

    [dnattr=<attrname> ]

    [group[/<objectclass>[/<attrname>][.<basic style>]] =<regex> ]

    [peername[.<basic style>]=<regex>]

    [sockname[.<basic style>]=<regex>]

    [domain[.<basic style>]=<regex>]

    [sockurl[.<basic style>]=<regex>]

    [set=<setspec>]

    [aci=<attrname>]

<subject style> ::= regex | exact | base | one | subtree | children

<basic style> ::= regex | exact

<access> ::= [self]{<level>|<priv>}

<level> ::= none | auth | compare | search | read | write

<priv> ::= {=|+|-}{w|r|s|c|x}+

<control> ::= [stop | continue | break]

<what>
Selects the entries and attributes to which the access applies.

<who>
Specifies which entities are granted access.

<access>
Specifies the access granted.
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Multiple <who><access><control> triplets are supported, allowing many entities to be granted different access to the
same set of entries and attributes.

Review the following information about access control:

Who to Grant Access To

The <what> part of an access specification determines the entries and attributes to which the access control applies.
Select entries using two methods:

• By a regular expression matching the distinguished name of the entry
• By a filter matching some attributes in the entry

Examples

• The following is an example of a regular expression:

dn=<regular expression>

NOTE
The DN pattern that is specified should be normalized to the RFC2253 restricted DN form. Do not use extra
spaces and commas to separate components.

• The following is an example or a normalized DN:

cn=Babs Jensen,dc=example,dc=com 

• The following is an example of a non-normalized DN:

cn=Babs Jensen; dc=example; dc=com

• The following is an example of a filter matching attributed:

filter=<ldap filter>

• In this example, <ldap filter> is a string representation of a LDAP Server search filter, as described in RFC2254.

Attributes within an entry are selected by including a comma-separated list of attribute names in the <what> selector.

For example:

attrs=<attribute list>

Access to the entry itself must be granted or denied using the special attribute name "entry". Giving access to an attribute
is not sufficient; access to the entry itself through the entry attribute is also required.

A special entry selector "*" is used to select any entry. The special entry selector is used when no other <what> selector
has been provided, and is equivalent to "dn=.*"

What to Grant Access To

The <who> part identifies the entity or entities being granted access. Access is granted to "entities" not "entries." The
following table summarizes entity specifiers:

Specifier Entities

* All, including anonymous and authenticated users

Anonymous Anonymous (non-authenticated) users

users Authenticated users

self User associated with target entry
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dn=<regex> Users matching regular expression

The DN specifier takes a regular expression which is used to match against the normalized DN of the current entity.

dn=<regular expression>

Normalized means that all extra spaces have been removed from the entity's DN and commas are used to separate RDN
components.

Other control factors are also supported. For example, a <what> can be restricted by a regular expression matching the
client's domain name:

domain=<regular expression>

A <what> can also be restricted by an entry listed in a DN-valued attribute in the entry to which the access applies:

dnattr=<dn-valued attribute name>

The dnattr specification permits access to an entry whose DN is listed in an attribute of the entry. For example, give
access to a group entry to whoever is listed as the owner of the group entry.

Access Types to Grant

The kind of <access> granted can be one of the following:

Level Privileges Description

none N/A no access

auth =x needed to bind

compare =cx needed to compare

search =scx needed to apply search filters

read =rscx needed to read search results

Write =wrscx needed to modify or rename

Each level includes all lower levels of access. For example, granting someone write access to an entry also grants them
read, search, compare, and auth access. However, one can use the privileges specifier to grant specific permissions.

How Access Control is Evaluated
The LDAP Server determines whether a requester should be given access to an entry, to an attribute, or to both. To do
this, the LDAP Server evaluates the <what> selectors given in the configuration file. Access directives local to the current
database are examined first, then global access directives. Within this priority, access directives are examined in the order
in which they appear in the config file.

1. The LDAP Server stops with the first <what> selector that matches the entry, the attribute, or both. The corresponding
access directive is the one the LDAP Server uses to evaluate access.

2. The LDAP Server compares the entity requesting access to the <who> selectors. These <who> selectors are located
in the access directive. The selectors are compared in the order in which they appear. The LDAP Server stops with
the first <who> selector that matches the requester. This <who> selector determines the level of access the requesting
entity has to the entry, the attribute, or both.

3. The LDAP Server compares the access granted in the selected <access> clause to the level of access the client
requested. If it allows greater or equal access, access is granted. Otherwise, access is denied.
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The order access directives are evaluated makes their placement in the configuration file important. If one access
directive is more specific than another in terms of the entries it selects, it should appear first in the config file. Similarly, if
one <who> selector is more specific than another, it should come first in the access directive.

Access Control Examples
This topic provides several access control examples:

Access directive grants read access to everyone
access to * by * read

The following directive allows users to modify their own entries, allows authenticate, and allows authenticated users to
read. Only the first by <who> clause that matches applies. Hence, the anonymous users are granted auth, not read. The
last clause could have been "by users read".

access to *

    by self write

    by anonymous auth

    by * read

Use of a regular expression to select the entries by DN in two access directives where ordering is significant
access to dn=".*,dc=example,dc=com"

    by * search

access to dn=".*,dc=com"

    by * read

Read access is granted to entries under the dc=com subtree, except for those entries under the dc=example,dc=com
subtree, to which search access is granted. No access is granted to dc=com as neither access directive matches this
DN. If the order of these access directives was reversed, the trailing directive would never be reached because all
dc=example,dc=com entries are also dc=com entries.

If no access to directive matches or no by <who> clause, access is denied. That is, every access to directive ends with
an implicit by * none clause and every access list ends with an implicit access to * by * none directive. Only if no access
controls are specified is the default access granted.

The importance of ordering the access directives and the by <who> clause

This example also shows the use of an attribute selector to grant access to a specific attribute and various <who>
selectors.

access to dn="(.*,)?dc=example,dc=com" attr=homePhone

    by self write

    by dn="(.*,)?dc=example,dc=com" search

    by domain=.*\.example\.com read

access to dn="(.*,)?dc=example,dc=com"

    by self write

    by dn=".*,dc=example,dc=com" search

    by anonymous auth

This example applies to entries in the "dc=example,dc=com" subtree. To all attributes except homePhone, the entry itself
can write them. Other example.com entries can search by them. No one else has access (implicit by * none) except
for authentication/authorization, which is always done anonymously. The homePhone attribute is writable by the entry,
searchable by other example.com entries, readable by clients connecting from somewhere in the example.com domain,
and otherwise not readable (implicit by * none). All other access is denied by the implicit access to * by * none.
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Permit a particular DN to add or remove itself from an attribute

For example, if you would like to create a group and allow people to add and remove only their own DN from the member
attribute, you can do with a directive similar to the following:

access to attr=member,entry

    by dnattr=member selfwrite

The dnattr <who> selector indicates that the access applies to entries listed in the member attribute. The selfwrite access
selector says that such members can only add or delete their own DN from the attribute, not other values. The addition of
the entry attribute is required because access to the entry is required to access any of the entry's attributes.

Queries
You can query the configuration or the root DSE:

Query the Configuration

You can configure an application to query the LDAP Server to find and use the attributes and object classes that are
defined to the LDAP Server dynamically.

To query for this information, issue the following command:

ldapsearch -H ldap://your_ip:your_port -s base -b cn=subschema +

This query returns every ldapSyntaxes, matchingRules, attributeTypes, and objectClasses defined in the running LDAP
Server.

Example

To retrieve one of the previous values, specify the value in place of the +. For example, to retrieve only the attributes,
issue the following command:

ldapsearch -H ldap://your_ip:your_port -s base -b cn=subschema attributeTypes

If you want to retrieve only two of the previously noted values, specify those values in place of the +. For example, to
retrieve only the attributes and objectClasses, issue the following command:

ldapsearch -H ldap://your_ip:your_port -s base -b cn=subschema attributeTypes objectClasses

Query for the Root DSE

You can configure an application to query the LDAP Server to find the supported controls dynamically. You can also find
version information in this way.

To query for this information, issue the following command:

ldapsearch -H ldap://your_ip:your_port -s base -b "" +

Configure the CAACF2_UTF Backend
You can configure the CAACF2_UTF backend with the LDAP Server. This backend provides access to the ACF2 security
databases through the R_Admin callable service.

The configuration process includes:
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• Setting configuration options
• Using distinguished names
• Using User Friendly Names (UFN)
• Understanding ObjectClasses and hierarchy
• Using the Search operation to perform resource checks

Sample search commands are available.

ACF2 Configuration Options
The slapd.conf file is divided into the following sections:

• Global options, which affect all CAACF2_UTF databases
• Database-specific options, which are configured for each security database being accessed

You specify back-end global options after the LDAP Server global options but before any database-specific options. The
backend keyword distinguishes back-end global options from back-end database-specific options. For example:

backend caacf2_utf

Database-specific options are specified after the database keyword. For example:

database caacf2_utf

Global Options (ACF2)

You only configure the global options for the CAACF2_UTF backend once. You must configure them before configuring
any database CAACF2_UTF sections. All option keywords that follow must start in column one of the configuration file.
The options are:

backend caacf2_utf
Begins the global options for all configured CAACF2_UTF back ends. This option can only be configured once.
Default: n/a

disable_lid_ufn_mapping
Disables UFNs for all CAACF2_UTF back ends. With this option, the LDAP Server returns all attribute names with
their native ACF2 field names, including the user-defined fields.
Default: n/a

disable_segments
Indicates that when a one-level search for LIDs occurs, a simple LIST command issues without any PROFILE or
SEGMENT data on the command. By default, PROFILE and SEGMENT data is included. This option saves time
when searching for a high number of LIDs and only the basic information from the LIST command is needed. For
example:
disable_segments

disable_user_def
Disables the dynamic query and registration of user-defined fields to the LDAP Server. All subsequent LDAP
Server operations -- search, add, modify, and delete -- will have access only to the base LID fields.
Default: n/a

enableNoExpirePswd
Specifies the password is set to not expire. When using the LDAP Server with Symantec PAM (Privileged
Access Manager), for Symantec PAM to manage passwords, the password must be set to NO-EXPIRE. This
configuration option, in conjunction with an LDAP modify, ensures the password is set to not expire. Do not add
this option if not using Symantec PAM.
Default: not enabled
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Example: enableNoExpirePswd
enable_refresh

Applies recent changes. ACF2 must have a modify command issued for the changes to take effect when altering
user profile data. Issue the following command:
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

When altering the OMVS or LINUX user profile data, ACF2 must have an additional command issued to have the
changes take effect. Issue the following command to activate changes to OMVS user profile records:
F ACF2,OMVS

Issue the following command to activate changes to LINUX user profile records:
F ACF2,OMVS(LINUX)

If you enable this option, the LDAP Server issues these commands for an ADD or MODIFY of NDS or LNOTES
user profile records. The commands also issue for the ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE or OMVS or LINUX user profile
records. The default is to not issue the modify command.

enable_refresh_xref
Issues an F ACF2,NEWXREF when configured. This is not issued by default.
If enable_refresh_xref option is set in the slapd.conf file, the following ACF2 command will be issued when XREF
ROL, RGP, or SGP records were added or modified:
F ACF2,NEWXREF,TYPE(ROL|RGP|SGP)

Example: Message returned for command using ROL type
When the NEWXREF,TYPE(ROL) command is issued, you see the following message on the console:
ACF79302 ROLE XREF TABLE RE-BUILT

ptktappl
Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server with
CSM, set this option to the same value with which CSM is configured. This configuration is important when using
IBM PassTickets to authenticate users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP

ptktReqrId
(Optional) Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the
server for all post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a passticket on behalf of a client logon.
Example: ptktReqrId passgen

ptktReqrPwFile
(Optional) Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the
slapd.conf ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.
Example: ptktReqrPwFile ./authid.pwd
Example: ptktReqrPwFile /ldap_install_directory/authid.pwd

UFNOverride file_name
Specifies a file name that contains overrides of the default UFN values. Using this option, the pre-defined
attribute UFNs can be changed to values of your choice. This option overrides the base ACF2 LID record values
for all configured CAACF2_UTF databases. The path specified can be a relative or fully qualified path or file
name.
Default: n/a
For example:
UFNOverride ./base_acf2_overrides.conf

For directions to create this file, see the UFN Override File Format section.
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Database-Specific Options (ACF2)

The following configuration options for the CAACF2_UTF backend are database specific. This combination of options can
be specified multiple times, once per security database being accessed.

database CAACF2_UTF
Begins the database-specific options for the CAACF2_UTF back end. In this case, the database is ACF2. This
option can be configured multiple times, once for each security database that is accessed.
Default: N/A

codeset csname
Specifies the name of an EBCDIC codeset. The LDAP Server converts the host fields from UTF-8 to this EBCDIC
codeset before passing them to the external security manager. The value csname must designate a single-byte
EBCDIC code system. Possible values of this argument are documented in the IBM XL C/C++ Programming
Guide. Based on the information in this guide, csname must be one of the values in the FromCode column. The
value in the ToCode column is always UTF-8.
Default: IBM-1047

CreateAlias
Specifies that an alias entry should be defined for add and modify ACF2 account requests. An alias entry should
be defined for the account on the mainframe if the account is being granted TSO access. This option is configured
a single time for all users and cannot be set differently for specific users. Specify the user catalog the alias is
defined for using the required relate paramter. The catalog parameter is optional and defaults to the master
catalog.
Default: disabled
Example: createAlias Relate[catalog]
The user must be given the following TSO privilege for an alias to be created:
ACF2: TSO
z/OS UFN: GeneralTSOAccess

DeleteAlias
Specifies that when an ACF2 account is deleted, the system should attempt to delete the alias entry for the
logonid. The system attempts this whether or not the logonid had an entry.

disable_lid_details
When performing scope=one or scope=sub search requests, the LDAP Server returns all attributes for an acf2lid
object. In Version 2, the LDAP Server returned only the DN of the acf2lid object. A subsequent scope=base query
was required to retrieve the details. If the previous functionality is desired, add this option.
Default: N/A

disable_rule_details
When performing scope=one or scope=sub search requests, the LDAP Server returns all attributes for an acf2rule
object. In Version 2, the LDAP Server returned only the DN of the acf2lid objec A subsequent scope=base query
was required to retrieve the details. If the previous functionality is desired, add this option.
Default: N/A

disable_segments
Specifies that when a one-level search for LIDs occurs, a simple LIST command should be issued without any
PROFILE or SEGMENT data on the command. The default behavior is to return PROFILE and SEGMENT data.
This option saves time when using the LIST command to search for a high number of LIDs. This is useful if only
basic information is needed.

enable_groups
Controls access using individual user ids or group ids when using a product like Web Access Control. When
controlling access to a resource, sometimes it is easier to control it at a group level. This option gives you the
ability to emulate groups using resource rules.
Default: N/A
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Example: enable_groups WEBACESS WAC
enable_refresh

Applies recent changes.

• When altering user profile data, ACF2 must have a modify command issued for the changes to take effect. You
issue the following command to refresh the user profile data:
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

• When altering the OMVS or LINUX user profile data, ACF2 must have an additional command issued to have
the changes take effect. You issue the following command to activate changes to OMVS user profile records:
F ACF2,OMVS

• You issue the following command to activate changes to LINUX user profile records:
F ACF2,OMVS(LINUX)

If this option is enabled, the LDAP Server issues these commands for an ADD or MODIFY of NDS or LNOTES
user profile records. The commands are also issued for the ADD, MODIFY, or DELETE, or OMVS or LINUX user
profile records.
Default: Does not issue the modify commands.

enable_refresh_xref
Issues an F ACF2,NEWXREF when configured.
Default: Disabled.
If enable_refresh_xref option is set in the slapd.conf file, the following ACF2 command will be issued when XREF
ROL, RGP, or SGP records were added or modified:
F ACF2,NEWXREF,TYPE(ROL|RGP|SGP)

Example: Message returned for command using ROL type
When the NEWXREF,TYPE(ROL) command is issued, you will see the following message on the console:
ACF79302 ROLE XREF TABLE RE-BUILT

enable_role
Defines a comma-delimited list of sysids.
Default: Disabled.

enable_secauth
Defines a comma-delimited list of sysids.
Default: Disabled.

enable_xcf
Adds XCF(sysid_list) to the F ACF2,NEWXREF command when configured.

• sysid_list
Defines the sysids that are used for XCF. Use the enable_role to fill out the sysids when refreshing
the XREF TYPE(ROL). Use the enable_secauth to fill out the sysids when refreshing the XREF TYPE(SGP).

Default: Disabled.
HostUFNOverride file_name

Specifies a file name that contains overrides for the user-defined fields. HostUFNOverride file_name is a security
database-specific parameter. Using this option, the user-defined UFNs can be changed to values of your choice.
See the UFNOverride option in the Configure back-end options section to override the base ACF2 fields.
Default: N/A
Example: HostUFNOverride ./production_acf2_overrides.conf

naming_mode {acf2|im}
Configures which attribute naming mode the LDAP Server is using with the database statement.
acf2

Specifies to run the LDAP Server in ACF2 naming mode.
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im
Specifies to run the LDAP Server in Web Administrator mode.

Default: acf2
preAddLidMessage

Before issuing the Add Lid command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the Lid id substituted into the string before it is
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: preAddLidMessage “ABC1023I Lid %s about to be added to ACF2”

postAddLidMessage
After issuing the Add Lid command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the Lid id substituted into the string before it is
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: postAddLidMessage “ABC1023I Lid %s was added to ACF2”

preModLidMessage
Before issuing the Modify Lid command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the Lid id substituted into the string before it is
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: preAddLidMessage “ABC1023I Lid %s about to be modified in ACF2”

postModLidMessage
After issuing the Modify Lid command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the Lid id substituted into the string before it’s
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: postModLidMessage “ABC1023I Lid %s was modified in ACF2”

preDelLidMessage
Prior to issuing the Delete Lid command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the Lid id substituted into the string before it’s
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: preDelLidMessage “ABC1023I Lid %s about to be deleted from ACF2”

postDelLidMessage
After issuing the Delete Lid command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the Lid id substituted into the string before it’s
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: postDelLidMessage “ABC1023I Lid %s was deleted from ACF2”

ptktappl
Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server with
CSM, set this option to the same value with which CSM is configured. This configuration is important when using
IBM PassTickets to authenticate users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP
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ptktReqrId
(Optional) Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the
server for all post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a passticket on behalf of a client logon.
Example: ptktReqrId passgen

ptktReqrPwFile
(Optional) Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the
slapd.conf ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.
Example: ptktReqrPwFile ./authid.pwd
Example: ptktReqrPwFile /ldap_install_directory/authid.pwd

ruleCacheCount
Used to configure how many rules are cached per connection to the LDAP Server. The LDAP Server uses the
rule cache to hold the decompilation of a rule so that subsequent requests for a piece of a rule does not force
another decompilation.
Default: 1
Example: ruleCacheCount 5

acfRescheckClass
Specifies the class name that LDAP Server issues a resource check against to verify that the logged on user id is
authorized to use the LOG and STATUS parameters.
Default: CALDAP
Example: acfRescheckClass CALDAP2

acfRescheckEntity
Specifies the entity HLQ name that LDAP Server issues a resource check against to verify that the logged on user
id is authorized to use the LOG and STATUS parameters.
Default: LDAP
Example: acfRescheckEntity LDAPHLQ

siParms host port [ssl-required | ssl-supported] [cont]
When accessing a security database on a different host, this option is used to configure the IP/port of the remote
DSI Server being used to access that security file.
When you start the LDAP Server with an siPARMS parameter specified, a connection is made with the DSI
Server. If a connection cannot be established, the LDAP Server shuts down. If the optional keyword "cont" is
specified, the LDAP Server continues to start up even if a connection cannot be made to the DSI Server. When a
request comes in to the LDAP Server, the connection to the DSI Server is attempted again.
host

Specifies the machine name or TCP/IP address of the remote DSI Server.
port

Specifies the port the remote DSI Server was started on.
ssl-required

(Optional) Specifies to use a secure connection between the LDAP Server on one LPAR and the remote
DSI Server. If a secure connection cannot be established, it is dropped. This parameter is mutually
exclusive with ssl-supported.

ssl-supported
(Optional) Specifies to try and establish a secure connection between the LDAP Server on one LPAR
and the remote DSI Server. If a secure connection cannot be established, it drops back to an unsecured
connection. This parameter is mutually exclusive with ssl-required.

cont
(Optional) Specifies that the LDAP Server is allowed to start even if it cannot communicate with the
remote DSI Server. Without this parameter, if the LDAP Server cannot communicate to the remote DSI
Server, it shuts down.

Default: N/A
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Example: siParms test-lpar.my.com 390 ssl-supported
When running in a sysplex environment you can set up multiple DSI Servers to provide redundancy. This is
accomplished by adding multiple siPARMS configuration statements. For example:
siPARMS  plex-1.my.com  390  ssl-supported

siPARMS  plex-2.my.com  390  ssl-supported

siPARMS  plex-3.my.com  390  ssl-supported

When configured in this way, the LDAP Server will try to communicate through plex-1. If a connection cannot
be established with plex-1, LDAP Server will try to communicate through plex-2 followed by plex-3. Once a
connection is established, all transactions are sent to that DSI Server. If the connection is broken for any reason,
the selection process automatically starts over with plex-1.

siTimeOut
Configures the time out value, in seconds, for the previous siParms statement. When performing TCP/IP
communication, you might want a transaction to time out if it cannot reach the other end. Use this option to
configure that value.
Default: N/A
Example: siTimeOut 999

siTLSCertKeyLabel
(Optional) Specifies the label of the certificate to use that is in the certificate store specified by TLSKeyringName.
Default: The default certificate in the certificate store is used.
Example: siTLSCertKeyLabel label_here
The value label is the label assigned to the certificate when the certificate was connected to the keyring. If the
value contains embedded blanks, it must be enclosed in double quotes. The certificate designated by label_here
must include USAGE PERSONAL.

siTLSVerifyClient {on|off}
(Optional) Specifies whether a client is required to present a certificate when attempting to establish an SSL or
TLS connection with the server.
Default: N/A
The allowed values of option are as follows:
ON

Server requests a certificate. If no certificate is provided, or a bad certificate is provided, the session is
immediately terminated.

OFF
Server does not request a certificate.

suffix
Specifies the DN that this back end services.
Default: N/A
Example: suffix host=test, o=company, c=us

ACF2 Distinguished Names
The LDAP Server uses distinguished names (DNs) to specify each object. A DN is an object name that contains the name
of all other entries in its path. When using the ACF2 interface, the format of the DNs must contain certain attributes to
match the ACF2 structure. See the following Objectclass Hierarchy for the DN syntax of each object.

When configuring the LDAP Server, each security database that is accessed with the LDAP Server must have a unique
suffix parameter. The suffix parameter is how the LDAP Server decides what database services each LDAP Server
request that it receives.

You can also use dynamic suffix values. With a dynamic suffix value, the LDAP Server substitutes the correct suffix
parameter for each system as it is accessed. For more information, see the Dynamic Suffix Values information in
Customize the Slapd Configuration File.
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Examples:

If the suffix value for your production ACF2 is configured as:

Suffix host=production, o=companyx, c=us

To retrieve the details of a logon ID (LID) from the production database, the DN appears as follows:

acf2lid=LID_HERE, acf2admingrp=lids, host=production, o=companyx, c=us

ObjectClass Hierarchy
The following diagram shows the hierarchy of the objectclass entries in the ACF2 Directory Information Tree (DIT). The
User Friendly Name Override File (ACF2 to LDAP Server) article describes all objectclasses.
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CACHE

The CACHE objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram A, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

CPF

The CPF objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram B, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).

DataProfile

The DataProfile objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram C, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory
Information Tree (DIT).
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DCO

The DCO objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram D, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).

Entry

The Entry objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram E, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).
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GSO

The GSO objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram F, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).

Lids

The Lids objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram G, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).
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LDS

The LDS objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram H, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).
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Rules

The Rules objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram I, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).

Scope

The Scope objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram J, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).

Shift

The Shift objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram K, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).
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Xref

The Xref objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram L, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).

Zone

The Zone objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram M, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the ACF2 Directory Information
Tree (DIT).

User Friendly Name Override File (ACF2 to LDAP Server)
Typically, when accessing the ACF2 security database, you must know the names for each field. Because these names
are limited to eight-bytes, they can be cryptic.

A goal of the LDAP Server is to make the interface to ACF2 easier to use. To accomplish this task, the LDAP Server has
pre-defined User Friendly Names (UFNs) for each field in the ACF2 database.

WARNING

The acflid cannot be mapped to any other value because the LDAP Server depends on this value.

The User Friendly Name (UFN) Override file is a space-delimited text file. This file contains one line for each UFN that is
to be overridden. The first column is the real ACF2 field name. The second column is the UFN Name to be used for the
real field name. The real field name is not case-sensitive, and the entries do not have to be in any sequence.

Example:

TSOPROC   TsoProcedure

Home      OMVSHomeDir

TSOSIZE   TsoMaxSize
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Objectclass Host

The host object class is used to start access to the objectclass hierarchy for an ACF2 database. The objectclass can have
any value that you configure. This object is read-only and cannot be modified, added, or deleted. Since this object does
not correspond to any ACF2 data, it only has UFN values.

host UFN
Host, securityDescription, securityType, securityInterface

Objectclass acf2sysinfo

When the objectclass has a value of SysInfo, the objectclass uses the following attributes. The values are retrieved from
ACF2 with the SHOW STATE command. This object is read-only and cannot be modified, added, or deleted.

ACF2 Label from SHOW STATE acf2sysinfo UFN
ALPHBET CHAR acf2RequireAlphaChar
CHARACTER LIST acf2SupportedNonAlpha
CMD CHANGE acf2PswdChgByUser
DATE FORMAT secDateFormat
LDS secLDS
MODE secMode
NUMERIC CHAR secPswdChkAllNumeric
PSWD ALTER secAllowPswdChgDuringLogon
PSWD EXTRACT acf2AuthProgramExtract
PSWD-JES acf2CountBatchInvalid
PSWD ATTEMPTS acf2MaxAttempts
MIN PSWD LENGTH secPswdMinLength
PAIR CHAR secPswdRepeatingChars
PSWD FORCE acf2PswdForceChange
PSWD HISTORY secPswdHistory
PSWD-LID secPreventUserIdAsPswd
PSWD REQUIRED acf2PswdReqExcptStcRes
PSWD NUMERIC acf2RequireNumericChar
PSWD SPLIT secRequireNationalChar
 secVersion
PSWD VERIFY acf2ReqVerifyTSOLogon
PSWD WARN DAYS secExpireWarningDays
RESERVE WORD secPswdChkReserved
RETRY COUNT secLogonInvalidCount
UID STRING acf2UIDstring
VOWEL CHAR acf2MixedCaseVowels
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Objectclass acf2admingrp

The acf2admingrp object class is used to create the branches in the objectclass hierarchy below a host. The objectclass
can have the following values: lids, groups, rules, cpf, lds, scope, shift, zone, gso, dataprofile, cache, entry, xref, and
sysinfo. This object is read-only and cannot be modified, added, or deleted. Since this object does not correspond to any
ACF2 data, it only has UFN values.

acf2admingrp UFN
acf2admingrp, securityDescription

 

Objectclass acf2GSOChorus

The acf2GSOChorus object is used to access the GSO Chorus records. This object can be updated and it supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CIAHOST CIAHost String Yes Single
CIAPORT CIAPort String Yes Single
CIALOG CIALog String Yes Single
CIA CIA Bit Yes Single
CIASTG CIAStg String Yes Single
CIASTART CIAStart Bit Yes Single
STATG CIAStatg Bit Yes Single
CIAPROC CIAProc String Yes Single
CIASYSID CIASysid String Yes Single
CIAGEXIT CIAGExit String Yes Single
CIAGFLD CIAGFld String Yes Single
CIASTATGINT CIAStatgint String Yes Single
CIATSFSUFF CIATsfsuff String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2lid

The acf2lid object is used to access the LID record fields as well as some profile records. The end of this table lists the
supported profile records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When
modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

NOTE
Fields that are read-only from the ACF command prompt are also read-only through LDAP Server.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACC-CNT AccessCount Bit Yes Single
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ACC-DATE AccessDate Bit Yes Single
ACC-SRCE AccessSource String Yes Single
ACC-TIME AccessTime String No Single
ACCOUNT ACF2AccountPriv Bit Yes Single
ACCTPRIV TSOAccountPriv Bit Yes Single
ACF2CICS ACF2CICSSecurity Bit Yes Single
ACTIVE ActiveDate String Yes Single
ALLCMDS BypassCmdLimiting Bit Yes Single
ATTR2 PCFControl String Yes Single
AUDIT ACF2AuditPriv Bit Yes Single
AUTHSUP1 EUARoutine1 Bit Yes Single
AUTHSUP2 EUARoutine2 Bit Yes Single
AUTHSUP3 EUARoutine3 Bit Yes Single
AUTHSUP4 EUARoutine4 Bit Yes Single
AUTHSUP5 EUARoutine5 Bit Yes Single
AUTHSUP6 EUARoutine6 Bit Yes Single
AUTHSUP7 EUARoutine7 Bit Yes Single
AUTHSUP8 EUARoutine8 Bit Yes Single
AUTOALL VMAutologAll Bit Yes Single
AUTODUMP AutomaticDump Bit Yes Single
AUTONOPW VMAutologNoPswd Bit Yes Single
AUTOONLY VMAutologOnly Bit Yes Single
BDT BulkDataTransfer Bit Yes Single
CANCEL UserCancelled Bit Yes Single
CHAR TSODelChar String Yes Single
CICS CICSAccess Bit Yes Single
CICSCL CICSOpClass String Yes Single
CICSID CICSOpId String Yes Single
CICSOPT CICSControlRecSYSID String Yes Single
CICSPRI CICSPriority String Yes Single
CICSRSL CICSRsrcAccessKey String Yes Single
CMD-LONG BypassTSOCmdList Bit Yes Single
CMD-PROP CPFTargetUsage Bit Yes Single
CONSOLE TSOConsole Bit Yes Single
CONSULT ACF2ConsultPriv Bit Yes Single
CRE-TOD CreationTOD String No Single
CSDATE CancelDate String No Single
CSWHO UserWhoSetCancel String No Single
DFT-DEST TSOSysoutDest String Yes Single
DFT-PFX TSOPrefix String Yes Single
DFT-SOUT TSOSysoutClass String Yes Single
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DFT-SUBC TSOSubmitClass String Yes Single
DFT-SUBH TSOHoldClass String Yes Single
DFT-SUBM TSOMsgClass String Yes Single
DG84DIR VMDiagnose84 Bit Yes Single
DIALBYP VMBypassDialValidation Bit Yes Single
DUMPAUTH GenerateDumps Bit Yes Single
EXPIRE LidExpireDate String Yes Single
GROUP GroupName String Yes Single
GRP-OPT VMOptionalGroupId Bit Yes Single
GRP-USER VMLastLogonId String No Single
GRPLOGON VMGroupLogonId Bit Yes Single
HOMENODE DDBHomenode String No Single
IDLE IdleTime String Yes Single
IMS GeneralIMSAccess Bit Yes Single
INTERCOM ReceiveTSOMessages Bit Yes Single
JCL TSOSubmitAuthority Bit Yes Single
JOB BatchJobAuthority Bit Yes Single
JOBFROM AllowJOBFROMStmtUsa

ge
Bit Yes Single

KERBCURV KerberosCurV String No Single
KERB-VIO KerberosVios String Yes Single
LDEV VMPVMAccess Bit Yes Single
LDS LDAPDirectorySync Bit Yes Single
LastLoginDTS LastLoginDTS String No Single
LDSNODES LDAPNodeList String Yes Multi
LEADER ACF2LeaderPriv Bit Yes Single
LGN-ACCT SpecifyTSOAcctNum Bit Yes Single
LGN-DEST SpecifyTSOOutputDest Bit Yes Single
LGN-MSG SpecifyTSOMsgClass Bit Yes Single
LGN-PERF SpecifyTSOPerformance Bit Yes Single
LGN-PROC SpecifyTSOProcedure Bit Yes Single
LGN-RCVR SpecifyTSORecover Bit Yes Single
LGN-SIZE SpecifyTSOLogonSize Bit Yes Single
LGN-TIME SpecifyTSOLogonTime Bit Yes Single
LGN-UNIT SpecifyTSOLogonUnit Bit Yes Single
LID acf2lid Bit Yes Single
LIDTEMP TemporaryPassword Bit No Single
LIDZMAX LocalZeroMaximumDays Bit Yes Single
LIDZMIN LocalZeroMinimumDays Bit Yes Single
LINE TSOLineDelChar String Yes Single
LOGSHIFT LogAccessOutsideShift Bit Yes Single
MAIL ReceiveTSOMailMsgs Bit Yes Single
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MAINT MaintPrivilege String Yes Single
MAXDAYS MaxDaysBetweenPswdC

hange
String Yes Single

MINDAYS MinDaysBeforePswdCha
nge

String Yes Single

MODE TSOModalMsgs Bit Yes Single
MON-LOG MonitorLogon Bit Yes Single
MONITOR MonitorLogonSecurityAl

ert
Bit Yes Single

MOUNT MountDevices Bit Yes Single
MSGID PrefixTSOMessages Bit Yes Single
MULTSIGN CICSMultipleSignons Bit Yes Single
MUSASS MusassLid Bit Yes Single
MUSDLID MusassDefaultLid String Yes Single
MUSID MusassID String Yes Single
MUSIDINF MusassInfoCall Bit Yes Single
MUSUPDT MusassUpdateAuth Bit Yes Single
NAME FullName String Yes Single
NO-INH DoNotInheritSecurity Bit Yes Single
NO-OMVS ProhibitUSSAccess Bit Yes Single
NO-SMC BypassStepMustComple

te
Bit Yes Single

NO-STATS BypassMusassAccessSt
ats

Bit Yes Single

NO-STORE DoNotStoreACF2Rules Bit Yes Single
NOMAXVIO BypassMaxVioProcessin

g
Bit Yes Single

NON-CNCL NonCancelPrivilege Bit Yes Single
NOSPOOL VMNoSpoolFoundAction String Yes Single
NOTICES ReceiveTSONotices Bit Yes Single
OPERATOR TSOOperator Bit Yes Single
PAUSE TSOMsgPause Bit Yes Single
PHONE Phone String Yes Single
PMT-ACCT TSOAccountRequired Bit Yes Single
PMT-PROC TSOProcedureRequired Bit Yes Single
PP-TRC LogActiveLibBatchAcces

s
Bit Yes Single

PP-TRCV LogActiveLibBatchAcces
sVios

Bit Yes Single

PPGM UseProtectedPrograms Bit Yes Single
PREFIX RuleKeyPrefix String Yes Single
PRIV-CTL ACF2DynamicPrivileges Bit Yes Single
PROGRAM AuthSubmissionPgm String Yes Single
PROMPT PromptForMissingParms Bit Yes Single
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PSWA1TOD PswdAesTod String No Single
PSWD-DAT InvalidPswdDate String Yes Single
PSWD-EXP ExpirePassword Bit Yes Single
PSWD-INV RecentPswdViolations String Yes Single
PSWD-MIX MixedCasePassword Bit No Single
PSWD-SRC PswdEntrySource String No Single
PSWD-TIM InvalidPswdTime String No Single
PSWD-TOD PswdChgDateTime String No Single
PSWD-UPP UpperCaseNewPasswor

d
Bit Yes Single

PSWD-VIO PswdViolations String Yes Single
PSWD-XTR PasswordForExtract Bit Yes Single
PSWDCVIO CummulativePswdViolat

ions
String Yes Single

PTICKET AllowPassTicketwithRes
trict

Bit Yes Single

PWPALLOW AllowPassPhrase Bit Yes Single
PWP-VIO PassPhraseVios String Yes Single
READALL ReadAccessToAll Bit Yes Single
RECOVER TSORecover Bit Yes Single
REFRESH ACF2RefreshPriv Bit Yes Single
RESTRICT RestrictedLogonid Bit Yes Single
RSRCVLD RsrcRuleMustValidate Bit Yes Single
RSTDACC RestrictedAccess Bit Yes Single
RULEVLD AccessRuleMustValidate Bit Yes Single
SCPLIST ScopeList String Yes Single
SEC-VIO SecurityViolations String Yes Single
SECURITY ACF2SecurityPriv Bit Yes Single
SHIFT AccessShiftName String Yes Single
SMSINFO SMSDefaultValues String Yes Single
SOURCE AccessSourceName String Yes Single
SRF VMSRFAccess Bit Yes Single
STC StartedTaskAccess Bit Yes Single
SUBAUTH SubmitJobThruAPFOnly Bit Yes Single
SUSPEND SuspendedLid Bit Yes Single
SYNCNODE SynchronizedLogonNode String Yes Single
SYNERR VMSyntaxErrorAction String Yes Single
SYSPEXCL ExcludeFromSysplex Bit Yes Single
TAPE-BLP BypassTapeLabelProces

sing
Bit Yes Single

TAPE-LBL BypassTapeLabelLimited Bit Yes Single
TARGET TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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TDISKVLD VMTempRuleMustExist Bit Yes Single
TRACE TraceAllEvents Bit Yes Single
TSO GeneralTSOAccess Bit Yes Single
TSOACCT TSODefaultAccount String Yes Single
TSOCMDS TSOCommandListModu

le
String Yes Single

TSOFSCRN TSOFullScreenLogon Bit Yes Single
TSOPERF TSODefaultPerformance String Yes Single
TSOPROC TSODefaultProcedure String Yes Single
TSORBA TSOMailIndexRecordPtr String Yes Single
TSORGN TSODefaultRegionSize String Yes Single
TSOSIZE TSORegionSizeMax String Yes Single
TSOTIME TSODefaultTime String Yes Single
TSOUNIT TSODefaultUnit String Yes Single
TSO-TRC TraceTSOCommands Bit Yes Single
UID UserIdentificationString String No Single
UNICNTR UnicenterTNGSync Bit Yes Single
UPD-TOD LastUpdatedDateTime String No Single
USER HasAccessToSystem Bit Yes Single
VAR-HIGH StoreVariableAboveLine Bit Yes Single
VLDVMACT VMValidateAccounting Bit Yes Single
VLD-ACCT ValidateTSOAccount Bit Yes Single
VLD-PROC ValidateTSOProcedure Bit Yes Single
VLDRSTCT ValidateRestrictAccess Bit Yes Single
VM GeneralVMAccess Bit Yes Single
VMACCT VMDefaultAccount String Yes Single
VMD4AUTH VMIssueD4Diagnose Bit Yes Single
VMD4FSEC VMD4DiagnoseCMSFile

Level
Bit Yes Single

VMD4RSET VMTargetDiagnoseReset Bit Yes Single
VMD4TARG VMTargetDiagnose Bit Yes Single
VMESM AllowESM Bit Yes Single
VMIDLEMN VMIdleMinutes String Yes Single
VMIDLEOP VMIdleTermProcessing String Yes Single
VMSAF VMSAFDiagnose Bit Yes Single
VMSFS VMXA Bit Yes Single
VMXA GeneralVM-ESAAccess Bit Yes Single
VSESRF VMSRFAccessFromVSE Bit Yes Single
WTP WriteToProgrammer Bit Yes Single
ZONE AccessZoneName String Yes Single
WEBACGRP memberOf String No Multi
SNAME LotusName String Yes Single
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UNAME NovellName String Yes Single
USING UsingLID Bit Yes Single
 LastLoginDTS String No Single

Objectclass acf2UserCICS

The acf2UserCICS object is used to access CICS user profile records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
FORCE ForceableSignOff Bit Yes Single
OPCLASS OperatorClassValue String Yes Multi
OPIDENT OperatorID String Yes Single
OPPRTY OperatorPriority String Yes Single
TIMEOUT IdleTimeValue String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserDCE

The acf2UserDCE object is used to access DCE user profile records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
AUTOLOG AutomaticSignOn Bit Yes Single
DCENAME PrincipalNameofUser String Yes Single
HOMECELL HomeCell String Yes Single
HOMEUUID UserHomeCellUUID String Yes Single
UUID StringFormofUUID String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserEIM

The acf2UserEIM object is used to access EIM user profile records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LDAPPROF LDAPBINDProfileRecord String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2UserKERB

The acf2UserKERB object is used to access KERB user profile records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DES EnableDESEncryption Bit Yes Single
DES3 EnableDES3Encryption Bit Yes Single
DESD EnableDESDEncryption Bit Yes Single
KERBNAME KerberosPrincipalName String Yes Single
MAXTKTLF MaximumTicketLife String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserKERBLink

The acf2UserKERBLink object is used to access KERBLink user profile records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
KBLKNAME ForeignPrincipalName String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserLanguage

The acf2UserLanguage object is used to access Language user profile records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
PRIMARY UserPrimaryLanguage String Yes Single
SECONDRY UserSecondaryLanguage String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserLinux

The acf2UserLinux object is used to access the Linux user profile records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
AUTOUIDL AutoAssignLinuxUID Bit Yes Single
LINUXGRP LinuxGroupProfileRecord String Yes Single
LINUXHOM PathtoInitialDirectory String Yes Single
LINUXNAM LinuxName String Yes Single
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LINUXPGM InitialShellProgram String Yes Single
LINUXUID LinuxUserID String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2UserNetView

The acf2UserNetView object is used to access the NetView user profile records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CONSNAME ConsoleIdentifier String Yes Single
DOMAINS ProgramIdentifierinOther

Domain
String Yes Single

IC InitialCommand Bit Yes Single
MSGRECVR ReceiveUnsolicitedMess

ages
String Yes Single

NGMFADMN AuthoritytoGraphicMonito
rFacility

String Yes Single

NTVCLASS ListofScopeClasses String Yes Single
SECCTL SecurityCheckIndicator String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Multi
 TargetNodes String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2UserOMVS

The acf2UserOMVS object is used to access the OMVS user profile records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ASSIZE MaxAddrSpaceSize String Yes Single
AUTOUID AutoUIDAssignment Bit Yes Single
CPUTIME MaxCPUTime String Yes Single
FILEPROC MaxFilesPerProcess String Yes Single
HOME HomeDirectory String Yes Single
MEMLIMIT MaxNonSharedMemoryL

imit
String Yes Single

MMAPAREA MaxDataSpacePages String Yes Single
OMVSPGM ShellProgram String Yes Single
PROCUSER MaxProcesses String Yes Single
SHMEMMAX MaxSharedMemoryLimit String Yes Single
THREADS MaxPThreadsCreated String Yes Single
UID NumericUserID String Yes Single
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 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserOPERPARM

The acf2UserOPERPARM object is used to access the OPERPARM user profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ALTGROUP RecoveryConsoleGroup String Yes Single
AUTH AuthorityLevel String Yes Multi
AUTO ReceiveUnsolicitedMess

ages
String Yes Single

CMDSYS SystemtoReceiveComm
ands

String Yes Single

DOM DeleteOperatorMessages String Yes Single
KEY ConsoleKey String Yes Single
LOGCMD LogCommandResponses String Yes Single
MFORM MessageFormat String Yes Single
MIGID AssignMigrationID String Yes Single
MONITOR MonitoringOptions String Yes Multi
MSGLEV MessageLevelReceived String Yes Multi
OPERMSCP SystemReceiveMessage

s
String Yes Multi

ROUTCODE ConsoleSessionRoutingC
odes

String Yes Single

STORAGE SizeofMessagingQueue String Yes Single
UD ReceiveUndeliveredMes

sages
String Yes Single

 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserPassword

The acf2UserPassword object is used to access the Password user profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
#PSWDCNT NumberofPreviousPassw

ords
String No Single

#PWD-TOD TODMostRecentPasswo
rdChange

String No Single

 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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KEYFROM KeyFrom String No Single

Objectclass acf2UserSecLabel

The acf2UserSecLabel object is used to access the SecLabel user profile records. This object is can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DEFLABEL DefaultSecurityLabels String Yes Single
SECLABEL AuthorizedSecurityLabel

sforUser
String Yes Multi

 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserProxy

The acf2UserProxy object is used to access the Proxy user profile records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
BINDDN DistinguishedNameforBi

nd
String Yes Multi

BINDPTOD DateandTimePasswordC
hanged

String No Single

BINDPW BindPassword String Yes Single
LDAPHOST URLforLDAPServer String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2UserPWPhrase

The acf2UserPWPhrase object is used to access the PWPhrase user profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
PWP-EXP ExpirePassphrase Bit Yes Single
PWP-HST NumberofPreviousPWPh

rases
String No Single

PWP-MAXD MaxDaysBetweenPWPhr
aseChange

String Yes Single

PWP-TOD PWPhraseChgDateTime String No Single
PWPA1TOD PWPhraseAesTod String No Single
PWPA2TOD PWPhraseAes256Tod String No Single
PWPHRASE PasswordPhrase String Yes Single
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acf2Using String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2WORKATTR

The acf2WORKATTR object is used to access the WORKATTR user profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
WAACCNT AccountNumber String Yes Single
WAADDR1 AddressLine1 String Yes Single
WAADDR2 AddressLine2 String Yes Single
WAADDR3 AddressLine3 String Yes Single
WAADDR4 AddressLine4 String Yes Single
WABLDG BuildingName String Yes Single
WADEPT DepartmentName String Yes Single
WAEMAIL Email String Yes Single
WANAME UserName String Yes Single

RoomName String Yes Single
acf2Using String Yes Single

WAROOM

TargetNodes String Yes Mutli

Objectclass acf2dsnkey

The acf2dsnkey object is used to access dataset rules. The acf2dsnkey corresponds to the $KEY value. This object is
read-only and cannot be modified, added, or deleted.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CHANGE ChangePermission String Yes Multi
MEMBER PDSDecompMember String Yes Single
MODE RuleMode String Yes Single
NORULELNG No32KRules Bit Yes Single
NOSORT DoNotSort Bit Yes Single
OWNER RuleOwner String Yes Single
PREFIX RulePrefix String Yes Single
RCHANGE RChangePermission String Yes Multi
RESOWNER RuleResourceOwner String Yes Single
ROLESET RoleSet String Yes Single
USERDATA RuleData String Yes Single
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Objectclass acf2dsnruleline

Each acf2dsnruleline object is used to access the individual data set rule lines.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTIVE ActiveDate String Yes Single
ALLOCATE AccessAllocate String Yes Single
DATA RuleLineData String Yes Single
DDNAME DDNameMask String Yes Single
EXECUTE AccessExecute String Yes Single
FOR TimePeriodAccessAllow

ed
String Yes Single

LIBRARY LibraryMask String Yes Single
NEXTKEY NextRuleKey String Yes Single
PGM ProgramMask String Yes Single
READ AccessRead String Yes Single
ROLE RoleRoleSet String Yes Single
SHIFT AccessShift String Yes Single
UID UIDMask String Yes Single
UNTIL ExpirationDate String Yes Single
USER UserRoleSet String Yes Single
VOLUME VolumeMask String Yes Single
WRITE AccessWrite String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2reskey

The acf2reskey object is used to access resource rules. The acf2reskey corresponds to the $KEY value. This object is
read-only and cannot be modified, added, or deleted.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CHANGE ChangePermission String Yes Single
MEMBER PDSDecompMember String Yes Single
NORULELNG No32KRules Bit Yes Single
NOSORT DoNotSort Bit Yes Single
OWNER RuleOwner String Yes Single
PREFIX RulePrefix String Yes Single
RECNAME RecordName String Yes Single
RCHANGE RChangePermission String Yes Multi
ROLESET RoleSet String Yes Single
TYPE ResRuleType String Yes Single
USERDATA RuleData String Yes Single
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Objectclass acf2resruleline

Each acf2resruleline object is used to access the individual resource rule lines.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACCESS ResourceAccess String Yes Single
ACTIVE ActiveDate String Yes Single
DATA RuleLineData String Yes Single
FOR TimePeriodAccessAllow

ed
String Yes Single

NEXTKEY NextRuleKey String Yes Single
RECCHECK ExpressRecordValidation String Yes Single
ROLE RoleRoleSet String Yes Single
SERVICE ResourceService String Yes Single
SHIFT AccessShift String Yes Single
SOURCE InputSource String Yes Single
UID UIDMask String Yes Single
UNTIL ExpirationDate String Yes Single
USER UserRoleSet String Yes Single
VERIFY RequestPswdValidation String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2db2key

The acf2db2key object is used to access db2resource rules. The acf2db2key corresponds to the $KEY value. This object
is read-only and cannot be modified, added, or deleted.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CHANGE ChangePermission String Yes Multi
LIDOWNER LIDOwnerofResource String Yes Single
MEMBER PDSDecompMember String Yes Single
MODE RuleMode String Yes Single
NORULELNG No32KRules String Yes Single
NOSORT DoNotSort Bit Yes Single
OWNER RuleOwner String Yes Single
PREFIX RulePrefix String Yes Single
RCHANGE RChangePermission String Yes Multi
ROLESET RoleSet String Yes Single
ROLOWNER Roleowner Bit Yes Single
SYSID DB2SystemID String Yes Multi
TYPE ResRuleType String Yes Single
UIDOWNER UIDOwnerofResource String Yes Multi
USERDATA RuleData String Yes Single
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Objectclass acf2db2ruleline

Each acf2db2ruleline object is used to access the individual db2 rule lines.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACCESS ResourceAccess String Yes Single
ACTIVE ActiveDate String Yes Single
DATA RuleLineData String Yes Single
COLUMN ColumnName String Yes Single
FOR TimePeriodAccessAllow

ed
String Yes Single

NEXTKEY NextRuleKey String Yes Single
ROLE RoleRoleSet String Yes Single
SERVICE ResourceService String Yes Single
SHIFT AccessShift String Yes Single
UID UIDMask String Yes Single
UNTIL ExpirationDate String Yes Single
USER UserRoleSet String Yes Singlet

Objectclass acf2CPFOptions

The acf2CPFOptions object is used to access CPF Options records. This object can be updated and supports CPF add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CMDWAIT CommandWait Bit Yes Single
COMMAND CommandSync Bit Yes Single
DFTCMD CommandNodes String Yes Multi
DFTPSW PasswordNodes String Yes Multi
EXTDCPF ExtendedCPF Bit Yes Single
HOME HomeNode String Yes Single
JRNLQS JournalFileQuickStart Bit Yes Single
JRNLRECV JournalReceiveFile String Yes Single
JRNLSEND JournalSendFile String Yes Single
JOURNAL JournalFileProcessing Bit Yes Single
LOGDAYS RequestDeliveryLogDays String Yes Single
PSWDSYNC PasswordSync Bit Yes Single
RCVUND ProcessRequestFromUn

definedNode
Bit Yes Single

RSTNLST PasswordResetNodeList String Yes Single
TRMNLST ACTRMSuspendNodeList String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2CPFNodeDef

The acf2CPFNodeDef object is used to access CPF NodeDef records. This object can be updated and supports CPF add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
INCMD IncomingCommands Bit Yes Single
DESC CPFNodeDescription String Yes Single
GATEWAY GatewayNode Bit Yes Single
OUTCMD OutgoingCommands Bit Yes Single
TSSNODE TopSecretNode Bit Yes Single
UNINODE UnicenterNode Bit Yes Single
VM VMNode Bit Yes Single
VMLIDS LidsFromVMNode Bit Yes Single
VMRULE RulesFromVMNode Bit Yes Single
VMINFO InfostorageFromVMNode Bit Yes Single
VMLACCES LogonInfoFromVMNode Bit Yes Single
VM1ADAY LogonInfoOnceDailyFrom

VMNode
Bit Yes Single

 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2DCOdata

The acf2DCOdata object is used to access the DCO Data records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DCLASS DCOdclass String Yes Single
DESC DCOdesc String Yes Single
ONAME1 DCOoname1 String Yes Single
ONAME2 DCOoname2 String Yes Single
OWNER1 DCOowner1 String Yes Single
OWNER2 DCOowner2 String Yes Single
RCLASS DCOrclass String Yes Single
RESOURCE DCOresource String Yes Single
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 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid Sting Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2LDSOptions

The acf2LDSOptions object is used to access LDS options records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DATASET JournalDataset String Yes Single
DEBUG LDAPDebugging Bit Yes Single
JOURNAL JournalProcessing Bit Yes Single
LDSRCVR RecoveryDataset String Yes Single
LDSRING LDSKeyRingName Bit Yes Single
RECOVERY LDSRecovery Bit Yes Single
RETRY RetryAttempts String Yes Single
SYSCLASS SysoutClass String Yes Single
SYSDEST SysoutDestination String Yes Single
TIMEOUT ReceiveTimeout String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2LDS

The acf2LDS object is used to access LDS LDAP records. This object is updatable and supports LDAP add, delete, and
modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTIVE ActiveRecord Bit Yes Single
ADMINDN AdminDN String Yes Single
ADMPSWD AdminPassword String Yes Single
APPLNAME ApplicationName String Yes Single
BITDEFLT BitFieldDefaultFormat String Yes Single
BROADCST BroadcastAllLidComman

ds
Bit Yes Single

CHANGE SendChangeCommands Bit Yes Single
CODEPAGE TranslationTable String Yes Single
DATEFMT DateFormat String Yes Single
DEBUG Debug Bit Yes Single
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DELCHILD DeleteChildObjects Bit Yes Single
DELETE SendDeleteCommands Bit Yes Single
INSERT SendInsertCommands Bit Yes Single
JOURNAL JournalActive Bit Yes Single
LDSLABEL CertificateLabel String Yes Single
LDAPINST LDAPInstallationInfo String Yes Single
NEXTKEY NextKeyForXREFLDAPR

ecord
String Yes Single

OBJCLASS EntryObjectClass String Yes Single
PSWDASIS PasswordCaseSensitive Bit Yes Single
PSWDLOWR LDAPLowercasePswd Bit Yes Single
URL URLForLDAPServer String Yes Single
USERDNS UserDNSyntax String Yes Single
USEEXTOP UseExtendedOperation Bit Yes Single
XREF CrossReferenceFields String Yes Multi
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2LDSXREF

The acf2LDSXREF object is used to access LDS XREF records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
NEXTKEY NextKeyQualifier String Yes Multi
XREF XREFField String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2Scope

The acf2Scope object is used to access scope records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add, delete, and
modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DSN DatasetMask String Yes Multi
INF InfostorageMask String Yes Multi
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LID LogonidMask String Yes Multi
NEXTKEY ScopeNextKey String Yes Multi
UID UIDStringMask String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2Shift

The acf2Shift object is used to access shift records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add, delete, and
modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DAYS DaysIncluded String Yes Multi
INCLUDE IncludedShiftRecord String Yes Multi
NDAYS DaysExcluded String Yes Multi
NTIME TimeExcluded String Yes Multi
TIME TimeIncluded String Yes Multi
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2Zone

The acf2Zone object is used to access zone records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add, delete, and
modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ADJUST CPUAdjust String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2XREFSource

The acf2XREFSource object is used to access the XREF source records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
EXCLUDE ExcludedTerminals String Yes Multi
GROUP GroupRecord Bit Yes Single
INCLUDE IncludedTerminals String Yes Multi
SOURCE SourceRecord Bit Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
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Objectclass acf2XREFResource

The acf2XREFResource object is used to access the XREF resource records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
EXCLUDE ExcludedTerminals String Yes Multi
EXCLUDE ResourceTypeCode String Yes Multi
GROUP GroupRecord Bit Yes Single
INCLUDE IncludedTerminals String Yes Multi
RESOURCE ResourceRecord Bit Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2XREFRole

The acf2XREFRole object is used to access the XREF role records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
EXCLUDE ExcludedRoles String Yes Multi
DESCRIPT RoleDescription String Yes Single
GROUP ROLEGROUPRecord Bit Yes Single
INCLUDE IncludedRoles String Yes Multi
ROLE RoleRecord Bit Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2CacheCachOpts

The acf2CacheCachOpts object is used to access the Cache Cachopts records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
INFORECS InitialInfoStgRecords String Yes Single
LIDRECS InitialLidRecords String Yes Single
MONITOR CacheMonitoring Bit Yes Single
PAGEPCT StoragePercentforCache String Yes Single
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RULERECS InitialRuleRecords String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2CacheInfoExcl

The acf2CacheInfoExcl object is used to access the Cache InfoExcl records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
APPLS ExcludedApplications String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2CacheInfoPrim

The acf2CacheInfoPrim object is used to access the Cache InfoPrim records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
APPLS PrimedApplications String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2CacheLidsExcl

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LIDS ExcludedLids String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
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Objectclass acf2CacheLidsPrim

The acf2CacheLidsPrim object is used to access the Cache LidsPrim records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LIDS PrimedLids String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2CacheRuleExcl

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
INDEX ExcludedLids String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2CacheRulePrim

The acf2CacheRulePrim object is used to access the Cache RulePrim records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
INDEX PrimedRules String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2GSOAPPLDEF

The acf2GSOAPPLDEF object is used to access the GSO APPLDEF records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
APPLDIV ApplDivision String Yes Single
APPLDLEN ApplDivisionLength String Yes Single
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BLANKS BlanksInRecIDs Bit Yes Single
CLASS ClassCodeName String Yes Single
COMPILE CompileFormat Bit Yes Single
DFTDRTN DefaultDivRoutine String Yes Single
EXTCOMP ExtCompileFormat Bit Yes Single
RECID RecordIDs String Yes Multi
RECIDLEN RecordIDLength String Yes Single
RSBLIB RSBLibrary String Yes Single
SELAUTH SetListPrivilege String Yes Multi
TYPE TypeCodeName String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOAuthExit

The acf2GSOAuthExit object is used to access the GSO AuthExit records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
INFOSTG StoreInInfostg Bit Yes Single
LIDFIELD LogonidField String Yes Single
PROCPGM ProcessingProgramNam

e
String Yes Single

 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOAutoEras

The acf2GSOAutoEras object is used to access the GSO AutoEras records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ERASEALL AutoEraseEraseAll Bit Yes Single
NON-VSAM AutoEraseNon-VSAM Bit Yes Single
PROCESS AutoEraseProcess String Yes Single
SECLEVEL AutoEraseSeclevel Bit Yes Single
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SECLVL AutoEraseSeclvl String Yes Single
VOLS AutoEraseVolumes String Yes Multi
VSAM AutoEraseVSAM Bit Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOAutoIDLX

The acf2GSOAutoIDLX object is used to access the GSO AutoIDLX records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ASSIGNU AutoAssignUID Bit Yes Single
ASSIGNG AutoAssignGID Bit Yes Single
GIDEND EndGIDValue String Yes Single
GIDNEXT NextGIDValue String No Multi
GIDSTART StartGIDValue String Yes Single
UIDEND EndUIDValue String Yes Single
UIDNEXT NextUIDValue String No Single
UIDSTART StartUIDValue String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2GSOAutoIDOM

The acf2GSOAutoIDOM object is used to access the GSO AutoIDOM records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ASSIGNU AutoAssignUID Bit Yes Single
ASSIGNG AutoAssignGID Bit Yes Single
UIDSTART StartUIDValue String Yes Single
GIDSTART StartGIDValue String Yes Single
GIDEND EndGIDValue String Yes Single
GIDNEXT NextGIDValue String No Single
UIDEND EndUIDValue String Yes Single
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UIDNEXT NextUIDValue String No Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2GSOBackup

The acf2GSOBackup object is used to access the GSO backup records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
BUFNO BufferCount String Yes Single
CPUID SMFIdOfCPU String Yes Single
SYSUT1 CopyToSYSUT1 Bit Yes Single
PRISPACE PrimaryWorkSpace String Yes Single
SECSPACE SecondaryWorkSpace String Yes Single
STRING CompletionString String Yes Single
TIME StartTime String Yes Single
WORKVOL WorkVolume String Yes Single
WORKUNIT DeviceType String Yes Single
#UNITS UnitsNumber String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOBlpPgm

The acf2GSBLPPGM object is used to access the GSO BLPPGM records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LIBRARY ProgramsLibrary String Yes Single
PGM ProgramsList String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2GSOCachSrv

The acf2GSOCachSrv object is used to access the GSO CachSrv records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTIVE ActivateCache Bit Yes Single
NAMES CacheNames String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOCertMap

The acf2GSOCertMap object is used to access the GSO Certmap records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CRITERIA CriteriaTemplate String Yes Single
DSNAME DatasetName String Yes Single
IDNFILTR IssuersDNFilter String Yes Single
LABEL LabelName String Yes Single
MULTIID UseCriteriaValues Bit Yes Single
SDNFILTR SubjectsDNFilter String Yes Single
TRUST MapLidToCert String Yes Single
USERID LogonidForCertMap String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOClasMap

The acf2GSOClasMap object is used to access the GSO Clasmap records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ENTITYLN EntityLength String Yes Single
LOG OverrideLog Bit Yes Single
MIXED MixedCase Bit Yes Single
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MUSID MusassID String Yes Single
PROFINT ProfileInterpreter Bit Yes Single
RESOURCE ResourceClass String Yes Single
POSIT PositValue String Yes Single
RSRCTYPE ResourceType String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOCritMap

The acf2GSOCritMap object is used to access the GSO Critmap records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
APPLID ApplicationID String Yes Single
APPLVAR ApplicationVariables Bit Yes Multi
SYSTEMID SystemID Bit Yes Single
USERID CritmapLogonid String Yes Single
 acf2Using Bit Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes  
 acf2Sysid String Yes  
 acf2Qualifier String Yes  
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSODCO

The acf2GSODCO object is used to access the DCO records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add, delete,
and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
TYPE DCOType String Yes Single
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Objectclass acf2GSODELSRC

The acf2GSODELRSRC object is used to access the GSO DELRSRC records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
RDESC ResourceDescriptorChar

acter
String Yes Single

RNAME ResourceName String Yes Single
RSYS ResourceDB2Sysid String Yes Single
RTYPE ResourceTypeCode String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOEIM

The acf2GSOEIM object is used to access the GSO EIM records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
BINDDN BindDN String Yes Single
BINDPTOD BindPTOD String No Single
BINDPW BindPW String Yes Single
DISABLE Disable Bit Yes Single
DOMAINDN DomainDN String Yes Single
ENABLE Enable Bit Yes Single
KERBREG KerberosRegistryName String Yes Single
LDAPHOST LDAPHost String Yes Single
LOCALREG LocalReg String Yes Single
X509REG X509RegistryName String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2GSOEtaudit

The acf2GSOEtaudit object is used to access the GSO Etaudit records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ADMINFO ADMInfo Bit Yes Single
ADMINFOV ADMInfoV Bit Yes Single
ADMLID ADMLid Bit Yes Single
ADMLIDV ADMLidV Bit Yes Single
ADMRULE ADMRule Bit Yes Single
ADMRULEV ADMRuleV Bit Yes Single
ADMRSRC ADMRSRC Bit Yes Single
ADMRSRCV ADMRSRCV Bit Yes Single
ACCESS Access Bit Yes Single
AUDIT Audit Bit Yes Single
AUDITX AuditX Bit Yes Single
CHAUDIT CHAudit Bit Yes Single
CHMOD CHMod Bit Yes Single
CHOWN CHOwn Bit Yes Single
DATALOG Datalog Bit Yes Single
DATAVIO DataVio Bit Yes Single
DELUSP DelUSP Bit Yes Single
INITACEE InitACEE Bit Yes Single
INITUSP InitUSP Bit Yes Single
MODIFY Modify Bit Yes Single
RSRCLOG RSRCLog Bit Yes Single
RSRCVIO RSRCVio Bit Yes Single
SECLVIO SECLVio Bit Yes Single
SETEGID SetEGID Bit Yes Single
SETEUID SetEUID Bit Yes Single
SETFACL SetFACL Bit Yes Single
SETGID SetGID Bit Yes Single
SETUID SetUID Bit Yes Single
SIGNOFF Signoff Bit Yes Single
SIGNON signon Bit Yes Single
SIGNVIO SignVio Bit Yes Single
START Start Bit Yes Single
STOP Stop Bit Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
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 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOExits

The acf2GSOExits object is used to access the GSO Exits records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CPFEXIT CPFExit String Yes Single
DSNGEN PseudoDSNGenerator String Yes Single
DSNPOST DSNPostValidation String Yes Single
DYNPSWD DynamicPassword String Yes Single
EXPPXIT ExpiredPassword String Yes Single
HFSEXIT HFSExit String Yes Single
INFOPRE InfostgPreprocessing String Yes Single
INFOPST InfostgPostprocessing String Yes Single
LGNIXIT LogonPreValidation String Yes Single
LGNPARM LogonParameters String Yes Single
LGNPXIT LogonPostValidation String Yes Single
LGNTERM TerminalIdentification String Yes Single
LIDLOC LidSearchSeqMod String Yes Single
LIDMOD LidModification String Yes Single
LIDPOST LidDBPostProcessing String Yes Single
LIDPRE LidDBPreProcessing String Yes Single
NEWPXIT NewPassword String Yes Single
PGMOVRD ProgramOverride String Yes Single
RSCXIT1 ResourcePreValidation String Yes Single
RSCXIT2 ResourcePostValidation String Yes Single
RULEPRE RuleDBPreProcessing String Yes Single
RULEPST RuleDBPostProcessing String Yes Single
SEVPOST SystemEntryPostProces

sing
String Yes Single

SEVPRE SystemEntryPreProcess
ing

String Yes Single

SRCXIT SourceNameModification String Yes Single
STCXIT StartedTaskValidation String Yes Single
SVCIXIT SVCInitialization String Yes Single
VIOEXIT DSN-PGMViolation String Yes Single
VLDEXIT DSN-PGMPreValidation String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
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 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2GSOInfoDir

The acf2GSOInfoDir object is used to access the GSO InfoDir records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
TYPES Code-ClassTypes String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOLinkLst

The acf2GSOLinkLst object is used to access the GSO Linklst records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LIBRARY LinkListLibraries String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOLinux

The acf2GSOLinux object is used to access the GSO Linux records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTIVE Active Bit Yes Single
IPADDR IPAddress String Yes Single
MACHNAME MachineName String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
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 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOLogPgm

The acf2GSOLogPgm object is used to access the GSO LogPgm records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
PGMS Programs String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Multi
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOMaint

The acf2GSOMaint object is used to access the GSO Maint records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LIBRARY LibraryDatasetName String Yes Single
LID MaintLogonid String Yes Single
PGM Programs String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOMLid

The acf2GSOMLid object is used to access the GSO MLid records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LENGTH MiniLidLength String Yes Single
MLIDFLDS MiniLidFields String Yes Multi
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
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 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2MLSOPTS

The acf2GSOMLSOPTS object is used to access the GSO MLSOPTS records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
MLACTIVE MLActive Bit Yes Single
MLFSOBJ MLFSOBJ Bit Yes Single
MLIPCOBJ MLIPCOBJ Bit Yes Single
MLSECAUD MLSAudit Bit Yes Single
MLSECBYS MLSECBYS Bit Yes Single
MLSLBLRQ MLSLabelRequired Bit Yes Single
MLWRITE MLWrite Bit Yes Single
MODE Mode String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOMusass

The acf2GSOMusass object is used to access the GSO Musass records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CACHE UseCache Bit Yes Single
CACHE# CacheSize String Yes Single
CVTNAME OperandModule String Yes Single
CVTCOM ModuleInCommonArea Bit Yes Single
FASTPTH FastPathing Bit Yes Single
MLID MUSASSMiniLid String Yes Single
MUSID MUSASSLogonid String Yes Single
WORKSP WorkspaceSubpool String Yes Single
WORKLEN WorkspaceLength String Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2GSONodeList

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
TYPE NodeType String Yes Multi
NODES TargetNodelist String Yes Multi
DESCRIBE NodelistDescription String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2GSONJE

The acf2GSONJE object is used to access the GSO NJE records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DFTLID DefaultLogonid String Yes Single
DFSYSOUT DefaultSysoutLid String Yes Single
ENCRYPT PasswordEncrypted Bit Yes Single
INHERIT NetworkJobInherit Bit Yes Single
NODEMASK NodeMask String Yes Single
VALIN ValidateIn String Yes Single
VALOUT ValidateOut Bit Yes Single
 acf2Using String Yes Single
 acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
 acf2Sysid String Yes Single
 acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
 acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
 TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOOpts

The acf2GSOOpts object is used to access the GSO Opts records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACCESS AccessSubcommandEna

bled
Bit Yes Single

ALTSYS AlternateSysids String Yes Multi
BLPLOG BLPLogging Bit Yes Multi
BYPSTATS UpdateLastAccess Bit Yes Single
CACHE CacheActivated Bit Yes Single
CERTEXP CertExpDays String Yes Single
CMDREC TSOCmdSMFRecords Bit Yes Single
CONSOLE ConsoleDisplay String Yes Single
CPF CPFActive Bit Yes Single
CPUTIME CPUTimeZone String Yes Single
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DATE DateFormat String Yes Single
DDB DDBActive Bit Yes Single
DFTLID DefaultBatchLid String Yes Single
ETAUDIT eTrustAuditEnabled Bit Yes Single
DFTLNXG DefaultLINUXGroup String Yes Single
DFTLNXU DefaultLINUXUser String Yes Single
DFTSTC DefaultSTCLid String Yes Single
EVALMODE EvalMode Bit Yes Single
ICSF ICSF Bit Yes Single
INFOLIST AttrsForInfostgList String Yes Multi
JOBCK CheckForJobField Bit Yes Single
KERBLVL KerberosEncryption String Yes Single
LDS LDAPDirectoryServices Bit Yes Single
MAXVIO MaxViosPerJob String Yes Single
MODE DatasetMode String Yes Single
NAMEHIDE NameHiding Bit Yes Single
NOTIFY DisplayAccessInfo Bit Yes Single
PTKRESCK FastauthPassTicketResc

heck
Bit Yes Single

PRIMARY PrimaryLanguage String Yes Single
ROLESYS RoleSysids String Yes Multi
RPTSCOPE ReportScope Bit Yes Single
SECONDRY SecondaryLanguage String Yes Single
SHRDASD SharedDASD Bit Yes Single
STAMPSMF StampSMF Bit Yes Single
STATRECD GatheredStatistics String Yes Multi
STATS EnableStatisticsGatherin

g
Bit Yes Single

STATSINT StatisticsCaptureInternal String Yes Single
STATSLOG StatisticsLog String Yes Single
STC STCValidation Bit Yes Single
SWTCHKEY SwitchKey String Yes Single
SWTCHTOD SwitchTOD String No Single
SYSPLEX SysplexProcessing Bit Yes Single
TAPEDSN TapeDSNProtection Bit Yes Single
TEMPDSN TempDSNProtection Bit Yes Single
TNGMON SendTNGTrapMessages Bit Yes Single
UADS UseUADS Bit Yes Single
VTAMOPEN VTAMOpenValidation Bit Yes Single
WRNDAYS WarningDays String Yes Single
XAPPLVLD APPLAssign Bit Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
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acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOPDS

The acf2GSOPDS object is used to access the GSO PDS records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LIBRARY PDSLibrary String Yes Single
RSRCTYPE MemberLevelResourceT

ype
String Yes Single

VOLUME MemberLevelVolume String Yes Multi
acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOPPgm

The acf2GSOPPgm object is used to access the GSO PPgm records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
PGM-MASK ProgramMasks String Yes Multi

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOProxy

The acf2GSOProxy object is used to access the GSO Proxy records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
BINDDN BindDN String Yes Single
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BINDPTOD BindPTOD String No Single
BINDPW BindPW String Yes Single
DISABLE Disable Bit Yes Single
DOMAINDN DomainDN String Yes Single
ENABLE Enable Bit Yes Single
KERBREG KerberosRegistryName String Yes Single
LDAPHOST LDAPHost String Yes Single
LOCALREG LocalReg String Yes Single
X509REG X509RegistryName String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOPswd

The acf2GSOPSWD object is used to access the GSO Pswd records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CLEARVIO ClearVio Bit Yes Single
MAXTRY LogonInvalidCount String Yes Single
MINPSWD PswdMinLength String Yes Single
PASSLMT MaxAttempts String Yes Single
PSWDALPH AlphabeticRequired Bit Yes Single
PSWDALT AllowPswdChgDuringLo

gon
Bit Yes Single

PSWDENCT PswdEncrypt String Yes Single
PSWDFRC ForceNewPswd Bit Yes Single
PSWDHST EnforcePswdHistory Bit Yes Single
PSWDJES CountBatchInvalid Bit Yes Single
PSWDLC LDAPLowercasePswd Bit Yes Single
PSWDLID PreventLidPswd Bit Yes Single
PSWDMAX PasswordMaximumDays String Yes Single
PSWDMIN PasswordMinimumDays String Yes Single
PSWDMIXD PasswordMixedCase Bit Yes Single
PSWDNAME PreventNameinPswd String Yes Single
PSWDNCH PreventChangeComman

d
Bit Yes Single

PSWDNMIC RequireNumeric Bit Yes Single
PSWDNUM PreventAllNumeric Bit Yes Single
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PSWDPAIR MaxRepeatingChars String Yes Single
PSWDPLID PreventLidInPswd Bit Yes Single
PSWDPLST AllowSpecialChars String Yes Single
PSWDSIM PasswordSimilarityCheck Bit Yes Single
PSWDREQ PswdReqExcptStcRes Bit Yes Single
PSWDRSV PswdChkReserved Bit Yes Single
PSWDSPLT RequireNationalChar Bit Yes Single
PSWDVFY ReqVerifyTSOLogon Bit Yes Single
PSWDXTR AuthProgramExtract Bit Yes Single
PSWDUC UpperCaseCharacterRe

quired
Bit Yes Single

PSWDVOWL MixedCaseVowels Bit Yes Single
PSWNAGE AgeTemporaryPassword Bit Yes Single
PSWXHIST ExtendedPasswordHisto

ry
Bit Yes Single

PSWXHST# ExtendedPasswordHisto
ryCount

String Yes Single

WRNDAYS ExpireWarningDays String Yes Single
acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOPWPhrase

The acf2GSOPWPhrase object is used to access the GSO PWPhrase records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ALLOW PWPhraseAuthentication

Allow
Bit Yes Multi

ALPHA MinimumAlphaCharacte
rs

String Yes Single

CMD-CHG AllowPWPhraseChange Bit Yes Single
LID LidAllowInPWPhrase Bit Yes Single
HISTORY StoredPWPhrases String Yes Single
MAXDAYS MaxDaysBetweenPWPhr

aseChange
String Yes Single

MAXLEN MaxLengthPWPhrase String Yes Single
MINDAYS MinDaysBetweenPWPhr

aseChange
String Yes Single

MINLEN MinLengthPWPhrase String Yes Single
MINWORD MinWordsPWPhrase String Yes Single
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NUMERIC MinimumNumericCharac
ters

String Yes Single

PWP-CNT NumberofPreviousPWPh
rases

String No Single

PWP-EXP ExpirePassphrase Bit Yes Single
PWP-MAXD MaxDaysBetweenPWPh

rase
String Yes Single

PWP-TOD PWPhraseChgDateTime String No Single
PWPHRASE PasswordPhrase String Yes Single
REPCHAR MaxRepeatingCharacters String Yes Single
SPECIAL MinSpecialCharacters String Yes Single
SPECLIST SpecialCharacterList String Yes Single
TEMP-AGE AgeTemporaryPWPhrase Bit Yes Single
WARNDAYS PWPhraseExpireWarnin

gDays
String Yes Single

acf2Sysid String Yes Single

Objectclass acf2GSORealm

The acf2GSORealm object is used to access the GSO Realm records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CURKEYV KerberosKeyVersion String No Single
DEFTKTLF DefaultTicketLifetime String Yes Single
DES EnableDES Bit Yes Single
DES3 EnableDES3 Bit Yes Single
DESD EnableDESD Bit Yes Single
KERBPSWD RealmPassword String Yes Single
MAXTKTLF MaxTicketLifetime String Yes Single
MINTKTLF MinTicketLifetime String Yes Single
REALM RealmName String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2GSOResDir

The acf2GSOResDir object is used to access the GSO ResDir records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
TYPES ResourceRuleCode-Typ

es
String Yes Multi

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOResRule

The acf2GSOResRule object is used to access the GSO ResRule records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
INDEX ResRuleIndexes String Yes Multi

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOResVols

The acf2GSOResVols object is used to access the GSO ResVols records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
VOLMASK VolumeMasks String Yes Multi

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2GSOResWord

The acf2GSOResWord object is used to access the GSO ResWord records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
PREFIXES ResWordPrefixes String Yes Multi

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSORuleOpts

The acf2GSORuleOpts object is used to access the GSO RuleOpts records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CENTRAL OnlyAdminsStoreRules Bit Yes String
CHANGE UsePercentChange Bit Yes Single
COMPDYN DynamicallyUse32K Bit Yes Single
DECOMP DecompAttributes String Yes Mutli
RULELONG AllowLongRules Bit Yes Single
VOLRULE FormatPseudoDSN Bit Yes Single
$NOSORT ProcessNOSORTOption Bit Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOSafDef

The acf2GSOSafDef object is used to access the GSO SafDef records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ID SAFDEFID String Yes Single
FUNCRET SAFFunctionCode String Yes Single
FUNCRSN SAFReasonCode String Yes Single
JOBNAME JobNameMask String Yes Single
MODE SAFMode String Yes Single
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NOAPFCHK NoAPFCheck Bit Yes Single
PROGRAM SAFProgramMask String Yes Single
RACROUTE SAFRequest String Yes Single
RB RequestBlockName String Yes Single
RETCODE SAFReturnCode String Yes Single
USERID SAFUserID String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOSecVols

The acf2GSOSecVols object is used to access the GSO SecVols records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
VOLMASK VolumeSerialMask String Yes Multi

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOSyncOpts

The acf2GSOSyncOpts object is used to access the GSO SyncOpts records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTIVATE Activated Bit Yes Single
FILENAME CacheSyncFile String Yes Single
POLLINTV FilePollInterval String Yes Single
USECOUNT MaxEntryReads String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2GSOSysPlex

The acf2GSOSysPlex object is used to access the GSO Sysplex records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ALTNAME AlternateStructureName String Yes Single
CONSMFID UseSMFIDAsMemberNa

me
Bit Yes Single

FULLACTN ActionAtFullCondition String Yes Single
FULLTHSH FullThreshhold Bit Yes Single
INFOSTG InfoStgInCouplingFacility Bit Yes Single
LIDS LidsInCouplingFacility Bit Yes Single
PREFIX UseACFPrefix Bit Yes Single
PRIMNAME PrimaryStructureName String Yes Single
RULES RulesInCouplingFacility Bit Yes Single
XCFGROUP XCFGroupMember String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOSTC

The acf2GSOSTC object is used to access the GSO STC records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
GROUP STCGroup String Yes Single
LOGONID STCLogonid String Yes Single
STCID STCName String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2Qualifier String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2GSOTNGNode

The acf2GSOTNGNode object is used to access the GSO TNGNode records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DESC Description String Yes Single
DEBUG DebugEnabled Bit Yes Single
IPADDR TargetIPAddress String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOTSO

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACCOUNT DefaultAccountNumber String Yes Single
BYPASS BypassCharacter String Yes Single
BYPPAUSE BypassPause Bit Yes Single
CHAR DefaultDeleteChar String Yes Single
CMDLIST DefaultCommandLimiting

List
String Yes Single

FSRETAIN RetainLogonValues Bit Yes Single
IKJEFLD1 AllowPrePromptExit Bit Yes Single
LINE DefaultLineDeleteChar String Yes Single
LOGONCK CheckForTSOAuthority Bit Yes Single
PERFORM DefaultPerformanceGrou

p
String Yes Single

PROC DefaultProcedure String Yes Single
PWPHRASE TSWOPwphrase Bit Yes Single
QLOGON AllowQuickLogon Bit Yes Single
REGION DefaultRegionSize String Yes Single
SUBCLSS DefaultSubmissionClass String Yes Single
SUBHOLD DefaultSubmitHoldClass String Yes Single
SUBMSGC DefaultSubmitMessageC

lass
String Yes Single

TIME DefaultTime String Yes Single
TSOGNAME PassTicketApplication String Yes Single
TSOSOUT DefaultSysoutClass String Yes Single
UNIT DefaultUnitName String Yes Single
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WAITIME WaitTimeBetweenPromp
ts

String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOTSOCRT

The acf2GSOTSOCRT object is used to access the GSO TSOCRT records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
STRING CRTClearString String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOTSOKeys

The acf2GSOTSOKeys object is used to access the GSO TSOKeys records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
KEYWORDS LogonKeywords String Yes Multi

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOTSOTWX

The acf2GSOTSOTWX object is used to access the GSO TSOTWX records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CR HexCarriageReturnChar String Yes Single
IDLE HexIdleChar String Yes Single
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LENGTH Cross-OutMaskLength String Yes Single
M1 FirstMaskChar String Yes Single
M2 SecondMaskChar String Yes Single
M3 ThirdMaskChar String Yes Single
M4 FourthMaskChar String Yes Single
STRING Cross-OutString String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOTSO2741

The acf2GSOTSO2741 object is used to access the GSO TSO2741 records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
BS BackspaceChar String Yes Single
LENGTH Cross-OutMaskLength String Yes Single
M1 FirstMaskChar String Yes Single
M2 SecondMaskChar String Yes Single
M3 ThirdMaskChar String Yes Single
M4 FourthMaskChar String Yes Single
STRING Cross-OutString String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOUnixOpts

The acf2GSOUnixOpts object is used to access the GSO UnixOpts records. This object can be updated and supports
LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CHOWNRES OnlySuperUserModifyFil

eOwner
Bit Yes Single

DFTGROUP DefaultGroup String Yes Single
DFTUSER DefaultUser String Yes Single
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DIRACC SMFRecordsForAccessC
hecks

Bit Yes Single

DIRSRCH SMFRecordsForSearche
s

Bit Yes Single

FSOBJ SMFRecordsForAddingS
ystemObjects

Bit Yes Single

FSSEC SMFRecordsForChangin
gSystemObjects

Bit Yes Single

GOSETGID GroupOwnerSetGID Bit Yes Single
HFSACL UseACLsInValidation Bit Yes Single
HFSSEC UseHFSSecurity Bit Yes Single
IPCOBJ SMFRecordsForAccessC

ontrol
Bit Yes Single

NGROUPS MaxSupplementalGroups String Yes Single
PROCACT SMFRecordsForServices Bit Yes Single
PROCESS SMFRecordsForProcess

es
Bit Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2GSOWarn

The acf2GSOWarn object is used to access the GSO Warn records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP add,
delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
MSG WarningMessage String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
acf2UsingSysid String Yes Single
acf2Sysid String Yes Single
acf2UsingDivision String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2DataGroupOMVS

The acf2DataGroupOMVS object is used to access the group OMVS data profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
AUTOGID AutoGenerateGroupID Bit Yes Single
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GID GroupID String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2DataGroupLinux

The acf2DataGroupLinux object is used to access the group Linux data profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
AUTOGIDL AutoGenerateGroupID Bit Yes Single
LINUXGID GroupID String Yes Single

TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2DataKeysMSTR

The acf2DataKeysMSTR object is used to access the KeysMSTR data profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
KEYCRYPT EncryptKeyCrypt Bit Yes Single
KEYMASK EncryptKeyMask Bit Yes Single
SSKEY EncryptKeyforPassword String Yes Single

TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2DataLDAPBINDEIM

The acf2DataLDAPBINDEIM object is used to access LDAPBINDEIM data profile records. This object can be updated
and supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit
on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DISABLE Disable Bit Yes Single
DOMAINDN EIMDomainDistinguished

Name
String Yes Single

ENABLE EstablishNewConnection
s

Bit Yes Single

KERBREG KerberosRegistryName String Yes Single
LOCALREG NameofLocalRegistry String Yes Single
X509REG X509RegistryName String Yes Single

TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Objectclass acf2DataLDAPBINDPROXY

The acf2DataLDAPBINPROXY object is used to access LDAPBINDPROXY data profile records. This object can be
updated and supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to
turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
BINDDN DistinguishedNameforBi

nd
String No Single

BINDPTOD TODofPasswordChange String Yes Single
BINDPW BindPassword String Yes Single
LDAPHOST URLofLDAPServer String Yes Single

TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2DataPTKTDATA

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
MULT-USE EncryptKeyMask Bit Yes Single
SSKEY EncryptKeyforUser String Yes Single

TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2DataSecLevel

The acf2DataSecLevel object is used to access the SecLevel data profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
NAME Securitylevel String Yes Single

TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2DataSecLabel

The acf2DataSecLabel object is used to access the SecLabel data profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CATEGORY Category String Yes Multi
MLAALTER AuditAlterAccess Bit Yes Single
MLACNTRL AuditControlAccess Bit Yes Single
MLACREAT AuditCreateAccess Bit Yes Single
MLAFETCH AuditFetchAccess Bit Yes Single
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MLAREAD AuditReadAccess Bit Yes Single
MLASCRCH AuditScratchAccess Bit Yes Single
MLAWRITE AuditWriteAccess Bit Yes Single
MLAUPDTE AuditUpdateAccess Bit Yes Single
SECLEVEL Securitylevel String Yes Single
SYSTEMID SystemIdentifier String Yes Multi

TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2EntrySource

The acf2EntrySource object is used to access the entry source records. This object can be updated and supports LDAP
add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CLEAR ClearRecord Bit Yes Single
DSN PseudoDSN String Yes Single
NEWDATA EntryDataItem String Yes Single
OLDDATA OldDataItem String Yes Single
TYPE UsingTypeCode String Yes Single
VERDATA VerifyDataItem String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi

Objectclass acf2EntrySourceGroup

The acf2EntrySourceGroup object is used to access the entry source group records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

ACF2 Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CLEAR ClearRecord Bit Yes Single
DSN PseudoDSN String Yes Single
NEWDATA EntryDataItem String Yes Single
TYPE UsingTypeCode String Yes Single
OLDDATA OldDataItem String Yes Single
VERDATA VerifyDataItem String Yes Single

acf2Using String Yes Single
TargetNodes String Yes Multi
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Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks
You can use a LDAP Server search operation to perform authorization checks against the ACF2 Security database. Two
different authorization checks are available for you to perform:

RESCHECK

RESCHECK performs the authorization check and returns success (return code 0) or insufficient access (return code
50). If you are not authorized to the LOG and/or STATUS parameters, you receive an inappropriate authentication (return
code 48). To use the LOG and STATUS parameters, the logged in user ID must be authorized to the configured class and
entity combination. The LDAP Server performs one RACROUTE AUTH check for each LOG and STATUS keyword value
against the logged in user ID per connection to the LDAP Server. If more than one RESCHECK is performed with the
same LOG and STATUS parameters, then only one AUTH call is issued for the life of the connection. The AUTH call that
is issued is logged (LOG=ASIS) and cannot be overridden.

The default class is CALDAP and the entity HLQ is LDAP. When the resource check is made, the full entity value is
HLQ.RESCHK.LOG.keyword and HLQ.RESCHK.STATUS.keyword with an access level of READ. You can change
the default class and entity HLQ that is used with the acfRescheckClass and acfRescheckEntity keywords. For more
information, see ACF2 Configuration Options.

Search DN Scope Search Filter

suffix DN Base RESCHECK= userid, access_level,
class,entity[, log[, status]]

Where access_level has a value of:

• READ, UPDATE, CONTROL, or ALTER

Where class has a value of:

• The class name, if you are performing a resource rule check
• A value of data set, if you are performing a dataset rule check

Where log is optional. If used, it has a value of:

• ASIS, NONE, NOFAIL or NOSTAT (If not specified, the default is ASIS.)

Where status is optional. If used, it has a value of:

• NONE, ERASE, EVERDOM, WRITEONLY or ACCESS (If not specified, the default is NONE.)

NOTE
This can only be specified is log is specified.

For example, to see if a user has read access to the SYS1.* data sets, issue the following command:

ldapsearch -x -D cn=userid-w password -H ldap://127.0.0.1:389 -s base -b host=xe42,o=ca,c=us

 rescheck=userid,read,dataset,sys1

To see if a user has read access to the SYS1.* data sets, without logging occurring if the user is not authorized, issue the
following command:

ldapsearch -x -D cn=userid-w password -H ldap://127.0.0.1:389 -s base -b host=xe42,o=ca,c=us

 rescheck=userid,read,dataset,sys1,none

RESDATA

RESDATA performs the authorization check and, if successful, returns a LDAP Server object (objectclass=resdata). The
object includes two attributes: acf2userdata and acf2data.
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acf2userdata
Contains the data, if any, from the $USERDATA control record of the rule that authorized access.

acf2data
Contains the DATA portion of the rule line that authorized access.

NOTE
The $USERDATA and data portions are only returned for resource rule checks. This is specific to the LDAP
Server and the CAACF2_UTF backend and is not supported with the CADB2 backend.

Search DN Scope Search Filter

suffix DN Base RESDATA= userid, access_level, class,
entity

Where access_level has a value of:

For data set validation:

• READ, WRITE, EXECUTE, ALLOCATE, SCRATCH, RENAME, CATALOG

For resource validation:

• READ, WRITE, ADD, DELETE, UPDATE, EXECUTE, CONTROL, ALTER, CREATE, SCRATCH

Where class has a value of:

• R followed by the 8-byte class name, if you are performing a resource rule check
• Supply nothing for this parameter, if you are performing a data set rule check

For example, to see if a user has read access to the SYS1.* data sets, issue the following command:

ldapsearch -x -D cn=userid-w password -H ldap://127.0.0.1:389 -s base -b host=xe42,o=ca,c=us

 resdata=userid,read,,sys1

The object returned appears as follows:

dn:resdata=userid,read,rdsn,sys1,host=xe42,o=ca,c=us

objectclass: resdata

resdata: access granted

acf2userdata: NONE

acf2data: NONE

Sample Search Commands (ACF2)
To issue LDAP Server queries with command line tools and retrieve specific objects in the ACF2 tree, use the following
search commands.

NOTE
In the samples in the following table, you must supply your site-specific values for the following parameters. Use
these samples with the variable definitions listed after the table.

Function Command
Retrieve security and backend version information ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -

s base -b "your_suffix" acf2sysinfo=internal
Retrieve all LIDs ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -

s one -b “acf2admingrp=lids,your_suffix”
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Retrieve a specific LID ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -
s base -b “acf2lid=the_lid, acf2admingrp=lids,your_suffix”

Perform a LIST LIKE(ROZ-) query ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -
s one -b “acf2admingrp=lids,your_suffix” acf2lid=roz*

Perform a LIST IF(TSOPROC=PROC394) query ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H
your_url:your_port -s one -b “acf2admingrp=lids,your_suffix”
tsodefaultprocedure=proc394

Retrieve all rule types (data set and resource) ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -
s one -b “acf2admingrp=rules,your_suffix”

Retrieve all rule lines ($KEYs) of a specific type (for example, data
set)

ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -
s one -b “acf2ruletype=DSN, acf2admingrp=rules, your_suffix”

Retrieve all rule lines ($KEYs) of a specific type (for example, data
set), with a specific $KEY value (for example, SYS1)

ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “acf2dsnkey=SYS1, acf2ruletype=DSN,
acf2admingrp=rules, your_suffix”

Retrieve all rule lines ($KEYs) of a specific type (for example,
CICS)

ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -
s one -b “acf2ruletype=RCKC, acf2admingrp=rules, your_suffix”

Retrieve all rule lines ($KEYs) of a specific type (for example,
CICS), with a specific $KEY value (for example, CSSF)

ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_lid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “acf2reskey=CSSF, acf2ruletype=RCKC,
acf2admingrp=rules, your_suffix”

real_lid
A real LID defined in the ACF2 database

real_pswd
The password for the real_lid

your_url
The URL of the LDAP Server

your_port
The port that LDAP Server uses

your_suffix
The configured suffix used in slapd.conf

the_lid
The LID defined in the ACF2 database from which you are trying to retrieve details.

Configure the CATSS_UTF Backend
You can configure the CATSS_UTF backend with the LDAP Server. This backend provides access to the Top Secret
security database through the R_Admin callable service.

The configuration process includes:

• Setting configuration options 
• Using distinguished names 
• Using User Friendly Names (UFN) 
• Understanding ObjectClasses and hierarchy 
• Using the Search operation to perform resource checks

 Sample search commands are available.
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Top Secret Configuration Options
The slapd.conf files includes the following sections:

• Global options, which affect all CATSS_UTF databases
• Database-specific options, which are configured for each security database being accessed

You specify backend global options after the LDAP Server global options but before any database-specific options. The
backend keyword distinguishes backend global options from backend database-specific options. For example:

backend CATSS_UTF

In this example, database-specific options are specified after the database keyword:

database CATSS_UTF

Global Options (Top Secret)

Global options for the CATSS_UTF backend are configured only once and must be configured before any database
CATSS_UTF sections. All option keywords that follow must start in column one of the configuration file. The options are:

backend CATSS_UTF
Begins the global options for all configured CATSS_UTF back ends. This option can only be configured once.
Default: N/A

disable_acid_ufn_mapping
Disables UFNs for all CATSS_UTF back ends. With this option, the LDAP Server returns all attribute names with
their native Top Secret field names, including the user-defined fields.
Default: N/A

disable_user_def
Disables the dynamic query and registration of user-defined fields to the LDAP Server. All subsequent LDAP
Server operations -- search, add, modify, and delete -- will only have access to the base ACID fields.
Default: N/A

enable_refresh
Enables LDAP Server to issue the TSS MODIFY(OMVSTABS) command. When performing add or modify of
ACID data, if the UID or GID fields are modified, then Top Secret requires a modify command be issued for
changes to take effect. This option allows LDAP Server to issue this command, when needed, for the LDAP
Server client application.
Default: Do not issue the refresh commands.

disable_segments
Indicates that when a one-level search for ACIDs occurs, a simple TSS LIST(acid) DATA(BASIC) command
should be issued instead of a DATA(ALL) command. This option saves time when searching for a high number of
ACIDs. This is useful when only the information output from the DATA(BASIC) command is needed.
Default: issue DATA(ALL) command

disable_mfa_segment
Indicates to disable the request for multi-factor authentication (MFA) data when a one-level search for ACIDs
occurs. The TSS LIST(acid) DATA(ALL,PASSWORD,EXPIRE) command is issued instead of the default
DATA(ALL,PASSWORD,EXPIRE,MFA) command.
Default: issue DATA(ALL,PASSWORD,EXPIRE) command

ptktappl
Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server with
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CSM, set this option to the same value with which CSM is configured. This configuration is important when using
IBM PassTickets to authenticate users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP

ptktReqrId
(Optional) Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the
server for all post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a passticket on behalf of a client logon.
Example: ptktReqrId passgen

ptktReqrPwFile
(Optional) Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the
slapd.conf ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.
Example: ptktReqrPwFile ./authid.pwd
Example: ptktReqrPwFile /ldap_install_directory/authid.pwd

UFNOverride file_name
Specifies a file name that contains overrides of the default UFN values. Using this option, the pre-defined
attribute UFNs can be changed to values of your choice. This value overrides the base Top Secret ACID record
values for all configured CATSS_UTF databases. This path or file name can be relative or fully qualified. See
the UFN Override File Format section for directions on creating this file.Default: N/AExample: UFNOverride ./
base_tss_overrides.conf

Database-Specific Options (Top Secret)

The following configuration options for the CATSS_UTF backend are database specific. This combination of options can
be specified multiple times, once per security database being accessed.

• database CATSS_UTF
Begins the database-specific options for the CATSS_UTF back end. In this case, the database is Top Secret. This
option can be configured multiple times, once for each security database that is accessed.
Default: N/A

• codeset csname
Specifies the name of an EBCDIC codeset. The LDAP Server converts the host fields from UTF-8 to this EBCDIC
codeset before passing them to the external security manager. The value csname must designate a single-byte
EBCDIC code system. Possible values of this argument are documented in the IBM XL C/C++ Programming Guide.
Based on the information in this guide, csname must be one of the values in the FromCode column. The value in the
ToCode column is always UTF-8.
Default: IBM-1047

• CreateAlias
Specifies an alias entry should be defined for the account on the mainframe if the account is being granted TSO
access. This option applies to add and modify Top Secret account requests. This option is configured a single time
for all users and cannot be set differently for specific users. The relate parameter is required and specifies the user
catalog the alias is being defined for. The catalog parameter is optional and defaults to the master catalog.
Default: disabled
Example: createAlias Relate[catalog]
The user must be given one the following TSO privileges for an alias to be created:

TSS Keyword z/OS UFN
TSOCOMMAND TSO-Logon-Command
TSOUNIT TSO-Unit
TSODEFPRFG TSO-Performance-Grp
TSODEST TSO-Output-Destination
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TSOHCLASS TSO-Hold-Class
TSOJCLASS TSO-Job-Class
TSOLACCT TSO-Logon-Account
TSOLPROC TSO-Logon-Proc
TSOLSIZE TSO-Region-Size
TSOMCLASS TSO-Message-Class
TSOMSIZE TSO-Max-Region-Size
TSOOPT TSO-Options
TSOSCLASS TSO-Sysout-Clas
TSOUDATA TSO-User-Data

• DeleteAlias
Indicates that the system attempts to delete the alias entry for the logonid when a Top Secret account is deleted. The
system will do this whether or not the logonid had an entry.
Example: DeleteAlias

• disable_acid_details
Returns all attributes for a tssacid object when performing scope=one or scope=sub search requests. Version 2 only
returned the DN of the tssacid object. A subsequent scope=base query was required to retrieve the details. If the
previous functionality is desired, add this option.
Default: N/A

• disable_dept_details
Returns all attributes for a tssdept object when performing scope=one or scope=sub search requests. If only the DN is
to be returned, add this option.
Default: N/A

• disable_div_details
Returns all attributes for a tssdiv object when performing scope=one or scope=sub search requests. If only the DN is to
be returned, add this option.
Default: N/A

• disable_group_details
Returns all attributes for a tssgroup object when performing scope=one or scope=sub search requests. If only the DN
is to be returned, add this option.
Default: N/A

• disable_profile_details
Returns all attributes for a tssprofile object when performing scope=one or scope=sub search requests. Version 2
returned only the DN of the tssprofile object. A subsequent scope=base query was required to retrieve the details. If
the previous functionality is desired, add this option.
Default: N/A

• disable_segments
Indicates that when a one-level search for Acids occurs, that a simple TSS LIST(acid) DATA(BASIC) command should
be issued instead of a DATA(ALL) command. This saves time when you search for a high number of ACIDs and only
need the information output from the DATA(BASIC) command on the request.
Default: DATA(ALL) command is issued

• disable_zone_details
Returns all attributes for a tsszone object when performing scope=one or scope=sub search requests. If only the DN is
to be returned, add this option.
Default: N/A

• disable_list_acids
Disables the execution of LDAP search operations when a TSS LIST(ACIDS) command would be required to fulfill
them. The option helps ensure that runaway searches are not issued to Top Secret.
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Default: off (do not stop TSS LIST(ACIDS))
• enable_refresh

Enables LDAP Server to issue the TSS MODIFY(OMVSTABS) command. When performing add or modify of ACID
data, if the UID or GID fields are modified, Top Secret requires a modify command be issued for changes to take effect.
This option allows LDAP Server to issue this command, when needed, for the LDAP Server client application.
Default: Does not issue the refresh command.

• HostUFNOverride
Specifies a file name that contains overrides for the user-defined fields. HostUFNOverride file_name is a security
database-specific parameter. Using this option, the user-defined UFNs can be changed to values of your choice. See
the UFNOverride option in the Configure Global Option section to override the base Top Secret fields.
Default: N/A
Example: HostUFNOverride ./production_tss_overrides.conf

• naming_mode {tss|im}
Configures which attribute naming mode the LDAP Server is using with the database statement.
– tss

Specifies to run the LDAP Server in Top Secret naming mode.
– im

Specifies to run the LDAP Server in Web Administrator mode.
Default: tss

• password_truncate
Truncates the password to 8 bytes before logon.
Default: disabled

• preAddAcidMessage
Before issuing the Add ACID command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the ACID substituted into the string before it is written
to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: preAddAcidMessage “ABC1023I Acid %s about to be added to Top Secret”

• postAddAcidMessage
After issuing the Add ACID command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the ACID ID substituted into the string before it is
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: postAddAcidMessage “ABC1023I Acid %s was added to Top Secret”

• preModAcidMessage
Before issuing the Modify Acid command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the ACID ID substituted into the string before it is
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: preAddAcidMessage “ABC1023I Acid %s about to be modified in Top Secret”

• postModAcidMessage
After issuing the Modify ACID command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the ACID ID substituted into the string before it is
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: postModAcidMessage “ABC1023I Acid %s was modified in Top Secret”

• preDelAcidMessage
Before issuing the Delete Acid command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the ACID ID substituted into the string before it is
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
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Example: preDelAcidMessage “ABC1023I Acid %s about to be deleted from Top Secret”
• postDelAcidMessage

After issuing the Delete ACID command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. If you want to have the ACID ID substituted into the string before it is
written to the console, enter %s in the string.
Default: A default message
Example: postDelAcidMessage “ABC1023I Acid %s was deleted from Top Secret”

• ptktappl
Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server with
CSM, set this option to the same value with which CSM is configured. This configuration is important when using IBM
PassTickets to authenticate users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP

• ptktReqrId
(Optional) Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the server for
all post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a passticket on behalf of a client logon.
Example: ptktReqrId passgenptkt

• ReqrPwFile
(Optional) Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the
slapd.conf ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.
Example: ptktReqrPwFile ./authid.pwd
Example: ptktReqrPwFile /ldap_install_directory/authid.pwd\

• tssRescheckClass
(Optional) Specifies the class name that LDAP Server issues a resource check against to verify that the logged on
user id is authorized to use the LOG and STATUS parameters. For more information, see the Using Search to Perform
Research Checks article.
Default: CALDAP
Example: tssRescheckClass CALDAP2

• tssRescheckEntity
(Optional) Specifies the entity HLQ name that LDAP Server issues a resource check against to verify that the logged
on user id is authorized to use the LOG and STATUS parameters. For more information, see Using Search to Perform
Research Checks article.
Default: LDAP
Example: tssRescheckEntity LDAPHLQ

• siParms host port [ssl-required | ssl-supported] [cont]
When accessing a security database on a different host, this option is used to configure the IP/port of the remote DSI
Server being used to access that security file.
When you start the LDAP Server with an siPARMS parameter specified, a connection is made with the DSI Server. If a
connection cannot be established, the LDAP Server shuts down. If the optional keyword "cont" is specified, the LDAP
Server continues to start up even if a connection cannot be made to the DSI Server. When a request comes in to the
LDAP Server, the connection to the DSI Server is attempted again.
– host

Specifies the machine name or TCP/IP address of the remote DSI Server.
– port

Specifies the port the remote DSI Server was started on.
– ssl-required
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(Optional) Specifies to use a secure connection between the LDAP Server on one LPAR and the remote DSI
Server. If a secure connection cannot be established, it is dropped. This parameter is mutually exclusive with ssl-
supported.

– ssl-supported
(Optional) Specifies to try and establish a secure connection between the LDAP Server on one LPAR and the
remote DSI Server. If a secure connection cannot be established, it drops back to an unsecured connection. This
parameter is mutually exclusive with ssl-required.

– cont
(Optional) Specifies that the LDAP Server is allowed to start even if it cannot communicate with the remote DSI
Server. Without this parameter, if the LDAP Server cannot communicate to the remote DSI Server, it shuts down.

Default: N/A
Example: siParms test-lpar.my.com 390 ssl-supported
When running in a sysplex environment you can set up multiple DSI Servers to provide redundancy. This is
accomplished by adding multiple siPARMS configuration statements. For example:
siPARMS  plex-1.my.com  390  ssl-supported

siPARMS  plex-2.my.com  390  ssl-supported

siPARMS  plex-3.my.com  390  ssl-supported

When configured in this way, the LDAP Server will try to communicate through plex-1. If a connection cannot be
established with plex-1, LDAP Server will try to communicate through plex-2 followed by plex-3. Once a connection
is established, all transactions are sent to that DSI Server. If the connection is broken for any reason, the selection
process automatically starts over with plex-1.

• siTimeOut
Configures the time-out value, in seconds, for the previous siParms statement. When performing TCP/IP
communication, you might want a transaction to time out if it cannot reach the other end.
Default: N/A
Example: siTimeOut 999

• siTLSCertKeyLabel
(optional) Specifies the label of the certificate to use that is in the certificate store specified by TLSKeyringName.
The value label is the label assigned to the certificate when the certificate was connected to the keyring. If the value
contains embedded blanks, it must be enclosed in double quotes. The certificate designated by label_here must
include USAGE PERSONAL.
Default: The default certificate in the certificate store will be used.
Example: siTLSCertKeyLabel label_here

• siTLSVerifyClient
(optional) Specifies whether a client is required to present a certificate when attempting to establish an SSL or TLS
connection with the server. The allowed values of option are as follows:
– ON

Indicates the server requests a certificate. If no certificate is provided or a bad certificate is provided, the session is
immediately terminated.

– OFF
Indicates the server does not request a certificate.

Default: n/A
• suffix

Specifies the DN that this back end services.
Default: N/A
Example: suffix host=test, o=company, c=us

Top Secret Distinguished Names
The LDAP Server uses distinguished names (DNs) to specify each object. A DN is an object name that contains the name
of all other entries in its path.
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When using the Top Secret interface, the format of the DNs must contain certain attributes to match the Top Secret
structure. See the following Objectclass Hierarchy for the DN syntax of each object.

When configuring the LDAP Server, each security database that is accessed with the LDAP Server must have a unique
suffix parameter. The suffix parameter is how the LDAP Server decides what database services each LDAP Server
request that it receives.

You can also use dynamic suffix values. With a dynamic suffix value, the LDAP Server substitutes. the correct suffix
parameter for each system as it is accessed. For more information about dynamic suffix values, see Dynamic Suffix
Values in Customize the Slapd Configuration File.

Examples

If the suffix value for your production Top Secret is configured as:

Suffix host=production, o=companyx, c=us

To retrieve the details of a user ID (ACID) from the production database, the DN would be as follows:

tssacid=ACID_HERE, tssadmingrp=acids, host=production, o=companyx, c=us

ObjectClass Hierarchy (TSS)
The following diagram shows the hierarchy of the objectclass entries in the Top Secret Directory Information Tree (DIT).
The User Friendly Name Override File (Top Secret to LDAP Server) topics describe all objectclasses.
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Acids

The Acids objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram A, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

ALLRecord

The ALLRecord objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram B, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).
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Audit

The Audit objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram C, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

DCO (TSS)

The DCO objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram D, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

Departments

The Departments objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram E, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).
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Divisions

The Divisions objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram F, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

DLF

The DLF objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram G, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

FDT

The FDT objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram H, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).
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Groups

The Groups objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram I, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

MLS

The MLS objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram J, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

NDT

The NDT objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram K, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).
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Profiles

The Profiles objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram L, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

RDT

The RDT objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram M, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).
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SDT

The SDT objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram N, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).
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STC

The STC objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram O, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).

Zones

The Zones objectclass entry, detailed in Diagram P, is part of the objectclass hierarchy in the Top Secret Directory
Information Tree (DIT).
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User Friendly Name Override File (Top Secret to LDAP Server)
Typically, when accessing the Top Secret security database, you must know the Top Secret names for each field. Because
these names are limited to eight-bytes, they can be cryptic.

A goal of the LDAP Server is to make the interface to Top Secret easier to use. To accomplish this goal, the LDAP Server
has pre-defined User Friendly Names (UFNs) for each field in the Top Secret database.

WARNING

The tssacid cannot be mapped to any other value because the LDAP Server depends on this value.

The format of the User Friendly Name (UFN) Override file is a space-delimited text file. This file contains one line for each
UFN that is to be overridden. The first column is the real Top Secret field name. The second column is the UFN Name
to be used for the real field name. The real field name is not case-sensitive, and the entries do not have to be in any
sequence.

Example:

TSOLPROC    TsoProcedure

Home        OMVSHomeDir

TSOMSIZE    TsoMaxSize

Objectclass Host 1

The host object class is used to start access to the objectclass hierarchy for a Top Secret database. The objectclass can
have any value that you configure. This object is read-only and cannot be modified, added, or deleted. Because this does
not correspond to any Top Secret data, it only has UFN values.

host UFN
Host, securityDescription, securityType, securityInterface

Objectclass tssadmingrp

The tssadmingrp object class is used to create the branches in the objectclass hierarchy below a host. The objectclass
can have the following values:

objectclass Value objectclass Value
ACIDs MLS
ALLRecord NDT
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Audit Profiles
Data Classification RDT
Departments SDT
Divisions STC
DLF SYSINFO
FDT Zones
Groups

This object is read-only and cannot be modified, added, or deleted. Because this does not correspond to any Top Secret
data, it only has UFN values.

tssadmingrp UFN
tssadmingrp, securityDescription

Objectclass tssacid, tssprofile, tssdept, tssdiv, tsszone, tssgroup

NOTE
Fields that are read-only from the TSO ready prompt are also read-only through the LDAP Server.

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
AACID AdminAcid String Yes Multi
ACID Refresh Bit Yes Single
ACID ExpireNow Bit Yes Single
ACCTIME Created-Time String No Single
ADMINACID AdministeringAcid String No Single
ADMINDATE ADMINDATE String No Single
ADMINSMFID AdministeringSMFId String No Single
ADMINTIME AdministeringTime String No Single
ASSIZE MaxAddrSpaceSize String Yes Single
ASUSPEND AdminSuspended Bit Yes Single
AUDIT Audit-Attr Bit Yes Single
COMMAND Available-Cmds-per-Fac

ility
String Yes Multi

CONSOLE Console-Auth Bit Yes Single
CREATED Created-Date String No Single
DCEFLAGS DCESegmentFlags String Yes Single
DCEKEY EncryptedKey String Yes Single
DCENAME PrincipalNameofUser String Yes Single
DEFNODES Default-Remote-Nodes String Yes Multi
DEPT Department String Yes Single
DFLTGRP OMVS-Dflt-Group String Yes Single
DFLTSLBL MLSDfltSecLabel String Yes Single
DIVISION Division String Yes Single
DUFUPD DUF-Update Bit Yes Single
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DUFXTR DUF-Extract Bit Yes Single
EIMPROF EIMProfile String Yes Single
ENCRYPT EncryptionType String No Single
EXPIRE Expires String Yes Single
FOR For-Number-of-Days String Yes Single
GAP Globally-Admin-Profile Bit Yes Single
GID OMVS-Group-ID String Yes Single
GROUP Groups String Yes Multi
GROUPMEMBEROF groupmemberOf String No Multi
HOME OMVS-Home-Subdir String Yes Single
HOMECELL HomeCell String Yes Single
HOMEUUID UserHomeCellUUID String Yes Single
IESFL1 VSE-IES-Fld1 String Yes Single
IESFL2 VSE-IES-Fld2 String Yes Single
IESINIT VSE-IES-Init String Yes Single
IESSYNM VSE-IES-Synm-ModelID String Yes Single
IESTYPE VSE-IES-Type String Yes Single
IESVCAT VSE-IES-Dflt-Usercat String Yes Single
IMSMSC IMS-Multi-Sys-Coupling String Yes Single
INSTDATA Installation-Data String Yes Single
KERBNAME KerberosName String Yes Single
LANGUAGE Language-Pref String Yes Single
LAST-COUNT Last-Access-Count String Yes Single
LAST-USED Last-Used-Date String No Single
LAST-USED-CPU Last-Accessed-From-CP

U
String No Single

LAST-USED-FACILITY Last-Used-Facility String No Single
LAST-USED-TIME Last-Used-Time String No Single
LINUXNAM LinuxName String Yes Single
LDS LDAPUser Bit Yes Single
LDAPDEST LDAP-Destinations String Yes Multi
LTIME Terminal-Lock-Time String Yes Multi
MASTFAC Master-Facility String Yes Single
MATCHLIM AcidMatchlim Bit Yes Single
MAXTKTLF MaxTicketLife String Yes Single
MCSALTG MCS-Alternate-Grp String Yes Single
MCSAUTH MCS-Authorized-Cmds String Yes Single
MCSAUTO MCS-Auto-Cmds String Yes Single
MCSCMDS MCS-Cmd-Target-Syste

m
String Yes Single

MCSDOM MCS-Delete-Oper-Cmds String Yes Single
MCSKEY MCS-Keyword String Yes Single
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MCSLEVL MCS-Msgs-Received String Yes Single
MCSLOGC MCS-Log-Cmds String Yes Single
MCSMFRM MCS-Display-Format String Yes Single
MCSMGID MCS-Display-Format String Yes Single
MCSMON MCS-Migration-ID String Yes Single
MCSROUT MCS-Monitor String Yes Single
MCSSTOR MCS-Msgs-Queue-Stora

ge
String Yes Single

MCSUD MCS-Undelivered-Msgs String Yes Single
MISC1 AdminMisc1 String Yes Multi
MISC3 AdminMisc3 String Yes Multi
MISC4 AdminMisc4 String Yes Multi
MISC5 AdminMisc5 String Yes Single
MISC5 UIDGIDRange String Yes Single
MISC5 M5-MLSADMIN Bit Yes Single
MISC5 M5-DCLADMIN Bit Yes Single
MISC9 AdminMisc9 String Yes Multi
MMAPAREA MaxDataSpacePages String Yes Single
MODE Operating-Mode String Yes Single
MODIFIED Modified-Date String No Single
MODTIME Modified-Time String No Single
MRO Multi-Region-Optimized-

Signon
Bit Yes Single

NAME Name String Yes Single
NETVCONS ConsoleIdentifier String Yes Single
NETVIC InitialCommand String Yes Single
NETVCTL SecurityCheckIndicator String Yes Single
NETVDMNS ProgramIdentifierinOther

Domain
String Yes Multi

NETVMSGR ReceiveUnsolictedMessa
ges

String Yes Single

NETVNGMF AuthoritytoGraphicMonito
rFacility

String Yes Single

NETVOPCL ListofScopeClasses String Yes Multi
NOADSP No-Automatic-Dsn-Prote

ction
Bit Yes Single

NOATS No-Automatic-Terminal-S
ignon

Bit Yes Single

NODSNCHK Bypass-Dsn-Check Bit Yes Single
NOLCFCHK Bypass-Limited-Cmd-Fac

ility-Check
Bit Yes Single

NOOMVSDF No-OMVS-Default-User Bit Yes Single
NOPWCHG No-Password-Chg Bit Yes Single
NORESCHK Bypass-Resource-Check Bit Yes Single
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NOSUBCHK Bypass-Job-Submission-
Check

Bit Yes Single

NOSUSPEND No-Vthresh-Suspend Bit Yes Single
NOVMDCHK Bypass-Minidisklink-Che

ck
Bit Yes Single

NOVOLCHK Bypass-Volume-Check Bit Yes Single
OECPUTM MaxCPUTime String Yes Single
OEFILEP MaxFilesPerProcess String Yes Single
OMVSPGM OMVS-Program String Yes Single
OPCLASS CICS-Oper-Class String Yes Single
OPIDENT CICS-Oper-Identification String Yes Single
OPTIME CICS-Time-Out String Yes Single
OPPRTY CICS-Oper-Priority String Yes Single
PASSEXPD userPassword-Expire String No Single
PASSINTV userPassword-Interval String Yes Single
PASSPHRASEINTV userPasswordPhraseInte

rval
String Yes Single

PASSWORD userPassword String Yes Single
PHRASE PassPhrase String Yes Single
PHYSKEY Physical-Security-Key String Yes Multi
PPEXP tssDaysUntilPWPhraseE

xp
String Yes Single

PROCUSER MaxProcesses String Yes Single
PROFILE memberOf String No Multi
PSWDPHR AllowLocalPWPhrase Bit Yes Single
RSTDACC RestrictedAccess Bit Yes Single
SCTYKEY CICS-Security-Key String Yes Multi
SECLABEL MLSSecLabels String Yes Multi
SITRAN CICS-Auto-Transaction String Yes Single
SIZE AcidRecordSize String No Single
SMSAPPL SMS-Application-ID String Yes Single
SMSDATA SMS-Data-Class String Yes Single
SMSMGMT SMS-Mgmt-Class String Yes Single
SMSSTOR SMS-Storage-Class String Yes Single
SNAME LotusName String Yes Multi
SOURCE Source-Reader String Yes Multi
SUSPEND User-Suspend Bit Yes Single
TARGET Target-Nodes-for-Cmds String Yes Single
THREADS MaxPthreadsCreated String Yes Single
TRACE Target-ACID-Activity String Yes Single
TSOCOMMAND TSO-Logon-Command String Yes Single
TSODEFPRFG TSO-Performance-Grp String Yes Single
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TSODEST TSO-Output-Destination String Yes Single
TSOHCLASS TSO-Hold-Class String Yes Single
TSOJCLASS TSO-Job-Class String Yes Single
TSOLACCT TSO-Logon-Account String Yes Single
TSOLPROC TSO-Logon-Proc String Yes Single
TSOLSIZE TSO-Region-Size String Yes Single
TSOMCLASS TSO-Message-Class String Yes Single
TSOMPW TSO-Multiple-Passwords Bit Yes Single
TSOMSIZE TSO-Max-Region-Size String Yes Single
TSOOPT TSO-Options String Yes Single
TSOSCLASS TSO-Sysout-Class String Yes Single
TSOUDATA TSO-User-Data String Yes Single
TSOUNIT TSO-Unit String Yes Single
TYPE User-Type String Yes Single
TZONE Time-Zone String Yes Single
UID OMVS-User-ID String Yes Single
UNAME NovellName String Yes Multi
UNIQMEM uniqueMember String No Multi
UNTIL Until-Date String Yes Single
USER User-Access String Yes Multi
USING Using-Acid String Yes Single
UUID StringFormofUUID String Yes Single
WAACCNT APPC-Sysout-AcctNum String Yes Single
WAADDR1 APPC-Sysout-Addr1 String Yes Single
WAADDR2 APPC-Sysout-Addr2 String Yes Single
WAADDR3 APPC-Sysout-Addr3 String Yes Single
WAADDR4 APPC-Sysout-Addr4 String Yes Single
WABLDG APPC-Sysout-Bldg String Yes Single
WADEPT APPC-Sysout-Dept String Yes Single
WAIT Wait-for-Synchronous-Pr

ocessing
Bit Yes Single

WANAME APPC-Sysout-Name String Yes Single
WAROOM APPC-Sysout-Room String Yes Single
XCOMMAND Restricted-Cmds-per-Fa

cility
String Yes Multi

ZONE Zone String Yes Single
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Objectclass tssfacility

The tssfacility object class is used to display the facilities that an ACID has access to. This supports create, modify, and
delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTION Facility-Access-Actions String Yes Single
CALENDAR Facility-Calendar String Yes Single
DAYS Facility-Access-Days String Yes Multi
FOR Facility-For-Days String Yes Single
LOCKTIME Facility-Lock-Time String Yes Single
SYSID Facility-Sysid String Yes Single
TIMES Facility-Times String Yes Single
TIMEREC Facility-Timerec String Yes Single
UNTIL Facility-Until-Date String Yes Single

Objectclass tssownedname

The tssownedname object class is used to display the individual Resources that an ACID has ownership of. This object
supports LDAP add and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
NOPERMIT Resource-Nopermit-Own

ership
Bit Yes Single

UNDERCUT Resource-Undercut-Own
ership

Bit Yes Single

Objectclass tssproflist

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
AFTER Profile-After String Yes Single
BEFORE Profile-Before String Yes Single
Profile-Until-Date Profile-Until-Date String Yes Single

Profile-First String Yes Single
Profile-Names String Yes Single

Objectclass tssresname

The tssresname object class is used to display the individual permissions that an ACID has within the tssresclass type.
This object supports LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACCESS Resource-Access-Level String Yes Multi
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ACTIONS Resource-Actions String Yes Multi
CALENDAR Resource-Calendar String Yes Single
FACIL Resource-Facilities String Yes Multi
LIB Resource-Libraries String Yes Multi
DAYS Resource-Access-Days String Yes Multi
FOR Resource-For-Days String Yes Single
MAPREC Resource-MapRecord String Yes Single
MASKREC Resource-MaskRecord String Yes Single
MODE Resource-Mode String Yes Single
PRIVPGM Resource-Privileged-Pro

grams
String Yes Multi

SELIN Resource-SelIn String Yes Single
SELOUT Resource-SelOut String Yes Single
SYSID Resource-Sysid String Yes Single
TIMEREC Resource-TimeRecord String Yes Single
TIMES Resource-Times String Yes Single
UNTIL Resource-Until-Date String Yes Single

Objectclass tssadminresource

The tssadminresource object class represents the reources that a Top Secret administrator can grant access to other
ACIDs. This object supports LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ADMINRESACCESS tssAdminResAccess String Yes Single
ADMINRESAUTH tssAdminResAuth String Yes Single

Objectclass tsssysinfo

The tsssysinfo object class is used to create the branches in the objectclass hierarchy below a host. When the objectclass
has a value of SysInfo, the objectclass is made up of the following attributes. The values are retrieved from Top Secret
with the MODIFY(STATUS) command. This object supports LDAP modify operations, and the following attributes may be
specified.

NOTE
To help ensure that all supported data for the tsssysinfo object is returned on a search, the STATUS control
option should be configured for every option available for your version of Top Secret, otherwise no data will be
returned for the attributes that belong to an option not specified in STATUS

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ADABAS tssADABASSVCNumbers String No Single
ADMINBY tssAdminInfoForAcids Bit Yes Single
ADSP tssAutoDatasetProtection String Yes Single
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AUDIT(SWITCH) tssIssueAuditSwitchCom
m

Bit Yes Single

AUTH tssMergeRecordsForAut
hSearch

String Yes Single

AUTOEDSN tssAutoEraseDatasets String Yes Single
AUTOERAS tssAutoEraseEnabled String Yes Single
BACKUP tssBackup String Yes Single
BYPASS tssBypass String Yes Single
CACHE tssCache String Yes Single
CANCEL tssIssueCancelCommand Bit Yes Single
CATADELPROT tssCataDelProt Bit Yes Single
CHORUSSTATG tssChorusstatg String Yes Single
CHORUSSTATI tssChorusstati String Yes Single
CHORUSTSFSX tssChorustsfsx String Yes Single
CHORUSTSFDB tssChorustsfdb String Yes Single
CHOWNURS tssAllowUsersCHOWNF

unction
Bit Yes Single

CIAPORT tssCIAPort String Yes Single
CIALOGNAME tssCIALogname String Yes Single
CIAHOST tssCIAHost String Yes Single
CIAMAXSTOR tssCIAMaxstor String Yes Single
CIAAUTO tssCIAAuto String Yes Single
CIAPROCNAME tssCIAProcname String Yes Single
CIASYSID tssCIASysid String Yes Single
CIAGBLEXIT tssCIAGblexit String Yes Single
CIART tssCIArt String Yes Single
CIAGBLFIELD tssCIAGblfield String Yes Single
CMDNUM tssNumberOfCommandP

rocessors
String No Single

CPF tssCPF String Yes Single
CPFNODE tssModifyCPFNode String Yes Single
CPFNODES tssCPFNodes String No Multi
CPFRCVUND tssRecieveCPFComman

dsFromUndefinedNodes
Bit Yes Single

CPFTARGET tssCPFTarget String Yes Single
CPFWAIT tssUseCPFWaitTime Bit Yes Single
DATE secDateFormat String Yes Single
DB2FAC tssDB2SubsystemFacility String Yes Single
DEBUG tssDebug Bit Yes Single
DIAGTRAP tssDiagnosticTrap String Yes Single
DFLTRNGU tssDefaultUIDRange String Yes Single
DFLTRNGG tssDefaultGIDRange String Yes Single
DISPMASK tssDisplayMASKAttribute Bit Yes Single
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DL1B tssPSBDBDForIMSBatch Bit Yes Single
DOWN tssDownOptions String Yes Single
DRC tssModifyDetailedReaso

nCode
String Yes Single

DUFPGM tssInstDataExtractionPro
grams

String Yes Single

DUMP tssProduceDump Bit Yes Single
ETRLOG tsseTrustAuditLogging Bit Yes Single
ETROPTS tsseTrustAuditOptions String Yes Single
EXIT tssInstallationExit Bit Yes Single
EXPDAYS tssExpireDaysForAddPe

rmit
String No Single

FACILITY tssModifyFacility String Yes Single
GOSETGID tssGroupOwnerSetGIDE

nabled
Bit Yes Single

HFSACL tssUseHFSAccessContr
olList

Bit Yes Single

HFSSEC tssUseHFSSecurity Bit Yes Single
HPBPW tssMaxDaysForInvalidBa

tchPswd
String Yes Single

IMS61SUB tssIMSUse61SubpoolNa
meForATS

Bit Yes Single

IMSATSDF tssIMSUseDefAcidFacilit
yForATS

Bit Yes Single

IMSATSLG tssIMSLogATSSignons Bit Yes Single
IMSDBDVL tssIMSDoDBDValidation Bit Yes Single
IMSLCFMG tssIMSDisplayWarningM

sgs
Bit Yes Single

IMSPSBVL tssIMSDoPSBValidation Bit Yes Single
INACTIVE tssInactiveDaysAfterPsw

dExpired
String Yes Single

INSTDATA tssModifyInstDataForSec
urityExit

String Yes Single

IOTRACE tssTopSecretTracing String Yes Single
JCT tssJES2JCTOffsets String Yes Single
JES tssJESOptions String Yes Single
JESNODE tssJESNode String Yes Single
JOBACID tssAcidFieldOnJobCard String Yes Single
KERBLVL tssKerberosLevel String Yes Single
LDS secLDS Bit Yes Single
LDAPNODE tssLDAPNodes String No Multi
LDSRETRY tssLDSRetry String Yes Single
LDSTIMEOUT tssLDSTimeOut String Yes Single
LDSTRACE tssLDSTracingEnabled Bit Yes Single
LOG tssLoggingOptions String Yes Single
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LOGBUF tssNumberOfLogBuffers String Yes Single
LUUPDONCE tssUpdateLastUsedStati

stics
Bit Yes Single

MATCHLIM tssCntlMatchLimit String Yes Single
MAX_ACID_SIZE tssMaxAcidSize Bit Yes Single
MLACTIVE tssMLSActive Bit Yes Single
MLFSOBJ tssRequireSecLabelsFor

UnixFiles
Bit Yes Single

MLIPCOBJ tssRequireSecLabelsFor
UnixIPCObjects

Bit Yes Single

MLMODE tssMLSSecurityMode String Yes Single
MLNAME tssMLSNameHiding Bit Yes Single
MLWRITE tssMLSAllowWriteDown Bit Yes Single
MLSECAUD tssMLSAuditing Bit Yes Single
MLSECBYS tssRestrictSecLabelsByS

ysid
Bit Yes Single

MODE secMode String Yes Single
MSG tssModifyTSSMessage String Yes Single
MSUSPEND tssAllowMSCASuspend Bit Yes Single
NEW_PASSWORD tssExtendedPasswordOp

tionsEnabled
Bit Yes Single

NEWPW-MINDAYS tssMinDaysForChg String Yes Single
NEWPW tssUpperCaseCharacter

Required
Bit Yes Single

NEWPW-FA tssForceAlphabeticChar Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-FN tssForceNumericChar Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-ID secPreventUserIdAsPsw

d
Bit Yes Single

NEWPW-LC tssLowerCaseCharacter
Required

Bit Yes Single

NEWPW-NM secPswdChkAllNumeric Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-NO tssOnlyMin Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-NR secPswdRepeatingChars String Yes Single
NEWPW-NV tssVowelNotAllowed Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-RN tssGenNewPswd Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-RS secPswdChkReserved Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-SC tssRequireSpecialChar Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-SW secRequireNationalChar Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-TS tssPreventSimilar Bit Yes Single
NEWPW-UC tssLowerCaseCharacter

Required
Bit Yes Single

NEWPW-MASK tssPwsdMask String Yes Single
NEWPW-NU secPreventPswdChgDuri

ngLogon
Bit Yes Single
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NJEUSR tssNJEDefaultAcid String Yes Single
NPWRTHRESH secLogonInvalidCount String Yes Single
OMVSGRP tssDefaultOMVSGroup String Yes Single
OMVSTABS tssRefreshOMVSTables Bit Yes Single
OMVSUSR tssDefaultOMVSUser String Yes Single
PASSCHAR tssSpecialCharsForNewP

assword
String Yes Single

PDSPROT tssPDSMemberLevelPro
tection

String Yes Multi

PRODUCTS tssInstalledProducts String Yes Single
PROPXREP tssAllowPropagating Bit Yes Single
PTHRESH tssPswdMaxVio String Yes Single
PWENC tssPswdEncrypt String Yes Single
PWEXP tssPswdExpInterval String Yes Single
PWHIST secPswdHistory String Yes Single
PWVIEW tssPswdViewable Bit Yes Single
RCACHE tssRCacheActive Bit Yes Single
RCQNAME tssRCacheEntries String Yes Multi
RDT2BYTE tssAdd2ByteRESCODEt

oRDT
Bit Yes Single

RECOVER tssRecover Bit Yes Single
REFRESH tssIssueRefresh String Yes Single
RESETSTATS tssIssueResetStats Bit Yes Single
RPW tssIssueRestrictedPassw

ordListCommand
String Yes Single

SECCACHE -SIZE* tssSecurityRecordCachin
gSize

String Yes Single

SECCACHE -INDEX tssSecurityRecordCachin
gIndex

String Yes Single

SECCACHE -EXP tssSecurityRecordCachin
gExpirationInterval

String Yes Single

SECCACHE -WARN tssSecurityRecordCachin
gWarnThreshold

String Yes Single

SECTRACE tssSecurityTrace String Yes Single
SHRFILE tssShareFiles String Yes Single
STATG tssRecordStatistics Bit Yes Single
STATGINT tssStatisticsInterval String Yes Single
STATREC tssStatsToCollect String Yes Single
STATSLOG tssStatsLogOutput String Yes Single
SUBACID tssAcquireBatchJobAcid String Yes Single
SVCDUMP tssIssueSVCDump Bit Yes Single
SWAP tssUseSwapping Bit Yes Single
SYNCH tssIssueSynchCommand Bit Yes Single
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SYSOUT tssSYSOUTClassAndDe
st

String Yes Single

SYSPLEX tssIssueSysplexComma
nd

String Yes Single

TAPE tssTapeProtection String Yes Single
TEMPDS tssTempDatasetProtecti

on
Bit Yes Single

TEXTTSS tssTopSecretReplaceme
ntString

String Yes Single

TIMELOCK tssTimeLockInterval String Yes Single
TIMER tssAuditAndTrackingInte

rval
String Yes Single

TNGMON tssTNGMonitoring Bit Yes Single
TSSCMDOPTION tssCommandOptions String Yes Single
VSAMCAT tssBypassVolumeChecks

OnVSAMCreate
Bit Yes Single

VTHRESH tssViolationThreshold String Yes Single
VSAM_SDT tssSDTRecordsinVSAMF

ile
String Yes Single

* To turn seccache off, set the size to 0. The cache parameters cannot be changed without a re-cycle of the SECCACHE
feature.

Objectclass tssCPFSysid

The tssCPFSysid object class represents an NDT CPFSYSID object, which indicates a sysid available for command
propagation. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CPFTARGET CPFTarget String Yes Single
CPFWAIT CPFWait Bit Yes Single
CPFRCVUND CPFReceiveFromUndefin

edNodes
Bit Yes Single

RECVCMDS LogReceivedCommands Bit Yes Single
RECVDSN DatasetForReceivedCom

mandsLog
String Yes Single

Objectclass tssCPFNode

The tssCPFNode object class represents an NDT CPFNode object, which as a Node assigned to a given CPF Sysid. This
object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTIVE NodeActive Bit Yes Single
BROADCAST BroadcastCommandsFor

AllNodes
Bit Yes Single
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GATEWAY GatewayNode Bit Yes Single
JOURNAL JournalNodeActivity Bit Yes Single
JOURNALDSN JournalDatasetName String Yes Single
RECEIVE ReceiveCommandsForLo

calNode
String Yes Single

SEND SendCommandsFromLo
calNode

String Yes Single

Objectclass tssNDTApplication

The tssNDTApplication object class represents an NDT PSTKAPPL or PassTicket application record. This object accepts
LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
SESSKEY SessionKey String Yes Single

Objectclass tssLDAPNode

The tssLDAPNode object class represents an NDT LDAPNODE object, which defines LDAP directories to Top Secret that
can receive add, modify, and delete LDAP requests from maintenance against TSS ACIDs. This object accepts LDAP
add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTIVE ActiveLDAPRecord Bit Yes Single
ADMDN AdminDN String Yes Single
ADMPSWD AdminPassword String Yes Single
APPLNAME NDTApplicationName String Yes Single
DEBUG DebugEnabled Bit Yes Single
BITDEFLT BitFieldFormat String Yes Single
BROADCAST BroadcastAllCommands Bit Yes Single
CHILDELETE DeleteChildObjects Bit Yes Single
CODEPAGE TranslationTable String Yes Single
DATEFMT LDAPDateFormat String Yes Single
EXTENDED UseExtendedOperations

ForSSL
Bit Yes Single

JOURNAL JournalOutboundComma
nds

Bit Yes Single

LABLCERT CertLabel String Yes Single
OBJCLASS ObjectClass String Yes Single
PSWDLOWR LowerCaseCharacterRe

quired
Bit Yes Single

RECOVERY RecoveryEnabled Bit Yes Single
SYNCADD SendCreateCommands Bit Yes Single
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SYNCDEL SendDeleteCommands Bit Yes Single
SYNCUPD SendUpdateCommands Bit Yes Single
SYSID LDAPSysids String Yes Single
USERDNS UserDistinguishedName

Suffix
String Yes Single

URL* URLForLDAPServer String Yes Single
XREF CrossReferenceFields String Yes Multi

NOTE
* In TSS version r12, the URL is single.

Objectclass tssLinuxNode

The tssLinuxNode object class represents an NDT LINUXNODE record, which can be assigned to an ACID with the
LINUXNAM or LNXENTS field. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, the following attributes may
be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACTIVE ActiveLinuxNode String Yes Single
IPADDR LinuxIPAddress String Yes Single
FACILITY LinuxFacility String Yes Single

Objectclass tssCalendarRecord

The tssCalendarRecord object class represents an SDT CALENDAR record, and specifies all active days for this calendar
record in the given year. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be
specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DESCRIPT CalendarDescription String Yes Single
DAYS CalendarDaysOfWeek String Yes Single
INCLUDE IncludeDays String Yes Single
EXCLUDE ExcludeDays String Yes Single
JANUARY JanuaryDays String No Single
FEBRUARY FebruaryDays String No Single
MARCH MarchDays String No Single
APRIL AprilDays String No Single
MAY MayDays String No Single
JUNE JuneDays String No Single
JULY JulyDays String No Single
AUGUST AugustDays String No Single
SEPTEMBER SeptemberDays String No Single
OCTOBER OctoberDays String No Single
NOVEMBER NovemberDays String No Single
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DECEMBER DecemberDays String No Single

Objectclass tssMapRecord

The tssMapRecord object class represents an SDT MAPREC record, which are used to support Screen Level Protection
(SLP) records for OTRAN and PPT resources. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the
following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DESCRIPT MapDescription String Yes Single
MAPDATA MapData String Yes Multi

Objectclass tssMaskRecord

The tssMaskRecord object class represents an SDT MASKREC record, which are used to support Screen Level
Protection (SLP) records for OTRAN and PPT resources. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations,
and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DESCRIPT MaskDescription String Yes Single
MASKDATA MaskData String Yes Multi

Objectclass tssRLPRecord

The tssRLPRecord object class represents an SDT RECORD record, which are associated with CICS FCT entries by
name. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DESCRIPT RLPDescription String Yes Single
RECDATA RecData String Yes Multi

Objectclass tssSelectRecord

The tssSelectRecord object class represents an SDT SELECT record, which allows the administrator to provide an eight-
character label for a (compound) Boolean condition, provided in the associated SELDATA. This object accepts LDAP add,
modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DESCRIPT SelectDescription String Yes Single
SELDATA SelectData String Yes Single
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Objectclass tssTimeRecord

The tssTimeRecord object class represents an SDT TIMEREC record, which allows the administrator to label one or more
time-range specifications. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may
be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DESCRIPT TimeDescription String Yes Single
RANGE TimeRange String Yes Single

Objectclass tssFDTRecord

The tssFDTRecord object class represents an entry in the FDT table, which allows clients to define user-defined fields to
Top Secret. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DISPLAY FDTRecordDisplayValue String Yes Single
FDTCODE FDTHexCode String Yes Single
MIXED FDTMixedCase Bit Yes Single
MAXLEN FDTRecordMaxLength String Yes Single
NONDISP FDTNonDisplay Bit Yes Single
NOXTRPRP FDTXTRProp Bit Yes Single
SEGMENT FDTRecordSegment String Yes Single

Objectclass tssRDTRecord

The tssRDTRecord object class represents an entry in the RDT table, which allows clients to define user-defined
resources to Top Secret. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may
be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/SingleValue
ACLST AccessLevelList String Yes Single
ALLMERGE UseAllMergeAlgorithm Bit Yes Single
DEFACC DefaultAccess String Yes Single
DEFPROT DefaultProtection Bit Yes Single
EXIT CallInstallationExit Bit Yes Single
GENERIC GenericResource Bit Yes Single
LIBRARY LibrarySupport Bit Yes Single
LONG SupportLongPermitName Bit Yes Single
MASK MaskingSupport Bit Yes Single
MAXLEN MaxPermissionLength String No Single
MERGE UseMergeAlgorithm Bit Yes Single
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PRIVPGM PrivilegedProgramSuppo
rt

Bit Yes Single

RESCODE ResourceCode String Yes Single
VMUSER VMUserSupport Bit Yes Single

Objectclass tssStartedTask

The tssStartedTask object class represents an STC record, which specifies a started task command to Top Secret. This
object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACID StartedTaskAcid String Yes Single
STCACT StartedTaskAuditing Bit Yes Single

Objectclass tssAuditRecord

The tssAuditRecord object class represents an AUDIT record, which allows an administrator to audit the use of a specific
resource. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ACCESS AuditAccessLevel String Yes Single
MATCHLIM AuditMatchlim Bit Yes Single
RESCLASS AuditResourceClass String Yes Single
RESNAME AuditResourceName String Yes Single

Objectclass tssDLFRecord

The tssDLFRecord object class represents a DLF record, which defines those data sets that are valid for the IBM Data
Lookaside Facility. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be
specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
JOBNAME JobName String Yes Multi
RETAIN Retain Bit Yes Single

Objectclass tssMLSSecLabel

The tssMLSSecLabel object class represents a MLS SECLABEL record, which specifies security labels that will be
assigned to users, data, and resources. This object accepts LDAP add, modify and delete operations, and the following
attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
CATEGORY MLSCategories String Yes Multi
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SECLEVEL MLSSecLevel String Yes Single

Objectclass tssMLSSecLevel

The tssMLSSecLevel object class represents a MLS SECLEVEL record, which are the hierarchical elements of security
labels. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
LVLNAME MLSLevelName String Yes Single

Objectclass tssMLSResource

The tssMLSResource object class represents a MLS RESOURCE record, which are the resources defined to MLS level
protection. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
ENTITY MLSResourceName String Yes Single
RESCLASS MLSResourceClass String Yes Single
SECLABEL ResourceSecLabel String Yes Single

Objectclass tssEIMProfile

The tssEIMProfile object class represents a SDT EIMPROF record, which lets an organization create a unique identity for
an individual or resource and to relate that identity to all other representations of the given entity (individual or resource)
within the organization. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be
specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
EIMDOMAIN EIMDomain String Yes Single
EIMOPTION EIMOption Bit Yes Single
EIMLOCREG EIMLocalRegistry String Yes Single
PRXLDAPHST LDAPHostInfo String Yes Single
PRXBINDDN LDAPBindDN String Yes Single
PRXBINDPW LDAPBindPswd String Yes Single
PRXKRBREG KerberosRegistry String Yes Single
PRX509REG X509Registry String Yes Single
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Objectclass tssRealmRecord

The tssRealmRecord object class represents a SDT REALM record, which corresponds to a local or foreign Realm
record. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DEFTKTLF DefaultTicketLife String Yes Single
ENCRYPT EncryptionLevel String Yes Single
KERBPASS KerberosPassword String Yes Single
MAXTKTLF MaximumTicketLife String Yes Single
MINTKTLF MinimumTicketLife String Yes Single
REALMNAME RealmName String Yes Single

Objectclass tssKeysMstrRecord

The tssKeysMstr object class represents a SDT KEYSMSTR record, which stores an encrypted key to be used with SMB
server processing or the EIM/PROXY feature. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the
following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DCENCRY DCEncrypt String Yes Single
KERBUSER KerberosUser
KEYMASK MaskDCEPassword Bit Yes Single
KEYENCRY EncryptDCEPassword Bit Yes Single
LINKNAME LinkName

Objectclass tssKerbLinkRecord

The tssKerbLinkRecord object class represents a SDT KERBLINK record, which is used to define Kerberos foreign
principal users to the Secureway Server Network Authentication Service. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and
delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
KERBUSER KerberosUser String Yes Single
LINKNAME LinkName String Yes String

Objectclass tssLDSysid

The tssLDSysid object class represents a NDT LDSYSID record, which defines global options to the LDS functionality of
Top Secret. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified:

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DEBUG LDSDebug Bit Yes Single
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JOURNAL LDSJournal Bit Yes Single
JOURNALDSN LDSJournalDataset String Yes Single
KEYRING LDSKeyRing String Yes Yes
RETRY LDSRetry String Yes Single
TIMEOUT LDSTimeout String Yes Single

Objectclass tssDCODataClass

The tssDCODataClass object class is used to display DATA class records. This object accepts LDAP add, modify, and
delete operations, and the following attributes may be specified::

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
DCLASS tssDCODataClass String Yes Single
DESCRIPT tssDCOdesc String Yes Single
ONAME1 tssDCOOname1 String Yes Single
ONAME2 tssDCOOname2 String Yes Single
OWNER1 tssDCOOwner1 String Yes Single
OWNER2 tssDCOOwner2 String Yes Single
RECLASS tssDCOResClass String Yes Single
RESNAME tssDCOResName String Yes Single

Objectclass tssWORKATTR

The tssWORKATTR object is used to access the WORKATTR user profile records. This object can be updated and
supports LDAP add, delete, and modify operations. When modifying a bit field, specify a value of Y or N to turn the bit on
or off.

Top Secret Field Name z/OS UFN Bit/String Changeable Multi/Single Value
WAACCNT AccountNumber String Yes Single
WAADDR1 AddressLine1 String Yes Single
WAADDR2 AddressLine2 String Yes Single
WAADDR3 AddressLine3 String Yes Single
WAADDR4 AddressLine4 String Yes Single
WABLDG BuildingName String Yes Single
WADEPT DepartmentName String Yes Single
WAEMAIL Email String Yes Single
WANAME UserName String Yes Single

RoomName String Yes Single
tssUsing String Yes Single

WAROOM

TargetNodes String Yes Mutli
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Using Search to Perform Resource Checks
You can use the LDAP Server search operation to perform authorization checks against the Top Secret database.
RESCHECK performs the authorization check and returns success (return code 0) or insufficient access (return code 50).
If you are not authorized to the LOG and/or STATUS parameters, then you receive an inappropriate authentication (return
code 48).

To use the LOG and STATUS parameters, the logged in user ID must be authorized to the configured class and entity
combination. The LDAP Server performs one RACROUTE AUTH check for each LOG and STATUS keyword value
against the logged in user ID per connection to the LDAP Server. If more than one RESCHECK is performed with the
same LOG and STATUS parameters, only one AUTH call is issued for the life of the connection. The AUTH call that is
issued is logged (LOG=ASIS) and cannot be overridden.

The default class is CALDAP and the entity HLQ is LDAP. When the resource check is made, the full entity value is
HLQ.RESCHK.LOG.keyword and HLQ.RESCHK.STATUS.keyword with an access level of READ. You can change the
default class and entity HLQ that is used with the tssRescheckClass and tssRescheckEntity keywords. For details, see
Top Secret Configuration Options.

NOTE
This functionality is specific to the LDAP Server and the CATSS backend. This functionality is not supported with
the CADB2 backend.

The following defines the RESCHECK and RESSIM search option.

Search DN Scope Search Filter
suffix DN Base RESCHECK= userid, access_level, class,

entity[, log[, status]] RESSIM= userid,
access_level, class, entity,facility

RESCHECK

Where access_level has a value of:

• READ, UPDATE, CONTROL, or ALTER

Where class has a value of:

• The class name, if you are performing a resource rule check
• A value of data set, if you are performing a data set check
• DB2 rules are not supported at this time.

Where log is optional. If used, log has a value of:

• ASIS, NONE, NOFAIL or NOSTAT (If not specified, the default is ASIS)

Where status is optional. If used, status has a value of:

• NONE, ERASE, EVERDOM, WRITEONLY or ACCESS. The default is NONE.

NOTE
You can specify this parameter only when you also specify the log parameter.

For example, to see whether a user has read access to the SYS1.* data sets, issue the following command:

ldapsearch -x -D cn=userid-w password -H ldap://127.0.0.1:389 -s base -b host=xe17,o=ca,c=us

 rescheck=userid,read,dataset,sys1

To see whether a user has read access to the SYS1.* data sets without logging occurring if the user is not authorized,
issue the following command:
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ldapsearch -x -D cn=userid -w password -H ldap://127.0.0.1:389 -s base -b host=xe42,o=ca,c=us

 rescheck=userid,read,dataset,sys1,none

RESSIM

Where access_level has a value of:

• READ, UPDATE, CONTROL, or ALTER

Where class has a value of:

• The class name, if you are performing a resource rule check
• A value of data set, if you are performing a data set check
• DB2 rules are not supported at this time.

Where facility is any valid Top Secret-defined facility.

For example, to see whether a user has read access to the SYS1.* data sets, issue the following command:

ldapsearch -x -D cn=userid-w password -H ldap://127.0.0.1:389 -s base -b host=xe17,o=ca,c=us

 ressim=userid,read,dataset,sys1,tso

To see if a user has read access to the SYS1.* data sets without logging occurring if the user is not authorized, issue the
following command:

ldapsearch -x -D cn=userid -w password -H ldap://127.0.0.1:389 -s base -b host=xe42,o=ca,c=us

 ressim=userid,read,dataset,sys1,none

Sample Search Commands (Top Secret)
To issue LDAP Server queries with command line tools and retrieve specific objects in the Top Secret tree, use the
following search commands:

NOTE
In the samples in the following table, you must supply your site-specific values for the following parameters. Use
these samples with the variable definitions listed after the table.

Function Command
Retrieve security and backend version information ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port

-s base -b “your_suffix” tsssysinfo=internal
Retrieve all ACIDs ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port

-s one -b “tssadmingrp=acids,your_suffix”
Retrieve a specific ACID ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port

-s base -b “tssacid=the_acid, tssadmingrp=acids, your_suffix”
Retrieve all ACIDs that start with the characters ‘LDAP’ ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port

-s one -b “tssadmingrp=acids, your_suffix” (tssacid=’LDAP*’)
Retrieve all the facilities for a specific ACID ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port

-s one -b “tssacidgrp=facilities,tssacid=the_acid,
tssadmingrp=acids, your_suffix”

Retrieve all the ownerships for a specific ACID ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “tssacidgrp= ownerships,tssacid=the_acid,
tssadmingrp=acids, your_suffix”

Retrieve all the permissions for a specific ACID ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “tssacidgrp=permissions,tssacid=the_acid,
tssadmingrp=acids, your_suffix”
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Retrieve all the profiles for a specific ACID ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H
your_url:your_port -s one -b “tssacidgrp=proflist,tssacid=the_acid,
tssadmingrp=acids, your_suffix”

Retrieve all ACIDs of type=profile ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “tssadmingrp=profiles,your_suffix”

Retrieve all ACIDs of type=group ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “tssadmingrp=groups,your_suffix”

Retrieve a specific profile ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s base -b “tssprofile=the_profile, tssadmingrp=profiles,
your_suffix

Retrieve all the facilities for a specific profile ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “tssprofgrp=facilities,tssprofile=the_profile,
tssadmingrp=profiles, your_suffix”

Retrieve all the permissions for a specific profile ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “tssprofgrp=permissions, tssprofile=the_profile,
tssadmingrp=profiles, your_suffix”

Retrieve all the ACIDs for a specific profile ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_acid -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port
-s one -b “tssprofgrp=acidlist, tssprofile=the_profile,
tssadmingrp=profiles, your_suffix”

real_acid
Specifies a real ACID defined in the Top Secret database.

real_pswd
Specifies the password for the real_acid.

your_url
Specifies the URL of LDAP Server.

your_port
Specifies the port that LDAP Server is using.

your_suffix
Specifies the configured suffix used in slapd.conf.

the_acid
Specifies the real ACID defined in the Top Secret database that you are trying to retrieve details for.

the_profile
Specifies the real profile or group defined in the Top Secret database for which you are trying to retrieve details.

Configure the RACF_UTF Backend
You can configure the RACF_UTF backend with the LDAP Server. Only Symantec Identity Manager and Symantec
Privileged Access Manager (PAM) use this backend. Symantec Identity Manager also implements what is required for
Identity Provisioning. This backend is not supported for use with any product other than Symantec Identity Manager and
Symantec Privileged Access Manager. The RACF_UTF backend provides access to the IBM RACF security databases
through the R_Admin callable service. For this reason, the userid that binds to LDAP Server requires a TSO segment.

NOTE
Applications that use the R_Admin callable service require that you assign the TRUSTED attribute to the RACF
subsystem address space. See Receive a RACF_UTF Backend Insufficient Access Authority Error for more
details.

The following topics support the configuration:
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•  Setting configuration options 
•  Sample search commands 

RACF Configuration Options
The slapd.conf file includes the following sections:

• Global options, which affect all RACF_UTF databases
• Database-specific options, which are configured for each security database being accessed

Back-end global options are specified after the LDAP Server global options but before any database-specific options. The
backend keyword distinguishes back-end global options from the back-end database-specific options. For example:

backend racf_utf

Database-specific options are specified after the database keyword. For example:

database racf_utf

Global Options (RACF)

The global options for the RACF_UTF backend are configured only once and must be configured before any database
RACF_UTF sections. All option keywords that follow must start in column one of the configuration file. The options are as
follows:

backend racf_utf
Begins the global options for all configured RACF_UTF backends. This option can only be configured once and
must be specified before any of the remaining options can be configured.
Default: N/A

disable_segments
Disables returning the segment data when listing a user id for all RACF_UTF back ends. With this option, the
LDAP Server returns only the data that an LU command would return. To enable this option, enter this value on a
line by itself after a backend racf_utf statement.
Default: returns the segment data

ptktappl
Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server
with [assign the value for chorus in your book], set this option to the same value with which [assign the value for
chorus in your book] is configured. This configuration is important when using IBM PassTickets to authenticate
users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP

ptktReqrId
(Optional) Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the
server for all post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a passticket on behalf of a client logon.
Example: ptktReqrId passgen

ptktReqrPwFile
(Optional) Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the
slapd.conf ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.
Example: ptktReqrPwFile ./authid.pwd
Example: ptktReqrPwFile /ldap_install_directory/authid.pwd
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Database-Specific Options (RACF)

The following options for the RACF_UTF backend are database-specific. This combination of options can be specified
multiple times, once per security database being accessed.

• database RACF_UTF
Begins the database-specific options for the RACF_UTF backend. In this case, the database is RACF. This option can
be configured multiple times, once for each security database that is accessed.
Default: N/A

• codeset csname
Specifies the name of an EBCDIC codeset. The LDAP Server converts the host fields from UTF-8 to this EBCDIC
codeset before passing them to the external security manager. The value csname must designate a single-byte
EBCDIC code system. Possible values of this argument are documented in the IBM XL C/C++ Programming Guide.
Based on the information in this guide, csname must be one of the values in the FromCode column. The value in the
ToCode column is always UTF-8.
Default: IBM-1047

• CreateAlias
Specifies that an alias entry should be defined for the account on the mainframe if the account is being granted TSO
access. This option applies to add and modify RACF account requests. This option is configured a single time for all
users and cannot be set differently for specific users. The relate parameter is required and specifies the user catalog
the alias is being defined for. The catalog parameter is optional and defaults to the master catalog.
Default: Disabled
Example: createAlias Relate [Catalog]
The user must be given one the following TSO privileges for an alias to be created:

RACF Keyword z/OS UFN

ACCTNUM racfTsoAccountNumber

DEST racfTsoDestination

HOLDCLASS racfTsoHoldClass

JOBCLASS racfTsoJobClass

MSGCLASS racfTsoMessageClass

PROC racfTsoDefaultLogonProc

SIZE racfTsoLogonSize

MAXSIZE racfTsoMaximumRegionSize

SYSOUTCLASS racfTsoDefaultSysoutClass

USERDATA racfTsoUserdata

UNIT racfTsoDefaultUnit

SECLABEL racfTsoSecurityLabel

COMMAND racfTsoDefaultCommand

• DeleteAlias
After successfully deleting a user, issue the DELETE ALIAS command.
Default: Disabled

• disable_segments
Disables returning the segment data when listing a user ID for all RACF_UTF back ends. With this option, the LDAP
Server returns only the data that an LU command would return. To enable this option, enter this value on a line by itself
after a backend racf_utf statement.
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Default: returns the segment data
• disable_userid_details

When performing scope=one or sub searches, only return the object UTF.
Default: Disabled.

• enableNoExpirePswd
Specifies the password is set to not expire. When using the LDAP Server with Symantec PAM (Privileged Access
Manager), for Symantec PAM to manage passwords, the password must be set to NO-EXPIRE. This configuration
option, in conjunction with an LDAP modify, ensures the password is set to not expire. Do not add this option if not
using Symantec PAM.
Default: Not enabled
Example: enableNoExpirePswd

• enableNoExpirePswdResume
Specifies the password is set to not expire and to unsuspend passwords that have already expired. When using
the LDAP Server with Symantec PAM (Privileged Access Manager), for Symantec PAM to manage passwords, the
password must be set to NO-EXPIRE. This configuration option, in conjunction with an LDAP modify, ensures the
password is set to not expire. Do not add this option if not using Symantec PAM.
Default Not enabled
Example: enableNoExpirePswdResume

• groupOwnSelf
(Optional) When adding new , instead of the OWNER defaulting to the current user ID.
Default: Disabled.

• preAddUserMessage
Before issuing the Add User command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. To have the user ID substituted into the string before it is written to the
console, enter %s in the string.
Default: No user message
Example: preAddUserMessage “ABC1023I User %s about to be added”

• postAddUserMessage
After issuing the Add User command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any spaces,
enclose the string in double quotes. To have the user ID substituted in to the string before it is written to the console,
enter %s in the string.
Default: No user message
Example: postAddUserMessage “ABC1023I User %s was added”

• preModUserMessage
Before issuing the Modify User command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. To have the user ID substituted in to the string before it is written to the
console, enter %s in the string.
Default: No user message
Example: preAddUserMessage “ABC1023I User %s about to be modified”

• postModUserMessage
After issuing the Modify User command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. To have the user ID substituted in to the string before it is written to the
console, enter %s in the string.
Default: No user message
Example: postModUserMessage “ABC1023I User %s was modified”

• preDelUserMessage
Before issuing the Delete User command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. To have the user ID substituted in to the string before it is written to the
console, enter %s in the string.
Default: No user message
Example: preDelUserMessage “ABC1023I User %s about to be deleted”

• postDelUserMessage
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After issuing the Delete User command, write the following string to the system console. If the string contains any
spaces, enclose the string in double quotes. To have the user ID substituted in to the string before it is written to the
console, enter %s in the string.
Default: No user message
Example: postDelUserMessage “ABC1023I User %s was deleted”

• ptktappl
Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server with
CSM, set this option to the same value with which CSM is configured. This configuration is important when using IBM
PassTickets to authenticate users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP

• ptktReqrId
(Optional) Specifies a server-level user ID that is cached in memory. This user ID is used to authenticate the server for
all post-bind operations, allowing the server to request a passticket on behalf of a client logon.
Example: ptktReqrId passgen

• ptktReqrPwFile
(Optional) Specifies the relative or fully qualified name of the encrypted password file that corresponds to the
slapd.conf ptktReqrId option. The file is generated using the authid command line utility.
Example: ptktReqrPwFile ./authid.pwd
Example: ptktReqrPwFile /ldap_install_directory/authid.pwd

• RADMIN_XTR
Specifies that the LDAP Server exploits the R_admin() callable services to extract Users and Groups instead of using a
TSO environment.
Default: Off

• siParms host port [ssl-required | ssl-supported] [cont]
When accessing a security database on a different host, this option is used to configure the IP/port of the remote DSI
Server being used to access that security file.
When you start the LDAP Server with an siPARMS parameter specified, a connection is made with the DSI Server. If a
connection cannot be established, the LDAP Server shuts down. If the optional keyword "cont" is specified, the LDAP
Server continues to start up even if a connection cannot be made to the DSI Server. When a request comes in to the
LDAP Server, the connection to the DSI Server is attempted again.
– host

Specifies the machine name or TCP/IP address of the remote DSI Server.
– port

Specifies the port the remote DSI Server was started on.
– ssl-required

(Optional) Specifies to use a secure connection between the LDAP Server on one LPAR and the remote DSI
Server. If a secure connection cannot be established, it is dropped. This parameter is mutually exclusive with ssl-
supported.

– ssl-supported
(Optional) Specifies to try and establish a secure connection between the LDAP Server on one LPAR and the
remote DSI Server. If a secure connection cannot be established, it drops back to an unsecured connection. This
parameter is mutually exclusive with ssl-required.

– cont
(Optional) Specifies that the LDAP Server is allowed to start even if it cannot communicate with the remote DSI
Server. Without this parameter, if the LDAP Server cannot communicate to the remote DSI Server, it shuts down.

Default: N/A
Example: siParms test-lpar.my.com 390 ssl-supported
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When running in a sysplex environment you can set up multiple DSI Servers to provide redundancy. This is
accomplished by adding multiple siPARMS configuration statements. For example:
siPARMS  plex-1.my.com  390  ssl-supported

siPARMS  plex-2.my.com  390  ssl-supported

siPARMS  plex-3.my.com  390  ssl-supported

When configured in this way, the LDAP Server will try to communicate through plex-1. If a connection cannot be
established with plex-1, LDAP Server will try to communicate through plex-2 followed by plex-3. Once a connection
is established, all transactions are sent to that DSI Server. If the connection is broken for any reason, the selection
process automatically starts over with plex-1.

• siTimeOut
Configures the time-out value, in seconds, for the previous siParms statement. When performing TCP/IP
communication, you might want a transaction to time out if it cannot reach the other end. Use this option to configure
that value.
Default: N/A
Example: siTimeOut 999

• siTLSCertKeyLabel
(Optional) Specifies the label of the certificate to use that is in the certificate store specified by TLSKeyringName. If no
value is specified, the default certificate in the certificate store will be used.
Default: N/A
Example: siTLSCertKeyLabel label_here
The value label is the label that is assigned to the certificate when the certificate was connected to the keyring. If the
value contains embedded blanks, it must be enclosed in double quotes. The certificate that is designated by label_here
must include USAGE PERSONAL.

• siTLSVerifyClient {on|off}
(Optional) Specifies whether a client is required to present a certificate when attempting to establish an SSL or TLS
connection with the server.
Default: N/A
The allowed values of option are as follows:
– ON

Indicates the server requests a certificate. If no certificate is provided, or a bad certificate is provided, the session is
immediately terminated.

– OFF
Indicates the server does not request a certificate.

• suffix
Specifies the DN that this back end services.
Default: N/A
Example: suffix host=test, o=company, c=us

LDAP Server Support for CSDATA

You can configure the LDAP Server to allow Symantec IGA to manage the IBM RACF CSDATA fields for user and group
objects. The LDAP Server supports all the IBM RACF CSDATA types, which are char, num, hex, and flag.

You are not required to configure the CSDATA fields. If your site does not require this configuration or does not have any
defined CSDATA fields, skip this procedure.

This procedure does not explain how to configure IBM RACF CSDATA. See the IBM documentation.

IMPORTANT
The LDAP Server uses the information that you provide for the CSDATA fields to retrieve, convert, and
update the field values. Therefore, you must define the CSDATA fields to the LDAP Server correctly for proper
processing. For example, if the field is a character field, but you define it as a numeric field, you might encounter
issues.
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The CSDATA keyword and its parameters have the following format:

# User defined fields

#keyword        RACF       LDAP          type   max_len    display

user-csdata     baj        ucs-baj       char   13

# Group defined fields

#keyword        RACF       LDAP          type   max_len    display

group-csdata    baj        gcs-baj       char   13

The columns have the following definitions:

RACF
Specifies the value that was provided as part of the RDEFINE CFIELD command. When issuing IBM RACF
commands to manage the field, this value is required.
Example:
If one of the following commands was provided:
RDEFINE CFIELD USER.CSDATA.MYFLD
*or*
RDEFINE CFIELD GROUP.CSDATA.MYFLD
The value for the RACF column is MYFLD.

LDAP
Specifies the attribute name that LDAP Server is to use to manage the field. You can use any unique value that is
not already in the LDAP schema. We suggest using ucs-xxxx or gcs-xxxx. The value ucs identifies the value as a
user cs data field. The value gcs identifies the value as a group cs data field.
Example: ucs-MYFLD
Whatever naming convention you choose must meet the LDAP protocol standards. The protocol standard states
that the first byte is alpha and the rest of the name is alphanumeric or a dash.

Type
Specifies the IBM RACF data type. This value is the type() value from the RDEFINE command.
Valid Values: char, num, hex, or flag

Max_len
Specifies the maxlength() value from the RDEFINE command. Use the following lengths per field type:

• For char fields, the length that you specified when defining the field in IBM RACF.
• For hex or num fields, a value of 8.
• For flag fields, a value of 3.

display
Specifies the string that IBM RACF uses when displaying the output from a LISTUSER command. By default, this
value is the field name value from the RACF column. If the listhead() value on the RDEFINE is different from the
RACF column name, specify that value for this column.

Determine the Field Definitions

If you do not know how the field was originally defined, you can determine the values by issuing the following command:

RLIST CFIELD USER.CSDATA.MYFLD CFDEF NORACF

MYFLD
Specifies the field name.

The command output provides the values for type(), maxlength(), and listhead().
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Add the CSDATA Keyword Statement to the slapd.conf File

Add the CSDATA keyword statement to the LDAP Server slapd.conf. Place the statement anywhere between the
database statement and the end of the file. We suggest adding the CSDATA keyword statement after the suffix statement.

You can add as many user-csdata and group-csdata entries as needed. You can add the entries in any order, intermixed,
or not defined at all.

Example: CSDATA keyword statements added after suffix statement

database     racf_utf

suffix       host=myHost, o=yourCompany, c=US

user-csdata  name1   ucs-name1  char    5   MY-FIELD-NAME

user-csdata  name2   ucs-name2  char    13

user-csdata  myHex   ucs-hex1   hex     8

user-csdata  myFlag  ucs-flag1  flag    3

user-csdata  myNum   ucs-num1   num     

group-csdata name2   gcs-name2  char    13

parmx xx

parmy yy

parmz zz

In this example, we have a duplicate value of name2 in the RACF column. This duplicate value is acceptable for the
following reasons:

• The duplicate value is specified only once per user or group object. In this example, name2 is specified once for a
user-csdata definition and once for a group-csdata definition. This value is the actual field name on the user and group
objects that are used to manage IBM RACF.

• The LDAP names are unique. In this example, the unique, corresponding LDAP names are ucs-name2 and gcs-
name2. These unique values allow LDAP Server to map the value back to the RACF field name.

Sample Search Commands (RACF)
To issue LDAP Server queries with command line tools and retrieve specific objects in the IBM RACF tree, use the
following search command.

You must supply your site-specific values for the command parameters.

Function
Retrieve security and backend version information.

Command

ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_id -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -s base -b “your_suffix” racfsysinfo=internal

real_id
Specifies a real user ID defined in the IBM RACF database.

real_pswd
Specifies the password for the real_acid.

your_url
Specifies the URL of LDAP Server.

your_port
Specifies the port that LDAP Server is using.

your_suffix
Specifies the configured suffix used in slapd.conf.
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Configure the CADB2 Backend
The CADB2 backend lets the LDAP Server use the IBM DB2 repository to store LDAP Server distinguished names,
entry data, and attributes. The CADB2 backend does not give the LDAP Server the ability to access any existing DB2
databases and tables.

All the files that are needed to configure and use the CADB2 backend are installed in the base LDAP Server installation.
There are no additional installation steps.

The configuration process includes:

1. Configuring the maximum number of threads and connections
2. Installing and configuring DDF
3. Binding and granting the ODBC Plan
4. Database considerations
5. Performing post-installation configuration
6. Configuring the ODBC initialization file
7. Database-specific options

Sample search commands are available.

Configure the Maximum Number of Threads and Connections
This topic is part of the process for Db2 Backend backend configuration.

The LDAP Server creates multiple threads to increase performance. Each thread allocates a separate connection to
the DB2 subsystem. By default, the LDAP Server has up to 32 active threads. If the number of concurrent LDAP Server
operations exceeds this number, the number of threads can be increased. Use the DB2 thread management panel,
DSNTIPE to configure DB2 the number of connections that the LDAP Server might make to the DB2 subsystem.

NOTE

The ZPARM member created by the DSNTIJUZ job can also control these options.

To configure the number of threads and connections:

1. Set MAX BATCH CONNECT (IDBACK) to a value that is greater than or equal to the maximum number of threads that
will be active in LDAP Server.
If this value is set too low, the LDAP Server may fail with an “Unable to allocate connection handle error” message.
Set this value to at least 32 to provide a connection to each one of the LDAP Server threads. A value of 100 is more
realistic if other processes have connections to DB2 besides the LDAP Server.

2. Confirm that the values for MAX REMOTE ACTIVE (MAXDBAT) and MAX REMOTE CONNECTED (CONDBAT) are
set to at least the number of threads that you want to have active.
Although this value can be less than the number of threads in use, specify a value of at least 32. A value of 100 is
more realistic if other processes have connections to DB2 besides LDAP Server.

Thread information and other options are described in detail in the IBM DB2 for OS/390 Administration Guide.

How to Install and Configure DDF (CADB2)
This topic is part of the process for Db2 Backend backend configuration.

The Db2 Backend back end requires that the IBM DB2 Distributed Data Facility (DDF) be installed and configured as
follows:

1. Include a DDF record in your bootstrap data set (BSDS) to use a local or remote DB2 database. The DDF record must
include the LOCATION and LUNAME keywords:
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– If you are using a DB2 database that is on the local system, the DDF component does not need to be started.
– If you are using a DB2 database that is on a remote system, the DDF component of DB2 must be configured and

started on systems using the DB2 ODBC interface.
2. The Db2 Backend back end requires that the DB2 ODBC interface be installed and configured. The ODBC interface is

typically installed and configured during the installation process for DB2 for z/OS. For more information about installing
and configuring the ODBC interface, see the IBM ODBC documentation.

Bind and Grant the ODBC Plan (CADB2)
This topic is part of the process for Db2 Backend backend configuration.

To let ODBC access the DB2 subsystem, bind a DB2 ODBC plan to the proper DB2 subsystem. An online bind sample,
DSNTIJCL, is available as part of the ODBC installation. This JCL binds the DSNACLI plan to the DB2 subsystem.

Also grant execute authority to users of the plan. For example:

GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN DSNACLI TO PUBLIC.

Enter this command through SPUFI or submit it through a batch job.

For detailed information, see the IBM ODBC documentation.

Database Considerations (CADB2)
This topic is part of the process for Db2 Backend backend configuration.

During startup processing in the LDAP Server, connections to DB2 are established. If DB2 stops for any reason while the
LDAP Server is running, it cannot re-establish the connections to DB2. Recycle the LDAP Server (stop and start) to re-
establish the connections.

Perform Post-Installation Configuration (CADB2)
This topic is part of the process for Db2 Backend backend configuration.

To use the LDAP Server to store data using a Db2 repository, initialize the Db2 table with one LDAP object.

NOTE

Before performing this procedure, make sure that drop.db2 was used to define empty tables.

To initialize DB2

1. Uncomment the Db2-related items in the slapd.conf file so there is a module load and 'database db2_utf' directives.
Set the database-specific options to the values that were provided by your system administrator.
Example:
moduleload   back_cadb2_utf.dll

:

:

database   db2_utf

suffix     "c=us"

rootdn     "cn=USERID,c=us"

rootpw     secret

dbssid     DSN7

dbname     LDAPDB

dbuserid   SYSADM1

dbpasswd   SYSADM1

2. Create an LDIF file to load the initial object in the database that has the same DN as the configured suffix value.
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Example:
startup.ldif

------------------------

dn: c=us

objectclass: top

objectclass: country

description: United States

c: us

3. Run the ldapadd to load the LDIF file.
Example:
ldapadd -D cn=USERID,c=us -w secret -f startup.ldif -H ldap://prod:389

Where:
USERID

Identifies a valid user.
secret

Identifies the security product pswd value.
startup.ldif

Identifies a valid ldif file.
prod

Identifies the z/OS machine name the LDAP Server is running on.
389

Identifies the LDAP Server port.
Note: If setting up DB2 for certificate logon, use the -D, -cn, and -w parameters to create an initial object.
The LDAP Server is now ready to be restarted and the DB2 backend enabled.

NOTE
Testing was performed using DB2 for z/OS v7.

NOTE
Only the required minimum DB2 parameters are included in the sample slapd.conf file. All DB2 parameters
appear in section DB2 Options.

Configure the ODBC Initialization File (CADB2)
This topic is part of the process for Db2 Backend backend configuration.

The ODBC interface requires an initialization file. This file specifies the following information:

• DB2 subsystem ID (SSID)
• data source name (DSN)
• ODBC plan name (must be set to DSNACLI)

Determine the proper subsystem ID, data source name, and ODBC plan name by contacting a DB2 system administrator.
The ODBC initialization file can be a sequential data set or an HFS file.

See the sample initialization file, odbc.ini, in the installation directory for an example setup and instructions. For more
information, see the IBM ODBC documentation.

 

Database-Specific Options (CADB2)
This topic is part of the process for Db2 Backend backend configuration.
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The following lists the options available to a DB2 repository. If more than one DB2 repository is configured in the LDAP
Server configuration file (slapd.conf), each parameter pertains only to the database db2_perf that it is configured for.

Valid options are as follows:

rootdn dn_value
Specifies the rootdn that is given complete read/write access to all data. The dn_value must be specified in DN
format.

rootpw value
Specifies the password value for the rootdn. See previous option.

dbname database-name
Specifies the name of the DB2 database that is used to store the LDAP Server attributes. This name must
correspond to the name of the database that was created using the DROP.DB2 script or created externally using
SPUFI.
Default: LDAPDB.

dbaltname alternate-table-name-file
Specifies the location and name of the alternate table name file. Some attributes require a DB2 table name
different from the specified attribute name. The alternate table name file contains a list of these DB2 table names.
The file name that you specify must be a complete path to the alternate table name file.
The alternate name file contains entries for each attribute as follows:
attribute  attribute-name   table-name

For example, you could use the table FAX for the attribute FACSIMILETELEPHONENUMBER. The entry would
appear as follows:
attribute FACSIMILETELEPHONENUMBER FAX

dbcommit { on|off }
Forces the LDAP Server DB2 back-end to perform a commit operation after a successful add, modify, or delete
operation. This occurs only if the DB2 sharing facility is installed and running. Forcing a commit prevents DB2
resources from being locked when multiple clients attempt to access the DB2 database.

dbdnsize integer
Specifies the maximum size of the DN (distinguished name) entry that is stored in the DB2 database. This option
controls the size of the column that holds the DN entry when the table (LDAP_ENTRY) is created. If you set this
value to a value less than 256, 256 is used.
Default: 1024

dbentrysize integer
Specifies the maximum size of the entry data (LDIF record) to be stored in the DB2 database. This option controls
the size of the column that holds the entry data when the table (LDAP_ENTRY) gets created. If you set this value
to a value less than 1024, 1024 is used.
Default: 4096

dbpasswd password
Specifies the password to use to connect to the database. This option specifies the password to connect to the
database in future releases.
Default: n/a

dbptktappl application ID
Specifies the DB2 APPLID (Application ID) that is used to generate a PassTicket for LDAP Server DB2 backend
operations. This value must match the LINKNAME value from the LUNAME parameter. If you do not use DDF,
obtain this value from the DB2 setup job, DSNTIJUZ.
Note: When both dbpasswd and dbptktappl are specified, the dbpasswd option is used and no PassTicket
generation attempt is made.
Example: dbptktappl DDFDSN9
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dbssid ssid
Specifies the subsystem ID that handles the DB2 requests through the IBM Call Level Interface (CLI). Specify the
SSID (DB2 subsystem ID) to connect to. This value is typically DSN, DSN5, DSN6, and so on.
Default: DSN

dbuserid userid
Specifies the user ID to connect to the database. The user ID is typically the logon ID of the user or SYSADM. If
this option is not specified, the logon ID is used for the connection.
Default: n/a

dbver version
Specifies the version of the database that the LDAP Server is connecting to.
Default: n/a

tbspaceentry tablespacename
Specifies the tablespace name to contain the LDAP_ENTRY table. The LDAP_ENTRY table contains the DN and
ENTRY_DATA columns that store the distinguished name, entry data (LDIF record), and associated information.
Default: LDAPSPC

tbspace32k tablespacename
Specifies the tablespace name to contain tables that have a total column width that requires a 32-KB tablespace.
Default: LDAP32K

tbspace16k tablespacename
Specifies the tablespace name to contain tables that have a total column width that requires a 16-KB tablespace.
Default: LDAP16K

tbspace8k tablespacename
Specifies the tablespace name to contain tables that have a total column width that requires an 8-KB tablespace.
Default: LDAP8K

tbspace4k tablespacename
Specifies the tablespace name to contain tables that have a total column width that requires a 4-KB tablespace.
Default: LDAP4K

Sample Search Commands (CADB2)
To issue LDAP Server queries with command line tools and retrieve specific objects in the DB2 backed LDAP repository
tree, use the following search command.

You must supply your site-specific values for the command parameters.

Function
Retrieve backend version information.

Command
ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_id -w real_pswd -h your_url:your_port -s base -b “your_suffix” cadb2sysinfo=internal

real_id
Specifies a real user ID.

real_pswd
Specifies the password for the real_acid.

your_url
Specifies the URL of LDAP Server.

your_port
Specifies the port that LDAP Server is using.
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your_suffix
Specifies the configured suffix used in slapd.conf.

Configure the LDAP Backend
The LDAP backend connects the LDAP Server to another LDAP Server, making the LDAP Server a client of that LDAP
Server. In this manner, you can make the LDAP Server the entry point into your directory hierarchy. This configuration lets
the LDAP Server forward the LDAP operation to another LDAP Server to perform the work. The results are then passed
back to the application that made the initial call. This process removes the need to configure referral URLs in the LDAP
Server. It also removes the need to code referral support in the application that made the original call.

Global Configuration Options

The LDAP Server backend does not use any global options.

Database-Specific Configuration Options

The database-specific options are specific to each remote LDAP Server being accessed. This combination of options can
be specified multiple times, once per LDAP Server.

database ldap
Begins the LDAP Server specific options for the LDAP Server back end. This option can be configured multiple
times, once for each LDAP Server that is accessed.
Default: n/a
For example:
database ldap

suffix
Configures the DN that this back end services. This option is used with the database statement. If there are
spaces in the DN, put quotes around it.
Default: n/a
For example:
suffix "o=company, c=us"

uri
Configures the URI of the remote LDAP Server to communicate with. For example:
uri ldap://remote_host:remote_port

binddn
Configures the DN to bind to the remote LDAP Server. For example:
binddn "cn=userid, o=company, c=us"

bindpw
Configures the password for the LDAP back end binddn. For example:
bindpw secret

bind_pass_through
Configures the LDAP back end to use the original bind dn to bind to the remote LDAP Server. This option can be
used in place of the binddn and bindpw parameters. This option is not enabled by default. For example:
bind_pass_through
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Configure the DB2 Backend for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event
Manager
The DB2 backend configuration for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager includes installing and
configuring:

• IBM DB2 Distributed Data Facility (DDF)
• Resource Recovery Services (RRS)

The DB2 backend lets the LDAP Server use IBM DB2 to retrieve Data Mart, Warehouse, and Monitor component data.
Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager also let you create policy statements and policy sets to control
component processing. The Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager web interfaces use this data for
reporting. The backend does not allow the LDAP Server to access the existing DB2 database and tables for other
applications.

All the required files to configure and use the Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager backend are installed
with the base LDAP Server installation. No additional installation steps are required.

Sample LDAP Server Search commands are available.

Set Maximum Number of Threads and Connections
The LDAP Server creates multiple threads to increase performance. Each thread allocates a separate connection to
the DB2 subsystem. By default, the LDAP Server has up to 32 active threads. If the number of concurrent LDAP Server
operations exceeds 32, you can increase the number of threads. Use the DB2 thread management panel, DSNTIPE, to
configure the number of connections that are allowed from the LDAP Server to the DB2 subsystem.

You can also use the ZPARM member that is created by the DSNTIJUZ job to control these options.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the MAX BATCH CONNECT (IDBACK) to a value that is greater than or equal to the maximum number of threads
that will be active in the LDAP Server.
Set this value to at least 32 to provide a connection to each one of the LDAP Server threads. A value of 100 is more
realistic if processes other than the LDAP Server have connections to DB2.
If this value is set too low, the LDAP Server might fail with the following message:
Unable to allocate connection handle error

2. Confirm that the values for the MAX REMOTE ACTIVE (MAXDBAT) and the MAX REMOTE CONNECTED
(CONDBAT) are set to at least the number of threads that you want to have active.
Although this value can be less than the number of threads in use, specify a value of at least 32. A value of 100 is
more realistic if processes other than the LDAP Server have connections to DB2.

For more information, see the IBM DB2 for z/OS Administration Guide.

RRS Requirements
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager DB2 backend configuration.

The Compliance Manager Monitor component executes Resource Recovery Services Attach Facility (RRSAF) functions to
connect to DB2. It also uses these functions to store and retrieve information from the DB2 repository. Resource Recovery
Services (RRS) require log streams to record events related to protected resources. For the steps to set up RRSAF, see
the operating environment section in the IBM Redbook, DB2 for z/OS Stored Procedures: Through the CALL and Beyond.

How to Install and Configure the DDF
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager DB2 backend configuration.
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This topic details the process to install and configure the DDF.

NOTE
If you are using a DB2 database that is on the local system, you do not need to start the DDF component. If you
are using a DB2 database that is on a remote system, you must configure and start the DDF component of DB2
on systems using the DB2 ODBC interface.

To install and configure the DDF

1. Include a DDF record in your bootstrap data set (BSDS) to use a local or remote DB2 database. The DDF record must
include the LOCATION and LUNAME keywords.

LOCATION
Defines the location of the DB2 database.

LUNAME
Defines the logical unit name.

2. Install and configure the DB2 ODBC interface. The ODBC interface is normally installed and configured as part of the
installation process for DB2 for z/OS. For more information about installing and configuring the ODBC interface, see
the IBM ODBC documentation.

Bind and Grant the ODBC Plan
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager DB2 backend configuration.

Bind a DB2 ODBC plan to the proper DB2 subsystem so that ODBC can access the DB2 subsystem. An online
bind sample, DSNTIJCL, is available as part of the ODBC installation. This JCL binds the DSNACLI plan to the DB2
subsystem.

To grant execute authority to users of the plan, enter the following command through SPUFI or through a batch job:

GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN DSNACLI TO PUBLIC.

For more information, see the IBM ODBC documentation.

Database Considerations
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager DB2 backend configuration.

During startup processing in the LDAP Server, connections to DB2 are established. If DB2 stops while the LDAP Server is
running, it cannot re-establish the connections to DB2. You can recycle (stop and re-start it) the LDAP Server or enter the
F LDAP,BACKEND command to re-establish the connections.

Perform Post-Installation Configuration
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager DB2 backend configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Create and initialize the policy file by performing the following substeps:

NOTE
The policy file holds the policy statements and policy sets that control component processing for Compliance
Manager or Compliance Event Manager. You must create and initialize the policy file before using the
Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager web interface and activating its components.

a. Edit the CDT9PCHR job in yourHLQ.CDT9JCL to conform to your site standards, including changing the LDAP
directory names.
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b. Estimate the amount of space that is required to store the policy statements and policy sets in the policy file. Then
modify the space parameter in CDT9PCHR, as necessary.

c. Submit the CDT9PCHR job.
The job runs and completes. This job may take several minutes to complete.

d. Check the job output to verify that you successfully created the policy file under the name that you specified in the
CDT9PCHR job.
The policy file is ready for use.

2. Update the slapd.conf file to have the appropriate policy file and DB2 table names, including the following items:
– suffix (company name and country code)
– DB location
– DB user
– DB password

If using a PassTicket to connect to DB2, omit the DB password and instead specify the DB2 application ID.

WARNING
Failure to configure dblocation with the same value as the DDF may result in an authorization error.
Failure to configure dbptktapplid with the same value as the LINKNAME value from the DB2 LUNAME will
result in a PassTicket verification error.

The slapd.conf file now includes the appropriate policy file and DB2 table names.
3. After you create the policy file and complete the installation, use the web interface to define component policy

statements and policy sets. We recommend that you regularly back up the policy file by dumping its contents into a
data set. If necessary, you can use this backup later to restore the contents of the current policy file. For backup and
restore, use the CDT9PBAC and CDT9PRES jobs.

Back Up the Policy File
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager DB2 backend configuration.

Regularly back up the policy file by dumping the contents of the policy file into a data set that you can use later, if
necessary, to restore the contents of the current policy file.

WARNING
Never perform the backup when users are updating policy sets or policy statements in the web interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the CDT9PBAC job in yourHLQ.CDT9JCL to conform to your site standards.
The CDT9BAC job conforms to your site standards.

2. Submit the CDT9PBAC job.
The job runs to completion.

3. Check the job output to verify that the CDT9PBAC job completed successfully.
When the job is successful, the data set defined by the MAPOUT DD statement contains the contents of the policy file.

Restore the Policy File
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager DB2 backend configuration.

Use this procedure to restore a previously backed up policy file, if necessary.

To restore the policy file

1. Edit the CDT9PRES job in yourHLQ.CDT9JCL to conform to your site standards.
The CDT9PRES job conforms to your site standards.

2. Submit the CDT9PRES job.
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The job runs to completion.
3. Check the job output to verify that the job completed successfully.

Configure the ODBC Initialization File
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager DB2 backend configuration.

The ODBC interface requires an initialization file that specifies the following items:

• DB2 subsystem ID (SSID)
• Data source name (DSN)
• ODBC plan name, which must be set to DSNACLI

If necessary, contact your DB2 system administrator to determine the proper subsystem ID, data source name, and ODBC
plan name.

The ODBC initialization file can be a sequential data set or a hierarchical file system (HFS) file. See the sample
initialization file, odbc.ini, in the installation directory for an example setup and instructions. For more information, see the
IBM ODBC documentation.

Edit the slapd.env File
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager DB2 backend configuration.

Edit the slapd.env file that is required for the ODBC interface.

To edit the slapd.env file

1. Edit the slapd.env file to set the DSNAOINI environment variable to point to the name of the ODBC initialization file.
For example:
DSNAOINI=CALDAP.ODBCINI (MVS sequential data set)

or
DSNAOINI=/ldap_install_directory/odbc.ini (HFS file)

The slapd.env file includes the correct DSNAOINI environment variable.
2. Add the DB2 loadlib and parmlib data sets to the STEPLIB environment variable of the slapd.env file. Use your data

set names.
Example: Replace YOUR-DSN with your data set name which typically has a format like DB2.DB2910.
STEPLIB=YOUR-DSN.SDSNEXIT:YOUR-DSN.SDSNLINK:YOUR-DSN.SDSNLOAD

NOTE
Do not use quotes around the values. Also, if you must set multiple libraries for the STEPLIB environment
variable, separate the library names with colons.The slapd.env file includes the correct STEPLIB
environment variable.

Database-Specific Options
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager DB2 backend configuration.

The following list identifies Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager backend options in the LDAP Server
configuration file (slapd.conf):

• Policy options
• Data Warehouse options
• Data Mart options
• Change Monitor options
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If more than one DB2 repository is configured in slapd.conf, each parameter pertains only to the database cmgr_utf or
database cemdb2_utf for which it is configured. All options that take a table name for the value can also be passed a
value of qualifier.table_name.

Policy Options (IBM DB2)

The following list details valid policy options:

database CMGR_UTF
Begins the database-specific options for the CMGR_UTF backend. In this case, the database is Compliance
Manager for z/OS. This parameter can be configured multiple times, once for each security database that is
accessed.
Default: N/A

OR

database CEMDB2_UTF
Begins the database-specific options for the CEMDB2_UTF backend. In this case, the database is Compliance
Event Manager. This parameter can be configured multiple times, once for each security database that is
accessed.
Default: N/A

cmgrPolicyEntity
Specifies that you can control access using standard security policy. Use this option to control the value that is
passed on the RACROUTE AUTH call for the ENTITY value.
Default: Compliance Manager

cmgrPolicyClass
Specifies that you can control access using standard security policy. Use this option to control the value that is
passed on the RACROUTE AUTH call for the CLASS value.
Default: CACMGR

cmgrPolicyDD
Specifies the policy file that is used with the Compliance Manager back end. This DATASET is allocated to the
LDAP stc by a DD statement in the stc proc. Set a value in this parameter to use the DATASET associated with
the same name DD statement in the STC PROC.
Default: MAPDB

cmgrPolicySimFile
Defines the file name that is used to simulate variable substitution in the web interface.
Default: ./policysim.csv

enable_poldb_dbcs
Specifies whether to upgrade and convert the database to support DBCS characters. Add this parameter to
the slapd.conf file for each policy database that you want converted. To enable this parameter, add the string
"enable_poldb_dbcs" immediately after the string "cmgrPolicyDD".
For example:
cmgrPolicyDD     MAPDB

 enable_poldb_dbcs

Default: N/A
enable_poldb_internal

Specifies whether to upgrade the database to support "internal use" policy samples. Add this parameter to
the slapd.conf file for each policy database that you want converted. To enable this parameter, add the string
"enable_poldb_internal" immediately after the string "cmgrPolicyDD". This parameter extends the policy database
so that samples shipped by Broadcom can be made non-editable and upgrade the version information.
For example:
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cmgrPolicyDD     MAPDB

enable_poldb_internal

Default: Disabled
ptktappl

Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server with
CSM, set this option to the same value with which CSM is configured. This configuration is important when using
IBM PassTickets to authenticate users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP

suffix
Specifies the DN that this back end services.
Default: N/A
Example: suffix host=test, o=company, c=us

Data Warehouse and Data Mart Options (IBM DB2)

dblocation location name
Specifies the name of the DB2 instance that holds the Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager Data
Warehouse database.
Default: DS9

dbuser userid
Defines the user ID to connect to the database. This is typically the logon ID of the user or SYSADM1.
Default: SYSADM

dbpasswd
Specifies the password to connect to the database. This is the value for the dbuser specified in the previous entry
in this list.

NOTE
When both dbpasswd and dbptktalppl are specified, the dbpasswd option is used and no PassTicket
generation attempt is made.

Default: SYSADM1
cmgrQual

Defines the table qualifier that is used for all SQL operations.
Default: CMGRQ1

dbptktappl
Specifies the DB APPLID (Application ID) that is used to generate a passticket for connecting the LDAP Server
Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager backend to the database. This value must match the value
of the DB2 Server APPLID option.

NOTE
When both dbpasswd and dbptktappl are specified, the dbpasswd option is used and no PassTicket
generation attempt is made.

Example: dbptktappl DDFDSN9
dbMaxRows

Specifies the maximum number of events that are returned for each report. You can use this option to control
reports from using unlimited resources.
Default: 500
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dbpasswdFile
Specifies that the Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager backend connects to DB2 using a user ID
and password, which are contained in the dbuser and dbpswd parameters. LDAP can be configured to read the
password that has been encrypted by the authid utility in the file pointed to be this parameter.

dbQueryTimeOut
(optional) Specifies the length of time LDAP waits for a query to return from the DB before timing out and sending
a response back to the application. Specify the number of seconds LDAP waits.
Default: 600
Example: dbQueryTimeOut 300 (which would be equal to 5 minutes)

Configure the Datacom Backend for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event
Manager
The Datacom backend configurations for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager let the LDAP Server use
Datacom to retrieve Datamart, Warehouse, and Monitor component data. The Compliance Manager or Compliance Event
Manager web interfaces use this data to perform the following tasks:

• Reporting functions
• Policy creation (sets and statements) to control component processing.

The Datacom backend configuration does not allow the LDAP Server to access the existing Datacom database and tables
for other applications.

All the required files to configure and use the Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager backend are installed
with the base LDAP Server installation. No additional installation steps are required.

Sample search commands are available.

CCI Requirements
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend
configuration.

Installation of Datacom requires certain Common Components and Services components. Verify that you are running a
Datacom-supported version of Common Components and Services with the required components. For more information,
see Preparing for Installation in the Datacom documentation.

Compliance Manager with Datacom back end requires the libcci.so file. The directory of libcci.so file must be a component
of the LIBPATH variable in the slapd.env file. This file is located in the LDAP Server installation directory.

If libcci.so is not a USS (HFS or ZFS) file, use the following procedure to obtain a copy:

1. Verify that the CAW0PLD data set is in the linklist.
2. Create an external link to libcci.so in the LDAP install directory with the USS ‘ln’ command.

Example from OMVS:
This example changes to the LDAP Server installation directory, creates an external link, and then verifies the external
link from OMVS using the ls command.
cd /ldap_install_directory/

ln  - e LIBCCI /ldap_install_directory/libcci.so

ls -l libcci.so

If you do not want to add the CAW0PLD data set to the link list, the LDAP STC must be modified to add a STEPLIB to the
CAW0PLD data set:

Create an external link to libcci.so in the LDAP install directory with the USS ‘ln’ command
Example:
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ln  - e CAW0PLD.DATASET.LIBCCI /ldap_install_directory/libcci.so

Bind and Grant the ODBC Plan (Datacom)
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend configuration.

There is no need to bind a Datacom ODBC plan to the database.

Online sample jobs are available for ACF2 (CMGRIACF), Top Secret (CMGRITSS), and RACF (CMGRIRAC) in the
Compliance Manager 2.0 CEIQJCL0 library. These jobs include commands to execute grant authority to users of the
database. Authority to the database and to tables must be granted for the LDAP Server to connect to the Datacom Server
database.

Database Considerations (Datacom)
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend configuration.

The Datacom/DB Server, Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF), and CAI Common Communication Interface (CAICCI)
must all be properly installed and running before LDAP Server initialization. For details, see the Datacom documentation.

During startup processing in the LDAP Server, connections to the Datacom server are established. If the Datacom server
stops for any reason while the LDAP Server is running, the LDAP Server cannot re-establish the connections to Datacom
server.

To re-establish the connections

• Recycle (stop and re-start) the LDAP Server
or

• Enter the /F LDAP,BACKEND command

Perform Post-Installation Configuration (Datacom)
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend configuration.

Use this procedure to configure LDAP Server and Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager Datacom.

To perform post-installation configuration

1. Create and initialize the policy file by performing the following substeps:

NOTE
The policy file holds the policy statements and policy sets that control component processing for Compliance
Manager or Compliance Event Manager. You must create and initialize the policy file before using the
Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager web interface and activating its components.

a. Edit the CDT9PCHR job in yourHLQ.CDT9JCL to conform to your site standards, including changing the LDAP
directory names.

b. Estimate the amount of space required to store the policy statements and policy sets in the policy file and modify
the space parameter in CDT9PCHR, as necessary.

c. Submit the CDT9PCHR job.
The job runs and completes. This job might take several minutes to complete.

d. Check the job output to verify that you successfully created the policy file under the name that you specified in the
CDT9PCHR job.
The policy file is ready for use.

2. Update the slapd.conf file to have the appropriate policy file, suffix (company name and country code), DB data set
name, DB user, and DB password. If using a Passticket to connect to the DB, omit the DB password and instead
specify the DB application ID.
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WARNING
Failure to configure dbdsn with the same value as the DSN heading in the srvini.ini file may result in a
connection error. Failure to configure dbptktapplid with the same value as the APPLID value will result in a
Passticket verification error.

The slapd.conf file now includes the appropriate policy file and DB options.
3. After you create the policy file and complete the installation, use the web interface to define component policy

statements and policy sets. We recommend that you regularly back up the policy file by dumping its contents into a
data set that you can use later, if necessary, to restore the contents of the current policy file. For backup and restore,
use the CDT9PBAC and CDTPRES jobs.

Back Up the Policy File (Datacom)
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend configuration.

We recommend regularly backing up the Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager policy file. To do so, dump
the contents of the policy file into a data set that you can use later, if necessary, to restore the contents of the current
policy file.

WARNING
Never perform the backup when users are updating policy sets or policy statements in the web interface.

To back up the policy file

1. Edit the CDT9PBAC job in yourHLQ.CDT9JCL to conform to your site standards.
The CDT9BAC job conforms to your site standards.

2. Submit the CDT9PBAC job.
The job runs to completion.

3. Check the job output to verify that the CDT9PBAC job completed successfully.
When the job is successful, the data set defined by the MAPOUT DD statement contains the contents of the policy file.

Restore the Policy File (Datacom)
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend configuration.

Use this procedure to restore a previously backed up Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager policy file, if
necessary.

To restore the policy file

1. Edit the CDT9PRES job in yourHLQ.CDT9JCL to conform to your site standards.
The CDT9PRES job conforms to your site standards.

2. Submit the CDT9PRES job.
The job runs to completion.

3. Check the job output to verify that the job completed successfully.

Configure the ODBC Initialization File (Datacom)
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager or Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend configuration.

The ODBC interface requires an initialization file that specifies Datacom Global options and data source name (DSN)
options. For Datacom, the ODBC initialization file is named srvini.ini.

The ODBC initialization file can be a sequential data set, a partitioned data set member, or a hierarchical file system
(HFS) file pointed to by the SRVINI environmental variable. See the sample ODBC initialization file, srvini.ini, in the
installation directory for an example HFS file setup and instructions.
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Choose one of the following ways to pass the data source properties file:

• Modify the slapd.env SRVINI variable to point to the HFS srvini.ini file.
Example:
SRVINI=/ldap_install_directory/srvini.ini

Use the SRVINI DD definition to point to a sequential data set, a partitioned data set member, an HFS file on USS, or an
inline DD.
Example 1: Partitioned data set

//SRVINI   DD DSN=HLQ.XXX(SRVINI), DISP=SHR

Example 2: HFS file on USS

//SRVINI  DD PATH='/u/users/nfs/datacom/srvini.ini'

Example 3: Inline DD

//SRVINI  DD *

         PARM1=VALUE1

         PARM2=VALUE2

       /*

Datacom Properties Syntax

The Datacom parser recognizes comments, section names, and key value pairs. The parser trims every line that it reads.
The parser allows positioning the data in a readable way.

• Comment: Any line that begins with a semicolon (“;”) or a pound/hash (“#”) is treated as a comment. A comment has to
be on a line by itself and cannot be on the same line as a key value pair.
Example:
; This is a comment.

#this is a comment too.

• Section Name: A section name is marked with “[]”. The parser treats any line with the “[” as the first character as a
section name. Section names are case-insensitive and can be 32 bytes long. The parser expects a [GLOBAL] section
to be defined to set global properties.
Example: [DataSource1] is the same as [DATASOURCE1]

Key Value pairs: Anything other than a comment and a section name is treated as a key value pair. On a given a line,
everything before the first “=” is the key. Everything that follows the "=" through the end of the line is a value. Do not
include any space before or after the “=” sign if the sign is not intended to be part of the key or the value! Keys are case-
insensitive, Values are case-sensitive.

Examples:

Key1=Value1 is not same as Key1 = Value1 (Additional spaces do not match)

Key1=Value1 is same as KEY1=Value1 (Keys are case in-sensitive, this matches)

Key1=Value1 is not same as Key1=VALUE1 (Values are case sensitive, this does not match)

Datacom srvini.ini File Options

All the properties that are not GLOBAL properties can be listed in the GLOBAL section if you want the properties
to be applied across all the data sources. At the same time, properties which are part of the GLOBAL section, like
ODBC_TRACE, can be overwritten by a datasource section. The latter causes a partial ODBC trace to be generated if
SQLConnect or SQLDriverConnect are not the first functions to be called by your application.
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The following GLOBAL keys are recognized by the Datacom parser.

WARNING
Specify all keys that are not marked optional.

DBC_TRACE={Y|N}
(Optional) Turns application ODBC tracing on or off. If you set ODBC_TRACE=Y, you must also set the
TRACE_INCLUDE_METHODS variable to obtain a meaningful trace.
Default: N

ODBC_TRACE_FILE
(Optional) Defines the trace file. Specify the file path of an HFS file on USS without any quotes. The Datacom
driver appends the process ID to this file name.
Example:
ODBC_TRACE_FILE=/ldap_install_directory/odbcfile.log

The following NON-GLOBAL keys are recognized by the Datacom parser:

AUTO_COMMIT={Y|N}
Specifies whether auto commit mode is on or off. Note: Set AUTO_COMMIT to Y for LDAP Server release 15.
Default: N
Y

Enables auto commit mode. In auto commit mode, every database update is treated as a transaction that
is committed when performed.

N
Enables manual commit mode. The application must explicitly complete transactions by calling
SQLEndTran to commit or rollback.

APPLID
Defines the Datacom Application ID to connect to. APPLID must match the Datacom Server Application ID setting
(APPLID). Examine the Datacom Server started task JCL and find the input parameter DSN member on the
SYSIN DD statement. Browse the input parameter member and find the value for the APPLID option. Set the
APPLID option here to be the same as the Datacom Server APPLID value.
Limits: Max 20 bytes

DRIVER
Defines the name of the object containing the main Datacom ODBC driver. Set DRIVER to CADCMF32.
Limits: Max 8 bytes

HOST_SYSTEM
Defines the host name of the Datacom Server. You can determine the host system setting from TCPIP console
output.
Example: In the output "EZZ0162I HOST NAME FOR TCPIP IS SYS1ME", SYS1ME is the host name.
Limits: Max 32 bytes.

HOST_PORT
Defines the host port of the Datacom. HOST_PORT must match the Datacom Server TCPIP port setting
(TCPIP_PORT). Examine the Datacom Server started task JCL and find the input parameter DSN member on the
SYSIN DD statement. Browse the input parameter member and find the value for the TCPIP_PORT option. Set
the HOST_PORT option here to be the same as the Datacom Server TCPIP_PORT value.
Note: Host port must be set, but is only used when PROTOCOL=T.
Limits: Max 5 bytes

PROTOCOL
Defines the protocol that this datasource uses. PROTOCOL must match Datacom Server protocol setting
(PROTOCOL). Examine the Datacom Server started task JCL and find the input parameter DSN member on the
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SYSIN DD statement. Browse the input parameter member and find the value for the PROTOCOL option. Set the
PROTOCOL option here to match the Datacom Server PROTOCOL value.
If the Datacom server PROTOCOL value is CCI, then set PROTOCOL=C here. If the Datacom server
PROTOCOL value is TCPIP then set PROTOCOL=T here.

NOTE
Set PROTOCOL to C for LDAP Server Version 15.

Valid values are:
C

Chooses the CCI protocol.
T

Chooses the TCP protocol.
SERVER

Defines the name of the Datacom Server that this datasource connects to. SERVER must match the Datacom
Server Name setting (SERVERNAME). Examine the Datacom Server started task JCL and find the input
parameter DSN member on the SYSIN DD statement. Browse the input parameter member and find the value for
the SERVERNAME option. Set the SERVER option here to be the same as the Datacom Server SERVERNAME
value.
Limits: Max 32 bytes

SYSID
Defines the System ID of the Datacom Server. SYSID is the system ID given by the ENF STATUS console
command.
Example: In the output "CAS9250I - CA-ENF Status Display for System SYSTEM1", SYSTEM1 is the sysid.
Limits: Max 8 bytes

ACCESS_MODE={ro|rw}
(Optional) Specifies the write mode.
Default: rw
ro

Enables Read Only mode. Update transactions are disallowed.
rw

Enables Read/Write mode. Update transactions are allowed.
CCI_TCP_TRACE={Y|N}

(Optional) Turns CCI or TCP (depending on which protocol is used) tracing on or off.
Default: N

CCI_TRACE_FILE
(Optional) Defines the trace file. Specify the file path of an HFS file on USS without any quotes. The Datacom
driver appends the process ID to this file name.
Example:
CCI_TRACE_FILE=/u/users/nfs/datacom/ccifile.log

MIXED_CASE={Y|N}
(Optional) Allows or disallows mixed-case in passwords.
N

Disallow mixed-case passwords in the PASSWORD option. The password value is translated to upper
case automatically. This is the default.

Y
Allows mixed-case passwords in the PASSWORD option. The password value is left as is.
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PASSWORD
(Optional) Defines the password that is associated with the USERID.
Limits: Max 20 bytes

TABLE_CACHE={Y|N}
(Optional) Specify Y to enable table list caching. With caching enabled, table metadata retrieved from Datacom is
saved or cached locally for the duration of a connection. On subsequent calls for the metadata, the list is retrieved
from the local cache.

TABLE_LIST_MASK="AuthID.TableName"
(Optional) Defines a filter condition.
Limits: AuthID max 18 bytes, TableName max 32 bytes.

TCP_TRACE_FILE
(Optional) Defines a file path of an HFS file on USS without any quotes. The Datacom driver appends the process
ID to this file name.
Example:
TCP_TRACE_FILE=/u/users/nfs/datacom/tcpfile.log

TRACE_INCLUDE_METHODS
(Optional) Defines a comma-separated list of SQL CLI methods to trace. You must also set ODBC_TRACE=Y to
obtain a meaningful trace. You can use this option both globally and DataSource specific (cumulative), to include
lists of methods to trace. You can repeat this key-value pair. Specify “SQLALL” as the value to include all the SQL
CLI methods.
Options: SQLALL, SQLDriverConnect, SQLEndTran, SQLError, SQLExecute, SQLExecDirect, SQLFetch,
SQLFetchScroll, SQLFreeHandle, SQLFreeStmt, SQLGetConnectAttr, SQLGetCursorName, SQLGetData,
SQLGetDescField, SQLGetDescRec, SQLGetDiagField, SQLGetDiagRec, SQLGetEnvAttr, SQLGetFunctions,
SQLGetInfo, SQLGetStmtAttr, SQLGetTypeInfo, SQLMoreResults, SQLNativeSql, SQLNumParams,
SQLNumResultCols, SQLParamData, SQLPrepare, SQLPutData, SQLRowCount, SQLSetConnectAttr,
SQLSetCursorName, SQLSetDescField, SQLSetDescRec, SQLSetEnvAttr, SQLSetStmtAttr, SQLTablePrivileges,
SQLTransact, SQLAllocHandle, SQLBrowseConnect, SQLConnect, SQLDisconnect, SQLDriverConnect,
SQLFreeHandle.
Examples:
TRACE_INCLUDE_METHODS=SQLConnect,SQLDriverConnect,SQLError

TRACE_INCLUDE_METHODS=SQLALL

TRACE_EXCLUDE_METHODS
(Optional) Defines a comma-separated list of SQL CLI methods that should not be traced. You must also set
ODBC_TRACE=Y to obtain a meaningful trace. Set this property after TRACE_INCLUDE_METHODS. You can
use this option both globally and DataSource specific (cumulative), to exclude lists of methods to trace. You can
repeat this key-value pair. Specify “SQLALL” as the value to exclude all the SQL CLI methods.
Options: See TRACE_INCLUDE_METHODS.
Examples:
TRACE_EXCLUDE_METHODS=SQLConnect,SQLDriverConnect,SQLError

TRACE_EXCLUDE_METHODS=SQLALL

USERID
(Optional) Defines the user ID to use.
Limits: Max 8 bytes

WDB_TRACE={Y|N}
(Optional) Turns Datacom WDB tracing on or off.
Default: N

WDB_TRACE_FILE
(Optional) Defines the trace file. Specify the file path of an HFS file on USS without any quotes. The Datacom
driver appends the process ID to this file name.
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Example:

  WDB_TRACE_FILE=/u/users/nfs/datacom/wdbfile.log

  

Edit the slapd.env File (Datacom)
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend
configuration.

Update the slapd.env file for your site so that the LIBPATH variable contains the appropriate components, and set the
SRVINI variable.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the path to the Datacom lib and bin install directories and add it to the LIBPATH.
2. Identify the path to the directory where the libcci.so shared object resides and add it to the LIBPATH. Verify that the

libcci.so object has been installed from the CAIPLD of Common Components and Services.
Format
Separate LIBPATH components with colons.
Example slapd.env LIBPATH statement:
If the libcci.so shared object is in the /msm/MSMSetup/SAMPLIB/ directory, and the LDAP installation directory is /u/
users/ldapr15/ the slapd.env LIBPATH statement would be:
LIBPATH=/u/users/ldapr15/;/msm/MSMSetup/SAMPLIB/

3. Do one of the following:
– If you use an ODBC HFS file, and you are not specifying the path to the HFS file in a SRVINI DD statement:

Update the SRVINI variable to point to your HFS srvini.ini file:
Example HFS file path:
SRVINI=/ldap_install_directory/srvini.ini 

– If you are specifying the path to the ODBC HFS file in the SRVINI DD statement:
Comment out the SRVINI variable.

NOTE
You do not need to make any modifications or additions to the slapd.env STEPLIB variable for the Compliance
Manager Datacom backend.

Edit the LDAP Started Task Procedure
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager Datacom backend configuration.

If you use the SRVINI DD statement method for specifying the ODBC file, then modify the LDAP started task procedure to
include the SRVINI DD statement:

Do one of the following:

• Add the statement in PDS data set format:
//SRVINI   DD DSN=HLQ.XXX(SRVINI), DISP=SHR

• Add the statement in HFS file on USS format:
//SRVINI   DD PATH='/u/users/nf/srvini.ini'

• If you are using a HFS file and have updated the SRVINI variable in the slapd.env file to include the path to the
srvini.ini file, then you do not need to add the SRVINI DD statement.
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Database-Specific Options (Datacom)
This topic is part of the process for Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager Datacom backend
configuration.

The following list identifies Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager backend options in the LDAP Server
configuration file (slapd.conf):

• Policy options
• Data Warehouse options
• Data Mart options
• Change Monitor options

If more than one database repository is configured in slapd.conf, each parameter pertains only to the database cmdc_utf
or database cemdc_utf for which it is configured. All options that take a table name for the value can also be passed a
value of qualifier.table_name.

Policy Options (Datacom)

The following list details valid policy options:

database CMDC_UTF
Begins the database-specific options for the CMDC_UTF backend. In this case, the database is Compliance
Manager. This option can be configured multiple times, once for each security database that is accessed.
Default: N/A

OR

database CEMDC_UTF
Begins the database-specific options for the CEMDC_UTF backend. In this case, the database is Compliance
Event Manager. This option can be configured multiple times, once for each security database that is accessed.
Default: N/A

cmgrPolicyEntity
Specifies that you can control access using standard security policy. Use this option to control the value that is
passed on the RACROUTE AUTH call for the ENTITY value.
Default: Compliance Manager

cmgrPolicyClass
Specifies that you can control access using standard security policy. Use this option to control the value that is
passed on the RACROUTE AUTH call for the CLASS value.
Default: CACMGR

cmgrPolicyDD
Specifies the policy file that is used with the Compliance Manager back end. This DATASET is allocated to the
LDAP stc by a DD statement in the stc proc. Set a value in this parameter to use the DATASET associated with
the same name DD statement in the STC PROC.
Default: MAPDB

cmgrPolicySimFile
Defines the file name that is used to simulate variable substitution in the web interface.
Default: ./policysim.csv

enable_poldb_dbcs
Specifies whether to upgrade and convert the database to support DBCS characters. Add this parameter to
the slapd.conf file for each policy database that you want converted. To enable this parameter, add the string
"enable_poldb_dbcs" immediately after the string "cmgrPolicyDD".
For example:
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cmgrPolicyDD     MAPDB

enable_poldb_dbcs

Default: N/A
enable_poldb_internal

Specifies whether to upgrade the database to support "internal use" policy samples. Add this parameter to
the slapd.conf file for each policy database that you want converted. To enable this parameter, add the string
"enable_poldb_internal" immediately after the string "cmgrPolicyDD". This parameter extends the policy database
so that samples shipped by Broadcom can be made non-editable and upgrade the version information.
For example:
cmgrPolicyDD     MAPDB

enable_poldb_internal

Default: Disabled
ptktappl

Specifies the application ID (APPLID) that is passed on the RACROUTE VERIFY call. The ESM uses this value
to identify the encryption key during PassTickets generation and authentication. The application ID used for the
PassTickets generation must be the same as the ID that is used for authentication. When using LDAP Server with
CSM, set this option to the same value with which CSM is configured. This configuration is important when using
IBM PassTickets to authenticate users at a host.
Default: CALDAP
Example: ptktappl CALDAP

suffix
Specifies the DN that this back end services.
Default: N/A
Example: suffix host=test, o=company, c=us

Data Warehouse and Data Mart Options (Datacom)

dbdsn name
Specifies the name of the Datacom instance that holds the Compliance Manager Data Warehouse
database.Default: DATACOM

dbuser userid
Defines the user ID to connect to the database. This is typically the logon ID of the user or SYSADM1.Default:
SYSADM

dbpasswd
Specifies the password to connect to the database. This is the value for the dbuser specified in the previous entry
in this list.

NOTE
When both dbpasswd and dbptktalppl are specified, the dbpasswd option is used and no PassTicket
generation attempt is made.

Default: SYSADM1
cmgrQual

Defines the table qualifier that is used for all SQL operations.
Default: CMGRQ1

dbptktappl
Specifies the DB APPLID (Application ID) that is used to generate a passticket for connecting the LDAP
ServerCompliance Manager backend to the database. This value must match the value of the Datacom Server
APPLID option.
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NOTE
When both dbpasswd and dbptktappl are specified, the dbpasswd option is used and no PassTicket
generation attempt is made.

Example: dbptktappl DDFDSN9
dbMaxRows

Specifies the maximum number of events that are returned for each report. You can use this option to control
reports from using unlimited resources.
Default: 500

dbpasswdFile
Specifies that the Compliance Manager backend connects to DB2 using a user ID and password, which are
contained in the dbuser and dbpswd parameters. The LDAP Server can be configured to read the password that
has been encrypted by the authid utility in the file pointed to be this parameter.

dbQueryTimeOut
(optional) Specifies the length of time LDAP waits for a query to return from the DB before timing out and sending
a response back to the application. Specify the number of seconds LDAP waits.
Default: 600
Example: dbQueryTimeOut 300 (which would be equal to 5 minutes)

Sample LDAP Server Search Commands
To issue queries with command line tools and retrieve specific objects in the Compliance Manager tree, use the following
search command:

Function
Retrieve specific objects in the Compliance Manager tree.

Command
ldapsearch -x -D cn=real_id -w real_pswd -H your_url:your_port -s base -b “your_suffix” cmgrsysinfo=internal

You must supply your site-specific values for the following parameters.

real_id
Specifies a real user ID.

real_pswd
Specifies the password for the real_id.

your_url
Specifies the URL of LDAP Server.

your_port
Specifies the port that LDAP Server is using.

your_suffix
Specifies the configured suffix used in slapd.conf.

Database Conversion
The content of DN columns (DN, DN_TRUNC, and REV_DN) has changed between r12 and r14 and higher. Each of
these columns contains a normalized DN. The normalization process removes insignificant differences so that two DNs
that might otherwise appear different, but which refer to the same entry, have the same format. The normalization process
changed between r12 and r14. The result is that an r14 and later LDAP server cannot access an r12 database; therefore,
you must convert the database.
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NOTE
The table structure of an LDAP DB2 database in r14 and later is identical to the structure in r12.

You can convert an r12 DB2 database using one of the following methods:

• Dump and restore

Specifies a method of conversion whereby you capture a dump of the r12 database and use it as the basis for the
conversion. This is the recommended method.

The dump and restore method lets you use the LDIF file to load either an r12 database or an r14 or later database. This
method can also convert an r14 or later database to an r12 database, which may facilitate testing with r14 and later before
committing to it.

The dump and restore method may consume significant time and space. If the r12 database that is to be converted is
large, you must have sufficient space to hold the LDIF file. It also takes extra time to dump and then restore the data.

• Update in place

Specifies a method of conversion whereby you directly convert a Version 12 database to a Version 14 or later database.

The primary advantage with the in-place method is speed. Each row of the table is read once and four columns are
updated. So, it should require approximately one half the time of the dump and restore method. In addition, this method
does not require extra file space to hold a copy of the database.

This method does not let you reverse the conversion, unless you restore a backup copy of the database. After it is
converted, an r12 LDAP server can no longer access the database.

Convert the Database using Dump and Restore
Use the slapcat utility to dump an r12 database to an LDIF file. Then, use the slapadd utility to load the LDIF file into an
r14 or later database.

You cannot use the slapcat utility that ships with r12 to dump the r12 database. However, you can use the slapcat utility
that ships with r14 and later to dump an r12 database.

To convert the r12 database using dump and restore

1. Back up the DB2 database using site-specific steps.
You have secured a DB2 database backup.

2. Dump the database and load it to an LDIF file by entering one of the following commands:
./slapcat -f <slapd-conf> -n <dbnum> -l <ldif-file>

./slapcat -f <slapd-conf> -b <suffix> -l <ldif-file>

<slapd-conf>
Specifies the name of the r14 or later SLAPD configuration file, not the r12 file. Generally, the only difference
between the r12 and r14 and later configuration file is the name of the backend. The r12 names end with _dn or
_perf where the r14 and later names end with _utf.

<dbnum>
Designates the database in the <slapd-conf> file by its ordinal position. Select the <dbnum>-th database listed in
the configuration file.

<suffix>
Designates the database in the <slapd-conf> file by its suffix. Select the database with the specified <suffix>.

<ldif-file>
Specifies to write the LDIF output to the file <ldif-file>.

The database is in an LDIF file.
3. Drop and recreate the DB2 database.

The DB2 database is recreated.
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4. Load the database from the LDIF file using one of the following commands:
./slapadd -f <slapd-conf> -n <dbnum> -l <ldif-file> -s

./slapadd -f <slapd-conf> -b <suffix> -l <ldif-file> -s

NOTE
The operands have the same meaning as in the slapcat command except that <ldif-file> is now an input
instead of an output.

-s
Disables schema checking. If you prefer to have the data checked against the schema, remove this operand.

The database is converted.
If the load fails for any reason, restart the load; however, you must drop and create the database before each attempt
to load the data.

Convert the Database using Update in Place
Back up the database before entering any conversion commands.

Convert the database in place by entering one of the following commands:

./cnvt-sql -f <slapd-conf> -n <dbnum>

./cnvt-sql -f <slapd-conf> -b <suffix>

<slapd-conf>
Specifies the name of the r14 or later slapd configuration file. Generally, the only difference between the r12 and
r14 and later configuration file is the name of the backend. The r12 names end with _dn or _perf where the r14
and later names end with _utf.

<dbnum>
Designates the database in the <slapd-conf> file by its ordinal position. Select the <dbnum>-th database listed in
the configuration file.

<suffix>
Designates the database in the <slapd-conf> file by its suffix. Select the database with the specified <suffix>.

<ldif-file>
Specifies to write the LDIF output to the file <ldif-file>.

The cnvt-sql utility visits each row in the LDAP_ENTRY table and generates the DN, DN_TRUNK, REV_DN, and
REV_DEPTH columns. The actual entry data in the ENTRYDATA column remains unaltered.

If the conversion fails for any reason, rerun the conversion. Each execution starts with the first row in the table so the
utility does not know the extent of the work that the previous execution accomplished; therefore, each execution attempts
to convert the entire table.

The LDAP Server controls provide a means to extend the functionality of LDAP requests. The controls let the LDAP
requestor provide more information as part of the operation. An object identifier (OID) uniquely identifies each control.

ACF2 Controls

The LDAP Server supports the following controls for ACF2:

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.1.5.2
Performs the ACF2 MODEL command for the LID passed as the value on this OID using the LID defined by the
base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH request.
Base DN: acf2lid=lid,acf2admingrp=lids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope
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1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.1.5.3
Performs the ACF2 MODEL command for the LID passed as the value on OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.1.5.2 using
the LID defined by the base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH, and writes the results out to the data set
specified as the value passed with this OID.
Base DN: acf2lid=lid,acf2admingrp=lids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.1.5.4
Performs an ACF2 ARCHIVE on the LID defined by the base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH or
LDAPDELETE. The value passed in for this OID should be ARCHIVE.
Base DN: acf2lid=lid,acf2admingrp=lids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope or LDAPDELETE

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.1.5.5
Performs an ACF2 ARCHIVE on the LID defined by the base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH or
LDAPDELETE. The output is written to the data set specified as the value passed with this OID.
Base DN: acf2lid=lid,acf2admingrp=lids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope or LDAPDELETE

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.1.5.6
Performs the ACF2 COMPARE command using the LID passed in with this OID as well as the LID defined by the
base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH.
Base DN: acf2lid=lid,acf2admingrp=lids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope

Top Secret Controls

The LDAP Server supports the following controls for Top Secret:

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.2
Performs the TSS MODEL command for the ACID passed as the value on this OID using the ACID defined by the
base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH request.
Base DN: tssacid=acid,tssadmingrp=acids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.3
Performs the TSS MODEL command for the ACID passed as the value on OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.2 using
the ACID defined by the base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH, and writes the results out to the data set
specified as the value passed with this OID.
Base DN: tssacid=acid,tssadmingrp=acids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.4
Performs a TSS ARCHIVE on the ACID defined by the base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH or
LDAPDELETE. The value passed in for this OID should be ARCHIVE.
Base DN: tssacid=acid,tssadmingrp=acids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope or LDAPDELETE

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.5
Performs a TSS ARCHIVE on the ACID defined by the base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH or
LDAPDELETE. The output is written to the data set specified as the value passed with this OID.
Base DN: tssacid=acid,tssadmingrp=acids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH, with a base scope or LDAPDELETE

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.6
Performs the TSS COMPARE command using the ACID passed in with this OID as well as the ACID defined by
the base DN passed in on the LDAPSEARCH.
Base DN: tssacid=acid,tssadmingrp=acids,Suffix
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LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH with a base scope
1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.8

When modifying a TSS ACID the LDAP Server issues a TSS REFRESH(acid) JOBNAME(xxx) to enable the
changes to Top Secret be visible immediately. The LDAP Server only performs this modification if this control is
supplied as part of the modification of a Top Secret ACID. When this control is not specified, the default behavior
requires the user to sign off and then sign on to activate the changes. The job name is specified as the control
value. If the control is specified without a value, a TSS REFRESH(acid) command is issued. This control may
not be specified multiple times.
Base DN: tssacid=acid,tssadmingrp=acids,Suffix
LDAP Function: LDAPSEARCH with a base scope

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.1
Appends a comment to any/all Top Secret commands used to fulfill an LDAP request. Top Secret logs the
comment along with the command.
Base DN: Any
LDAP Function: ADD, DELETE, or MODIFY (not SEARCH)

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.7.1
Returns a list of tssresname objects representing resources where the ACID has permissions, instead of returning
the requested ACID. The resource class to return permissions for is specified in the control value. This control
may be specified multiple times. It is mutually exclusive with the summresclass control.
Base DN: tssacid=acid,tssadmingrp=acids,Suffix
LDAP Function: SEARCH, scope sub

1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.6.2.5.7.2
Returns the requested ACID with an additional multi-valued tssresname attribute representing resources where
the ACID has permissions. The resource class to return permissions for is specified in the control value. This
control may be specified multiple times. It is mutually exclusive with the resclass control.
Base DN: tssacid=acid,tssadmingrp=acids,Suffix
LDAP Function: SEARCH, scope base

Set Up Certificate Logon
Certificate logon enables the LDAP client to perform operations using an X.509 digital certificate as credentials instead
of a clear-text user ID and password. LDAP client requests that do not contain a user ID and password (-D cn= and -w
options) are valid when the following conditions are met:

1. Slapd.conf options are configured.
2. Digital certificates are registered for both client and server.
3. Digital certificates are exchanged between client and server.

If these conditions are not met and the LDAP client user ID or password is not supplied, the LDAP server identifies the
request as an anonymous bind and blocks it.

The following actions are performed during certificate logon:

1. The LDAP Server derives the client user ID from the user ID associated with the client certificate in the external
security manager (ESM).

2. The server generates a PassTicket on behalf of the LDAP client. It calls the ESM PassTicket generation routine and
supplies the following information:
– Client user ID
– Server application ID
– Requester user ID
– Requester password.

3. The client user ID and PassTicket are used for client authentication.
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NOTE
The BINDDN “cn=<client certificate user ID>” is used for both the bind operation and subsequent operations.

The backend ESM performs certificate authentication.

Configure Slapd.conf Options

For certificate logon, the following server slapd.conf options must be set.

• authlocation

NOTE
Certificate Logon is valid only when the slapd.conf authlocation option is set to OS390.

• TLSKeyringName
• TLSVerifyClient

Register Digital Certificates for Client and Server

Both the client and the server must have registered digital certificates with the external security manager (ESM). These
certificates must be present in the certificate store of the LDAP Server (see the TLSKeyringName option for how to define
the certificate store).

LDAP client certificates must be personal certificates. This requirement is because the user ID that is associated with the
digital certificate in the ESM functions as the user ID for the client operation,

For detailed information about using ACF2 commands, see the ACF2 for z/OS documentation. For detailed information
about using Top Secret commands, see the Top Secret for z/OS documentation. For detailed information about using IBM
RACF, see the IBM z/OS Security Server RACF Security Administrator’s Guide.

Exchange Digital Certificates Between Client and Server

For certificate logon, the client and server must be engaged in a TLS session and exchange certificates.

To start the TLS session, the client can use the STARTTLS command line option (-Z). By itself, STARTTLS does not
cause an exchange of certificates. The server slapd.conf TLSVerifyClient option must be configured so that the client
certificate is sent to the server.

Example: Top Secret

1. Generate a CERTAUTH certificate:
TSS GENCERT(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(LDAPCA) LABLCERT('LDAPLABL') -     

SUBJECTN('CN=10.175.80.248 O="CA" C="US"') -                        

KEYUSAGE('HANDSHAKE CERTSIGN DATAENCRYPT') -                        

NADATE(09/01/29) NATIME(09:00:00)

          

2. Generate an LDAP Server certificate:
TSS GENCERT(LDAP) DIGICERT(LDAPSRV) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH, LDAPCA) LABLCERT(LDAP.LDAPSRV) NADATE(09/01/29)

3. Add the certificate to the keyring:
TSS ADD(LDAP) KEYRING(LDAPKEY)                                   

TSS ADD(LDAP) KEYRING(LDAPKEY) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,LDAPCA) -    

USAGE(CERTAUTH)                       

4. Add the following entries to the slapd.conf file:
TLSKeyringName       LDAPKEY

TLSCertificateLabel  LDAPSRV

TLSVerifyClient      DEMAND
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5. To configure  a user to query LDAP, issue the following commands:
TSS GENCERT(userid) DIGICERT(USRCLIEN) SIGNWITH(CERTAUTH,LDAPCA) LABLCERT(USRCLIEN) NADATE(09/01/29)

TSS ADD(userid) KEYRING(USERKEY)                                   

TSS ADD(userid) KEYRING(USERKEY) RINGDATA(userid,USRCLIEN) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT 

6. Create an ldaprc file on the mainframe with the following entries:
TLS_REQCERT   ALLOW

TLS_KEYRING   userid/USERKEY

TLS_CERTLABEL USRCLIEN

When the Broadcom ldapsearch runs, it opens the ldaprc file to set these parameters.
7. If the application that you are using is running off the mainframe, export the digital certificates for your application to

use:
TSS EXPORT(userid) DIGICERT(USRCLIEN) DCDSN('HLQ.USRCERT')  FORMAT(CERTB64) 

TSS EXPORT(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(LDAPCA) DCDSN('userid.CACERT')  FORMAT(CERTB64) 

PassTicket Configuration

How to Configure PassTickets

A PassTicket is a temporary substitute for the user’s password. Passtickets are encoded and encrypted. You use a
PassTicket to access a specific application only, and you must use it within a few minutes of the time it is generated.
Using PassTickets enables the z/OS components and products to authenticate a user ID without sending z/OS passwords
through the network.

Follow this process to configure PassTickets:

1. Configure the slapd.conf file and the ESM to permit PassTicket generation. By default, the LDAP Server application ID
value is CALDAP. To override this value in the server, modify the slapd.conf ptktappl option.

2. Configure PassTickets for the z/OS security product on each z/OS system hosting a LDAP Server.

PassTicket Configuration to Connect to DB2

The LDAP Server Compliance Manager backend connects to DB2 to query report information. You can configure the
LDAP Server to use a PassTicket to connect to DB2. For Compliance Manager to generate a PassTicket to DB2, the
Compliance Manager must have the slapd.conf dbptktappl option specified with the DB2 LINKNAME. The Compliance
Manager also requires the ESM configuration steps listed in the following sections. The DB2 LINKNAME is the second
part of the DB2 LUNAME and is used as the 'applid' in the PassTicket Configuration Examples below.

In the examples below the LUNAME is "EXAMPLE.DDFDSN7" and the LINKNAME is "DDFDSN7".

There are several ways to obtain the LINKNAME. The best method for obtaining the LINKNAME is to ask your Database
Administrator. The DB2 LUNAMEs are also listed in the console output corresponding to the DSNL004I message:

Example: DB2 Message in Console Log Output

DSNL004I  ! DDF START COMPLETE 680

0090             LOCATION  DSN7

0090             LU        USILDA02.DDFDSN7

0090             GENERICLU -NONE

0090             DOMAIN    example.ca.com

0090             TCPPORT   446

0090             SECPORT   0

0090             RESPORT   5001

0090             IPNAME    -NONE

You can also identify the LUNAME by executing the DB2 -DISPLAY DDF command.
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NOTE
When issuing a DB2 command from the z/OS console, the hyphen (-) must be replaced with the specific
command prefix for the DB2 region.

Example: DB2 Sample Command Output from -DISPLAY DDF

 DSNL080I  ! DSNLTDDF DISPLAY DDF REPORT FOLLOWS:

 DSNL081I STATUS=STARTD

 DSNL082I LOCATION           LUNAME            GENERICLU

 DSNL083I DSN7               EXAMPLE.DDFDSN7  -NONE

 DSNL084I TCPPORT=446   SECPORT=0     RESPORT=5001  IPNAME=-NONE

 DSNL085I IPADDR=::127.0.0.101

 DSNL086I SQL    DOMAIN=example.ca.com

 DSNL086I RESYNC DOMAIN=example.ca.com

 DSNL099I DSNLTDDF DISPLAY DDF REPORT COMPLETE

Use ACF2 to Configure PassTickets (Example)

This example shows how to use ACF2 to configure PassTickets. The security administrator should perform this
procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the application session key by entering the following commands, if it has not already been set up:
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON) 

INSERT applid SSKEY(FEDCBA9876543210) MULT-USE 

NOTE
This example demonstrates a complete key SSKEY value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or 64-
bit key). Use the same application key on all systems in the configuration and keep the values "secret."

2. Complete the PassTicket setup by entering the following commands:
F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P) 

The PassTicket record is now active in the system.
3. Enable the started task user ID to generate PassTickets for the application by entering commands similar to the

following:
SET RESOURCE(PTK) 

RECKEY IRRPTAUTH ADD(applid.userid UID(uid-of-userid) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW)

NOTE

For detailed information about using ACF2 commands, see the ACF2 documentation.

Use Top Secret to Configure PassTickets (Example)

This example shows how to use Top Secret to configure PassTickets. The security administrator should perform this
procedure.

NOTE
Before you begin this procedure, verify that the PTKTDATA class and ownership for the PassTicket resource
(IRRPTAUT) have not already been defined.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the resource descriptor table (RDT) to define the PTKTDATA class by entering the following commands:

NOTE
PTKTDATA is not a predefined class.
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TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(PTKTDATA) RESCODE(n) ACLST(ALL,READ,UPDATE) MAXLEN(37) 

The PTKTDATA resource is added to the RDT.

NOTE
Include RESCODE(n) in the range of 101 to 13F to make PTKTDATA a prefixed resource class.

2. Assign ownership for the PassTicket resource (IRRPTAUT) by entering the following commands:
TSS ADDTO(department) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUT) 

IRRPTAUT is owned.
3. Define the application session key by entering the following commands:

TSS ADDTO(NDT) PSTKAPPL(applid) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) SIGNMULTI 

NOTE
This example demonstrates a complete key SESSKEY value of 16 hexadecimal digits (creating an 8-byte or
64-bit key). Use the same application key on all systems in the configuration and keep the values "secret."

4. Permit access to the PassTicket resource defined in the previous step for the LDAP Server by executing the following
command:
TSS PERMIT(stc-userid) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.applid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The parameter stc-userid refers to the ACID that you created when you created LDAP Server started task User IDs.
The parameter is "CALDAP" by default.

NOTE

For detailed information about using Top Secret commands, see the Top Secret documentation.

Use IBM RACF to Configure PassTickets (Example)

The following example shows how to use IBM RACF to configure PassTickets. An experienced security administrator
must perform this procedure.

NOTE
If the PTKTDATA class is defined, verify that it is defined as a generic class before creating the profiles. For
more information about creating PassTickets using RACF, see the IBM RACF product documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Activate the PassTicket class by entering the following commands:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA)

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

2. Define profiles for the applications in the PTKTDATA class for the application and specify the session key:
RDEFINE PTKTDATA applid UACC(NONE) APPLDATA('NO REPLAY PROTECTION') -

SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(0123456789ABCDEF)

NOTE
After you create the PTKTDATA class, you can change it with the RALTER command which is similar in
syntax to RDEFINE.

3. Allow the application ID (applid) to use PassTickets:
PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.applid.* CLASS(PTKTDATA) ACCESS(UPDATE) ID(userid)

userid
Specifies the value of the LDAP Server started task.

4. Refresh the RACF PTKTDATA definition with the new profile:
SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) REFRESH

NOTE

For detailed information about using RACF commands, see the IBM RACF documentation.
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Client SSL Setup From the Command Line
This section describes how to set up an SSL connection using the LDAP Command Line Utilities, including:

• Understanding the LDAP client configuration
• Setting up the SSL connection
• Migrating from earlier versions of LDAP Server

LDAP Client Configuration
This topic is part of the process of setting up client SSL from the command line.

An LDAP client is any application program that accesses an LDAP server. LDAP clients include not only the client tools
that are installed as part of this product, but also any in-house or third-party applications that were developed with the
LDAP Server SDK.

1. To communicate with an LDAP server, the LDAP client creates an LDAP connection handle. This LDAP connection
handle contains options and other information that the LDAP library needs to communicate with the LDAP server.

2. When the LDAP library creates an LDAP connection handle, the LDAP library copies a set of default options into the
LDAP handle. The LDAP library initializes these default options when the application first calls the LDAP library.

3. The LDAP library initializes these default options from the client configuration files.

The following topics discuss the client configuration files:

• LDAP Configuration Files and Environment Variables
• How to Choose Which Client Configuration Files to Set Up
• How the Client Configuration is Initialized
• Client Configuration File Format and Syntax
• Set Configuration Options in the Environment
• LDAP Client Configuration Options

LDAP Configuration Files and Environment Variables

The LDAP library obtains the default options from the following sources:

• The ldap.conf configuration file is used to set system-wide defaults. This file is located in a global configuration
directory that is platform dependent:
– For z/OS platforms: /usr/lpp/etldapv3/ldap.conf
– For Windows platforms: C:\CALdap\data\ldap.conf
– For all other platforms: /opt/CA/LDAP/etc/openldap/ldap.conf
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WARNING
The name of the directory that contains the ldap.conf file is a historical relic from an earlier version of LDAP
Server. It is not the name of the LDAP install directory.

• The ldaprc and .ldaprc configuration files are used to set user-specific defaults that override the system-wide defaults.
These files are located in the user’s home directory. The ldaprc configuration file can also be located in the current
working directory.

• The environment variable LDAPCONF contains the pathname of a configuration file. This pathname can be absolute
or relative to the current working directory.

• The environment variable LDAPRC contains the name of a file in the user’s home directory or in the current working
directory.

• Environment variables may also be used to augment the file based defaults. The name of the environment variable
is the option name in uppercase, with an added prefix of LDAP. For example, to define the BASE option via the
environment, set the variable LDAPBASE to the desired value.

• The LDAP Server configuration file slapd.conf is processed during startup of the LDAP server. Client applications
never read the slapd.conf file. slapd.conf is located in the LDAP install directory. The ldap.conf file is not the same file
as slapd.conf!

Some options are user-only options. A user-only option is ignored if present in the ldap.conf file, or in the file specified by
the LDAPCONF environment variable.

How to Choose Which Client Configuration Files to Set Up

The following are general guidelines for deciding which client configuration files to set up.

• If you are migrating applications from Version 12 to Version 14 and you need maximum compatibility with Version 12,
create an ldap.conf file with the TLS_REQCERT NEVER option.

• On platforms other than z/OS: If you have a collection of shared root CA certificates, create an ldap.conf file that
contains a TLS_CACERT option pointing to this file. Use an absolute path name to the file so this file can be shared by
all users.

• Store configuration items that are unique to each user in an ldaprc file in the user’s home directory.

How the Client Configuration is Initialized

With the exception of the ldap.conf file, the LDAP client configuration files all belong to the user who is invoking the
application. These configuration files supply user defaults, not application defaults.

The initialization routine examines the configuration files and variables in the following order:

1. System file: /usr/lpp/etldapv3/ldap.conf
2. User file: $HOME/ldaprc
3. User file: $HOME/.ldaprc
4. User file: ./ldaprc
5. System file: $LDAPCONF
6. User file: $HOME/$LDAPRC
7. User file: $HOME/.$LDAPRC
8. User file: ./$LDAPRC
9. Variable: $LDAPuppercase_option_name

In each of the above entries, the notation $VARIABLE means that you substitute the current value of the environment
variable name.
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• If the environment variable name is not defined, the entry that depends on it is skipped. For example, if the
environment variable LDAPCONF is not set, entry 5 is skipped.

• If a file does not exist, the entry is skipped. For example, if there is no .ldaprc file in the home directory, entry 3 is
skipped.

• If a given option is set in more than one location, the last value is used. This means that an environment variable
setting always overrides every other source.

NOTE
Defining the environment variable LDAPNOINIT disables all defaulting and suppresses the described
initialization process. Just defining this environment variable is enough; the actual value is irrelevant.

Client Configuration File Format and Syntax

WARNING
The syntax of a client configuration file is different from the syntax of the LDAP Server configuration file. Do not
confuse the client configuration files documented in this section with the server configuration file documented in
another section.

A configuration file consists of a sequence of lines. Blank lines are ignored. A line beginning with a hash mark or pound
sign (‘#’) is a comment and is ignored.

All remaining lines are analyzed as follows:

• Leading and trailing white space are removed.
• The line is split into an option name and a value. One or more white-space characters are interpreted as a delimiter

between the option name and the value.
• The option name is the sequence of characters starting with the first non-space character on the line, and continuing

up to, but not including, the first space character.
• The value is the sequence of characters starting with the first non-space character after the option name, and

continuing up to, but not including, the last sequence of space characters before the end of the line.

This results in the following pattern:

<space*><option name><space+><value><space*><EOL>

In this example, <space*> is a sequence of zero or more space characters. <option-name> is a sequence of one or more
non-space character. <space+> is a sequence of one or more space characters. <value> is a sequence of one or more
characters. <EOL> is the end-of-line character.

The option name is case insensitive. It is conventionally written in uppercase, but it can be any mixture of uppercase and
lowercase characters. Values may be casesensitive, depending on the option.

Do not quote values that contain blanks unless the option name requires the quoting. For example:

• Wrong - Erroneous quotes:
URI  "ldap:// ldaps://"

• Right - Space-separated list of URIs without quotes:
URI  ldap:// ldaps://

• Right - The DN syntax requires quotes:
BASE ou=IT Staff,o="Example, Inc",c=US

• Right - The DN syntax does not require quotes:
BASE ou=IT Staff,o=Example\2C Inc,c=US

The maximum length of a line (including leading and trailing white space and the trailing newline) is the value of
LINE_MAX for the particular platform that the LDAP Server client library was built on. The value is at least 2048 bytes.
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There is no mechanism for splitting a long line into multiple lines, neither to increase readability nor to overcome the 2048
byte line limit.

Set Configuration Options in the Environment

You can set the configuration options in either the global file /etc/profile or in the user’s local file $HOME/.profile. The
global file /etc/profile contains settings for all users. The user’s local file $HOME/.profile contains settings that are specific
to the current user. The shell reads both files during the initial login. The global file is processed before the user’s local file.
Therefore, any option that is set in the user’s local file overrides an option set in the global file.

Be aware that the file /etc/profile is typically a protected system file that requires system administrator authority to modify.
Consult your local system programming staff.

To set a configuration option in the environment, use the following shell command:

export variable_name=value

where variable_name is the configuration option name in uppercase prefixed with the string “LDAP”, and value is the
value that you wish to assign to the option.

The rules governing the use of quotes in the value string are determined by the shell program. In general, enclose all
value strings in either single or double quotes. Whether to use single or double quotes depends on the situation.

Examples

You can set the BASE option using the command

export LDAPBASE='ou=IT Staff,o="Example, Inc",c=US'

The outer set of single quotes causes the inner set of double quotes to become part of the value.

The following syntax is an equivalent alternative to set the BASE option:

export LDAPBASE="ou=IT Staff,o=\"Example, Inc\",c=US"

When using outer double quotes, escape the inner double quotes to protect them from being interpreted by the shell.

LDAP Client Configuration Options

The LDAP client configuration options are:

URI ldap[s]://[servername[:port]] …
Defines the URIs of the LDAP servers to which the client connects. The URI scheme can be ldap (LDAP over
TCP) or ldaps (LDAP over SSL (TLS)). You can specify each server name as a domain-style name or an IP
address literal. Optionally, the server name can be followed by a ‘:’ and the port number on which the LDAP
server listens. If you provide no port number, the default port for the scheme is used (389 for ldap, 636 for ldaps).
The value can be a single URI or a space separated list of URIs. When you define more than one URI, the client
attempts to connect to each server in the given order. The client establishes the connection to the first server that
accepts the connection.

BASE base
Defines the default base DN to use when performing LDAP operations.
Format: The base is a Distinguished Name in LDAP format.

BINDDN dn
Defines the default bind DN to use when performing LDAP operations.
This is a user-only option.
Format: The dn is a Distinguished Name in LDAP format.
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DEREF {never|searching|finding|always}
Specifies how alias dereferencing is done when performing a search. The argument is one of the following
keywords:
never

Specifies that aliases are never dereferenced. This is the default.
searching

Specifies that aliases are dereferenced in subordinates of the base object, but not in locating the base
object of the search.

finding
Specifies that aliases are only dereferenced when locating the base object of the search.

always
Specifies that aliases are dereferenced both in searching and in locating the base object of the search.

HOST servername[:port] …
Defines the names of the LDAP servers to which the client connects. Each server name can be specified as a
domain-style name or an IP address literal. Optionally, the server’s name can be followed by a ‘:’ and the port
number on which the LDAP server is listening.
The value can be a single name or a space separated list of names. When you specify more than one host, the
client attempts to connect to each server in the given order. The client establishes the connection to the first
server that accepts the connection.

NOTE
HOST is deprecated in favor of URI.

NETWORK_TIMEOUT integer
Specifies the amount of time to wait when connecting to an LDAP server. If the server fails to respond in the
specified amount of time the client aborts the attempt.
Format: Seconds

PORT port
Specifies the default port used when connecting to LDAP servers.
Format: Number
Note: PORT is deprecated in favor of URI.

REFERRALS {on|true|yes|off|false|no}
Defines whether the client automatically follows referrals returned by LDAP servers. Command line tools (such as
ldapsearch) always override this option.
Default: on

SIZELIMIT integer
Specifies the maximum number of entries that searches can return. The server may still apply a server-side limit
on the number of entries that are returned by a search operation.
Format: A non-negative integer. A SIZELIMIT of zero (0) specifies a request for unlimited size.

TIMELIMIT integer
Specifies the maximum amount of time that the client library waits for a response to an operation. The server may
still apply a server-side limit on the duration of a search operation.
Format: A non-negative integer, in seconds. A TIMELIMIT of zero (0) specifies an unlimited search time.

VERSION {2|3}
Specifies the version of the LDAP protocol to use.

TLS_CACERT filename
Specifies the file that contains certificates for all of the Certificate Authorities that the client recognizes.
This option applies to all platforms except z/OS.
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TLS_CACERTDIR path
Specifies the path of a directory that contains Certificate Authority certificates in separate individual files. This
directory must be preprocessed with the OpenSSL c_rehash script before it can be used. This option applies to all
platforms except z/OS.

TLS_CERT filename
Specifies the file that contains the client certificate.
This option applies to all platforms except z/OS. This is a user-only option.

TLS_KEY filename
Specifies the file that contains the private key that matches the certificate stored in the TLS_CERT file.
This option applies to all platforms except z/OS. This is a user-only option.

WARNING
Protect the private key file carefully by setting permissions to restrict access. Do not password-protect
the private key file.

TLS_KEYRING ringname
Specifies the name of the key database HFS file, SAF key ring, or z/OS PKCS #11 token. If you also specify the
TLS_KEYRINGPW or TLS_KEYRINGSTASH option, a key database is used; otherwise a SAF key ring or z/OS
PKCS #11 token is used.
This option applies to the z/OS platform only. This is a user-only option.
Format: A SAF key ring name is specified as “userid/keyring”. A PKCS #11 token name is specified as “*TOKEN*/
token-name”.
Default: The current userid is used if the userid is omitted.

NOTE
When you use an SAF key ring owned by another user, certificate private keys are not available.
When you use an SAF key ring, the user invoking the client application must have READ access to the
resource “IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING” in the FACILITY class. If the key ring is owned by a different user,
the user invoking the application must have UPDATE access to this resource. When you use a PKCS
#11 token, the user must have READ access to resource “USER.token-name” in the CRYPTOZ class.

TLS_KEYRINGPW password
Specifies the password for the key database.
This option applies to the z/OS platform only. This is a user-only option.

TLS_KEYRINGSTASH filename
Specifies the name of the key database password stash file. The stash file name has an extension of “.sth”. If you
supply a name without the correct extension, the extension is added automatically.
This option applies to the z/OS platform only. This is a user-only option.

NOTE
If you specify both the TLS_KEYRINGPW and TLS_KEYRINGSTASH options, the TLS_KEYRINGPW
option is used and the TLS_KEYRINGSTASH option is ignored.

TLS_CERTLABEL label
Specifies the label of the certificate to use.
This option applies to the z/OS platform only. This is a user-only option.
Default: If the TLS_CERTLABEL option is omitted, the default certificate is used.

NOTE
Either the current user owns the selected certificate, or it must be a SITE certificate. If it is a SITE
certificate, the current user must have CONTROL access to the resource “IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT”
in the FACILITY class.
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TLS_CIPHER_SUITE cipher-suite-spec
Specifies the list of cipher suites that are acceptable to the client application. The LDAP server makes the final
decision which cipher suite this session uses. The client provides the cipher-suite-spec list to limit which cipher
suites the server chooses from.

NOTE
For a description of how to code this option, see the description of the TLSCipherSuite option in the
Global Options section of Customize the Slapd Configuration File.

TLS_PROTOCOL_MIN version
(optional) Specifies the minimum SSL/TLS protocol version that will be negotiated. When the client does not
support at least this version, the SSL handshake fails.
The valid values are:

Value Description
ssl2 SSL version 2
ssl3 SSL version 3
tls1 TLS version 1
tls1.1 TLS version 1.1
tls1.2 TLS version 1.2

The minimum SSL/TLS protocol version is the minimum version that the server will allow to be negotiated. For
example, if the TLS_PROTOCOL_MIN configuration option specifies “tls1.2” and the client supports only TLS
1.1, the client is not allowed to connect to the LDAP Server. If the TLS_PROTOCOL_MIN configuration option
specifies “tls1.1,” any request for TLS 1.1 or higher is accepted. So, if the client supports TLS 1.2, the connection
is at TLS 1.2.

NOTE

Previous versions of the LDAP Server clients behaved as if this option were specified with the value
“ssl3”, meaning the minimum protocol version was SSLv3. This change in default behavior could result
in SSL handshake failures where there were no failures. If a failure occurs, add the TLS_Protocol_Min
option to the client's configuration file. The required option is show in the example that follows.

Default: tls1
TLS_RANDFILE filename

Specifies the file that provides random bits when /dev/[u]random is not available. Generally you set this option to
the name of the EGD/PRNGD socket.
This option applies to all platforms except z/OS.

TLS_REQCERT {never|allow|try|demand|hard}
Specifies what checks to perform on server certificates in a TLS session, if any. Specify the level as one of the
following keywords:
never

Specifies that the client does not request or check any server certificate.
allow

Specifies that the server certificate is requested. If no certificate is provided, the session proceeds
normally. If a bad certificate is provided, it is ignored and the session proceeds normally.

try
Specifies that the server certificate is requested. If no certificate is provided, the session proceeds
normally. If a bad certificate is provided, the session terminates immediately.
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demand | hard
Specifies that the server certificate is requested. If no certificate is provided, or a bad certificate is
provided, the session terminates immediately. The two keywords are equivalent. This is the default
setting.

NOTE
With the current implementation of SSL, the cipher suite chosen for the session determines whether
the server provides a certificate. If the cipher suite does not require a server certificate, this option
is ignored. If the cipher suite requires the server to provide a certificate, then 'never' and 'allow' are
effectively the same and indicate that a bad certificate should be ignored. similarly, 'try', 'demand', and
'hard' are effectively the same and indicate that a bad certificate causes the immediate termination of
the session.

TLS_ENABLEFIPS {on|true|yes|off|false|no}
Specifies whether the client enables FIPS mode for all SSL/TLS sessions that it initiates.
Default: off

TCPIP_JOBNAME jobname
Specifies the jobname of the TCP/IP stack that all connection requests are routed through.
This option applies to the z/OS platform only.

How to Configure Client Applications to Use SSL/TLS
This topic is part of the process of setting up client SSL from the command line.

To configure a client application to establish an SSL/TLS connection with an LDAP server, you need to perform the
following steps:

1. Identify the certificates that the user needs.
2. Create certificate repositories.
3. (If migrating from Version 12 or earlier) Configure the TLS_REQCERT default option to NEVER.
4. Make the files available to the application.

Identify Necessary Certificates

For each server with which the user establishes an SSL/TLS session, you need the following information:

1. Identify the root CA certificate for the server’s certificate.
You do not need the actual server certificate, nor certificates for any intermediate CAs.

2. If the server requires the client application to present a certificate when establishing an SSL/TLS session, identify a
client certificate that is acceptable to the server.
The client certificate identifies the user, not the application. Typically, a user needs only one client certificate. You need
the client certificate and all of the CA certificates.

At this step, you only need to identify what certificates you need. You do not have to collect the actual certificates yet.

How to Create Certificate Repositories

For all platforms except z/OS, you create three files:

• One file containing all CA certificates,
• One file containing the actual client certificate, and
• One file containing the private key associated with the client certificate.
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For z/OS platforms, you need either a key ring or a key database. To decide which of these two to use, consider the
following points:

Key Ring Key Database
It is very difficult to share a key ring, and you need one key ring for
each user.

It is easy to share a key database.

A key ring and the certificates connected to it resides in the
security manager database. Only a person with security
administrator authority can create or update a key ring.

Anyone can create a key database.

In order to access a key ring, the user must have at least
READ access to the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING resource in the
FACILITY class.

The user requires no special privileges to access a key database.

You do not have to use either key rings or key databases exclusively: You can create key rings for some users and key
databases for others.

Create a Key Ring

The security administrator creates a key ring for each user.

Follow these steps:

1. Import each certificate in the list of needed certificates if the certificate is not yet in the security database.
2. Create a key ring for the user.
3. Connect each CA certificate to the key ring using CERTAUTH.
4. Connect the client certificate to the key ring using PERSONAL. Designate the client certificates as DEFAULT. You can

also assign a label to the client certificate.
5. Permit this user READ access to the resource IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING in the FACILITY class.

NOTE
For details on the commands, consult the documentation for the security product that is installed on your
system.

Create a Personal Key Database

If the user needs a client certificate, create a personal key database for that user. Use the gskkyman utility to create the
key database.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the key database. You can choose any file name with the suffix ".kdb".
Two files are created, "filename.kdb" and "filename.rdb".

2. Import each certificate that the user needs into the key database. Assign a label to each certificate.
3. Designate the client certificate as DEFAULT.
4. Create a key stash file for the key database.

A file with the name "filename.sth" is created.

NOTE
For detailed information about how to use gskkyman, see the chapter Certificate/Key Management in the z/OS
manual SC24-5901, Cryptographic Services System Secure Socket Layer Programming.
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Create a Shared Key Database

For those users that do not need a client certificate, you can create a single shared key database.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the key database. You can choose any filename with the suffix ".kdb".
Two files are created, "filename.kdb" and "filename.rdb".

2. Import all of the root CA certificates into this key database.
3. Create a key stash file for the key database.

A file with the name "filename.sth" is created.

You now have three files: filename.kdb, filename.rdb, and filename.sth. Each of these files has a file mode of 0600 (read/
write by owner). The owner and group of these files are the UID and primary GID of the user who created the files.

You can share the key database with all users, or with users who are members of a specific group.

If you decide to share the key database with a group:

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following command. Replace group with the name of a group containing all users who share this key
database.
chgrp group name.kdb name.rdb name.sth

This step creates a group key database.
2. Issue one of the following commands:

a. To grant read access to members of the group:
chmod 0640 name.kdb name.rdb name.sth

b. To grant read and write access to each member of the group:
chmod 0660 name.kdb name.rdb name.sth

You have shared the key database with members of the group.

Alternatively, you can share the key database with all users regardless of group membership.

Follow these steps:

Issue one of the following commands.

• To grant read access to everyone:
chmod 0644 name.kdb name.rdb name.sth

• To grant read and write access to everyone:
chmod 0666 name.kdb name.rdb name.sth

You have shared the key database with everyone.

WARNING
Because multiple users can read the key database, import only root CA certificates into a shared key database.
Importing a client certificate and its associated private key makes that private key available to anyone who can
read the key database. In the case of a group key database this might not be a breach of security. For a shared
key database, this is most likely a serious breach of security.

Create Certificate Files

For all platforms other than z/OS, collect certificates into files. Each of these certificate files must be in PEM format.
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Follow these steps:

1. Create one file that contains the trusted CA certificates. This is a single file that is the concatenation of all root CA
certificates.

2. If you use a client certificate:
a. Create two files. One file contains the actual client certificate. The second file contains the private key associated

with the certificate.
b. Create a third file containing each CA certificate that signed the client certificates. Concatenate the CA certificate

files to the end of the file that contains the trusted CA certificates.

Make the Files Available to the Application

Consult the documentation of the application to determine how to make the certificates available to the application. The
command line tools that come with the LDAP Server product do not have unique configuration files, but rely on settings in
the LDAP client configuration files. Many other applications do the same for their SSL/TLS configuration options.

To decide which configuration files to edit, consider the following:

• The current user must have either READ or UPDATE authority to the resource IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING in the
FACILITY class to use a key ring. If the current user is the owner of the key ring, then READ authority is required;
otherwise, UPDATE authority is required.

• You do not have to add all of the options to the same file. For example, you can put the TLS_CACERT option in the
ldap.conf file and the TLS_CERT and TLS_KEY options in the user’s ldaprc file.

• The following options are user-only options: TLS_KEYRING, TLS_KEYRINGSTASH, TLS_CERT, TLS_KEY, and
TLS_CERTLABEL. You cannot add these options to the ldap.conf file. You can either add them to the ldaprc file, or
use environment variables.

• If the current user is not the userid that is associated with the certificate, the security manager does not return the
private key associated with a personal certificate .

Follow these steps:

1. If you are configuring an SAF key ring on the z/OS platform, add the following two lines to a user configuration file:
TLS_KEYRING ringowner/ringname

TLS_CERTLABEL cert-label

2. If you are configuring a key database on the z/OS platform, add the following three lines to a user configuration file:
TLS_KEYRING kdb-filename

TLS_KEYRINGSTASH stash-filename

TLS_CERTLABEL cert-label

3. If you are configuring any other platform, add the following three lines to a user configuration file:
TLS_CACERT cacert-filename

TLS_CERT cert-filename

TLS_KEY key-filename

NOTE
If you do not use personal certificates, you can omit the TLS_CERTLABEL, TLS_CERT, and TLS_KEY
configuration options.

The options use the following arguments:

ringowner
Specifies the ID of the user who owns the keyring. If the current user is the owner of the key ring you can omit
ringowner and the separating slash. In this case, specify only the name of the key ring.

ringname
Specifies the name of the key ring.
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kdb-filename
Specifies the name of the key database file.

sth-filename
Specifies the name of the key stash file.

cert-label
Specifies the label that is given to the client certificate in either the key ring or the key database.

cacert-filename
Specifies the name of the file that contains all of the trusted CA certificates.

cert-filename
Specifies the name of the file that contains the user’s personal certificate.

key-filename
Specifies the name of the file that contains the private key associated with the user’s personal certificate.

How to Migrate from LDAP Server R12 and Earlier to R14
This topic is part of the process of setting up client SSL from the command line.

You can migrate from LDAP Server R12 to LDAP Server Version 14 with minimum changes by creating an ldap.conf file
that contains the following line:

TLS_REQCERT NEVER

In release Version 12 and earlier of LDAP Server it was possible for an LDAP client application to establish an SSL/
TLS session with a LDAP Server without certificates. When the LDAP library tried to verify the server certificate, it did
encounter an error but ignored it, because the default setting for the TLS_REQCERT option was NEVER.

With release Version 14, the SSL software and the defaults changed.

• For z/OS platforms, LDAP Server now uses IBM System SSL software to perform SSL/TLS communications. IBM
System SSL requires a key ring or a key database in order to create an environment.

• All other platforms still use the same SSL/TLS software as earlier releases.

In Version 14, it is still possible to establish an SSL/TLS session without certificates. However, the default for the
TLS_REQCERT option is now set to DEMAND, so the LDAP library now no longer ignores the certificate verification error.
Set the option to NEVER to restore the old default behavior.

From R14 on, the LDAP library performs additional server identity checking. This check verifies that the server certificate
was issued to the server that the LDAP library connected to. For the verification to success in R14, the server certificate
must now include the server’s internet address in the certificate. Earlier releases of the LDAP library did not perform this
check.

Configure SYSVIEW to Show Installed Compliance Event Manager PTFs
To see which Compliance Event Manager PTFs are installed on a SYSVIEW LPAR, enter the following information about
the product in the SYSVIEW ADMIN, SMPE, PTFS view.

Formats DEFAULT ATRISK           

XMLLIB  install_path.CDT9XML

CSI     install_path.CSI 

FMID    CDT9F10     

• install_path
Specifies the path where LDAP Server is installed in SMP/E.

The LDAP Server FMID is always CDT9F10.
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Example:

Formats DEFAULT ATRISK           

XMLLIB  QAT.LDAPR151.PTF.CAI.CDT9XML

CSI     QAT.LDAPR151.PTF.CAI.CSI 

FMID    CDT9F10     

Migrate Compliance Manager Version 1.0 to Version 2.0
Compliance Manager requires the LDAP Server. When you create or modify your Compliance Manager policy through the
Compliance Manager interface, this process uses LDAP Server as a backend interface to the Compliance Manager policy
database.

WARNING
Before migrating to Compliance Manager Version 2.0, review the Compliance Manager Version 2.0 Release
Notes, the accompanying documentation, and this article.

Compliance Manager Version 2.0 uses a new policy database schema. This requirement has an impact on which version
of LDAP Server you use.

Compliance Manager Version 1.0 requires LDAP Server Version 14.0 or Version 15.0 (with the appropriate maintenance).

• Compliance Manager Version 2.0 requires LDAP Server Version 15.0 with additional maintenance (RO29536). This
requirement supports the new policy database schema that is used by Compliance Manager Version 2.0. After the
LDAP Server Version 15.0 maintenance is installed, LDAP Server Version 15.0 supports only the new policy database
schema that is used by Compliance Manager Version 2.0.

Therefore, LDAP Server Version 15.0 does not support the concurrent use of Compliance Manager Version 1.0
and Version 2.0. Which release is supported depends on the level of LDAP Server Version 15.0 maintenance that is
installed.

• Before you install RO29536, LDAP Server Version 15.0 supports only Compliance Manager Version 1.0.

• After you install RO29536, LDAP Server Version 15.0 supports only Compliance Manager Version 2.0.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the full scope of required Compliance Manager policy database schema changes for your installation. Review
the deployment of your Compliance Manager systems, and the LDAP Server instances that support them. Then,
determine the following details:
– Which systems use which policy databases? Do they share policy databases?

NOTE
The Compliance Manager policy database can be shared by multiple Compliance Manager instances,
either within the same system or across multiple systems.

– Which systems or policy databases use which LDAP Server instances?
– What is the release of each Compliance Manager instance?
– What is the release of each LDAP Server instance?

2. (Compliance Manager r1.0 users only) Upgrade to Compliance Manager r2.0.
3. Install RO41011. Review the PTF cover letter and accompanying instructions.
4. Install RO41322 if you are using the Warehouse and the Monitor components.

This maintenance adds two sample jobs to CAI.CEIQJCL0: CMGRWBND and CMGRMBND.
5. Run the applicable jobs that were added by RO41322 and RO41011.

The jobs rebind the DB2 elements for the Warehouse and Monitor components, respectively.
6. Install LDAP Server Version 15, if not already installed.
7. Install RO29536.

LDAP Server Version 15 now supports Compliance Manager Version 2.0.
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8. Create the policy database. The policy database that is used by the Compliance Manager components is created and
maintained by the LDAP Server. Rune one of the following jobs:
– If Compliance Manager Version 1.0 is installed, run the CAI.CDT9JCL(CDT9PCRE) job to create a policy database.
– If migrating from Compliance Manager Version 1.0 to Version 2.0, run the CAI.CDT9JCL(CDT9PMOD) job to

migrate the policy database.
– If Compliance Manager Version 2.0 is installed, run the CAI.CDT9JCL(CDT9PCHR) job to create a policy database.

NOTE
Create the CAI.CDT9JCL data set during the LDAP Server installation process.

Compliance Manager Instance Job needed in CDT9JCL
New Compliance Manager Version 1.0 Policy Database CDT9PCRE
Migrating Compliance Manager Version 1.0 Policy Database
to Version 2.0

CDT9PMOD

New Compliance Manager Version 2.0 Policy Database CDT9PCHR

Configure the PAM Client
After installing the PAM Client, perform the following configuration tasks to configure the Linux system:

• Modifying the ESM configuration file to your site-specific standards
• Starting the ESM proxy server during preliminary testing and during system startup
• Enabling the NSS module
• Enabling the PAM module

The configuration topics contain references to sample files. The location of the sample files depends on how you installed
the PAM Client, as follows:

• If you installed from a source distribution using a tar file, the <examples> directory is pam_CA_esm-<level>/examples.
This directory was created when you unpacked the source tar file during the install process.

• If you installed from a source distribution using a source RPM, the location of the <examples> directory depends on
your Linux distribution:
– If your Linux distribution is a SuSE distribution, the <examples> directory is /usr/share/doc/packages/pam_CA_esm.
– If your Linux distribution is a Red Hat distribution, the <examples> directory is /usr/share/doc/pam_CA_esm-

<level>.
• If you installed from a binary distribution, the location depends on which binary RPM you installed:

– If you installed the 32-bit RPM (pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.s390.rpm), the <examples> directory is /usr/share/
doc/packages/pam_CA_esm.

– If you installed the 64-bit RPM (pam_CA_esm-<level>-<version>.s390x.rpm), the <examples> directory is /usr/
share/doc/pam_CA_esm-<level>. This is because the 32-bit RPM was built on a SuSE distribution, whereas the 64-
bit RPM was built on a Red Hat distribution.

Modify the Common ESM Configuration File
A common ESM configuration file is used by each component named, by default, /etc/CA_esm.conf. This file contains
several types of records. Most of these records are optional and default to a value if omitted.

The installation process installs a preliminary version of this common ESM configuration file. This file contains full
explanations of each record and commented-out records that specify the default values.

To view documentation on each of the configuration file options

1. Add the directory that contains the CA ESM manual pages (/opt/CA/PAMclient/share/man) to your MANPATH
environment variable.
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The directory is added.
2. Issue the following command:

NOTE
As you are changing the command ESM configuration file, periodically check for possible syntax errors and
verify your changes.

man CA_esm.conf

The documentation appears.

To verify changes to the ESM configuration file

1. Add the directory that contains the CA ESM utility programs (/opt/CA/PAMclient/sbin) to your PATH environment
variable.
The directory is added.

2. Issue the following command:
CA_esm_showcfg

The program displays any errors and the contents of the common ESM configuration file.

Additional steps for modifying the common ESM file:

1. Set the minimal configuration
2. How to configure multiple DSI servers
3. Change esm-mode record values
4. How to configure transport layer security
5. Configure the PAM module

Set the Minimal Configuration
After the installation, you must change the esm-host record in the common ESM configuration file.

Follow these steps:

1. Search for the following text:
esm-host YOU-MUST-CHANGE-THIS

2. Replace the text YOU-MUST-CHANGE-THIS with the nodename of the z/OS system where the DSI Server is running.
a. Determine which port the DSI Server is listening on. If this port is not 1091, specify the correct port here. For

example, if the hostname is oursys.ourcomp.com and the server is listening on port 1234, replace the the record
with the following:
esm-host oursys.ourcomp.com:1234

Configure Multiple DSI Servers
The common ESM configuration file must contain at least one esm-host record. It can contain more than one record, each
defining a different ESM server with which the Linux ESM proxy server may communicate. When you configure multiple
ESM hosts, consider how the ESM proxy server is to use the ESM hosts. The ESM proxy server can use multiple ESM
hosts in either failover or roundrobin mode.

During a logon to Linux, regardless of the daemon in use, at least two requests for data are sent to the DSI Server. The
first request is to verify the user credentials and the second request is to identify the user UID, GID, home directory, and
shell program to use.

If all the data should come from a single security database, configure the proxy server to use failover mode, which forces
all requests to be sent to a single DSI Server.
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If you need load balancing because of a large number of simultaneous user logons, configure the proxy server to use
roundrobin mode, which distributes each request to the next DSI Server in the configured list of usable servers.

NOTE
When setting up round robin or failover, ensure ESM user identification information in all machines in the
configuration is synchronized.

Follow this process to configure multiple DSI Servers:

1. Configure DSI hosts using one of the following methods:
a. Failover method
b. Round robin method

2. Change the esm-mode record values.

Configure Multiple DSI Servers in Failover Mode
In failover mode, one of the ESM hosts defined in the common ESM configuration file is the primary host and the
remaining ESM hosts are secondary hosts. The first esm-host record in the common ESM configuration file defines the
primary ESM host. The second and subsequent esm-host records define the secondary ESM hosts. The ESM proxy
server attempts to maintain a connection with the primary ESM host and will only establish a connection with a secondary
ESM host if the primary is unavailable.

When the proxy server attempts to connect to the ESM server, it always starts with the primary ESM host. If this attempt
fails, the ESM proxy server attempts to connect to one of the secondary ESM hosts. Each secondary ESM host is tried in
the order defined until one succeeds or until all fail.

The esm-mode record should appear as follows:

esm-mode failover attempts=0 delay=0

attempts
Determines how many times the ESM proxy server repeats the process. If the attempts option is not specified, or
if it specifies zero, the ESM proxy server repeats the previous process indefinitely. If the attempts option specifies
a number, the ESM proxy server repeats the previous process the number of times specified. If the ESM proxy
server is unable to establish a connection in the number of attempts specified, the ESM proxy server does not
establish a connection. The ESM proxy server continues to run does not attempt to connect to an ESM server
until the ESM proxy server receives a restart command. Further, the ESM proxy server responds to all pending
and future client requests with “server down”.

delay
Causes the ESM proxy server to pause between attempts to establish a connection. If the delay option is not
specified or if it specifies zero, there is no delay. That is, the ESM proxy server immediately attempts to establish
a connection. If the delay option specifies a number, the ESM proxy pauses for the specified number of seconds
before attempting to connect.

Configure Multiple DSI Servers in RoundRobin Mode
In roundrobin mode, the ESM proxy server attempts to maintain a connection with each defined ESM host. The ESM
proxy server manages each ESM host independently of the others.

The esm-mode record appears similar to the following:

esm-mode roundrobin attempts=0 delay=0

attempts
Determines how many times the ESM proxy server attempts to establish a connection with an ESM host. If
the attempts option is not specified or if it specifies zero, the ESM proxy server continues to attempt to connect
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to an ESM host indefinitely. If the attempts option specifies a number, the ESM proxy server only attempts
to establish a connection the number of times specified. If the ESM proxy server is unable to establish the
connection in the number of attempts specified, the ESM proxy server makes no further attempts to establish a
connection with this ESM host until the ESM proxy server receives a restart command.

delay
Causes the ESM proxy server to pause between attempts to establish a connection. If the delay option is not
specified or if it specifies zero, there is no delay. That is, the ESM proxy server immediately attempts to establish
a connection. If the delay option specifies a number, the ESM proxy pauses for the specified number of seconds
before making another attempt to connect.

NOTE
When the attempts option specifies a non-zero value, it is possible for the ESM proxy server to have no active
connections. The ESM proxy server continues to run, but it does not attempt to connect to any ESM server until
the ESM proxy server receives a restart command. Further, the ESM proxy server responds to all pending and
future client requests with server down.

Change esm-mode Record Values
Use this procedure to change esm-mode record values. This procedure is the same whether you use failover or round
robin mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform a search for the esm-mode record in the ESM configuration file.
You locate the record.

2. Change the values.
The values are changed.

3. Delete the hash character (#) in column one of the record.
The character is deleted.

Configure Transport Layer Security
If you intend to use Transport Layer Security (TLS) for communicating with any ESM host, follow this process:

1. Modify the common ESM configuration file to support TLS.
2. Provide an ESM proxy server certificate (if needed).
3. Change permissions for unencrypted private keys.

Modify the ESM Configuration File to Support TLS
Use this procedure to modify the ESM configuration file to support TLS. To connect to an ESM server using TLS, the ESM
server must have a certificate. During the initial handshake that establishes the secure connection, the ESM server sends
this certificate to the ESM proxy server. Along with the certificate, the ESM server also sends a sequence of one or more
CA certificates that the ESM proxy server needs to verify the server's certificate. The last CA certificate in this sequence
is a top-level (root) CA certificate. For the ESM proxy server to verify the server's certificate, you must provide a copy of
this root CA certificate to the ESM proxy server. It is not necessary to provide either the server's certificate or any of the
intermediate CA certificates in the chain; it is only necessary to provide the root CA certificate.

If the ESM proxy server is to connect to more than one ESM server, you need the root CA certificate for each of the ESM
servers. In most cases, you use a single root CA certificate to issue all of your server certificates, and you need only this
one certificate. However, if you use a different root CA for each server, you need all of them.

Each of the certificates must be in text format. Depending on the source of the certificate, the format may be described as
PEM, CERTB64, or ASCII format.
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Follow these steps:

1. Confirm that you have the correct format by viewing the certificate with a text editor. The certificate should appear
similar to the following example:
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

<a dozen or so lines indicating the certificate>

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

Ignore any lines that appear before the BEGIN CERTIFICATE line and after the END CERTIFICATE line. The text that
resides between the BEGIN and END lines is the certificate, encoded in base- or radix-64 notation.
You have confirmed that you have the correct format.

2. Concatenate all of the root CA certificates into one file.
The root CA certificates are concatenated.

3. Search for the following text:
#tls-cacertfile YOU-MUST-CHANGE-THIS

4. Replace the text YOU-MUST-CHANGE-THIS with the absolute pathname of the file that you just created. Use an
absolute pathname (not a relative one), and delete the leading hash ('#') character.
The text includes an absolute pathname.

5. Change the tls-required option if you want all (or most) connections to use TLS. Search for the following line in the
common ESM configuration file:
#tls-required no

Change no to yes and delete the leading hash character.
The ESM proxy server establishes a TLS connection with every ESM host unless specifically directed not to.
If there are hosts that you do not want to use TLS with, add the following option to the esm-host record for that host:
tls=no

6. Do not change the tls-required option if you want only a few connections to use TLS. The ESM proxy server does not
establish a TLS connection with any ESM host unless specifically directed to. If there are any hosts that you want to
use TLS with, add the following option to the esm-host record for that host:
tls=yes

Using the previous example of an esm-host record to indicate that you want to establish a TLS connection with this
host, the following line appears in the command ESM configuration file:
esm-host oursys.ourcomp.com:1234 tls=yes

ESM Proxy Server Certificates
You may also need to supply a certificate for the ESM proxy server. Whether you need a certificate depends on DSI
Server configuration options.

The TLSVerifyClient option determines whether the ESM proxy server needs a certificate.

• You must provide a certificate for the ESM proxy server if the TLSVerifyClient option specifies either TRY or DEMAND.
If you do not provide a certificate, the ESM proxy server cannot establish a connection to the ESM server.

• You do not need to provide a certificate for the ESM proxy server if the TLSVerifyClient option specifies NEVER or
ALLOW.
– If the TLSVerifyClient option specifies NEVER, the DSI Server does not ask the ESM proxy server to send a

certificate. If you do provide a certificate, the ESM proxy server does not use it.
– If the TLSVerifyClient option specifies ALLOW, the DSI Server asks the ESM proxy server to send a certificate. If

you do provide a certificate, the ESM proxy server sends it to the DSI Server and the PAM module verifies it. If you
do not provide a certificate, the DSI Server does not fail the connection.

You need at least three objects to provide a certificate for the ESM proxy server to use:
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• ESM proxy server's certificate
• Certificate for the CA that issued the ESM proxy server's certificate
• Private key associated with the ESM proxy server's certificate.

NOTE
Each of these objects must be in text format.

You may encrypt the private key, or you may provide it unencrypted. If it is not encrypted, change the permissions on the
file that you just created to allow access only to the owner of the file to 0600 and confirm that the owner of the file is UID 0
(root).

Change Permissions for Unencrypted Private Keys
If you are using an unencrypted private key, you must allow access only to the owner of the file to 0600. Use this
procedure to make this change.

Follow these steps:

1. Change permissions by issuing the following commands:
chmod 0600 file

chown root file

file
Indicates the name of the certificate file.

NOTE
You must provide the password for the private key file to the ESM proxy server if it is encrypted. It is
possible to store the password in the CA_esm.conf file, but this method is not a secure option because the
CA_esm.conf file must be readable to everyone. Therefore, any user can see the password and decrypt the
private key. Store the password in a file.

2. Store the clear text of the password in a file by issuing the following command:
echo password > file

password
Indicates the password of the private key.

file
Indicates the name of the password file.

The clear text of the password is stored.
3. Change the permissions on the file to 0600.

The permissions are changed.
4. Store the password in a stash file, which is encrypted using a key known only to the ESM proxy server and the

command that creates stash files. Issue the following command:
CA_esm_stash password file

password
Indicates the password of the private key.

file
Indicates the name of the stash file.

The clear text of the password is stored.
5. Modify the CA_esm.conf file as follows:

a. Concatenate each file in the previously noted order. For example, ESM proxy server certificate, the CA certificate,
the private key.

b. Search for the following text:
#tls-cert YOU-MUST-CHANGE-THIS
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c. Replace the text YOU-MUST-CHANGE-THIS with the absolute pathname of the file you just created. Use an
absolute pathname, and delete the leading hash ('#') character.

d. If the private key is encrypted, add the option password=text to the tls-cert option line.
• If you created a stash file, replace text with stash:pathname.
• pathname

Indicates the absolute pathname to the stash file.
• If you created a password file, replace text with file:pathname.
• pathname

Indicates the absolute pathname to the password file.
The file is updated.

Configure the PAM Module
The following options are command line arguments to the PAM module. As such, you would normally specify them in the
PAM configuration files. However, you may want to specify these options in all or none of the PAM configuration files.

If you want to specify these options in all PAM configuration files, you can specify them in the common ESM configuration
file. The options appear together toward the end of the installed common ESM configuration file. They are as follows:

• #ignore-root no
• #ignore-authinfo-unavail no
• #ignore-unknown-user no

To change any of these options, change the no to yes and delete the leading hash character.

NOTE
If you set an option in the configuration file, you cannot unset it later.

Start the ESM Proxy Server Manually
After you modify the command ESM configuration file, you can start the ESM proxy server.

NOTE

This method is adequate for the preliminary testing phase. After testing, enable the ESM Proxy Server during
system startup instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Issue the following command:
CA_esm_proxy --runas-daemon --trace-file=<pathname>

<pathname>
Indicates the absolute pathname of file to receive trace output.

2. Put the trace-file option on the command line. This option lets you enable tracing when needed. Without this option,
you need to stop and restart the ESM proxy server to enable tracing.

NOTE
Using the trace-file option does not enable tracing.

3. View all the arguments to the CA_esm_proxy program by issuing the following command:
man CA_esm_proxy

NOTE
You might need to add the directory that contains the CA ESM manual pages (/opt/CA/PAMclient/share/man)
to your MANPATH environment variable.
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Start the ESM Proxy Server During System Startup
The manual method of starting the ESM proxy server is adequate during the preliminary testing phase. However, you want
to eventually configure the Linux system to start the ESM proxy server during system startup. Use the following applicable
procedure to start the ESM proxy server during system startup.

To create the boot script for a SuSE distribution

1. Start with the file <examples>/SuSE/init.d/CAesm. Modify the file as necessary for your installation.
2. Copy your boot script to the system directory /etc/init.d.
3. Create a configuration script file. The pathname for this file is /etc/sysconfig/CAesm. There is a sample file

<examples>/SuSE/sysconfig/CAesm. This script file creates a trace file with the name /var/log/CA_esm_proxy.trace.
This file sets additional command line options for the ESM proxy server.

4. After you have copied the boot and configuration script to the appropriate system directory, enable the ESM proxy
server to start at system startup. Issue the following command to enable running the boot script during system startup:
insserv /etc/init.d/CAesm

5. Start the ESM proxy server for the first time:

NOTE
The preceding step only enables the ESM proxy server boot script.

/etc/init.d/CAesm start

The ESM proxy server starts.

To create the boot script for a RedHat distribution

1. Start with the file <examples>/RedHat/init.d/CAesm. Modify the file as necessary for your installation.
2. Copy your boot script to the system directory /etc/rc.d/init.d.
3. You can also create a configuration script file. This file sets additional command line options for the ESM proxy server.

The pathname for this file is /etc/sysconfig/CAesm. There is a sample file <examples>/RedHat/sysconfig/CAesm. This
script file creates a trace file with the name /var/log/CA_esm_proxy.trace.

4. After you have copied the boot and configuration script to the appropriate system directory, you can enable the ESM
proxy server to start at system startup. Enable running the boot script during system startup:
chkconfig --add CAesm

5. Start the ESM proxy server for the first time by issuing the following command:

NOTE
The preceding step only enables the ESM proxy server boot script.

/etc/rc.d/init.d/CAesm start

The ESM proxy server starts.

Enable the NSS Module
After the ESM proxy server is running, enable the NSS module.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the passwd and group contents lines in the /etc/nsswitch.conf file. Add CA_esm between the colon and
contents, preferably as the first word, as shown in the following example:
passwd: CA_esm contents  

group: CA_esm contents 

contents
Indicates the information currently on the line:
For SuSE distributions, the contents are, at minimum, compat.
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For Red Hat distributions, the contents are, at minimum, files. The contents might contain the words nis, nisplus,
or ldap. This is unlikely but possible.

2. Save the modifications.
3. Determine which system daemons are running, including the following:

– nscd (the Name Service Cache Daemon)
– sshd (the Secure Shell Daemon)
– xdm (the X Display Manager)
– gdm (the GNOME Display Manager)
– kdm (the KDE Display Manager)

4. Restart any of the daemons that are installed and running to use the previous changes. For example, to restart NSCD,
issue the following command:

NOTE
Confirm that the particular daemon is running before executing this command. If the daemon is not running
before you execute this command, it will run afterwards. Only restart the daemons that are actually running.

/etc/init.d/nscd restart

Enable the PAM Module
Configure the pam_CA_esm component as you would configure other PAM modules--by placing lines requesting its use in
the following locations:

• /etc/pam.conf file (for monolithic configurations)
• /etc/pam.d/<service> (for multi-file configurations)

Some examples are included in the distribution in the following directories:

• examples/SuSE/pam.d
• examples/RedHat/pam.d

Linux-PAM Configuration File
This topic summarizes the information contained in the Linux-PAM documentation.

The Linux-PAM configuration is set dynamically by the contents of the single configuration file /etc/pam.conf. You can
also set the configuration via individual configuration files located in the /etc/pam.d directory. If the /etc/pam.d directory
is present, Linux-PAM ignores the /etc/pam.conf file. The configuration files define the connection between applications
(called services) and the PAM modules that perform the actual authentication tasks.

The syntax of the /etc/pam.conf configuration file is as follows:

• The file includes a list of rules.
• Each rule is typically placed on a single line but may be extended.
• If the last character on a line is a backslash character, the backslash is removed and the contents of the next line of the

file is appended to the current line.
• Comments start with a hash character and extend from the hash character to the end of the line.

The format of each rule is a space-separated collection of tokens, the first three being case-insensitive:

A /etc/pam.d/<service> file has the same format, except that the rule line does not start with a <service> token. The
<service> token is the name of the file in the /etc/pam.d directory. That is, the format of each rule line is as follows:

<type>  <control>  <module-path>  <module-argument>...
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<service> token
Indicates the familiar name of the corresponding application. For example, the login application uses the service
login. When the application initializes the Linux-PAM interface, it provides the service name. If Linux-PAM is using
the /etc/pam.conf file, it selects all of the rule lines in the file whose <service> token matches the service name.
If Linux-PAM is using individual configuration files, it uses the rule lines from the file whose name matches the
service name. For example, the login service would use the rule lines in the file /etc/pam.d/login.

<type> token
Associates the subsequent module with one of the management groups. Valid values for the <type> token are:
account, auth, password, and session. These correspond to the following management groups:
account

Provides account verification types of service. Has the user's password expired? Is this user permitted
access to the requested service?

authentication
Establishes that the user is who they claim to be. The ESM PAM module uses a challenge-response
request that the user must satisfy: If you are who you claim to be, please enter your password.

password
Updates authentication mechanisms. The ESM PAM module changes the user's z/OS password.

session
Identifies activities that should be done prior to a service being given and after it is withdrawn. An
example pertinent to the ESM PAM module is to create a user's home directory the first time that user
logs in to the Linux system.

NOTE
To understand the operation of the next token (<control>), you must first understand the stack concept. All of the
rule lines that have the same <service> and <type> token make a stack. When performing its operation, Linux-
PAM normally invokes each module in the stack in the order that they appear in the configuration file. Linux-PAM
combines the results from the invocation of each module, under control of the <control> token, to arrive at a final
result. It is this final result that is reported to the application.

<control>
Indicates how Linux-PAM is to respond to the return code from each module in the stack. Two types of syntax
exist for this field:

Syntax A
This simple syntax has a single simple keyword.
</li> </ul>alid values of the <control> token are as follows:
requisite

Indicates that the failure of the module results in the immediate termination of the process.
required

Indicates that the failure of the module ultimately leads to the failure of the process, but only after the
remaining modules in the stack have been invoked.

sufficient
Indicates that the failure of the module is ignored. Success of the module is enough to satisfy the process,
and none of the remaining modules in the stack need to be invoked.

optional
Indicates that the failure of the module is ignored. Success of the module ultimately leads to the success
of the process, but only after the remaining modules in the stack have been invoked.

Syntax B
This more complicated syntax involves a square-bracketed selection of value=action pairs.
The <control> token has the following form:
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[value1=action1 value2=action2 value3=action3 ...]

Each valueN corresponds to a specific return code from the module. It can be one of the following:
success, open_err, symbol_err, service_err, system_err, buf_err, perm_denied, auth_err, cred_insufficient,
authinfo_unavail, user_unknown, maxtries, new_authtok_reqd, acct_expired, session_err, cred_unavail,
cred_expired, cred_err, no_module_data, conv_err, authtok_err, authtok_recover_err, authtok_lock_busy,
authtok_disable_aging, try_again, ignore, abort, authtok_expired, module_unknown, bad_item, and default. The
last of these, default, implies 'all valueN's not mentioned explicitly'.
To understand the meaning of each actionN, assume that the stack has a state consisting of two fields:

• status, which is the return code that the application receives
• impression, which indicates whether or not status represents success or failure

Status can hold any of the valueN values. Impression can hold one of the values: UNDEF, indicating neither
success nor failure; POSITIVE, indicating success; and NEGATIVE, indicating failure. The initial value of
impression is UNDEF and status is perm_denied. Each actionN can be as follows:
an unsigned integer J

Signifies jump over the next J modules in the stack.
ignore

Indicates ignored.
bad

Indicates that the module failed. If impression is not NEGATIVE, set impression to NEGATIVE and set
status to this return code.

die
Indicates the equivalent of bad with the side effect that Linux-PAM terminates the stack and immediately
returns status to the application.

ok
Indicates that the module succeeded. If impression is UNDEF or if impression is POSITIVE and status is
success, set impression to POSITIVE and set status to this return code.

done
Indicates the equivalent of ok with the side effect that Linux-PAM terminates the stack and immediately
returns to the application, provided that impression is POSITIVE.

reset
Sets impression to UNDEF and status to perm_denied.

When using the preceding process, note the following behaviors:

• After a module indicates failure, the application receives failure: failure cannot be overridden. If more than one
module indicates failure, the application receives the return code from the first one.

• At least one module must return success for the process to succeed.
• After a module indicates failure, both ok and done effectively become ignore. That is, they have no effect on

the final result. In particular, done does not terminate the stack.
– The simple syntax can be expressed in terms of the complex syntax as follows:

• required = [success=ok new_authtok_reqd=ok ignore=ignore default=bad]
• requisite =[success=ok new_authtok_reqd=ok ignore=ignore default=die]
• optional =[success=ok new_authtok_reqd=ok default=ignore]
• sufficient =[success=done new_authtok_reqd=done default=ignore]

• <module-path>
Indicates the pathname of the PAM module. It can be an absolute pathname or a relative pathname. If it
is a relative pathname, it is relative to the directory where the PAM modules are stored. On a 32-bit zLinux
system, the directory name is /lib/security. On a 64-bit zLinux system, the directory name is /lib64/security if
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the application that invokes PAM is a 64-bit application; it is /lib/security if the application that invokes PAM is a
32-bit application.

• <module-argument>
Indicates the value that Linux-PAM passes to the module to modify its behavior. The <module-argument>
token can be repeated as many times as required.

Example: Linux-PAM Configuration File
This is an example of the Linux-PAM configuration file, using the /etc/pam.d/login file from a SuSE 8.0 system.

 [1] auth     requisite  pam_unix2.so nullok #set_secrpc

 [2] auth     required   pam_securetty.so

 [3] auth     required   pam_nologin.so

 [4] auth     required   pam_env.so

 [5] auth     required   pam_mail.so

 [6] account  required   pam_unix2.so

 [7] password required   pam_pwcheck.so nullok

 [8] password required   pam_unix2.so nullok use_first_pass use_authtok

 [9] session  required   pam_unix2.so none # debug or trace

[10] session  required   pam_limits.so

The numbers between square brackets are not present in the actual file. We added the numbers to the example so that
the text that follows can refer to the individual lines.

This file contains the PAM configuration information for the login service. The login command invokes Linux-PAM using
this service. The Linux system invokes the login command for each local terminal defined. The telnet command also
invokes the login command to perform the actual logon.

For this example, note the following behaviors:

• Lines [1] through [5] define the module stack for the auth management group. The stack consists of the modules
pam_unix2, pam_securetty, pam_nologin, pam_env, and pam_mail. To authenticate a user, Linux-PAM invokes each
of these modules in the order given. If any module fails, the authentication fails. Further, if the first module (pam_unix2)
fails, Linux-PAM does not invoke the remaining modules.

• Line [6] defines the module stack for the account management group. The stack consists of the single module
pam_unix2.

• Lines [7] and [8] define the module stack for the password management group. The stack consists of the two modules
pam_pwcheck and pam_unix2.

• Lines [9] and [10] define the module stack for the session management group. The stack consists of the two modules
pam_unix2 and pam_limits.

Example: Adding the ESM PAM Module to a Service
To add the ESM PAM module to a service, modify the previously noted Linux-PAM configuration file example with the
following sample content:

[1a] auth     requisite  pam_CA_esm.so ignore_unknown_user

 [1] auth     optional   pam_unix2.so nullok #set_secrpc

 [2] auth     required   pam_securetty.so

 [3] auth     required   pam_nologin.so

 [4] auth     required   pam_env.so

 [5] auth     required   pam_mail.so

[6a] account  sufficient pam_CA_esm.so ignore_unknown_user

 [6] account  required   pam_unix2.so
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[7a] password sufficient pam_CA_esm.so ignore_unknown_user

 [7] password required   pam_pwcheck.so nullok

 [8] password required   pam_unix2.so nullok use_first_pass use_authtok

[9a] session  required   pam_mkhomedir.so skel=/etc/skel umask=0022

[9b] session  required   pam_CA_esm.so

 [9] session  required   pam_unix2.so none # debug or trace

[10] session  required   pam_limits.so

This example assumes the following:

• Uses the normal Linux facilities to authenticate logins for the standard system user names (such as root, bin, daemon,
and so on.). You may have additional user names that you want to authenticate with the normal Linux facilities. For
example, the user name you use to perform normal maintenance.

• Uses the ESM PAM module to authenticate the majority of users.
• The two sets of users have no user names in common.

This list summarizes the changes and the reasons for the changes:

• Line [1a] inserts the pam_CA_esm module into the auth stack ahead of pam_unix2 (pam_unix2 performs normal Linux
authentication). The use of requisite for the control option indicates that the authentication will fail, and none of the
remaining modules in stack will be invoked, if pam_CA_esm fails.

• The choice of requisite will have one undesirable side-effect: the pam_CA_esm module will also fail any attempt
to log in using any of the local user names with the user_unknown error. To prevent this side-effect, we added the
ignore_unknown_user option to line [1a].

• We modified line [1] to change the control option from requisite to optional. We require this change so that the
pam_unix2 module will not fail logins for our normal users. Because they are not in the local Linux database,
pam_unix2 returns a user_unknown error for them. We have to ensure that we ignore that error. Changing the control
option to optional accomplishes this goal.

• The change to line [1] actually goes too far in that it ignores all errors returned by the pam_unix2 module. So
a better choice for the control option on this line might be [success=ok new_authtok_reqd=ok ignore=ignore
user_unknown=ignore default=die]. This is the requisite control option with the addition that it ignores user_unknown
errors, which we want, but it does not ignore other errors like auth_err, which we also want.

• Line [6a] inserts the pam_CA_esm module into the account stack ahead of pam_unix2. Line [7a] does the same
for the password stack. In both cases, we chose sufficient for the control option because we want success in the
pam_CA_esm module to terminate the stack. We want to return a success in the pam_CA_esm module to the
application and ignore any errors, which is what sufficient does.

• Line [9a] will create the user's home directory if it does not already exist. Normally, you would create the user's home
directory when you add a new user to a Linux system. Because user accounting is now done on the z/OS system, you
may not have an opportunity to perform this function. The pam_mkhomedir module performs this operation for you
automatically.

• Line [9b] allows the pam_CA_esm module to clean up any resources allocated before starting the session. The
pam_CA_esm module always return success here.

This example illustrates adding the ESM PAM module to the Linux-PAM configuration file for the login service. In practice,
this is only one of the Linux-PAM configuration files that you will need to update. The most common services that you
need to consider are as follows:

login
Indicates the value used for logonids over local plus all remote logins using telnet.

passwd
Allows users to change their login password. Used by the passwd command. For more information about the
passwd command, see the DSI Server documentation.
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sshd
Specifies that the Secure Shell daemon uses this service to control remote logins that use password
authentication. For more information about the use of the mkhomedir PAM module with SSHD, see the DSI
Server documentation.

xdm
Indicates the X Windows display manager uses this service to control X Windows logins. The KDE display
manager (kdm) also uses this service.

gdm
Indicates the GNOME display manager uses this service to control GNOME logins.

other
Indicates the default configuration file that Linux-PAM uses when it cannot find a file for a service.

You might also need to modify the Linux-PAM configuration file for any FTP servers that you are running. Not all FTP
servers use PAM to authenticate users. Consult the documentation for the FTP server that you use. If your server uses
PAM, modify its Linux-PAM configuration file.

Module Arguments for the ESM PAM Module
The topic details the most important values for the <module-argument> tokens for the ESM PAM module.

For a complete list of the options, issue the following command:

NOTE
Before issuing this command, you might need to append the directory /opt/CA/PAMclient/share/man to your
MANPATH environment variable.

man pam_CA_esm.

<module-argument> Tokens

not_set_pass
Prevents the ESM PAM module from recording the response to a password prompt in any of the known locations.
If the module in the stack that follows the ESM PAM module also needs a password, this option forces that
module to issue another prompt for a password instead of using the response to the ESM PAM module password
prompt.

try_first_pass
Causes the ESM PAM module to consult the known locations for a password. If one is found, use that instead of
prompting for one. If one is not found, prompt for it.

use_first_pass
Causes the ESM PAM module to consult the known locations for a password. If one is not found, an error
appears.

use_authtok
Causes the ESM PAM module to consult the known locations for a password during a password change
operation.

ignore_authinfo_unavail
Returns ignore instead of authnfo_unavail if the ESM PAM module is unable to communicate with the z/OS
security manager.

ignore_unknown_user
Returns ignore if the ESM PAM module receives an user_unknown response from the z/OS security manager.

ignore_root
Returns ignore instead of sending an authentication request to the z/OS security manager if the user name being
authenticated is root.
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debug
Requests the ESM PAM module to generate debug information. This option may be used multiple times, with
each occurrence increasing the amount of information generated. Using the option more than three times does
not increase the amount of output. The output is written to the system log with a severity level of LOG_DEBUG.
If you use it three or more times, the output may contain clear text passwords. You may need to modify the
configuration of the system logger so non-authorized users cannot view this information.

Common ESM Configuration File Options for ESM PAM Module
In the common ESM configuration file, you can set the following options for the ESM PAM module:

• ignore_authinfo_unavail
• ignore_unknown_user
• ignore_root options

Because you might need these options, expect to set the option in the common ESM configuration file rather than in the
individual PAM configuration files.

Change ESM Configuration File Options
Use this procedure to change ESM configuration file options. The options appear together toward the end of the installed
common ESM configuration file. The options are as follows:

• #ignore-root no
• #ignore-authinfo-unavail no
• #ignore-unknown-user no

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the ESM configuration file.
Your view is of the configuration file.

2. Change the no to yes, as necessary.
The values are updated.

3. Delete the leading hash character.
The character is deleted.

NOTE
If you set an option in the common ESM configuration file, you cannot override it at the command line.

Format for Sending Control Commands to the Proxy Server
CA_esm_ctrl is a program for sending control commands to the ESM proxy server. The general format of this command is
as follows:

CA_esm_ctrl options COMMAND

For options, you can use zero or more of the following values:

-d, --debug-level num
Turns on debugging as defined by num. Some general operation and status messages are output for any value of
num. Num is taken as a bit string, with each bit corresponding to a different kind of debugging information.

-h, --help
Displays help message and exit.
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-v, --version
Prints the version of the CA_esm_ctrl program plus a copyright, a list of authors, and a notice that there is no
warranty.

CA_esm_ctrl recognizes the following commands:

statistics
Prints the statistics that the proxy server has accumulated. For each host defined, CA_esm_ctrl prints the
nodename, port, IP address, whether the host is active or inactive, total number of request sent to this host, total
number of responses received from this host, the shortest and longest response times, and the average response
time.

shutdown
Requests that the proxy server start shut down. The proxy server immediately stops accepting connections
from local processes. The proxy server terminates when it has received a response to all requests sent to the
configured hosts.

restart
Requests a restart. The exact effect of this command depends on the mode.

• If the mode is failover and the proxy server is currently connected to the first configured host, this command
does nothing. If the proxy server is connected to a host other than the first configured host, the proxy
server closes the current connection and proceeds as if there were no connection established. If there is no
connection established, the proxy server attempts to establish a connection to the first host that responds. The
search for a responding host starts with the first configured host.

• If the mode is roundrobin, the proxy server attempts to establish a connection to any configured host to which
it is not currently connected. If all configured hosts are connected, this command does nothing.

reinit or reload
Requests that the proxy server reinitialize. The proxy server reprocesses the ESM configuration file, terminates all
active connections, and then establishes new connections based on the new configuration data.

trace-level=num
Resets the trace level in the proxy server to num. The value of num can be set as the sum of the following values:
1

Traces flow-of-control within the proxy server. Most of the internal routines will generate an entry in the
trace file when control enters and leaves the routine.

2
Traces arguments to certain routines. This option should normally be used in conjunction with the flow-of-
control option.

4
Traces major changes in the status of the proxy server.

8
Logs most calls to the TLS support routines.

16
Logs operations in the thread pool manager.

32
Logs all I/O operations between the proxy server and local clients.

64
Logs all I/O operations between the proxy server and remote ESM servers.

128
Logs certain internal control operations.
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NOTE
Trace records are not generated unless you also specified the trace-file when you started the proxy
server. If you turn on tracing of I/O operations, packets containing login passwords are output, so the
trace file should be read-protected.
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Getting Started
This section provides product overviews to help you get started using the DSI Server, the LDAP Server, and the PAM
Client:

• The DSI Server provides a remotely callable interface that uses TCP/IP to allow applications anywhere within the
enterprise to communicate with the mainframe ESMs. For more information, see the DSI Server Product Overview.

• The LDAP Server provides an inbound Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) interface to several Broadcom
products. The LDAP Server is the protocol that lets you access the event information in the Db2 repository or the
policy stored in the policy file. You do not need to know the type of directory where the data is stored; the LDAP Server
manages this aspect. For more information, see the LDAP Server Product Overview.

• PAM (Pluggable Authentication Modules) is a flexible, open architecture for authenticating users on UNIX and Linux
systems. With the growing use of Linux for zSeries, the need to reuse and extend your existing z/OS security to the
Linux for zSeries platform has become a requirement. For more information, see the PAM Product Overview.

DSI Server Product Overview
The DSI Server provides a remotely callable interface that uses TCP/IP to allow applications anywhere within the
enterprise to communicate with the mainframe ESMs.

The DSI Server Software Development Kits (SDKs) let applications from MS Windows, IBM AIX and USS, Sun Solaris
SPARC and x86, HP-UX PA-RISC and Itanium, Linux/Intel, and Linux for zSeries, communicate with any ACF2 or Top
Secret system in the enterprise.

To help ensure secure connections between these z/OS-based servers and the application using it, SSL connections are
used.

In Release 14, we merged the previous PAM Server functionality in to the DSI Server. PAM (Pluggable Authentication
Module) is a flexible, open architecture for authenticating users on Linux systems. With the growing use of Linux for
zSeries, the need to reuse and extend your existing z/OS security to the Linux for zSeries platform has become a
requirement. DSI Server lets existing ACF2 and Top Secret users maximize their investment by extending their existing
security implementation to Linux for zSeries.

ACF2 and Top Secret act as the authentication servers for one or more Linux systems, eliminating the need for redundant
security administration to define users on a system-by-system basis.

DSI Server reduces the amount of user administration needed by using your existing user ID and passwords on another
platform. You can control who can log on, where they can log on from, and when they can log on. Reusing your existing
security database also reduces the number of passwords that a user must maintain.

By using DSI Server, you can reuse all of your existing z/OS user ID and password security controls on your Linux for
zSeries systems. This reuse includes the password controls such as minimum length, history, minimum number of days
before a change, and so on.

LDAP Server Product Overview
The LDAP Server provides an inbound Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) interface to several Broadcom
products. The LDAP Server provides an interface to the ACF2 and Top Secret security databases using the ACF2 and
Top Secret backend modules. The LDAP Server also provides access to objects in other databases such as IBM DB2 or
LDAP Directory. For Compliance Manager and Compliance Event Manager, the LDAP Server provides access to event
information in the IBM Db2 repository and access to policy that is written through the Compliance Manager web interface.
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The LDAP Server is the protocol that lets you access the event information in the IBM Db2 repository or the policy that is
stored in the policy file. You do not need to know the type of directory where the data is stored; the LDAP Server manages
this aspect.

To ensure secure connections between this LDAP Server and the application using it, the LDAP Server supports SSL
connections using IBM's Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), which lets the LDAP Server support private keys stored in the
external security managers or hardware (Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility).

PAM Client Product Overview
PAM (Pluggable Authentication Modules) is a flexible, open architecture for authenticating users on UNIX and Linux
systems. With the growing use of Linux for zSeries, the need to reuse and extend your existing z/OS security to the Linux
for zSeries platform has become a requirement. PAM Client allows existing ACF2 and Top Secret users to maximize their
investment by extending their existing security implementation to Linux for zSeries.

ACF2 and Top Secret act as the authentication server for one or more Linux systems, eliminating the need for redundant
security administration to define users on a system-by-system basis.

The PAM Client reduces the amount of user administration needed by using your existing user ID and passwords on
another platform. You can control who can log on, where they can log on from, and when they can log on. Reusing your
existing security database also reduces the number of passwords that a user must maintain.

Using the PAM Client, you can reuse all your existing z/OS user ID and password security controls on your Linux for
zSeries systems. This reuse includes the password controls, such as minimum length, history, minimum number of days
before a change, and so on.

This product supports multiple instances and security controls in Linux for z series.

Multiple Instances

You can run single or multiple instances of the DSI Server on each z/OS host where authentication is performed. If you
run multiple instances on a single z/OS LPAR, or if you use a shared security database environment, you can balance the
Linux authentication load as necessary to achieve optimum performance. The following diagram shows the relationships
among the components in this type of configuration:
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Security Controls in Linux for zSeries

To use the PAM Client, you must be familiar with your Linux security controls, your z/OS security product, and the PAM
framework that is implemented on your Linux for zSeries system. It is beyond the scope of this documentation to provide
all the various details for these topics. However, be aware of the relationships among them as they apply to the PAM
Client.

For a graphical representation of relationships in the PAM framework, see the following figures:
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Messages and Signals
The topics in this section include reference information for messages for the DSI Server and messages and signals for the
LDAP Server.

Signals (LDAP Server)
The following table lists and describes the LDAP Server signals that can be received. Review the logs to determine the
possible cause of the signal.

Value Name Explanation
2 SIGINT Interactive attention.
3 SIGABRT Abnormal termination (sent by abort()).
4 SIGILL Detection of an incorrect function image.
8 SIGFPE Arithmetic exceptions that are not masked,

for example, overflow, division by zero, and
incorrect operation.

11 SIGSEGV Incorrect access to memory.
15 SIGTERM Termination request sent to the program.
18 SIGABND An ABEND has occurred.
27 SIGIOERR A serious I/O error was detected.

SECIN01I
DSI Server version.when has ended

Reason:

This message on the system console during shutdown to show the version that is terminating.

version

Specifies the version of the product, such as 15.

when

Specifies the date on which the module was built, such as 2014.1109. The date format is yyyy.mmdd, where yyyy is the
year, mm is the month, and dd is the day.

Action:

No action is required.

SECIN02I
DSI Server command completed

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY REINIT command and indicates that the reinitialization was
completed without error.

Action:
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No action is required.

SECIN03E
DSI Server configuration file contains invalid options

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY REINIT command. A syntax error was encountered while
reading the configuration file.

Action:

Examine the standard error log file to determine which configuration option is in error. Correct the error, then reissue the
MODIFY REINIT command.

 

 

 

SECIN04E
DSI Server cannot open the configuration file

Reason:
This message in response to an operator MODIFY REINIT command. The server was unable to open the configuration
file.

Action:
Examine the standard error log file to determine what is preventing the server from opening the configuration file. Correct
the error, then reissue the MODIFY REINIT command.

SECIN05E
DSI Server cannot read the configuration file

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY REINIT command. The server encountered an input/output
error while reading the configuration file.

Action:

Examine the standard error log file to determine what is preventing the server from reading the configuration file. Correct
the error, then reissue the MODIFY REINIT command.

SECIN06I
DSI Server Status:

Reason:

This message in response to an operator MODIFY STATUS command. The message is followed by configuration
information.

Action:

No action is required.
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SECIN07E
DSI Server query of unknown option “%s” ignored

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY STATUS,option command. The value of option is not one of
the values that the server recognizes. The %s is replaced with the value of option.

Action:

Check the value of option for possible spelling errors. For a list of recognized values for option, see the Console Interface
Commands (DSI) article. Reissue the MODIFY STATUS command with the corrected value for option.

SECIN08I
DSI Server %s level set to %s

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY command, and indicates that the SET command completed
without error.

Either of the following formats is used:

SET,DEBUG,value

SET,LOGLEVEL,value

The first %s is replaced with "debug" for the SET,DEBUG command, or with "syslog" for the SET,LOGLEVEL command.
The second %s is replaced with "value".

Action:

No action is required.

 

 

SECIN09E
DSI Server request to set unknown option “%s” ignored

Reason:

This message in response to an operator MODIFY SET,option command. The value of option is not one of the values that
the server recognizes. The %s in the message is replaced with the value of option.

Action:

Check the value of option for possible spelling errors. For a list of recognized values for option, see the Console Interface
Commands (DSI) article. Reissue the MODIFY SET command with the corrected value for option.

SECIN10E
DSI Server %s level value omitted

Reason:
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This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY command, and indicates that value was not specified on the
command.

Either of the following formats is used:

SET,DEBUG,value

SET,LOGLEVEL,value

The %s is replaced with "debug" for the SET,DEBUG command or with "syslog" for the SET,LOGLEVEL command.

Action:

Reissue the MODIFY SET command and specify the missing value.

SECIN11E
DSI Server %s level value “%s” is not numeric

Reason:

This message in response to an operator MODIFY command. The message indicates that value is not a numeric value;
that it contains one or more characters that are not digits.

Either of the following formats is used:

SET,DEBUG,value

SET,LOGLEVEL,value

The first %s is replaced with “debug” for the SET,DEBUG command or with “syslog” for the SET,LOGLEVEL
command. The second %s is replaced with "value".

Action:

Correct the value to be a numeric value and reissue the MODIFY SET command.

SECIN12I
DSI Server logged off all users

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY LOGOFF,ALL command. The server performed a forced logoff
of all users on all open connections.

Action:

No action is required.

SECIN13I
DSI Server logged off user userid

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY LOGOFF,USER,userid command. The server performed a
forced logoff of the specified user ID on all open connections.

Action:

No action is required.
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SECIN14E
DSI Server LOGOFF: unrecognized operand “%s” ignored

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY LOGOFF,option command. The server performed a
forced logoff of the specified user on all open connections. The value of option is not one of the values that the server
recognizes.

The %s is replaced with option.

Action:

Check the value of option for possible spelling errors. For a list of recognized values, see the Console Interface
Commands (DSI) article. Reissue the MODIFY LOGOFF command with the corrected value for option.

SECIN15I
DSI Server r14.0 has terminated abnormally

Reason:

This message displays on the system console during abnormal termination.

Action:

No action is required.

SECIN16I
DSI Server version.when debug level set to %d

Reason:

This message displays on the system console during start up to show the starting value of the debug level.

version

Specifies the version of the product, such as 15.

when

Specifies the date on which the module was built, such as 2014.1109. The date has the format yyyy.mmdd”, where yyyy is
the year, mm is the month, and dd is the day.

%d
Replaced with the starting value of the debug level.

Action:

No action is required.

SECIN17E
DSI Server version.when does not support this ESM release

Reason:
This message displays on the system console during start up when it does not support the version of the External Security
Manager that is running on this system. This message is only issued for ACF2 or Top Secret systems earlier than version
8.

version
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Specifies the version of the product, such as 15.

when

Specifies the date on which the module was built, such as 2014.1109. The date format is yyyy.mmdd, where yyyy is the
year, mm is the month, and dd is the day.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support.

SECIN18I
DSI Server stopping

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator STOP command, and indicates that server termination is starting.

Action:

No action is required.

 

 

SECIN19I
DSI Server reinitialization is already in progress

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY REINIT command, indicating a previous REINIT command
has not completed execution.

Action:

No action is required.

SECIN20E
DSI Server required translation not available

Reason:
The conversion tables that are currently available on this system do not translate the EBCDIC newline character (x’15’) to
the ASCII line feed character (X’0A’). Correct operation of the server depends on this translation. This message displays
during startup.

Action:

You must add the conversion entries “00819 0147 L” and “01047 00819 L” to the Unicode environment.

NOTE

For information about setting up the Unicode environment, see IBM documentation “Support for Unicode: Using
Unicode Services” (SA22-7649).

If you determine that the required translation environment is already established, or if you still receive this error after
establishing the required translation environment, contact Broadcom Support.

SECIN21I
DSI Server started on port %d
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Reason:

This message lets the user see the port on which the server is listening without having to issue a modify status command
(for example, F DSIR151,STATUS). This message automatically displays on the console prior to initialization with
message SECIN16I.

%d
Specifies the port on which the server is configured to start.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

SECIN99E
DSI Server unknown command verb “%s” ignored

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY option command. The value of option is not one of the values
that the server recognizes. The %s is replaced with the value of option.

Action:

Check the value of option for possible spelling errors. For a list of recognized values for option, see the Console Interface
Commands (DSI) article. Reissue the MODIFY command with the corrected value for option.

SECIN98I
%s

Reason:

This message displays when the DSI Server receives a WTOSTR request from a client application. The %s is replace
with the text of the message provided by the client application.

Action:

No action is required.

SI00000I
No error

Reason:

This is an informational message that the function completed successfully.

Action:

None

SI00001E
No security provider installed 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=60.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.
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SI00002E
A request error occurred in SAF 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=60.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00003E
No security provider active 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=32.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00004E
RJE or NJE operator FACILITY class profile not found 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=88.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00005E
The requested function could not be performed 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00006E
The user profile is not defined 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=4.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00007E
The password is not authorized 
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Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00008E
The password has expired 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=12.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00009E
The new password is not valid 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=16.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00010E
The user is not defined to the group 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=20.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00011E
The request was failed by the installation exit routine 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=24.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00012E
The user's access has been revoked 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=28.
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Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00013E
The user's access to the specified group has been revoked 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=36.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00014E
OIDCARD parameter is required 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=40.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00015E
OIDCARD parameter is not valid for specified user 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=44.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00016E
The user is not authorized to the port of entry 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=48.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00017E
The user is not authorized to use the application 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=52.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.
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SI00018E
MLACTIVE requires a security label 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=56, reason code=4.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00019E
The user is not authorized to the security label 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=56, reason code=8.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00020E
The system was in multilevel secure status and the dominance check failed 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=56, reason code=12.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00021E
 The user's and the submitter's security labels are disjoint 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=56, reason code=16.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00022E
 SECLABEL checking failed 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=56.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00023E
 A default token is use as input token 
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 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=68.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00024E
 An unprivileged user issued the request in a tranquil state 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=72.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00025E
 Submitter is not allowed access to execution node 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=76, reason code=0.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00026E
 NJE failed: UACC of NONE for USERID type of NODES profile 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=76, reason code=4.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00027E
 NJE failed: UACC of NONE for GROUP type of NODES profile 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=76, reason code=8.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00028E
 NJE failed: UACC of NONE for SECLABEL type of NODES profile 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=76, reason code=12.
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Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00029E
 NJE failed: no local submit node specified 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=76, reason code=16.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00030E
 NJE failed: reverification of translated values failed 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=76, reason code=20.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00031E
 NODES checking failed 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=76.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00032E
 The SURROGAT class is inactiveReason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=80, reason code=4.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00033E
 The submitter is not permitted by the user's SURROGAT class profile 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=80, reason code=8.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.
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SI00034E
 The submitter is not authorized to the security label under which the job is to run 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=80, reason code=12.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00035E
 A surrogate submit attempt failed 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=80.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00036E
 A JESJOBS check failed 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=84.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00037E
 The requested function failed 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI00038E
 Unknown error 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned a value not previous handled.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI01001E
No security provider installed
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Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4.

Action:

Ensure the ESM is running and functional.

SI01002E
Invalid function code

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8.

Action:

R_Admin was invoked with a function code other than 5. Check to see if any maintenance is require for the ESM.

SI01003E
Input parameter list error

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=4.

Action:

R_Admin was invoked with an invalid parameter list. Check to see if any maintenance is require for the ESM.

SI01004E
 An internal error occurred in the security provider 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=8.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI01005E
 Recovery environment could not be established 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=12.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI01006E
 The command image represents an incorrect or unsupported command 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=16.
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 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI01007E
 The function is not supported for problem state caller 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=20.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI01008E
 A problem state caller is not authorized to issue command 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=24.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI01009E
 Unable to invoke the security subsystem 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=12.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI01010E
 The command failed 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=16.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI01011E
 Unknown error 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned a value not previous handled.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.
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SI02001E
No security provider installed

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4.

Action:

Ensure the ESM is running and functional.

SI02002E
Input parameter list error

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=4.

Action:

R_Usermap was invoked with an invalid parameter list. Check to see if any maintenance is require for the ESM.

SI02003E
An internal error occurred in the security provider

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=8.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI02004E
 Recovery environment could not be established 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=12.

 Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI02005E
There is no mapping from the MVS userid to an application userid 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=16.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI02006E
Not authorized to use this service 
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Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=20.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI02007E
The specified MVS userid does not exist 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=24.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI02008E
The specified certificate is not valid 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=28.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI02009E
There is no userid defined for the specified certificate 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=32.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI02010E
Unknown error 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned a value not previous handled.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI03001E
No security provider installed

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4.
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Action:

Ensure the ESM is running and functional.

SI03002E
Input parameter list error

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=4.

Action:

InitACEE was invoked with an invalid parameter list. Check to see if any maintenance is require for the ESM.

SI03003E
An internal error occurred in the security provider 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=8.

Action: 

See the IBMRACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI03004E
Recovery environment could not be established 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=12.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI03005E
The specified certificate is not valid 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=36.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI03006E
There is no userid defined for the specified certificate 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, reason code=40.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.
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SI03007E
Unknown error 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned a value not previous handled.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04001E
No profiles found for which userid has at least read access

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04002E
No profile entries found for specified class

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04003E
The work area was not large enough to hold all the profile entries

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=12.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04004E
Parameter list did not specify an ACEE

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=20, reason code=4.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04005E
Work area is not large enough to contain a single profile
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Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=20, reason code=8.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04006E
Specified class name is invalid

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=20, reason code=16.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04007E
Profile Name List parameter error

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=20.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04008E
Recovery environment could not be established

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=24.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04009E
Error in the data space search routine

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=28.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04010E
Manager parmlist error

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=36.
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Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI04011E
Unknown error

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned a value not previous handled.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI05001E
The user profile is not defined 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI06001E
The following message is returned from RACROUTE VERIFY DELETE.

The user profile is not defined 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI07001E
The resource is not protected by the security provider

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI07002E
The requested function could not be performed

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4.

Action:
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See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI07003E
The user is not authorized to use the specified resource

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI07004E
The requested function failed

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI07005E
The OLDVOL specified was not part of the specified entity

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=12.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI07006E
A RACROUTE REQUEST=VERIFY issued for the specified userid failed

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=16.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI07007E
Unknown error

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned a value not previous handled.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.
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SI07008I
User has no access

Reason:

The call to ESM with STATUS=ACCESS returned SAF rc=0, RACF rc=20, RACF reason=0.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI07009I
User has <type> authority

Reason:

The call to ESM with STATUS=ACCESS returned SAF rc=0, RACF rc=20, and a nonzero RACF reason. In the message,
<type> can have one of the values: READ corresponding to RACF reason=4; UPDATE corresponding to RACF reason=8;
CONTROL corresponding to RACF reason=12; ALTER corresponding to RACF reason=16.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09001E
The requested profile could not be found

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=8.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09002E
Field-level access checking failed.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=8, reason code=4.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09004E
No security provider active

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=12.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.
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SI09005E
The requested function could not be performed

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09006E
The number of fields is invalid

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=24, reason code=12.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09007E
The class name is invalid

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=24, reason code=16.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09008E
The entity name is invalid 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=24, reason code=36.

Action: 

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09009E
The entity name length is invalid

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=24, reason code=72 or 76.

Action:

See the IBM RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09010E
The entity name contains a blank
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Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=24, reason code=80.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09011E
An internal parameter list error was detected

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=24.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09012E
The requested function failed

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI09013E
Unknown error

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned a value not previous handled.

Action:

Refer to the RACROUTE Macro Reference Guide for reasons why the error occurred.

SI14001E
No security provider installed. 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=0.

Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14002E
Parameter list error. 

Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =4.
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Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14003E
Not authorized to use the requested service 

Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =8.

Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14004E
Internal error caused recovery to get control. 

Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =12.

Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14005E
Unable to establish a recovery environment 

Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =16.

Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14006E
 Requested function code not defined 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =20.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14007E
 Parmlist version number not supported 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =24.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 
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SI14008E
 Error in ringname length or userid length 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =28.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14009E
 The profile for ringname is not found for reuse 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =32.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14010E
 The profile for ringname already exists. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =36.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14011E
 The ringname is not valid 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =40.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI14012E
 The userid is not valid or not found. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =44.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI15001E
 No security provider installed. 
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 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=0.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI15002E
 Parameter list error 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =4.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI15003E
 Not authorized to use the requested service. 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =8.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI15004E
 Internal error caused recovery to get control. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =12.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI15005E
 Unable to establish a recovery environment. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =16.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI15006E
 Requested function code not defined. 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =20.
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 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI15007E
 Parmlist version number not supported. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =24.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI15008E
 Error in ringname length or userid length. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =28.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI15009E
 The profile for ring_name is not found for REUSE. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =32.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI16001E
 No security provider installed. 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=0.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI16002E
 Parameter list error 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =4.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 
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SI16003E
 Not authorized to use the requested service. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =8.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI16004E
 Internal error caused recovery to get control. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =12.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI16005E
Unable to establish a recovery environment.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =16.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI16006E
 Requested function code not defined. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =20.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI16007E
 Parmlist version number not supported. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =24.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI16008E
 Error in ringname length or userid length. 
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 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =28.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI16009E
 The profile for ring_name is not found. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =32.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17001E
 No security provider installed. 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=0.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI17002E
 Success but cannot remove the certificate because it is connected to other keyrings. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4, RACF reason code =0.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17003E
 Success but cannot remove the certificate because of an unexpected error. 

 Reason: 

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4, RACF reason code =4.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17004E
 Success but cannot remove the certificate because of insufficient authority. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4, RACF reason code =8.
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 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17005E
 Parameter list error. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =4.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17006E
 Not authorized to use the requested service. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =8.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17007E
 Internal error caused recovery to get control. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =12.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17008E
 Unable to establish a recovery environment. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =16.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17009E
 Requested function code not defined. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =20.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 
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SI17010E
 Parmlist version number not supported. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =24.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17011E
 Error in ringname length or userid length. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =28.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17012E
 Parameter error - incorrect value specified for label_length, label_ptr, or cert_user_id. 

 Reason:  

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =32.

 Action: 

See the IBM Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide. 

SI17013E
Cannot find the certificate with the specified label and owner id.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =36.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI17014E
The profile for ringname is not found.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =40.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18002E
Success but the certificate’s status is NOTRUST.
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Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4, RACF reason code =0.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18003E
Success but the label information is ignored because the certificate already exists.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4, RACF reason code =8.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18004E
Success but the label information is ignored because the certificate already exists and its status is NOTRUST.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=4, RACF rc=4, RACF reason code =12.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18005E
Parameter list error.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =4.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18006E
Not authorized to use the requested service.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =8.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18007E
Internal error caused recovery to get control.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =12.
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Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18008E
Unable to establish a recovery environment.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =16.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18009E
Requested function code not defined.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =20.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18010E
Parmlist version number not supported.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =24.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18011E
Error in ringname length or userid length.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =28.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18012E
Parameter error - incorrect value specified for certificate length of certificate_ptr or the label area is too small.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =32.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.
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SI18013E
Unable to decode the certificate.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =36.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18014E
The private key type is neither of a DER encoded format or a key label format.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =40.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18015E
Bad encoding of private key or unsupported algorithm or incorrect key size.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =44.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18016E
The specified private key does not match the existing private key.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =48.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18017E
Cannot find the key label.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =52.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18018E
ICSF error when trying to find the key label.
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Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =56.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18019E
Not authorized to access ICSF key entry.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =60.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18020E
The specified certificate label already exists in ESM.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =64.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18021E
The user specified by cert_userid does not exist in ESM.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =68.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18022E
The certificate cannot be installed.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =76.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18023E
The certificate exists under a different user.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =80.
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Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI18024E
Cannot find the profile for ringname.

Reason:

The call to the ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code =84.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI19001E
Cannot find the requested certificate.

Reason:

The call to ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code=44

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI19002E
Cannot find the profile for ringname.

Reason:

The call to ESM returned SAF rc=8, RACF rc=8, RACF reason code=84.

Action:

See the Security Server RACF Callable Services Guide.

SI98001I
Operation=operation, return=return, errno=errno

Reason:

The SI_get_messages function generates this message when the last operation executed on the current thread returned
one of the DSI return codes SI_SYS_ERROR or SI_SOCK_ERROR. The SI_get_messages function generates this
message for all platforms except MVS.

operation
Specifies the name of the function that returned the error.

return
Specifies the value that is returned by the function.

errno
Specifies the return code.

For a more detailed description of the function and the possible errors that it can encounter consult the appropriate vendor
documentation for the platform.
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Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. It is intended to provide supplemental information for a previously
reported error.

SI98002I
Operation=operation, return=return, errno=errno, errno2=errno2

Reason:

The SI_get_messages function generates this message when the last operation executed on the current thread returned
one of the DSI return codes SI_SYS_ERROR or SI_SOCK_ERROR. The SI_get_messages function generates this
message for MVS platforms only.

operation
Specifies the name of the function that returned the error.

return
Specifies the value that is returned by the function.

errno
Specifies the return code.

errno2
Specifies the reason code.

For a more detailed description of the function and the possible errors that it can encounter consult the IBM SA22-7821
z/OS XL C/C++ Run-Time Library Reference guide. For a description of the return and reason codes consult the IBM
SA22-7807 “z/OS UNIX System Services Messages and Codes guide. Further documentation for sockets and sockets
extended return codes can be found in the IBM SC31-8791 z/OS Communications Server IP and SNA Codes guide.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. It is intended to provide supplemental information for a previously
reported error.

SI98003I
operation=operation, return=return, errno=errno (text)

Reason:

The SI_get_messages function generates this message when the last operation executed on the current thread returned
the DSI return code SI_SSL_ERROR. The SI_get_messages function generates this message for all platforms except
MVS.

operation
Specifies the name of the function that returned the error.

return
Specifies the value that is returned by the function.

errno
Specifies the result code that is returned by the SSL_get_error function

text
Specifies the symbolic name that is associated with errno.

For a more detailed description of the function and the possible errors that it can encounter consult the OpenSSL
documentation.
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Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. It is intended to provide supplemental information for a previously
reported error.

SI98004I
file:line: text

Reason:

The SI_get_message function generates this message when the last operation executed on the current thread returned
the DSI return code SI_SSL_ERROR. This message always accompanies the message SI98003I. There may be multiple
occurrences of this message following the message SI98003I. The SI_get_message function generates this message for
all platforms except MVS.

file
Specifies the name of the source file that detected an error.

line
Specifies the line number within that source file.

text
Specifies a description of the error encountered.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. It is intended to provide supplemental information for a previously
reported error.

SI98008I
operation=operation, return=return

Reason:

The SI_get_messages function generates this message when the last operation executed on the current thread returned
the DSI return code SI_SSL_ERROR. The SI_get_messages function generates this message for MVS platforms only.

operation
Specifies the name of the function that returned the error.

return
Specifies the value that is returned by the function.

For a more detailed description of the function and the possible errors that it can encounter consult the IBM SC24-5901 z/
OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Socket Layer Programming guide.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. It is intended to provide supplemental information for a previously
reported error.

SI98009I
text

Reason:

The SI_get_messages function generates this message when the last operation executed on the current thread returned
the DSI return code SI_SSL_ERROR. This message always accompanies the message SI98008I. The SI_get_messages
function generates this message for MVS platforms only.
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text
Specifies the error message that corresponds to the return value in the SI98008I message that accompanies this
message.

For a more detailed description of the message text consult the IBM SC24-5901 z/OS Cryptographic Services System
Secure Socket Layer Programming guide.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. It is intended to provide supplemental information for a previously
reported error.

SI98010I
text

Reason:

The SI_get_messages function generates this message when the last operation executed on the current thread returned
one of the DSI return codes SI_SYS_ERROR or SI_SOCK_ERROR. This message always accompanies the message
SI98001I. The SI_get_messages function generates this message for all platforms except MVS.

text
Specifies the error message that corresponds to the return value in the SI98001I message that accompanies this
message.

For a more detailed description of the message text consult the appropriate vendor documentation for the platform.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. It is intended to provide supplemental information for a previously
reported error.

SI99000I
No error detected

Reason:

This message corresponds to a return code of SI_SUCCESS. The DSI Server completed the requested action without
error.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

SI99001E
WSAStartup failed

Reason:

This message corresponds to a return code of SI_WSASTARTUP_ERROR. The SI_init function returns this error during
initialization if DSI Server could not initialize the Windows Sockets implementation. This message can only occur when the
application using DSI Server is running on a Windows platform.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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SI99002E
Winsock DLL version is not 2.0

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code of SI_WINSOCK_VERSION_ERROR. The SI_init function returns this error
during initialization if Windows Sockets implementation does not support version 2.0 of the Windows Socket specification.
This message occurs when the application using DSI Server is running on a Windows platform.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99004E
Error in host definition string

Reason:

This message corresponds to a return code of SI_HOSTSTRING_ERROR. The SI_define_host and SI_remove_host
functions return this error when the first character of a host name is a left square bracket but the host name does not
contain a matching right square bracket.

Action:

If the host name is not an IPv6 address, remove the initial left square bracket. If the host name is an IPv6 address, insert
the missing right square bracket after the last character in the host name.

SI99005E
Direct access to the security system is not available

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_NO_DIRECT_ACCESS. When the application using DSI Server is running
on any platform except z/OS, the called function returns this error when DSI Server attempts to open a connection for
embedded server mode. When the application using DSI Server is running on the z/OS platform, the called function
returns this error when the connection is opened for embedded server mode and the embedded server does not
implement the requested function.

Action:

Use the SI_define_host or SI_define_host_ex function to define the host that the application connects to.

SI99006E
The server does not support SSL/TLS

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_NO_SERVER_SSL. The SI_starttls function returns this error if the DSI
Server does not support SSL/TLS.

Action:

Configure the DSI Server to support SSL/TLS.

SI99007E
Connection has not been established
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Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_CONNECTION_NOT_OPEN. The SI_close function returns this error when
the connection is already closed.

Action:

Correct the application to not attempt to close a connection that is already closed. A program may safely ignore this error
and continue execution.

SI99010E
The server does not support SSL/TLS

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_NO_SERVER_SSL. The SI_starttls function returns this error if the DSI
Server does not support SSL/TLS.

Action:

Configure the DSI Server to support SSL/TLS.

SI99011E
A system operation failed

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_SYS_ERROR. The called DSI function returns this error when an operating
system API fails.

Action:

Use the SI_get_messages or the SI_get_error_info function to determine which operating system API failed. Consult
the appropriate OS documentation to determine what action to take. If the error does not originate with the application
program, contact Broadcom Support.

SI99013E
A socket operation failed

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_SOCKET_ERROR. The called DSI function returns this error when a
network API fails.

Action:

Use the SI_get_messages or the SI_get_error_info function to determine which network API failed. Consult the
appropriate OS documentation to determine what action to take. If the error does not originate with the application
program, contact Broadcom Support.

SI99014E
A SSL/TLS operation failed

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_SSL_ERROR. The called DSI function returns this error when a SSL/TLS
API fails.
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Action:

Use the SI_get_messages or the SI_get_error_info function to determine which network API failed. Consult the
appropriate OS documentation to determine what action to take. If the error does not originate with the application
program, contact Broadcom Support.

SI99003E
Not enough memory is available

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_NO_MEMORY. The called DSI function returns this error if DSI Server was
unable to obtain memory from the heap.

Action:

If allowed by the platform, increase the amount of memory available to the application. If available memory cannot be
increased, change the program to request less memory.

SI99015E
DSI Server encountered an error and closed the connection

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_END_OF_FILE. The called DSI function returns this error when the DSI
Server closes the connection. This normally indicates that the DSI Server has encountered an error and has a shutdown.

Action:

Examine any logs or other information from the DSI Server to determine what action to take.

SI99016E
The response contained an embedded control character

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_INVALID_CHARACTER. The called DSI function returns this error when a
response message received from the DSI Server contains an embedded control characters.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99017E
There was a format error in the response message

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_RESPONSE_FORMAT_ERROR. The called DSI function returns this error
when a response message received from the DSI Server is incorrectly formatted.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99018E
The server aborted the connection
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Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_CONNECTION_ABORTED. The called DSI function returns this error when
the DSI Server response to the HELLO message indicates an error. The application sends the HELLO message to the
DSI Server as part of establishing a connection.

Action:

Use the SI_get_messages function to determine why the DSI Server aborted the connection and take appropriate action.

SI99019E
Port number is negative or greater than 65535

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_PORT_OUT_OF_RANGE. The SI_define_host_ex and SI_remove_host_ex
functions return this error when the port number is out of range. A port number must be a non-negative integer less than
65535.

Action:

Correct the port number specified in the function call to be within the allowed range.

SI99020E
Request failed

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_REQUEST_FAILED. The called DSI function returns this error when the
requested operation failed for some nonspecific error.

Action:

Use the SI_get_messages function to determine why the operation failed and take appropriate action.

SI99021E
Request abandoned

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_REQUEST_ABANDONED. The called DSI function returns this error if
it determines that the connection is being closed. This condition can occur only in a multi-threaded application. In that
situation it indicates that another thread is closing the connection.

Action:

If the application is initiating the close of the connection in one thread while other threads are actively using the
connection, correct the application to avoid this situation. Otherwise, contact Broadcom Support.

SI99022E
Terminal id is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to a return code of SI_TERMID_NULL. The SI_logon function returns this error if the terminal
ID parameter is a string with zero length.

Action:
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Correct the application program to either pass the correct terminal ID or to specify the parameter to the SI_logon function
as NULL.

SI99023E
Terminal id has more than 8 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_TERMID_TOO_LONG. The SI_check_password function returns this error
when the terminal ID parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of 64 characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid terminal ID.

SI99024E
User ID is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to a return code of SI_USERID_NULL. The called DSI function returns this error when the
user ID parameter is the NULL pointer or a zero length string.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid user ID.

SI99025E
user id has more characters than are allowed

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_USERID_TOO_LONG. The called DSI function returns this error when the
user ID parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of eight characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid user ID.

SI99026E
password is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_PASSWD_NULL. The called DSI function returns this error when the
password parameter is the NULL pointer or a zero length string.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid password.

SI99027E
password length exceeds system defined maximum

Reason:
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This message corresponds to return code SI_PASSWD_TOO_LONG. The called DSI function returns this error when
the password parameter specifies a string length that exceeds the system defined maximum length. When the password
parameter specifies a string length that is no more than eight characters, DSI Server interprets the password parameter
as a password. When the password parameter specifies a string length that is more than eight characters, DSI Server
interprets the password parameter as a password phrase. The external security manager determines the maximum length
of a pass phrase.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid password. Consult the appropriate documentation for the external security
manager to determine the maximum length of a pass phrase. If it is configurable, consult local information services to
determine what the configured maximum length is.

SI99029E
new password length exceeds system defined maximum

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_NEW_PASSWD_TOO_LONG. The SI_check_password function returns
this error when the new password parameter specifies a string length that exceeds the system defined maximum length.
When the new password parameter specifies a string length that is no more than eight characters, DSI Server interprets
the new password parameter as a password. When the new password parameter specifies a string length that is more
than eight characters, DSI Server interprets the new password parameter as a password phrase. The external security
manager determines the maximum length of a pass phrase.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid new password. Consult the appropriate documentation for the external
security manager to determine the maximum length of a pass phrase. If it is configurable, consult local information
services to determine what the configured maximum length is.

SI99030E
new password is unacceptable to security system

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_NEW_PASSWD_UNACCEPTABLE. The SI_check_password function
returns this error when the password and new password parameters are not compatible. The password and new
password parameters are compatible when they both specify a password or a password phrase. The two parameters are
incompatible when one specifies a password and the other specifies a password phrase.

Action:

Correct the application program to specify the correct password. In order to change the user’s password the password
parameter must specify the user’s current password. In order to change the user’s password phrase the password
parameter must specify the user’s current password phrase. It is not possible to use the SI_check_password function to
create a password phrase for a user who does not currently have a password phrase.

SI99031E
security command is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_COMMAND_NULL. The SI_execute_security_command function returns
this error when the command parameter is the NULL pointer or a zero length string.
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Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid security command.

SI99032E
security command has more than 4,096 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_COMMAND_TOO_LONG. The SI_execute_security_command function
returns this error when the command parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of
4,096 characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid security command.

SI99033E
map userid function code has an undefined value

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_INVALID_MAP_FUNCTION. The SI_map_userid function returns this error
when the function parameter specifies an invalid value.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid function parameter. See the documentation for the SI_map_userid function
for a list of the valid values for the function parameter.

SI99034E
class name is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_CLASSNAME_NULL. The called DSI Server function returns this error when
the class name parameter is the NULL pointer or a zero length string.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid class name.

SI99035E
class name has more than 8 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_CLASSNAME_TOO_LONG. The called DSI Server function returns
this error when the class name parameter specifies a string length that exceeds the maximum allowed length of eight
characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid class name.

SI99036E
resource name is the null string
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Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_RESOURCENAME_NULL. The SI_check_resource_auth and
SI_check_resource_auth2 functions return this error when the resource name parameter is the NULL pointer or is a zero
length string.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid resource name.

SI99037E
resource name has more than 8 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_RESOURCENAME_TOO_LONG. The SI_check_resource_auth and
SI_check_resource_auth2 functions return this error when the resource name parameter specifies a string length that
exceeds the maximum allowed length of eight characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid resource name.

SI99038E
numeric access type is negative or greater than 65535

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ACCESSTYPE_OUT_OF_RANGE. The SI_check_resource_auth and
SI_check_resource_auth2 functions return this error when the access type parameter is a string of numeric digits that,
when converted to an integer, are outside of the allowed range of 0 to 65535. This error can occur only when the external
security manager is TSS.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid access type.

SI99039E
user id is not logged on

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_NOT_LOGGED_ON. The called DSI Server function returns this error when
the password parameter is omitted and the userid parameter designates a user that is not logged in to DSI.

Action:

Correct the application program to specify the password parameter or invoke the SI_logon or SI_logon2 function to log the
user into DSI Server before calling the function that failed.

SI99040E
logon has expired

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_LOGON_EXPIRED. The called DSI Server function returns this error when
the password parameter is omitted and the userid parameter designates a user that was previously logged in to DSI
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Server. However, DSI Server logged the user out since the login has been idle for a period that exceeds the maximum idle
time.

Action:

The application program calls SI_logon or SI_login2 to log the user back on to DSI Server and repeat the call to the DSI
function that failed.

SI99041E
entity name is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ENTITY_NULL. The SI_perform_extract function returns this error when the
entity name parameter is the NULL pointer or a zero length string.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid entity name.

SI99042E
entity name has more than 255 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ENTITY_TOO_LONG. The SI_perform_extract function returns this error
when the entity name parameter specifies a string length that exceeds the maximum allowed length of 255 characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid entity name.

SI99043E
segment name is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_SEGMENT_NULL. The SI_perform_extract function returns this error when
the segment name parameter is the NULL pointer or a zero length string.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid segment name.

SI99044E
segment name has more than 8 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_SEGMENT_TOO_LONG. The SI_perform_extract function returns this
error when the segment name parameter specifies a string length that exceeds the maximum allowed length of eight
characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid segment name.
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SI99045E
a field name is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_FIELDNAME_NULL. The SI_perform_extract function returns this error
when one of the field names in the fields parameter is a zero length string.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass valid field names.

SI99046E
a field name has more than 8 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_FIELDNAME_TOO_LONG. The SI_perform_extract function returns this
error when one of the field names in the fields parameter specifies a string length that exceeds the maximum allowed
length of eight characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass valid field names.

SI99047E
the field list contains no field names

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_FIELDLIST_EMPTY. The SI_perform_extract function returns this error
when the fields parameter contains no field names.

Action:

Correct the application program to specify at least one field name.

SI99048E
SI99048E the field list contains more than 255 field names

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_FIELDLIST_TOO_LONG. The SI_perform_extract function returns this error
when the number of field names in the fields parameter exceeds the maximum allowed number of 255 field names.

Action:

Correct the application program to remove the excess field names.

SI99049E
the server did not recognize the requested operation

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_UNKNOWN_COMMAND. The called DSI function returns this error when
the DSI Server to which the application is connected does not recognize the operation code for this function. The DSI
Server does not support the DSI function being called.
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Action:

Make sure that the DSI Server to which the application is connecting supports the DSI function that the application is
calling.

SI99050E
logon id is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_LOGONID_NULL. The SI_get_fields_from_ACF2 function returns this
error when the userid parameter is the NULL pointer or a zero length string. This error can occur only when the external
security manager is ACF2.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid user ID.

SI99051E
logon id has more characters than is allowed

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_LOGONID_TOO_LONG. The SI_get_fields_from_ACF2 function returns
this error when the user ID parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of eight
characters. This error can occur only when the external security manager is ACF2.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid user ID.

SI99052E
internal error: an ACEE is marked in use with no users logged on

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ACEE_STILL_IN_USE. The SI_logoff and SI_logoff_ex functions return
this error when deleting the specified user from the list of users who have logged in to DSI. This error indicates that one
or more of the security environments that are created for this user is marked in use. This indicates that some other DSI
function did not release the security environment when it was finished.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99053E
the security manager does not recognize the access type

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ACCESSTYPE_INVAL_KEYWORD. The SI_check_resource_auth and
SI_check_resource_auth2 functions return this error when the access type parameter is not one of the recognized
keywords.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid access type. Consult the documentation for the SI_check_resource_auth
function for a list of valid access type keywords.
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SI99054E
one or more parameter values are invalid

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_INVALID_PARAMETERS. The called DSI function returns this error when
the DSI server indicates an error in the request packet. This can happen when the called DSI function uses a request
code that supports multiple options and the DSI server does not support one or more of those options. It can also happen
when the data packet is malformed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99055E
console message is the null string

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_MESSAGE_NULL. The SI_write_to_console function returns this error when
the message parameter is the NULL pointer or a zero length string.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid message string.

SI99056E
console message has more than 231 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_MESSAGE_TOO_LONG. The SI_write_to_console function returns
this error when the message parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of 255
characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid message string.

SI99057E
ACF2 security system is not installed on target system

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ACF2_NOT_INSTALLED. The called DSI function returns this error when it
performs a function that is only supported in ACF2 and the security manager that is installed on the system to which the
application is connected is not ACF2.

Action:

Correct the application program to avoid using the called DSI function.

SI99063E
a radix-64 encoded command argument is improperly encoded

Reason:
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This message corresponds to return code SI_RADIX64_ENCODING_ERROR. The called DSI function returns this error
when a part of a request or response packet that is base-64 encoded could not be decoded.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99064E
number of field to extract is not a decimal integer value

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_FIELD_COUNT_IS_NOT_NUMERIC. The SI_perform_extract function
returns this error when the request packet that the DSI Server receives contains an incorrectly encoded field count
parameter.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99065E
all ACEEs are in use and no more can be allocated

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ALL_ACEES_IN_USE. The called DSI function returns this error when the
function attempts to create a security environment for a previously logged in user and the maximum number of 32,668
security environments have already been created.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99066E
cannot write message to console 

Reason: 

This message corresponds to return code SI_WTO_FAILED. The SI_write_to_console function returns this error when the
attempt to write the specified message to the operator’s console fails.

Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99068E
The expected number of field names were not received 

Reason: 

This message corresponds to return code SI_INCORRECT_NUMBER_OF_FIELDS. The SI_get_fields_from_ACF2
function returns this error when the request packet that the DSI Server receives contains an incorrectly encoded field list.
This error can occur only when the external security manager is ACF2.

Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.
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SI99069E
TSS security system is not installed on target system

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_TSS_NOT_INSTALLED. The called DSI function returns this error when it
performs a function that is only supported in Top Secret and the security manager that is installed on the system to which
the application is connected is not Top Secret.

Action:

Correct the application program to avoid using the called DSI function.

SI99072E
ACALT function failed

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ACALT_ERROR. The SI_get_fields_from_ACF2 function returns this error
when ACF2 reports an error in the request. This error can occur only when the external security manager is ACF2.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99074E
numeric access type does not have a value of 2, 4, 8, or 128

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_ACCESSTYPE_INVALID_VAL. The SI_check_resource_auth and
SI_check_resource_auth2 functions return this error when the access type parameter is a string of numeric digits when
converted to an integer, are not one of the allowed values of 2, 4, 8, or 128. This error can occur only when the external
security manager is ACF2 or IBM RACF.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid access type.

SI99089E
user id associated with the keyring has more characters than are allowed

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_RINGUSERID_TOO_LONG. The called DSI function returns this error when
the keyring user ID parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of eight characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid keyring user ID.

SI99090E
The ringname is null

Reason:
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This message corresponds to return code SI_RINGNAME_NULL. The called DSI function returns this error if the keyring
name parameter is a string with zero length.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid keyring name.

SI99091E
The ringname has more than 237 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_RINGNAME_TOO_LONG. The called DSI function returns this error when
the keyring name parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of 237 characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid keyring name.

SI99092E
The user id associated with the certificate is too long

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_CERTUSERID_TOO_LONG. The called DSI function returns this error
when the certificate owner name parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of eight
characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid certificate owner name.

SI99093E
The label for the certificate is null

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_LABEL_NULL. The called DSI function returns this error if the certificate
label parameter is a string with zero length.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid certificate label.

SI99094E
The label for the certificate has more than 32 characters

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_LABEL_TOO_LONG. The called DSI function returns this error when the
certificate label parameter specifies a string whose length exceeds the maximum allowed length of 32 characters.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid certificate label.
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SI99095E
The usage parameter does not have a value of 0, 1, 2, or 3

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_INVALID_USAGE. The called DSI function returns this error when the
certificate usage parameter specifies a value other than 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Action:

Correct the application program to specify the correct certificate usage.

SI99096E
The trust parameter does not have a value of 0, 1, or 2

Reason:

This message corresponds to a return code of SI_INVALID_TRUST. The called DSI function returns this error when the
certificate trust parameter specifies a value other than 0, 1, or 2.

Action:

Correct the application program to specify the correct certificate trust.

SI99097E
The default_cert parameter does not have a value of 0 or 1

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_INVALID_DEFAULT. The called DSI function returns this error when the
default certificate parameter specifies a value other than 0 or 1.

Action:

Correct the application program to specify the correct certificate usage.

SI99098E
The deletecert parameter does not have a value of 0 or 1

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_INVALID_DELETECERT. The called DSI function returns this error when the
delete certificate parameter specifies a value other than 0 or 1.

Action:

Correct the application program to specify the correct delete certificate choice.

SI99100E
The security manager does not recognize the log level

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_LOGLEVEL_INVAL_KEYWORD. The SI_check_resource_auth2 function
returns this error when the log level parameter is not one of the recognized keywords.

Action:
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Correct the application program to pass a valid log level. Consult the documentation for the SI_check_resource_auth2
function for a list of valid log level keywords.

SI99101E
Numeric log type does not have a value of 0, 1, 2, or 3

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_LOGLEVEL_INVALID_VAL. The SI_check_resource_auth2 function returns
this error when the log level parameter is a string of numeric digits that, when converted to an integer, are not one of the
allowed values of 0, 1, 2, or 3.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid log level.

SI99102E
The security manager does not recognize the status

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_STATUS_INVAL_KEYWORD. The SI_check_resource_auth2 function
returns this error when the status parameter is not one of the recognized keywords.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid status. Consult the documentation for the SI_check_resource_auth2
function for a list of valid status keywords.

SI99103E
Numeric log type does not have a value of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_STATUS_INVALID_VAL. The SI_check_resource_auth2 function returns this
error when the status parameter is a string of numeric digits that, when converted to an integer, are not one of the allowed
values of 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid status.

SI99104E
DSI function called with an invalid connection handle

Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_INVALID_CONN_HANDLE. The called DSI function returns this error when
the DSI connection handle is not a valid connection handle.

Action:

Correct the application program to pass a valid connection handle

SI99105E
Initialization of thread local storage at startup failed
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Reason:

This message corresponds to return code SI_TLSSTARTUP_ERROR. The SI_init function returns this error when the
request to create a thread local storage area for DSI fails. On Windows platforms DSI uses the TlsAlloc function to obtain
a TLS index. This error usually indicates that all of the TLS indices available to a process are already in use. On all other
platforms DSI uses the pthread_create_key function to create a thread specific data key. This error usually indicates that
the system cannot create the key due to a lack of resources.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99106E
Error retrieving thread local storage for current thread

Reason:

This corresponds to return code SI_TLSGET_ERROR. The called DSI function returns this error when it is unable to
retrieve the address of the thread local storage area for the current thread.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

SI99107E
Error creating thread local storage for current thread

Reason:

This corresponds to return code SI_TLSSET_ERROR. The called DSI function returns this error when it is unable to
create the thread local storage area for the current thread.

Action:

This is an internal error. Contact Broadcom Support.

ETLDP00I
LDAP Server r%d is starting on URL(s) <%s>

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console during start up to show the version and URLs it is starting
with.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

ETLDP01I
LDAP Server r%d has started

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console to show what version started when the start up is
complete and it is ready to process requests.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.
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ETLDP02I
LDAP Server r%d has started NS

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console to show what version started when the start up is
complete and it is ready to process requests. The NS informs you that it was started non-swappable.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

ETLDP03I
LDAP Server r%d has ended

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console to show what version started when it has completed its
shutdown processing.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

ETLDP04I
LDAP Server %d has terminated

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console during abnormal shutdown processing.

Action:

Review the error logs and if you do not see the cause of the error, contact Technical Support for assistance at http://
ca.com/support.

ETLDP05I
LDAP Server status:

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console prior to displaying configuration information.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

ETLDP06I
LDAP Server %d set to %d

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console after it has successfully processed the modify command.
The %s is replaced with the setting that was modified and the %d displays the new value.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.
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ETLDP07I
LDAP Server query of unknown option "%s" ignored

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console when a modify status is entered for an unknown keyword
value.

Action:

Verify the syntax of the modify status command being issued and re-issue the command.

ETLDP08E
LDAP Server request to set unknown option "%s" ignored

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console when a modify set is issued for an unknown keyword.

Action:

Verify the syntax of the modify command being issued and re-issue the command.

ETLDP09E
LDAP Server unknwon command verb "%s" ignored

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console when an unrecognized command is issued.

Action:

Verify the command being issued and re-issue the command.

ETLDP10E
LDAP Server %s value omitted

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console when a modify set is issued without a new value being
supplied. The %s is replaced with the keyword that was issued on the modify set.

Action:

Verify the syntax of the modify command being issued and re-issue the command.

ETLDP11E
LDAP Server %s value "%s" is not numeric

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console when a modify set is issued with a non-numeric new
value being supplied. The first %s is replaced with the keyword that was issued on the modify set and the second %s is
replaced with the invalid value.

Action:

Verify the syntax of the modify status command being issued and re-issue the command.
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ETLDP12I
LDAP Server debug level set to %d

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console during startup to show the default debug log level.

Action:

The message is for informational purposes. No action is required.

ETLDP13E
LDAP Server r%d does not support this ESM

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console when started on non-ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF system,
and then shuts down.

Action:

Restart the LDAP Server on an ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF system.

ETLDP14E
LDAP Server r%d does not support this ESM release (%d,%d)

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console when started on an unsupported version of ACF2, Top
Secret, or RACF is detected. The detected version displays inside the parenthesis.

Action:

Restart the LDAP Server on a supported release of ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF.

ETLDP15E
LDAP Server is stopping

Reason:

The LDAP Server sends this message in response to a BIND operation that requests a change to a user's credentials.
The original credential was a password and the new credential is a pass phrase, or the original credential was a pass
phrase and the new credential is a password.

Action:

Correct the BIND request. The BIND request must specify the user's current password if you want to change the
password. Similarly, the BIND request must specify the user's current pass phrase if you want to change the pass phrase.

ETLDP16I
LDAP Server is stopping

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console during startup to show the stop command was received
and is being processed.
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Action:

This message is for informational purposes. No action is required.

ETLDP17E
LDAP Server required translation not available

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message on the system console during startup if the routine that initializes the DSI
interface returns the SI_TRANSLATION_UNAVAILABLE error code, indicating that the DSI interface cannot correctly
translate between the ASCII ISO8859-1 codeset (CCSID 00819) and the EBCDIC Open System LATIN-1 codeset (CCSID
01047).

Action:

If you are running z/OS version 1.8 or lower, the modules EDCUEYI1 and EDCUI1EY must be built and stored in a load
module library. This library must be available to the LDAP server, either by adding a STEPLIB DD statement for the
load module library in the start procedure for the LDAP Server, or by placing the load module library in the LINKLST.
Information about building codeset conversion modules can be found in the "UNIX System Services Planning" manual
(GA22-7800).

If you are running z/OS version 1.9 or higher, you must add the conversion entries "00819-01047-L" and "01047-00819-L"
to the Unicode environment. For information about setting up the Unicode environment, see "Support for Unicode: Using
Unicode Services" manual (SA22-7649).

If you determine that the required translation environment has already been established or if you still receive this error
after establishing the required translation environment contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

ETLDP18E
LDAP Server received error %d initializing the DSI interface ETLDP19E %s

Reaon:

The LDAP Server displays these messages on the system console during startup if the routine that initializes the DSI
interface returns an error code other than SI_TRANSLATION_UNAVAILABLE, indicating that the DSI interface cannot
initialize itself. In the first message, "%d" is the numeric error code returned. In the second message, "%s" is a short
descriptive message giving some indication of what might have caused the error. Depending on the particular error
detected, more than one ETLDP19E message might appear.

Action:

Review the error logs, and if you do not see the cause of the error, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

ETLDP19E
%s

Reason:

When a module load failure occurs, the LDAP Server issues a series of three messages: ETLDP26E, ETLDP33E, and
ETLDP19E.

This message includes a description based on the return codes that were issued in ETLDP33E.

Action:

Correct the error and restart the LDAP Server.
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ETLDP20E
LDAP Server Server insufficient memory to handle request

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to an operator MODIFY command. It indicates that the operation
requested failed because a request for memory failed.

Action:

This message usually indicates a severe memory shortage in the LDAP Server address space. You may need to increase
the region size and then restart the LDAP Server. If this does not alleviate the problem, contact Technical Support at http://
ca.com/support for assistance.

ETLDP21I
LDAP Server Server is starting

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to the operator START command. It shows that the START
command was received and is being processed.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes. No action is required

ETLDP22E
LDAP Server Server %s level value "%s" is unrecognized

Reason:

This message displays in response to an operator MODIFY command of the following:

• "SET,DEBUG,DSI,value"
• "SET,DEBUG,value"
• "SET,LOGLEVEL,value"

The "value" contains one or more symbolic names. In the message, the first %s is replaced with "DSI debug", "debug", or
"syslog" depending on whether the SET command specified "DEBUG,DSI", "DEBUG", or "LOGLEVEL". The second %s is
replaced with the symbolic name that is unrecognized.

Action:

For the SET command, see the article Command Line Utilities (LDAP) for a list of value symbolic names. Reenter the
command specifying a symbolic name from the list.

ETLDP23I
LDAP Server DSI debug level set to %s

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to an operator MODIFY command of the form
"SET,DEBUG,DSI,value". It shows that the DSI debug level was set to "value". In the message, %s is replaced with
"value" from the command.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes. No action is required.
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ETLDP24E
LDAP Server error setting DSI debug level: %s

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to an operator MODIFY command of the form
"SET,DEBUG,DSI,value". It shows that an error was detected trying to set the DSI debug level "value". In the message,
%s is replaced with a short message indicating the nature of the error.

Action:

Reenter the command using the correct keywords.

ETLDP25E
LDAP Server %s module at version %s is incompatible with server version

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to the "moduleload" configuration option. In the message, the
first %s is replaced with the name of the module that was loaded. The second %s is replaced with the version of that
module if the version can be determined. If the version cannot be determined, the second %s is replace with the value
"<indeterminate>". In either case, this message indicates that the module in question cannot be used with this version of
the LDAP Server.

Action:

Contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

ETLDP26E
LDAP Server load of module %s failed

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to the "moduleload" configuration option. When a module load failure
occurs, the LDAP Server issues a series of three messages: ETLDP26E, ETLDP33E, and ETLDP19E.

%s
Indicates the name of the load module that failed.

Action:

Review messages ETLDP33E and ETLDP19E for the return codes. Correct the error and restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP27I
LDAP Server load of module %s succeeded

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to the "moduleload" configuration option. The message is issued
when the dllload function call issued to load a module succeeds. In the message, the %s is replaced with the name of the
module that was loaded.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes. No action is required.
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ETLDP28E
LDAP Server cannot call the initialization function for module %s

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to the "moduleload" configuration option. The message is issued
when the module does not have an initialization function. In the message, the %s is replaced with the name of the module
that was loaded.

Action:

Contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

ETLDP29E
LDAP Server the initialization function for module %s failed

Reason:

The LDAP Server server displays this message in response to the "moduleload" configuration option. The message is
issued when the module's initialization function fails. In the message, the %s is replaced with the name of the module that
was loaded.

Action:

Contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

ETLDP30E
LDAP Server Server unknown registration type %d for module %s

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to the "moduleload" configuration option. The message is issued
when the module's initialization function returns an invalid module registration type. In the message, the %s is replaced
with the name of the module that was loaded. The %d is replaced with the numeric registration type that was returned.

Action:

Contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

ETLDP31E
LDAP Server Server registration of module %s as a %s module failed

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message in response to the "moduleload" configuration option. The message is issued
when the attempt to register the module fails. In the message, the first %s is replaced with the name of the module that
was loaded. The second %s is replace with the registration type of the module.

Action:

Contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

ETLDP32I
LDAP Server registration of module %s as a %s module succeeded

Reason:
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The LDAP Server displays this message in response to the "moduleload" configuration option. The message is issued
when the attempt to register the module succeeds. In the message, the first %s is replaced with the name of the module
that was loaded. The second %s is replace with the registration type of the module.

Action:

This message is for informational purposes. No action is required.

ETLDP33E
ERROR CODE = %.8X REASON CODE = %.8X

Reason:

When a module load failure occurs, the LDAP Server issues a series of three messages: ETLDP26E, ETLDP33E, and
ETLDP19E.

This message includes the reason codes for error, per the OS.

Action:

Review the reason codes and see message ETLDP19E.

ETLDP34E
LDAP Server received error %d from %s connecting to the DSI ServerETLDP19E %s

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message during startup when it cannot establish a connection to the DSI Server specified
by the "authserver" configuration option. In the message, %d is the return code from the DSI function that fails, the first %s
is the name of the DSI function that returned the error, and the second %s is the text of a message describing the error.

Action:

Correct whatever problem is preventing the LDAP Server from connecting to the DSI Server. Restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP35E
LDAP Server requires a version 3 or higher DSI server

Reason:

The LDAP Server displays this message during startup when it determines that the “authserver” configuration option
designates a DSI server that does not support version 3 or higher of the DSI protocol.

Action:

Install a release 14 or higher version of the DSI server on the system that the “authserver” configuration option
designates. Restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP36E
LDAP Server close socket failed, err=%d, err msg=%s

Reason:

The LDAP Server cannot clean up the TCP/IP sockets.

%d
Identifies the error number.

%s
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Specifies the string description for the error number.

Action:

Gather the STDERR log and send the log to Broadcom Support for review.

ETLDP37E
LDAP Server shutdown socket failed, err=%d, err msg=%s

Reason:

The LDAP Server cannot clean up the TCP/IP sockets.

%d
Identifies the error number.

%s
Specifies the string description for the error number.

Action:

Gather the STDERR log and send the log to Broadcom Support for review.

ETLDP40I
LDAP Server load of module %s succeeded

Reason: 

As the interface to Datacom loads supporting modules, this message is written to document which modules load
successfully.

%s
Identifies the name of the module that loaded successfully.

Action: 

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

ETLDP41E
LDAP Server load of module %s failed.

Reason: 

As the interface to Datacom loads supporting modules, this message is written to document which modules failed to load
successfully.

%s
Identifies the name of the module that failed to load.

Action: 

Review the configuration to determine why the load fails. Consider the following potential areas for review:

• OMVS home directory of the STC ID
• LIBPATH in the slapd.env file
• File access permissions
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ETLDP42E
LDAP Server cannot find entry point for module %s.

Reason: 

As the interface to Datacom loads supporting modules, this message is written to document which modules failed
detection of supporting entry points.

%s
Identifies the module for which the LDAP Server cannot find an entry point. 

Action: 

Ensure that all maintenance is applied to the Datacom Server ODBC components.

ETLDP43I
LDAP Server connect to DB=%s in process.

Reason:

Based on the LDAP Server configuration in the slapd.conf file, the LDAP Server is attempting to connect to either
IBM DB2 or Datacom.

%s
 Identifies the configured ID being used.

Action: 

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

ETLDP44I
LDAP Server connect to DB=%s successful.

Reason: 

Based on the LDAP Server configuration in the slapd.conf file, the LDAP Server successfully connected to either IBM DB2
or Datacom.

%s
Identifies the configured ID that is being used. 

Action: 

This message is for informational purposes only. No action is required.

ETLDP45E
CALDAP Server connect to DB=%s failed, return code=%d

Reason: 

Based on the LDAP Server configuration in the slapd.conf file, the LDAP Server failed to connect to either IBM DB2 or
Datacom.

%s Identifies the configured ID that is being used.

%d Identifies the SQLConnect() or SQLDriverConnect() return code. 

Action: 
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Review the appropriate IBM DB2 or Datacom return code documentation to determine why the login to IBM DB2 or
Datacom failed. Then edit the configuration as needed.

ETLDP46E
Bind failed, permission denied.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with a return code of EACCESS(111) - Permission denied.

Action: 

Determine why a permission denied error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server server.

ETLDP47E
Bind failed, bad file descriptor.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with a return code of EBADF(113) - Bad file descriptor.

Action: 

Determine why a bad file descriptor error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP48E
Bind failed, invalid argument.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with a return code of EINVAL(121) - Invalid argument.

Action: 

Determine why an invalid argument error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP49E
Bind failed, I/O error.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with a return code of EIO (122) - I/O error.

Action: 

Determine why an I/O error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP50E
Bind failed, operation not permitted.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with a return code of EPERM (139) - Operation not permitted.

Action: 

Determine why an operation not permitted error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server.
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ETLDP51E
Bind failed, not a socket.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with a return code of ENOTSOCK (1105) - Not a socket.

Action: 

Determine why a not a socket error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP52E
Bind failed, address family not supported.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with a return code of EAFNOSUPPORT (1114) - Address family not supported.

Action: 

Determine why an address family not supported error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server.

 

ETLDP53E
Bind failed, address not available.

Reason:

The bind() call failed with a return code of EADDRONOTAVAIL (1116) - Address not available.

Action: 

Determine why an address not available error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP54E
Bind failed, no buffer space available.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with a return code of ENOBUFS (1122) - No buffer space available.

Action: 

Determine why a no buffer space available error was returned, and restart the LDAP Server.

ETLDP55E
Bind failed, sock_errno()=%d.

Reason: 

The bind() call failed with an undocumented return code.

%d
Identifies the return code from the bind() call.

Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support so that we can work with IBM to determine why this value was returned.
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ETLDP56I
LDAP Server initializing, request ignored

Reason:

A console modify SET, STATUS, or BACKEND command was issued before the LDAP Server completed initialization. The
command is ignored.

Action:

Wait for the LDAP Server to complete initialization, and reissue the command.

To determine whether the LDAP Server has completed initialization, look for message ETLDP12I.

ETLDP57I
LDAP Server detected Policy DB version of %d

Reason:

This informational message lets you know the version of the policy database that Compliance Event Manager is running.

%d
Identifies the version number of the policy database.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.

ETLDP58E
select() retry limit of 16 exceeded, shutting down

Reason:

The LDAP Server shut down because the operating system (OS) ran out of file descriptors to use for TCP/IP connections,
or TCP/IP was shut down. This can occur when the application that connects to LDAP Server fails to issue an unbind
when it finishes. (Even a failed bind requires an unbind.)

NOTE
Most socket interfaces allow a maximum of 65535 sockets per each connection between an application and
the TCP/IP sockets interface. However, the C sockets interface and the C sockets interface for CICS® allow a
maximum of only 2000 sockets. Therefore, if an application tries more than 2000 binds to LDAP Server without
doing any unbinds, the LDAP Server shuts down with this error message. For more information, see the IBM
documentation about the maximum number of sockets.

Action:

Verify the unbind in the application that is connecting to LDAP Server. Then, restart the LDAP Server.

To display the IP address of each machine with an application that is connected to the LDAP Server, issue the CNAME
(current name) command:

F[jobname.] identifier, CNAME

jobname
Specifies the name of the job.
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identifier
Identifies the application. If you did not use an identifier on the start command, the identifier is the jobname.

Example Output:

RESPONSE=SYS12                        

 ETLDP05I CA LDAP Server connections:

          IP=172.24.0.2:unknown

ETLDP59E
Bind failed, address already in use

Reason:

The LDAP Server port (default 389) is in use by another application, so LDAP Server cannot start.

Action:

Change the LDAP Server port to an unused port, and then start the LDAP Server.

ETLDP60I
LDAP Server: _CEE_RUNOPTS possibly bad because it may be on multiple lines in the slapd env file

Reason:

This message displays on the system console during startup when the value for _CEE_RUNOPTS appears to be entered
on multiple lines in the slapd.env file. The value must be on a single line. Otherwise, LDAP Server cannot process the
value properly.

Action:

Check the slapd.env file, and place the value on a single line in the file, if necessary.

ETLDP61W
LDAP Server connections at: xxxx

Reason:

The LDAP Server issues this warning message when the number of active connections is 1,500 or higher. LDAP Server
is an LE program, and z/OS under LE supports only 2,048 connections. When the number of connections exceeds 2,048,
the LDAP Server shuts down. This message warns the user when they are close to reaching the connection limit so that
they can proactively close connections to avoid shutdown.

xxxx
Specifies the number of active connections.

Action:

Close any connections that you do not need to make connections available. To see the active connections, issue the
following console command:

/f LDPSTC,CNAME

We recommend that you use the idletimout option to close unused connections automatically after the connections are
idle for a specified amount of time. For more information about this option, see Customize the Slapd Configuration File.

For help, contact Broadcom Support.
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LDP0001E
Invalid bind credentials, missing id and/or password

Reason:

An add/delete/modify/search operation was attempted without user credentials.

Action:

Anonymous operations are not allowed against ACF2. A bind must be performed. Resubmit the operation after performing
a bind with a DN and password.

LDP0002E
R_Usermap failed to map the cert to a user

Reason:

The digital certificate used to establish the client/server SSL connection could not be mapped to a LID.

Action:

Register the digital certificate with a LID or use a different digital certificate and resubmit the operation.

LDP0003E
R_Usermap failed to map the long name to a user

Reason:

During the bind with LinuxName, NovellName or LotusName, it was not able to be mapped to a LID.

Action:

Check the syntax and try the bind again.

LDP0004E
Error issuing LIST LIKE(-) with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a LIST LIKE(-) command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0005E
Failed to write a message to the console

Reason:

An LDAP request to write a message to the console failed.

Action:

Enable debugging in the DSI task and re-create the error situation. The stderr.log file associated to the DSI task should
now contain detailed information concerning the error.
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LDP0006E
RDN attribute %s has no value

Reason:

An RDN does not have an associated value.

Action:

Review the DN on the request, correct the error, and resubmit the request.

LDP0007E
Invalid Data Profile type

Reason:

The data profile type specified in the DN is invalid.

Action:

Review the DN for the invalid data profile type specified, make changes, and resubmit the request.

LDP0008E
ACF2 error issuing rebuild

Reason:

Enable_refresh is specified as a configuration setting. After a user profile, data profile, or scope record was added or
modified, the f acf2,rebuild(x),class(p)/f acf2,rebuild(scp),class(s) command was issued for the specified object class.
ACF2 returned an error for this command

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP0009E
Invalid GSO type

Reason:

The GSO type specified in the DN is invalid.

Action:

Review the DN for the invalid GSO type specified, make changes, and resubmit the request.

LDP0011E
ACF2 error issuing %s(%s)

Reason:

There was an error issuing a LIST command in ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.
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LDP0012E
Invalid User Profile type

Reason:

The user profile type specified in the DN is invalid.

Action:

Review the DN for the invalid user profile type specified, make changes, and resubmit the request

LDP0014E
SI server is not active

Reason:

During the bind, it was determined that the SI server is not active.

Action:

Start the SI server and retry the bind.

LDP0016E
Check_User_Rule_Cache() failed

Reason

Unable to add rule entry to cache.

Action

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP0017E
caacf2_back_dn_getconn failed

Reason

A call to caacf2_back_dn_getconn() failed

Action

Contact your system administrator.

LDP0018E
Return_Rule_From_User_Cache() failed

Reason

LDAP failed to find the requested rule in the cache.

Action

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.
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LDP0
Add of objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

An add operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0101E
Add USING() lid length > 8 bytes

Reason:

An add operation using another LID was attempted where the USING value was too long.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended and that the length of the USING LID is 8 characters or
less.

LDP0102E
Add range error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

An add operation for an attribute was attempted with a value that is outside the valid range.

Action:

Correct the value and retry the operation.

LDP0103E
Add fixed value error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

An add operation for an attribute was attempted with a value that is not one of the finite values.

Action:

Correct the value and retry the operation.

LDP0104E
Add unknown error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred against an attribute while trying to perform an add.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended and that the attribute name is spelled correctly.
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LDP0105E
Nothing to add, exiting

Reason:

An add operation was issued that generated no INSERT command.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0106E
Error issuing command with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0107E
ACF2 error adding lid(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the INSERT of a LID.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message for the error.

LDP0108E
Add of field(%s) to unknown profile record

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the INSERT of a LID. The field is part of an unknown or unsupported profile record.

Action:

Verify the transaction and resubmit.

LDP0109E
Add of field (%s), field can not be added

Reason:

An add was attempted for a field that is read only.

Action:

Change the transaction and resubmit.

LDP0110E
ACF2 error adding rule(%s)
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Reason:

A compile error was received from ACF2.

Action:

Review your request, correct any errors, and try the request again.

LDP0111E
Value of attr %s invalid

Reason:

When creating a lid, an invalid value was specified for object class.

Action:

Review your request, make sure either acf2lid or etacflidname are specified for the value of object class.

LDP0112E
ACF2 error adding GSO record(%s)

Reason:

There was an error detected in your request to add a GSO record.

Action:

Review your request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0113E
Add USING() record id length > 44 bytes

Reason:

When creating a new record, the record can be modeled off of an existing record with the acf2Using or eTACFUsing
attributes. The value specified for this attribute was greater than 44 characters.

Action:

Review the value specified for acf2Using or eTACFUsing, correct the errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0114E
Add USING SYSID() length > 8 bytes

Reason:

When creating a new record, the record can be modeled off of an existing record with the acf2UsingSysid or
eTACFUsingSysid attributes. The value specified for this attribute was greater than 8 characters

Action:

Review the value specified for acf2UsingSysid or eTACFUsingSysid, correct the errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0115E
Data value is greater than 4K

Reason:
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The total length of the all the values specified on the add of an object class is greater than 4K.

Action:

Review the values for all attributes, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0117E
ACF2 error adding Scope record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a scope record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0118E
Add USING() record id length > 8 bytes

Reason:

A scope record, data profile group linux, dataprofile group omvs, ldapbind eim, ldapbind proxy, or entry record create
request was received with the acf2Using or eTACFUsing attribute. Since the maximum record name for these records is 8
bytes, that is the maximum value length that can be specified on the acf2Using or eTACFUsing attribute.

Action:

Review the value for the acf2Using or eTACFUsing attribute, correct errors, and resubmit request.

LDP0119E
ACF2 error adding LDS record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for an LDS record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0120E
Invalid value for bit field(%s)

Reason:

The attribute value for a bit field must be either ‘Y’|1 or ‘N’|0.

Action:

Review the values specified for all bit fields in the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0121E
ACF2 error adding CPF record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a CPF record.
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Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0122E
ACF2 error issuing refresh

Reason:

One or more refresh configuration options are specified in the configuration file for this LDAP server. Upon modifying one
of the records corresponding to an enabled refresh option, ACF2 detected an error.

Action:

Try the command again. If you still receive this error message contact your system administrator.

LDP0123E
ACF2 error adding Shift or Zone record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a shift or zone record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0125E
ACF2 error adding User Profile record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a user profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0126E
ACF2 error adding Group Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a group linux or group omvs data profile
record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0128E
ACF2 error issuing rebuild

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 while issuing the F ACF2,REBUILD(LDP),CLASS(P) command.

Action:
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Try the command again. If you still receive this error message contact your system administrator.

LDP0129E
ACF2 error adding PTKTDATA Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an insert command for a PTKTDATA data profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0130E
ACF2 error adding KEYSMSTR Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a KEYSMSTR data profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0131E
ACF2 error adding LDAPBIND Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a ldapbind eim or ldapbind proxy data profile
record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0132E
ACF2 error adding SECLABEL Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a seclabel data profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0133E
ACF2 error issuing F ACF2,MLS

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 while issuing the F ACF2,MLS command.

Action:

Try the command again. If you still receive this error message contact your system administrator.
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LDP0134E
Invalid Data Profile type

Reason:

The data profile type specified in the DN is invalid.

Action:

Review the DN for the invalid data profile type specified, make changes, and resubmit the request.

LDP0135E
ACF2 error adding XREF record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a XREF source or XREF resource record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0136E
ACF2 error adding XREF record, no record id given.

Reason:

When submitting a request to add an XREF Source or XREF Resource record, no record ID was given in the DN. An
example of a valid DN is: acf2xrefsource=sysid~recid,acf2admingrp=XREF,suffix.

Action:

Review the DN, correct the error, and issue the request again.

LDP0137E
ACF2 error adding Entry record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for an Entry source or Entry source group
record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0138E
Add USING() record id length > 16 bytes

Reason:

The maximum record ID length of a CPF, LDS, User Profile, data profile KEYSMSTR, and Cache record is 16 characters.
A request was submitted to add a record using a model record. The record ID of the model record was greater than 16
characters.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.
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LDP0139E
ACF2 error adding Cache record(%s)

Reason:

An error was detected by ACF2 when trying to process an add command for a Cache record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0140E
Add Target() length > 900 bytes

Reason:

The maximum length of the value for the TARGET field is 900 characters.

Action:

Review the value for Target, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0142E
eTZOSSecAuthids value greater than 4088 bytes

Reason:

There is not enough space in the XREF SGP record. The maximum length of a 4K variable-length record is 4088 bytes

Action:

Check the size of the record.

LDP0143E
Manual maintenance required for XREF SGP record(s): (%s)

Reason:

The NEWXREF refresh command failed via LDAP. The LDAP ID may not be authorized to LIST XREF SGP records, or to
issue the refresh command.

Action:

Verify the permissions for the LDAP ID, or issue the refresh command “F ACF2,NEWXREF,XCF(SYSID)” manually. If the
problem persists, please contact Broadcom Support.

LDP0144E
F ACF2,NEWXREF failed and manual maintenance is required for XREF SGP record(s): (%s)

Reason:

The NEWXREF refresh command failed via LDAP. The LDAP ID may not be authorized to issue the refresh command.

Action:

Verify the permissions for the LDAP ID, or issue the refresh command “F ACF2, NEWXREF,XCF(SYSID)” manually. If the
problem persists, please contact Broadcom Support.
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LDP0145E
F ACF2,NEWXREF failed

Reason:

The NEWXREF refresh command failed via LDAP. The LDAP ID may not be authorized to issue the refresh command.

Action:

Verify the permissions for the LDAP ID, or issue the refresh command “F ACF2,NEWXREF,REFESH” manually. If the
problem persists, please contact Broadcom Support.

LDP0146E
No lid value passed in add operation

Reason:

The LID value was empty during an add operation.

Action:

Verify that the DN is not invalid and that the LID value is not empty.

LDP0147E
ACF2 error adding DCO record(%s)

Reason:

The DCO record being added might already exist.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message.

LDP0148E
eTZOSRoles value greater than 4088 bytes

Reason:

There is not enough space in the XREF ROL record. The maximum length of a 4K variable-length record is 4088 bytes.

Action:

Check the size of the record.

LDP0149E
Manual maintenance required for XREF ROL record(s): (%s)

Reason:

The NEWXREF refresh command failed via LDAP. The LDAP ID may not be authorized to LIST XREF ROL records, or to
issue the refresh command.

Action:

Verify the permissions for the LDAP ID, or issue the refresh command “F ACF2,NEWXREF,XCF(SYSID)” manually. If the
problem persists, please contact Broadcom Support.
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LDP0150E
F ACF2,NEWXREF failed and manual maintenance required for XREF ROL record(s): (%s)

Reason:

The NEWXREF refresh command failed via LDAP. The LDAP ID may not be authorized to issue the refresh command.

Action:

Verify the permissions for the LDAP ID, or issue the refresh command “F ACF2, NEWXREF,XCF(SYSID)” manually. If the
problem persists, please contact Broadcom Support.

LDP0151E

SYSPLEX-XCF not active

Reason:

The F ACF2,NEWXREF,XCF(xxx) refresh command failed via LDAP. The SYSPLEX feature might not be active.

Action:

Verify the SYSPLEX service on the system you are trying to issue the refresh command to. The system must be active
and ready to accept any changes. If the problem persists, please contact Broadcom Support.

LDP0200E
Compare of attribute for objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

A compare operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0201E
Error issuing command with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0202E
ACF2 error listing lid for compare(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the LIST of a LID.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message for the error.
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LDP0203E
Error parsing list of lid for compare, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the output from ACF2 of a LIST LID.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0300E
Delete of objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

A delete operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0301E
Error issuing command with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0302E
ACF2 error deleting lid(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the DELETE of a LID.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message for the error.

LDP0303E
ACF2 error deleting ruleline(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process the delete ruleline request.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0304E
ACF2 error deleting GSO record(%s)
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Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process the delete GSO record request.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0305E
ACF2 error deleting Scope record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process the delete Scope record request.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0306E
ACF2 error deleting CPF record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process the delete CPF record request.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0307E
ACF2 error deleting LDS record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process the delete LDS record request.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0308E
ACF2 error deleting Shift or Zone record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process the delete Shift or Zone record request.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0309E
ACF2 error deleting User Profile record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process the delete User Profile record request.
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Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0310E
ACF2 error deleting Group Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a delete request for a data profile group linux or data profile group omvs
record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0311E
ACF2 error deleting XREF record, no record id given.

Reason:

When submitting a request to delete an XREF Source or XREF Resource record, no record ID was given in the DN. An
example of a valid DN is: acf2xrefsource=sysid~recid,acf2admingrp=XREF,suffix.

Action:

Review the DN, correct the error, and issue the request again.

LDP0312E
ACF2 error deleting XREF record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a delete request for a XREF source or XREF resource record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0313E
ACF2 error deleting Entry record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a delete request for an Entry source or Entry source group record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0314E
ACF2 error deleting Cache record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a delete request for a Cache record.

Action:
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Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0350E
Initial connection to %s:%d failed.

Reason:

The DSI Server specified could not be contacted during initialization. Refer to the message for the IP address or machine
name, and port values.

Action:

Verify that the configured siParms parameter in slapd.conf is correct, and theDSI Server is running at that IP address or
port. Then restart the LDAP Server for z/OS to try connect to the DSI Server again.

LDP0351E
Initial connection to the local system failed.

Reason:

During initialization, the LDAP Server could not contact the local ESM.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

LDP0400E
Modify of objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

A modify operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0401E
Modify range error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

A modify operation for an attribute was attempted with a value that is outside the valid range.

Action:

Correct the value and retry the operation.

LDP0402E
Modify fixed value error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

A modify operation for an attribute was attempted with a value that is not one of the finite values.

Action:

Correct the value and retry the operation.
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LDP0403E
Modify unknown error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred against attribute %s with a value of %s.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0404E
Nothing to modify, exiting

Reason:

A modify operation was issued that generated no command.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0405E
Error issuing command with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0406E
ACF2 error modifying lid(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the CHANGE of a LID.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message.

LDP0407E
Modify of field(%s) for unknown profile record

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the CHANGE of a LID. The field is part of an unknown or unsupported profile record.

Action:

Verify the transaction and resubmit.

LDP0409E
ACF2 error modifying LDS record(%s)
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Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for an LDS record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0411E
Data value is greater than 4K

Reason:

The total length of the all the values specified on the modify request of an object class is greater than 4K.

Action:

Review the values for all attributes, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0412E
ACF2 error modifying GSO record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a GSO record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0413E
ACF2 error modifying Scope record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a Scope record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0414E
Modify of field(%s), field can not be modified

Reason:

The field specified in the message is not modifiable.

Action:

Remove that field from request and resubmit the request.

LDP0415E
ACF2 error modifying Shift or Zone record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a Shift or Zone record.
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Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0416E
ACF2 error modifying CPF record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a CPF record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0417E
ACF2 error issuing refresh.

Reason:

ACF2 reported an error during the refresh of a GSO, CPF, or LDS record.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP0418E
ACF2 error modifying User Profile record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a User Profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0419E
ACF2 error modifying Group Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a Group Linux or Group OMVS data profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0420E
ACF2 error modifying KEYSMSTR Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a KEYSMSTR data profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.
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LDP0421E
ACF2 error modifying PTKTDATA Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a PTKTDATA data profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0422E
ACF2 error modifying Seclabel Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a Seclabel data profile record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0423E
ACF2 error modifying LDAPBIND Data Profile record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for an LDAPBIND EIM or LDAPBIND Proxy data profile
record.Action:

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0424E
ACF2 error modifying XREF record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a XREF source or XREF resource record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0425E
ACF2 error modifying Entry record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for an Entry source or Entry Source Group record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.
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LDP0426E
ACF2 error modifying Entry record, acf2entryline attribute value not given

Reason:

The value for the Entryline was not specified in the DN.

Action:

Review the DN for the request, correct the error, and resubmit the request.

LDP0427E
ACF2 error modifying Cache record(%s)

Reason:

ACF2 detected an error while trying to process a modify request for a Cache record.

Action:

Review the request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0428E
Modify Target() length > 900 bytes

Reason:

The maximum length of the value for the TARGET field is 900 characters.

Action:

Review the value for Target, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP0432E
ACF2 error modifying rule(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the RECKEY MOD of a LID.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message.

LDP0500E
Error issuing LIST %s with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing the LIST LID(%s is the LID value) to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0501E
ACF2 error issuing LIST %s(%s)
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Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the LIST of a LID.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message.

LDP0502E
Error parsing LIST %s, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the LIST LID(%s is the LID value).

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0503E
Error issuing LIST LIKE(-) with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing the LIST LIKE(-) to ACF2 retrieving all LIDs.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0504E
ACF2 error issuing LIST LIKE(-)(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the LIST LIKE(-) retrieving all LIDs.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message.

LDP0505E
Error parsing LIST LIKE(-), return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the LIST LIKE(-) output.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0506E
Error issuing %s with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing %s to ACF2.
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Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0507E
Error issuing %s with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing %s to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0508E
Error parsing %s, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the %s output.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0550E
Error issuing LIST. Entry record name not given.

Reason:

The entry record id must be specified in the DN.

Action:

Correct the DN and resubmit request.

LDP0600E
Error issuing SHOW RSRCTYPE(R) with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing the SHOW RSRCTYPE(R) command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP06061E
ACF2 error issuing SHOW RSRCTYPE(R)(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the SHOW RSRCTYPE(R).

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message %s.
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LDP0602E
Error parsing SHOW RSRCTYPE(R), return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error occurred parsing the output of the SHOW RSRCTYPE(R).

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0603E
Error issuing LIST LIKE(-) with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing the LIST LIKE(-) to ACF2 retrieving the $KEY values.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0604E
ACF2 error issuing LIST LIKE(-)(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the LIST LIKE(-) to retrieve all the $KEY values.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message %s.

LDP0605E
Error parsing LIST LIKE(-), return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error occurred parsing the output of the LIST LIKE(-) retrieving all the $KEY values.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0606E
Error issuing SHOW RSRCTYPE(R), no data returned

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing the SHOW RSRCTYPE(R) to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0607E
Error issuing RECKEY ADD, return code=%d
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Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing the RECKEY command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0700E
Error issuing DECOMP %s with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error occurred issuing DECOMP of a rule where %s is the $KEY value.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP0701E
ACF2 error issuing DECOMP %s(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the DECOMP of $KEY %s.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message %s.

LDP0702E
Unable to determine rule key value for rule line search

Reason:

The ACF2DsnKey or ACF2ResKey value was not found while parsing the DN.

Action:

Check the DN syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP0703E
Unable to find rule key in dn for rule line search

Reason:

The ACF2DsnKey or ACF2ResKey attribute was not found while parsing the DN.

Action:

Check the DN syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP0704E
Unable to determine rule type value for rule line search

Reason:

The ACF2RuleType or ACF2ResKey value was not found while parsing the DN.
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Action:

Check the DN syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP0705E
Unable to find rule type in dn for rule line search

Reason:

The ACF2RuleType or ACF2ResKey attribute was not found while parsing the DN.

Action:

Check the DN syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP0706E
Insufficient memory to allocate Rule cache

Reason:

There is insufficient memory to create a rule cache.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP0802E
Search unable to determine resource rule type

Reason:

A search operation was received with what appears to be an invalid DN.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP0803E
Scope=base search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=base search operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP0804E
Scope=one search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=one search operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.
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LDP0805E
Scope=sub search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=sub search operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN

LDP0806E
caacf2_back_dn_search - invalid scope value

Reason

A search can be performed with a scope value of BASE, ONE, or SUB

Action

Verify the scope value specified. Make any corrections necessary. Try the command again. If you still receive this error
message, contact your system administrator.

LDP0850E
GetStateInfo() failed

Reason

There was an error issuing a SHOW STATE command.

Action

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP0900E
Unknown attribute, %s, in filter string

Reason:

A search operation was attempted with an unsupported or unknown attribute in the filter string.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid filter string.

LDP0901E
Scope=one search for unknown objectclass value(%s)

Reason:

A search operation was attempted with an unsupported or unknown attribute value for the object class.

Action:

The valid values are Lids, Groups, Rules and SysInfo. Change the filter string and reissue the command.
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LDP0902E
Filter string value is NULL/invalid

Reason:

A search against LIDs was issued with a filter string that can not be converted into an ACF2 LIST command.

Action:

Check the syntax of the filter string and resubmit.

LDP0903E
Unsupported test condition for attribute(%s)

Reason:

A scope=one search operation was attempted against the objectclass=acf2admingrp with an unknown value.

Action:

The valid values are LIDS, GROUPS and RULES. Change the operation and reissue the command.

LDP0904E
Return_Rule_Scope_One_From_User_Cache() failed

Reason

Unable to retrieve rule entry from cache.

Action

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP1100E
Invalid syntax, no parameters

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP1101E
Invalid syntax, missing user id

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.
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LDP1102E
Invalid syntax, missing entity

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP1103E
Invalid syntax, missing resource class

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP1104E
Invalid syntax, missing access level

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP1105E
Access denied

Reason:

The resource check was successfully issued and the user is denied access.

Action:

None.

LDP1106E
Error issuing request

Reason:

The RESCHECK failed to execute.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP1107E
Error issuing ResCheck, no data returned
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Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing the RESCHECK to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP1108E
Error issuing %s with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing RESCHECK to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP1109E
ACF2 error issuing RESCHECK(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred issuing RESCHECK.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message for the error.

LDP1110E
User id %s is cancelled or suspended

Reason:

The user ID is either cancelled or suspended.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to correct userid or submit request using a different userid.

LDP1111E
Access Denied

Reason:

The user ID is not defined.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP1112E
User not authorized to use LOG=%s

Reason:

As documented in Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks, LDAP performs a resource check to validate
the user is authorized to use the specified value on the LOG= parm.
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Action:

Review Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks>, and, if appropriate, permit the user authority to use
the specified LOG= value.

LDP1113E
User not authorized to use STATUS=%s"

Reason:

As documented in Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks, LDAP performs a resource check to validate
the user is authorized to use the specified value on the STATUS= parm.

Action:

Review Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks, and, if appropriate, permit the user authority to use the
specified STATUS= value.

LDP1114E
Invalid log level value, must be [ ASIS | NOFAIL | NONE | NOSTAT ]"

Reason:

The specified LOG= value is not one of the documented acceptable values.

Action:

Change the LDAP search operation in question to use a documented value for LOG= and rerun the search.

LDP1115E
Invalid status level value, must be [ NONE | ERASE | EVERDOM | WRITEONLY | ACCESS ]"

Reason:

The specified STATUS= value is not one of the documented acceptable values.

Action:

Change the LDAP search operation in question to use a documented value for STATUS= and rerun the search.

LDP1200E
Error issuing SHOW STATE with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP1201E
ACF2 error issuing SHOW STATE(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred issuing SHOW STATE.
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Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message for the error.

LDP1202E
Error parsing SHOW STATE, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the output from ACF2 of the SHOW STATE command.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP1300E
Error issuing command with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a command to ACF2.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP1301E
ACF2 error listing groups(%s)

Reason:

An ACF2 error occurred during the LISTING of rules to get the groups defined.

Action:

Refer to the ACF2 error message %s.

LDP1302E
Error parsing SET RES(%s) & LIST LIKE(-), return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the output from ACF2 of a LIST LIKE(-) to get the groups defined.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP1400E
Error issuing LIST NODEDEF with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a SET C(CPF) LIST NODEDEF command to ACF2.

Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.
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LDP1401E
Error issuing LIST OPTIONS with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a SET C(CPF) LIST OPTIONS command to ACF2.

Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP1402E
Error parsing CPF %s record, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a CPF record.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended.

LDP1500E
Error issuing LIST LDAP with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a SET C(LDS) LIST LDAP command to ACF2.

Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP1501E
Error issuing LIST OPTIONS with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a SET C(LDS) LIST OPTIONS command to ACF2.

Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP1502E
Error issuing LIST XREFLDAP with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a SET C(LDS) LIST XREFLDAP command to ACF2.

Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP1503E
Error parsing LDS %s record, return code=%d
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Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for an LDS record.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended.

LDP1600E
Error issuing LIST %s with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a SET C(GSO) LIST command to ACF2.

Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP1601E
Error parsing GSO record, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a GSO record.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended.

LDP1700E
Error issuing LIST SCOPE with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a Scope record.

Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP1701E
Error parsing SCOPE record, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a Scope record.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended.

LDP1800E
Error issuing LIST SHIFT with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a Shift record.
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Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP1801E
Error parsing SHIFT record, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a Shift record.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended.

LDP1900E
Error issuing LIST ZONE with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a Zone record.

Action:

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP1901E
Error parsing ZONE record, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a Zone record.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended.

LDP1902I
LDAP Server is processing a LIST LIKE(-) per a request from IP=%s on behalf of %u

Reason:

The LDAP Server received a search request for ACF2 logonids (LIDs) from the specified IP address on behalf of the
specified user ID. The search request is being processed by LDAP Server as the equivalent to an ACF2 'SET LID'
command followed by a 'LIST LIKE' command.

%s
Specifies the IP address of the system where the search request originated.

%u
Specifies the user ID who initiated the search request.

NOTE
During this search request processing, you might see a spike in CPU usage.

Action:

This message is informational only. No action is required.
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Cache Processing Messages
Error issuing LIST Cache with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason: 

An unknown error has occurred parsing the data returned from searching for a Cache record.

Action: 

Review request, correct errors, and resubmit the request.

LDP2001E
Invalid bind credentials, missing id and/or password

Reason:

An add/delete/modify/search operation was attempted without user credentials.

Action:

Anonymous operations are not allowed against Top Secret. A bind must be performed. Resubmit the operation after
performing a bind with a DN and password.

LDP2002E
R_Usermap failed to map the cert to a user

Reason:

The digital certificate used to establish the client/server SSL connection could not be mapped to a ACID.

Action:

Register the digital certificate with a ACID or use a different digital certificate and resubmit the operation.

LDP2003E
R_Usermap failed to map the long name to a user

Reason:

During the bind with LinuxName, NovellName or LotusName, it was not able to be mapped to an ACID.

Action:

Check the syntax and try the bind again.

LDP2004E
Error issuing command with R_Admin, function=%d, SAF=%d, RACF=%d, reason=%d

Reason:

An error occurred issuing the command using the R_ADMIN interface.

Action:

Re-check all installation and configuration steps to ensure proper setup and authorization of the LDAP Server binaries and
Started Task Acid.
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LDP2005E
Failed to write a message to the console

Reason:

An LDAP request to write a message to the console failed.

Action:

Enable debugging in the DSI task and re-create the error situation. The stderr.log file associated to DSI should now
contain detailed information concerning the error.

LDP2006E
RDN attribute %s has no value

Reason:

The DN on the LDAP request is missing a value for one of its components. For example: tssacid=,tssadmingrp=acids…

Action:

Correct the DN from your client application and re-try the request.

LDP2007E
SI Server is not active

Reason

During the bind, it was determined that the SI server is not active.

Action

Start the SI server and retry the bind.

LDP2100E
Add of objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

An add operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2101E
Add USING() acid length > 8 bytes

Reason:

An add operation using another ACID was attempted where the USING value was too long.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended and that the length of the USING ACID is 8 characters or
less.
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LDP2102E
Add range error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

An add operation for an attribute was attempted with a value that is outside the valid range.

Action:

Correct the value and retry the operation.

LDP2103E
Add fixed value error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

An add operation for an attribute was attempted with a value that is not one of the finite values.

Action:

Correct the value and retry the operation.

LDP2104E
Add unknown error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred against an attribute while trying to perform an add.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended and that the attribute name is spelled correctly.

LDP2105E
Nothing to add, exiting

Reason:

An add operation was issued that generated no CREATE/ADD command.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2107E
No ACID supplied for the add

Reason:

The add operation did not supply a value for tssacid.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2108E
TSS error adding %s(%s)
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Reason:

A Top Secret error occurred during the CREATE of an ACID.

Action:

Refer to the Top Secret error message for the error.

LDP2109E
Pswd interval/expired specified, but no password

Reason:

The add operation did not supply a value for userPassword.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2110E
Add suspend until() length > 8 bytes

Reason:

The add operation value supplied for expire was longer than 8 characters.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2111E
Add password length > 8 bytes

Reason:

The add operation value supplied for userPassword was longer than 8 characters.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2112E
Value of attr %s invalid

Reason:

Either the object specified in the objectclass attribute on the request is not supported for this operation, or the value
detected in the DN for an object does not match the value specified on the rdn attribute.

Action:

Re-check the values for the objectclass attribute and the rdn attribute for this request.

LDP2113E
Error issuing %s

Reason:

An error occurred issuing the TSS MODIFY(OMVSTABS) command via R_ADMIN.
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Action:

Re-check all installation and configuration steps to ensure proper setup and authorization of the LDAP Server binaries and
Started Task Acid.

LDP2114E
Incorrect value supplied for the add in the DN

Reason:

No value was supplied in the DN for the intended object to be added.

Action:

Re-check the DN on the request and ensure it is in the proper format.

LDP2115E
Add acid length > 8 bytes

Reason:

The Acid specified as resource owner is longer than 8 characters.

Action:

Correct the value for the ResourceOwner attribute to an Acid with length 8 or less.

LDP2116E
Resource owner not specified

Reason:

No resource owner was specified for the OwnedResource object.

Action:

The ResourceOwner attribute is required and therefore requires a value.

LDP2200E
Compare of attribute for objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

A compare operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2202E
TSS error listing acid for compare(%s)

Reason:

A Top Secret error occurred during the LIST of a ACID.

Action:

Refer to the Top Secret error message for the error.
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LDP2203E
Error parsing list of acid for compare, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the output from Top Secret of a LIST ACID.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2300E
Delete of objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

A delete operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2302E
TSS error deleting %s(%s)

Reason:

A Top Secret error occurred during the DELETE of a ACID/Profile/Group/Dept/Div or Zone.

Action:

Refer to the Top Secret error message for the error.

LDP2350E
Initial connection to %s:%d failed.

Reason:

The DSI Server specified could not be contacted during initialization. Refer to the message for the IP address or machine
name, and port values.

Action:

Verify that the configured siParms parameter in slapd.conf is correct, and theDSI Server is running at that IP address or
port. Then restart the LDAP Server for z/OS to try connect to the DSI Server again.

LDP2351E
Initial connection to the local system failed.

Reason:

During initialization, the LDAP Server could not contact the local ESM.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.
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LDP2400E
Modify of objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

A modify operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2401E
Modify range error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

A modify operation for an attribute was attempted with a value that is outside the valid range.

Action:

Correct the value and retry the operation.

LDP2402E
Modify fixed value error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

A modify operation for an attribute was attempted with a value that is not one of the finite values.

Action:

Correct the value and retry the operation.

LDP2403E
Modify unknown error for(%s), value(%s)

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred against attribute %s with a value of %s.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2404E
Nothing to modify, exiting

Reason:

A modify operation was issued that generated no command.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2406E
TSS error modifying %s(%s)
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Reason:

A Top Secret error occurred trying to modify an ACID.

Action:

Refer to the Top Secret error message.

LDP2407E
Error issuing %s

Reason:

An error occurred issuing the TSS MODIFY(OMVSTABS) command via R_ADMIN.

Action:

Re-check all installation and configuration steps to ensure proper setup and authorization of the LDAP Server binaries and
Started Task Acid.

LDP2409E
LDAPNODE attribute XREF in unexpected format(%s). LDAPNODE has not been modified

Reason:

A cross-reference record on an LDAPNODE record was sent in for deletion, but the value is not in the same format as
was returned on the search.

Action:

The value for the cross-reference field should be in the format as documented in the LDAPNODE section of the Top
Secret documentation.

LDP2410E
No MAPDATA records provided for Map record modify

Reason:

A modify request was submitted for a MAP record, but no MAPDATA fields were supplied on the request.

Action:

MAPDATA fields are required to be passed in when modifying a MAP record. Change the request to supply at least one
modification to a MAPDATA field.

LDP2411E
No MASKDATA records provided for Mask record modify

Reason:

A modify request was submitted for a MASK record, but no MASKDATA fields were supplied on the request.

Action:

MASKDATA fields are required to be passed in when modifying a MASK record. Change the request to supply at least
one modification to a MASKDATA field.
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LDP2412E
No RECDATA records provided for RLP record modify

Reason:

A modify request was submitted for a RLP record, but no RECDATA fields were supplied on the request.

Action:

RECDATA fields are required to be passed in when modifying a RLP record. Change the request to supply at least one
modification to a RECDATA field.

LDP2413E
No SELDATA records provided for Select record modify

Reason:

A modify request was submitted for a SELECT record, but no SELDATA fields were supplied on the request.

Action:

SELDATA fields are required to be passed in when modifying a SELECT record. Change the request to supply at least
one modification to a SELDATA field.

LDP2414E
Cannot modify DESCRIPT field without adding or replacing a MAPDATA record

Reason:

A modify request for a MAP record only contained a modification for the DESCRIPT field. The DESCRIPT field cannot be
modified without a modification to a MAPDATA field.

Action:

Change the modify request to contain at least one modification to a MAPDATA field.

LDP2415E
Cannot modify DESCRIPT field without adding or replacing a MASKDATA record

Reason:

A modify request for a MASK record only contained a modification for the DESCRIPT field. The DESCRIPT field cannot
be modified without a modification to a MASKDATA field.

Action:

Change the modify request to contain at least one modification to a MASKDATA field.

LDP2416E
Cannot modify DESCRIPT field without adding or replacing a RECDATA record

Reason:

A modify request for a RLP record only contained a modification for the DESCRIPT field. The DESCRIPT field cannot be
modified without a modification to a RECDATA field.

Action:
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Change the modify request to contain at least one modification to a RECDATA field.

LDP2417E
Attribute (%s) value len(%d) exceeds max length(%d)

Reason:

The value passed in for attribute %s exceeds the maximum length supported for that field.

Action:

Correct the length of the attribute value on the request and re-submit.

LDP2418E
Incorrect value supplied for the modify in the DN

Reason:

The value supplied in the DN for the object to be modified is in an incorrect format. This specifically occurs for objects
whose DN’s contain a ~ to separate 2 specific values required in the DN, such as the SDT Calendar record.

Action:

Correct the DN of the object to be in the correct format.

LDP2419E
Resource Owner Acid value > 8 bytes

Reason:

The resource owner specified for the OwnedReource object is too long.

Action:

Please specify a value for the ResourceOwner attribute whose length is 8 or less.

LDP2420E
Resource Owner not specified

Reason:

No resource owner was specified for the OwnedResource modification.

Action:

Only the resource owner can be changed on a OwnedResource modification. Please supply a value for the
ResourceOwner attribute.

LDP2500E
Error issuing LIST %s with R_Admin, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing the LIST ACID(%s is the ACID value) to Top Secret.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.
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LDP2501E
TSS error issuing LIST %s(%s)

Reason:

A Top Secret error occurred during the LIST of an ACID.

Action:

Refer to the Top Secret error message.

LDP2502E
Error parsing LIST %s, return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the LIST ACID(%s is the ACID value).

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2504E
TSS error issuing LIST ACIDPRFX(-)(%s)

Reason:

A Top Secret error occurred during the LIST ACIDPRFX(-) to retrieve all ACIDs.

Action:

Refer to the Top Secret error message.

LDP2505E
Error parsing LIST ACIDPRFX(-), return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the LIST ACIDPRFX(-) output.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2507E
TSS error issuing %s(%s)

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing %s to Top Secret.

Action:

Refer to the Top Secret error message.

LDP2508E
Error parsing %s, return code=%d
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Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the %s output.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2800E
Search unable to parse DN

Reason:

A search operation was received with what appears to be an invalid DN.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP2801E
Search unable to determine objectClass value

Reason:

A search operation was received with what appears to be an invalid DN.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP2802E
Scope=base search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=base search operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP2803E
Scope=one search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=one search operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP2804E
Scope=sub search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=sub search operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.
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Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP2805E
TSS LIST(ACIDS) has been disabled, contact the system administrator

Reason:

You have the disable_acid_details parameter specified in the slapd.conf file (that is, the line is uncommented), and you
ran a sub search.

Action:

If you want to get back all the results from a LDAP Server for z/OS sub search for an ACID, comment out the
disable_acid_details option in slapd.conf.

LDP2850E
GetStateInfo() failed

Reason

There was an error issuing a TSS MODIFY command.

Action

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP2900E
Unknown attribute, %s, in filter string

Reason:

A search operation was attempted with an unsupported or unknown attribute in the filter string.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid filter string.

LDP2901E
Scope=one search for unknown attribute(%s)

Reason:

A search operation was attempted with an unsupported or unknown attribute value for the object class.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP2902E
Unsupported test condition for attribute(%s)

Reason:

A scope=one search operation was attempted against the objectclass=tssadmingrp with an unknown value.
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Action:

The valid values are ACIDS, Profiles, Groups, Departments, Divisions and Zones. Change the operation and reissue the
command.

LDP2903E
Filter string value is NULL/invalid

Reason:

The filter value provided on the search request is not supported.

Action:

Change the filter request to one of the supported formats.

LDP3100E
Invalid syntax, no parameters

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP3101E
Invalid syntax, missing user id

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP3102E
Invalid syntax, missing entity

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP3103E
Invalid syntax, missing resource class

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.
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LDP3104E
Invalid syntax, missing access level

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP3105E
Access denied

Reason:

The resource check was successfully issued and the user is denied access.

Action:

None.

LDP3106E
Error issuing request

Reason:

The RESCHECK failed to execute.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP3107E
Invalid syntax, invalid access level

Reason:

The RESCHECK= syntax is incorrect.

Action:

Check the RESCHECK syntax and resubmit the operation.

LDP3112E
User not authorized to use LOG=%s

Reason:

As documented in Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks, LDAP Server performs a resource check to
validate the user is authorized to use the specified value on the LOG= parm.

Action:

Review Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks. If appropriate, permit the user authority to use the
specified LOG= value.
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LDP3113E
User not authorized to use STATUS=%s

Reason

As documented in Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks, LDAP Server performs a resource check to
validate the user is authorized to use the specified value on the STATUS= parm.

Action:

Review Using the Search Operation to Perform Resource Checks. If appropriate, permit the user authority to use the
specified STATUS= value.

LDP3114E
Invalid log level value, must be [ ASIS | NOFAIL | NONE | NOSTAT ]"

Reason:

The specified LOG= value is not one of the documented acceptable values.

Action:

Change the LDAP search operation in question to use a documented value for LOG= and rerun the search.

LDP3115E
Invalid status level value, must be [ NONE | ERASE | EVERDOM | WRITEONLY | ACCESS ]"

Reason:

The specified STATUS= value is not one of the documented acceptable values.

Action:

Change the LDAP search operation in question to use a documented value for STATUS= and rerun the search.

LDP3200E
Error issuing MODIFY(STATUS), return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred issuing a command to Top Secret.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP3201E
TSS error issuing MODIFY(STATUS)(%s)

Reason:

A Top Secret error occurred issuing MODIFY(STATUS).

Action:

Refer to the Top Secret error message for the error.
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LDP3202E
Error parsing MODIFY(STATUS), return code=%d

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred parsing the output from Top Secret of the MODIFY(STATUS) command.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP6001E
Invalid bind credentials, missing id and/or password

Reason:

An add/delete/modify/search operation was attempted without user credentials.

Action:

Anonymous operations are not allowed against LDAP Server. A bind must be performed. Resubmit the operation after
performing a bind with a DN and password.

LDP6002E
R_Usermap failed to map the cert to a user

Reason:

The digital certificate used to establish the client/server SSL connection could

not be mapped to a LID.

Action:

Register the digital certificate with a LID or use a different digital certificate

and resubmit the operation.

LDP6003E
LDP6003E R_Usermap failed to map the long name to a user

Reason:

During the bind with LinuxName, NovellName or LotusName, it was not able to be mapped to a LID.

Action:

Check the syntax and try the bind again.

LDP6006E
RDN attribute %s has no value

Reason:

An RDN does not have an associated value.

Action:
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Review the DN on the request, correct the error, and resubmit the request

LDP6014E
DSI Server is not active

Reason:

During the bind, it was determined that the DSI server is not active.

Action:

Start the DSI server and retry the bind

LDP6017E
cmgr_back_getconn failed

Reason:

A call to cmgr_back_dn_getconn() failed.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6018E
Unable to allocate a DB2 Environment Handle

Reason

While executing an SQL Select statement, an environment handle could not be allocated.

Action

Contact you system administrator to verify that the SDSNLOAD library specified in your slapd.env file is correct.

LDP6019E
Unable to allocate a DB2 Connection Handle

Reason

While executing an SQL Select Statement, a connection handle could not be allocated.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6020E
Unable to allocate a DB2 Connection Handle

Reason

While executing an SQL Select Statement, a connection handle could not be allocated.

Action

Contact your system administrator.
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LDP6021E
Unable to allocate a DB2 Statement Handle

Reason:

LDAP Server cannot access DB2 information.

Action:

Contact your System Administrator.

LDP6022E
Unable to allocate a DB2 Environment Handle

Reason:

While executing an SQL Select statement, an environment handle could not be allocated.

Action:

Contact you system administrator to verify that the SDSNLOAD library specified in your slapd.env file is correct.

LDP6023E
Error executing SQL fetch statement

Reason:

There was an error retrieving data from DB2 after a SQL select command.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6024E
Unknown Error

Reason:

An unknown error has occurred.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6025E
Unable to alloc environment handle, shutting down

Reason

During LDAP Server initialization, an attempt is made to connect to DB2. During the connection attempt, an environment
handle could not be allocated.

Action

Contact your system administrator.
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LDP6026E
Unable to alloc database handle, shutting down

Reason:

During LDAP Server initialization, an attempt is made to connect to DB2. During the connection attempt, a database
handle could not be allocated.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6027I
Unable to connect to the database, continuing to start"

Reason

During LDAP Server initialization, an attempt is made to connect to DB2. During the connection attempt, a connection to
DB2 could not be established.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6028E
Unable to alloc TLS, shutting down.

Reason:

During LDAP Server initialization initialization, an attempt to open the DB2 failed while trying to allocate thread local
storage and the database environment handle.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the database configuration is correct.

LDP6029I
Unable to connect to DB Location, continuing to start.

Reason:

During LDAP Server initialization, an attempt was made to connect to DB2. A connection to DB2 could not be established
during the connection process; continuing on with the rest of the startup process.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the database configuration is correct.

LDP6031E
Unknown sub-table found.

Reason:

While searching the DB2 database, not able to find the sub-table associated with the search.

Action:
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Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables and sub-tables.

LDP6032E
SQLite Journal file not available. See System Administrator for more information

Reason:

During a policy modification, this error will occur if the SQLite journal file is not found, not available or is not configured
properly. Please verify the MAPDBJ entry within the system's configuration.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6033E
PassTicket generation failed for DB USER %s, DB APPL %s, REQUESTER %s

Reason:

PassTicket generation failed while trying to connect to DB2 with a PassTicket.

Action:

Verify the correctness of the values in the slapd.conf corresponding to the DB USER (dbuser), DB APPL (dbptktappl), and
REQUESTER (ptktReqrId and ptktReqrPwFile).

LDP6034I
UNABLE TO COMPLETE DATABASE OPERATION, [%s] %s (%d).

Reason:

When executing an ODBC operation, the action did not complete. The ODBC state, message, and return code are
displayed.

Action:

The ODBC state, message and return codes are database-specific. Refer to the appropriate database documentation for
details on the meaning of the state and return code values.

LDP6100E
Add of objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

An add operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP6101E
Unable to generate a SQL INSERT from the passed parameters

Reason:

There was an error generating the SQL INSERT statement from the passed parameters.
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Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6102E
Unable to open policy database for INSERT

Reason:

The policy database could not be opened.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6103E
Unable to compile INSERT SQL statement errcode=(%d) errmsg=(%s)"

Reason:

There was an error compiling the INSERT SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6104E
Unable to execute INSERT SQL statement errcode=(%d) errmsg=(%s)

Reason:

There was an error executing the INSERT SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6105E
Unable to execute bind sqlite statement rc=(%d) parm=(%d)

Reason:

There was an error binding parameters to the SQL INSERT statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6150E
SQL INSERT completed successfully

Reason:

Adding an object to DB2 was successful.

Action:

None.
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LDP6151E
Prepare SQL for INSERT failed

Reason:

Adding an object to DB2 failed while preparing the statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables.

LDP6152E
Bind SQL for INSERT failed

Reason:

Adding an object to DB2 failed while trying to bind to the database.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify communication to the DB2 database is still valid as well as the binding
properties is valid.

LDP6153E
Execute SQL for INSERT failed.

Reason:

Adding an object to DB2 failed during the Execute; unable to execute the prepared SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables.

LDP6154E
SQL INSERT failed, rc=%d

Reason:

Adding an object to DB2 failed during the insert, with an uncaught return code.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables.

LDP6200E
Compare not supported

Reason:

Compare operations are not supported in back_cmgr_utf.

Action:

There is no action to take.
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LDP6300E
Delete of objectClass(%s) not supported

Reason:

A delete operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP6301E
Unable to generate a SQL DELETE from the passed parameters

Reason:

There was an error generating the SQL DELETE statement from the passed parameters.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6302E
Unable to open policy database for DELETE

Reason:

The policy database could not be opened.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify that the dataset and journal file associated with the MAPDB and MAPDBJ DD
statements in the LDAP Proc are valid.

LDP6303E
Unable to compile DELETE SQL statement errcode=(%d) errmsg=(%s)

Reason:

There was an error compiling the DELETE SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6304E
Unable to execute DELETE SQL statement errcode=(%d) errmsg=(%s)

Reason:

An error occurred while executing the DELETE SQL statement.

If you are using Compliance Event Manager, the DELETE might have been unsuccessful because the policy set is being
referenced in a Compliance Event Manager component configuration.

Action:
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Check your Compliance Event Manager component configurations to determine whether they reference the policy set. If
so, update the configuration to reference a different policy set. Then, try the delete again.

Otherwise, contact your system administrator.

LDP6350E
SQL DELETE completed successfully.

Reason:

Deleting an object to DB2 was successful.

Action:

None.

LDP6351E
SQL DELETE failed, rc=%d

Reason:

Deleting an object to DB2 failed with an uncaught return code.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables.

LDP6400E
Modify not supported

Reason:

A modify operation was attempted for an object class that is read only or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is what was intended.

LDP6401E
Unable to generate a SQL UPDATE from the passed parameters

Reason:

There was an error generating the SQL UPDATE statement from the passed parameters.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6402E
Unable to open policy database for UPDATE

Reason:

The policy database could not be opened.
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Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify that the dataset and journal file associated with the MAPDB and MAPDBJ DD
statements in the LDAP Proc are valid.

LDP6403E
Unable to compile UPDATE SQL statement errcode=(%d) errmsg=(%s)

Reason:

There was an error compiling the UPDATE SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6404E
Unable to execute UPDATE SQL statement errcode=(%d) errmsg=(%s)

Reason:

There was an error executing the UPDATE SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6405E
Unable to execute bind sqlite statement rc=(%d) parm=(%d)

Reason:

There was an error binding parameters to the SQL UPDATE statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6450E
SQL UPDATE completed successfully.

Reason:

Updating an object to DB2 was successful.

Action:

None.

LDP6451E
Preprare SQL for UPDATE failed.

Reason:

Modifying an object in DB2 failed while trying to prepare the statement.

Action:
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Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables.

LDP6452E
Bind SQL for UPDATE failed.

Reason:

Modifying an object to DB2 failed while trying to bind to the database.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify communication to the DB2 database is still valid, and that the binding
properties are valid.

LDP6453E
Execute SQL for UPDATE failed.

Reason:

Modifying an object to DB2 failed during the Execute; unable to execute the prepared SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables.

LDP6454E
SQL UPDATE failed, rc=%d

Reason:

Modifying an object to DB2 failed with an uncaught return code.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables.

LDP6500E
Filter string value is NULL or invalid

Reason:

A search was issued with a filter string that cannot be converted into an SQL SELECT command.

Action:

Check the syntax of the filter string and resubmit.

LDP6503E
Scope=base search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=base search operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:
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Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP6504E
Scope=one search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=one search operation was attempted for an object class that is unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP6505E
Scope=sub search for unknown objectClass(%s)

Reason:

A scope=sub search operation was attempted for an object class that is

unsupported or unknown.

Action:

Verify that the operation being performed is using a valid DN.

LDP6506E
cmgr_back_utf_search - invalid scope value

Reason

A search can be performed with a scope value of BASE, ONE, or SUB.

Action

Verify the scope value specified. Make any corrections necessary. Try the command again. If you still receive this error
message, contact your system administrator.

LDP6507E
Unable to generate a SQLite SELECT from the passed parameters

Reason:

There was an error generating the SQL SELECT statement from the passed parameters.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6508E
Unable to generate a DB2 SELECT from the passed parameters

Reason:

There was an error generating the SQL SELECT statement from the passed parameters.

Action:
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Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6509E
Unable to determine table name

Reason:

There was an error parsing the DN to determine the table name to use in the SELECT statement.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6510E
Only Scope=one supported for defTable=* query

Reason:

When using the filter string ‘defTable=*’, only a scope value of one is supported.

Action:

Change the scope value to one. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message, contact your system
administrator.

LDP6511E
Unable to return defTable object for value=%s

Reason:

There was an error when processing the defTable=* query.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended.Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP6512E
Scope=one not supported for this object table(%s) objectClass(%s)

Reason:

Scope=one is requested and is not support for this query.

Action:

Change the scope value. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message, contact your system
administrator.

LDP6513E
Unable to open sqlite database for SELECT

Reason:

The policy database could not be opened.
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Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6514E
Unable to compile SELECT SQL sqlite statement errcode=(%d) errmsg=(%s)

Reason:

There was an error compiling the SELECT SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6515E
Unable to execute SELECT SQL sqlite statement errcode=(%d) errmsg=(%s)

Reason:

There was an error executing the SELECT SQL statement.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6516E
Unable to alloc database handle for SEARCH

Reason

During a LDAP Server search request, a database handle could not be allocated.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6517E
Unable to connect to the database for SEARCH

Reason

During a LDAP Server search request, a connection to DB2 could not be established.

Action

Contact your system administrator.

LDP6518E
Unable to retrieve database information for SEARCH

Reason

Upon establishing a DB2 connection, DB2 information is retrieved and logged. DB2 was unwilling to process this request.

Action

Contact your system administrator.
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LDP6519E
Unable to retrieve change monitor data, unknown table layout.

Reason:

While searching the Change Monitor records, an error occurred while retrieving the table layout.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to verify the DB2 database is configured properly and verify the integrity of the DB2
tables.

LDP6520E
No record found in database.

Reason:

While searching the Change Monitor records, the specified record being searched was not located in the database.

Action:

Use the search criteria to look for a wider range of records that may contain the record you are targeting.

LDP7000E
Unsupported test condition for attribute(%s)

Reason:

An unknown value was used in a filter string.

Action:

Verify that the operation performed is what was intended. Try the command again. If you still receive this error message,
contact your system administrator.

LDP7001E
Invalid syntax, missing user id.

Reason:

During a resource authorization check for access to policy or reports, the user ID used in the check is missing.

Action:

Anonymous operations are not allowed, please make sure a user ID is provided.

LDP7002E
Invalid syntax, missing entity.

Reason:

During a resource authorization check for access to policy or reports, the table entity is missing.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.
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LDP7003E
Invalid syntax, missing resource class.

Reason:

During a resource authorization check for access to policy or reports, the table resource class is missing.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP7004E
Invalid syntax, missing access level.

Reason:

During a resource authorization check for access to policy or reports, the access level (READ, UPDATE, CONTROL,
ALTER) was invalid or missing.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP7005E
User user_ID denied access to class class_name, entity entity_name, access level access_level, SAF=saf

Reason:

The specified user was denied access when performing a resource authorization check for access to policy or reports.

• user_ID
Identifies the logged in user ID.

• class_name
Identifies the class name.
Example: CMGR

• entity_name
Identifies the entity name.
Example: REPORTS.SECURITY.ACCOUNT

• access_level
Identifies the access level.
Example: READ

• saf
Identifies the SAF, RACF, and Reason codes from the RACROUTE call.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to obtain the appropriate privileges.

LDP7011E
Access denied(%s)

Reason:

During a resource authorization check for access to policy or reports, access was denied.

Action:
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Contact your system administrator.

LDP7012E
No memory

Reason:

There is insufficient memory for the request.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

LDP7100E
Modrdn not supported

Reason:

MODRDN operations are not supported in back_cmgr_utf.

Action:

None.

LDP7200E
Unable to open cmgrPolicySimFile

Reason:

Unable to open the Compliance Manager Policy Action Simulation event file.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to see if the policy simulation file is configured properly.

LDP7201E
Unable to find matching event

Reason:

Unable to find a matching simulation event within the Compliance Manager Policy Action Simulation event file.

Action:

Contact your system administrator to see if the policy simulation file is configured properly.
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Command Reference
The topics in this section include command information for the DSI Server and the LDAP Server.

The DSI Server recognizes the following operator commands:

• Modify commands
• Stop commands

The LDAP Server recognizes the following operator commands:

• Modify commands
• Start commands
• Stop commands

The LDAP Server also supports command line utilities for z/OS UNIX System Services (USS).

Commands for DSI Server
The DSI Server recognizes the following operator commands on the console interface:

Modify Command

The Modify command has the following format:

F[jobname.]identifier,command-verb[,argument]...

Jobname
Specifies the name of the job.

Identifier
Identifies the application. If you do not use an identifier on the start command, identifier is the job name.

Command-verb
Specifies the operation to be performed. See the following example for the list of operations provided.

Argument
Indicates the arguments required for an operation. See the individual operations for the arguments required.

Examples

The following command displays the current options in effect:

F[jobname,]identifier,STATUS[,Option]

The output displays the following options:
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• Debug level
• Syslog level
• Active Listeners
• authLocation
• authSource
• PID file name
• ARGS file name
• Running security product and version
• Whether RACROUTE VERIFY or VERIFYX calls are being made
• Build dates of the active modules
• Configured suffix values

To display only a single value, use the format:

F[jobname.]identifier, status, option

option
Can be one of the following values: DEBUG, LOGLEVEL, LISTENERS, ENABLEVERIFY, AUTHLOCATION,
AUTHSOURCE, PIDFILE, ARGSFILE, VERSION, PROD, THREADS

The following command causes the server to change the current debug level in effect to the new value. This change takes
effect immediately without having to stop and restart the server.

F[jobname.]identifier,SET,DEBUG,value

The following command causes the server to change the current syslog level in effect to the new value. This change takes
effect immediately without having to stop and restart the server.

F[jobname.]identifier,SET,LOGLEVEL,value

Stop Command

The Stop command has the following format:

P [jobname.]identifier[,A=asid]

jobname
Indicates the name of the job.

identifier
Indicates the identifier used on the start command to identify the application. If an identifier was not used on the
Start command, identifier is the job name.

asid
Indicates the address space identifier, in hexadecimal, of the job or started task address space to be stopped.

Console Interface Commands for the LDAP Server
The LDAP Server recognizes the following operator commands:

Start Command

The Start command has the following format:

S [jobname.]identifier[,DEBUG=value]

jobname
Specifies the name of the job.
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identifier
Identifies the application. If you do not use an identifier on the start command, identifier is the job name.

value
Specifies the debug level for LDAP without having to modify the STC proc. This value overrides what is specified
in the STC.

NOTE
DEBUG is not case sensitive.

Stop Command

The Stop command has the following format:

P [jobname.]identifier[,A=asid]

jobname
Specifies the name of the job.

identifier
Identifies the application. If you do not use an identifier on the start command, identifier is the job name.

asid
Specifies the address space, in hexadecimal, of the job or started task address space to be stopped.

Modify Command

The Modify command has the following format:

F[jobname.]identifier,command-verb[,argument]...

jobname
Specifies the name of the job.

identifier
Identifies the application. If you do not use an identifier on the start command, identifier is the job name.

command-verb
Specifies the operation to be performed. Options include BACKEND, CNAME, COPS, SET, and STATUS.

argument
Arguments that are required for an operation. See the individual operations for the arguments that are required.

Modify BACKEND Command

To display the backend configuration information, issue the following command:

F[jobname.] identifier, BACKEND [,db type]

db type
Specifies the backend to display: cmgr_utf, cemdb2_utf, cmdc_utf, cemdc_utf, caacf2_utf, catss_utf, racf_utf, or
db2_utf

NOTE

For backward compatibility, the LDAP Server continues to support the following syntax. This syntax is
deprecated and will be removed in the next release:

F[jobname.]identifier,APPL=command-verb[,argument]...

Modify CNAME Command
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To display the IP address of each machine with an application that is connected to the LDAP Server, issue the following
command:

F[jobname.] identifier, CNAME

Modify COPS Command

To display the IP address of each machine with an application that is connected to the LDAP Server and the current LDAP
operation, if any, issue the following command:

F[jobname.] identifier, COPS

Modify SET Command

Issue the following commands to change the server's current debug level to the new value. This change takes effect
immediately without having to stop and restart the server.

F[jobname.]identifier,SET,DEBUG,value F[jobname.]identifier,SET,DEBUG,ANY,-PACKETS

Issue the following command to change the server's current syslog level to the new value. This change takes effect
immediately without having to stop and restart the server.

F[jobname.]identifier,SET,LOGLEVEL,value

Modify STATUS Command

Issue the following command to display the current options in effect for the LDAP Server console interface:

F[jobname,]identifier,STATUS[,Option]

The following options appear:

• Debug level
• Syslog level
• Active listeners
• authLocation
• authSource
• PID file name
• ARGS file name
• Running security product and version
• If RACROUTE VERIFY or VERIFYX calls are being made
• Build dates of the active modules

NOTE
The STATUS option also displays the current level of maintenance. This information is also written to the
STDERR DD log file. Broadcom Support uses this information to determine whether your installation is updated
and whether updating will solve your issue. When opening a service desk issue, include either the console
STATUS output or the STDERR log file.

To retrieve the status for a single value, issue the following command:

F[jobname.]identifier, STATUS, option

option
Specifies the value to display: DEBUG, LOGLEVEL, LISTENERS, ENABLEVERIFY, AUTHLOCATION,
AUTHSOURCE, PIDFILE, ARGSFILE, VERSION, PROD, THREADS
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Command Line Utilities for the LDAP Server
The topics in this section describe the LDAP Server command line utilities for z/OS UNIX System Services, and the
parameters for each.

For all the utilities that take a bind DN parameter (-D), if a value is not supplied, an anonymous bind is performed.
Because the access permissions of the bind DN determine access to all security data, an anonymous bind does not return
data when accessing a security database. If IBM DB2 data is being accessed, the LDAP ACLs determine whether data is
returned.

authid - Generate an encrypted password file
authid generates a file that contains a password in encrypted format. This file is used with the slapd.conf authPW global
option. See the Customize the Slapd Configuration File section for authPW details.

Syntax

authid [-e] [-f file_name] -p password

Options

-e
(Optional) Specifies that authid encrypts the password
Default: -e

-f file_name
(Optional) Specifies the output file to write the encrypted password to.
Default: ./authid.pwd.

-p password
Specifies the password to encrypt.

ldapbind - Verify a user ID and password
ldapbind performs a bind operation to verify a user ID and password.

NOTE
If the bind DN and a password are not supplied, an anonymous connection is established.

Syntax

ldapbind [-d level] [-D binddn] [-H url:port] [-n] [-o nettimeout=<timeout>] [-v] [-V[V]]  [-w passwd] [-W] [-

x] [-y file] [-Z[Z]]  

Options

-d level
Specifies the LDAP Server debugging level. LDAP_DEBUG must be defined in the slapd.conf file at LDAP Server
startup for this option to apply.
For a list of debugging level values, see the debug option in the Global Options section.

-D binddn
Specifies the distinguished name to bind to the LDAP Server directory. binddn is a string-represented DN as
defined in RFC 1779.

-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]
General extensions that control the LDAP operation. These extensions apply to all command line utilities. If an
extension is marked as critical (!), the operation fails if the extension is not supported. If the extension is not
marked as critical and the extension is not supported, the extension is ignored and the operation continues. The
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following table lists applicable extensions. for detailed information about individual extensions, review the RFC
documentation listed in the Additional Information column.

<ext> [=<extparam>] Additional Information
[!]assert =<filter> RFC 4528; a RFC 4515 Filter string
[!]authzid =<authzid> RFC 4370; "dn:<dn>" or "u:<user>"
!]chaining [=<resolveBehavior>[/

<continuationBehavior>]]
one of the following values:
chainingPreferred, chainingRequired,
referralsPreferred, referralsRequired

[!]manageDSAit RFC 3296
[!]noop
ppolicy
[!]postread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]preread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]relax
abandon, cancel, ignore SIGINT sends abandon or cancel, or

ignores the response; if critical, does not
wait for SIGINT

-h host
Specifies the host name or IP address that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// connection.
Note: This connection can pass data unencrypted before SSL is enabled and can potentially expose passwords.
We recommend to use the more secure -H option instead.

-p port
Specifies the TCP port where the LDAP Server runs.
Default: 389
Format: -h ipaddress -p port

-H url:port
Specifies the URL and TCP port of a host that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// or ldaps:// connection.
The -H connection supports SSL and is recommended over the less secure -h -p connection.
Format: -H ldap[s]://ipaddress:port

-n
Simulates the bind and user verification, but does not actually perform the operation. Often used for debugging
with -v.

--o nettimeout=<timeout>
Specifies the time until timeout. Enter the timeout time in seconds, none for no timeout, or max for maximum
timeout time.

-v
Specifies to run in verbose diagnostic mode. In verbose diagnostic mode, additional diagnostics are printed to the
standard output.

-V[V]
Specifies to print the version information. If -VV is specified, the version is returned, but no connection is made or
object added.

-w passwd
Defines the password for simple authentication on the command line.
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-W
Specifies to prompt for a password before the command executes. Use this option instead of specifying the
password on the command line. The password is hidden when entered.

-x
Specifies to use simple authentication.

-y file
Reads the password from the specified file.

-Z[Z]
Issues StartTLS (Transport Layer Security) extended operation. For -ZZ, if StartTLS does not finish successfully
the utility exits when a failure occurs. For -Z, the utility continues executing even if StartTLS does not complete.

ldapadd - Add an LDAP Object
ldapadd opens a connection to an LDAP Server using a bind operation and then adds an object to the LDAP directory.

NOTE
If the bind DN and a password are not supplied, an anonymous connection is established.

Syntax

ldapadd [-c] [-d level] [-D binddn] [-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-E [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-f file] [-H

 url:port] [-M[M]]  [-n] [-o nettimeout=<timeout>] [-P 2|3] [-r] [-S file] [-v] [-V[V]]  [-w passwd] [-W] [-x]

 [-y file] [-Z[Z]] 

Options

-c
Specifies continuous operation mode. Errors are reported, but ldapadd continues with modifications.
Default: exit after reporting an error (-c not specified)

-d level
Specifies the LDAP Server debugging level. LDAP_DEBUG must be defined in the slapd.conf file at LDAP Server
startup for this option to apply.
For a list of debugging level values, see the debug option in the Global Options section.

-D binddn
Binds to the LDAP Server directory. binddn is a string-represented DN as defined in RFC 1779.

-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]
General extensions that control the LDAP operation. These extensions apply to all command line utilities. If an
extension is marked as critical (!), the operation fails if the extension is not supported. If the extension is not
marked as critical and the extension is not supported, the extension is ignored and the operation continues. The
following table lists applicable extensions. for detailed information about individual extensions, review the RFC
documentation listed in the Additional Information column.

<ext> [=<extparam>] Additional Information
[!]assert =<filter> RFC 4528; a RFC 4515 Filter string
[!]authzid =<authzid> RFC 4370; "dn:<dn>" or "u:<user>"
!]chaining [=<resolveBehavior>[/

<continuationBehavior>]]
one of the following values:
chainingPreferred, chainingRequired,
referralsPreferred, referralsRequired

[!]manageDSAit RFC 3296
[!]noop
ppolicy
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[!]postread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]preread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]relax
abandon, cancel, ignore SIGINT sends abandon or cancel, or

ignores the response; if critical, does not
wait for SIGINT

-M[M]
Enables manage DSA IT control. If -MM is specified and DSA IT control is not available, the command does not
execute.

-f file
Reads the information to add from the specified file instead of from standard input.

-h host
Specifies the host name or IP address that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// connection.
Note: This connection can pass data unencrypted before SSL is enabled and can potentially expose passwords.
We recommend to use the more secure -H option instead.

-p port
Specifies the TCP port where the LDAP Server runs.
Default: 389
Format: -h ipaddress -p port

-H url:port
Specifies the URL and TCP port of a host that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// or ldaps:// connection.
The -H connection supports SSL and is recommended over the less secure -h -p connection.
Format: -H ldap[s]://ipaddress:port

-M[M]
Enables manage DSA IT control. If -MM is specified and DSA IT control is not available, the command does not
execute.

-n
Simulates the bind and user verification, but does not actually perform the operation. Often used for debugging
with -v.

--o nettimeout=<timeout>
Specifies the time until timeout. Enter the timeout time in seconds, none for no timeout, or max for maximum
timeout time.

-P 2|3
Specifies the LDAP Server protocol version to use.

-r
Replace existing values by default.

-S file
Specifies to write skipped modifications to the specified file.

-v
Specifies to run in verbose diagnostic mode. In verbose diagnostic mode, additional diagnostics are printed to the
standard output.

-V[V]
Specifies to print the version information. If -VV is specified, the version is returned, but no connection is made or
object added.

-w passwd
Defines the password for simple authentication.
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-W
Specifies to prompt for a password before the command executes. Use this option instead of specifying the
password on the command line. The password is hidden when entered.

-x
Specifies to use simple authentication.

-y file
Reads the password from the specified file.

-Z[Z]
Issues StartTLS (Transport Layer Security) extended operation. For -ZZ, if StartTLS does not finish successfully
the utility exits when a failure occurs. For -Z, the utility continues executing even if StartTLS does not complete.

ldapmodify -- Modify an LDAP Object
ldapmodify opens a connection to an LDAP Server using a bind operation and then modifies an object in the LDAP
directory.

NOTE
If the bind DN and a password are not supplied, an anonymous connection is established.

Syntax

ldapmodify [-a] [-c] [-d level] [-D binddn] [-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-E [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-f file]

 [-H url:port] [-M[M]]  [-n] [-N] [-o <opt>[=<optparam>]]  [-P 2|3] [-S] [-v] [-V[V]]  [-w passwd] [-W] [-x]

 [-y file] [-Z[Z]] 

Options

-a
Specifies to add new entries.

-c
Specifies continuous operation mode. Errors are reported, but ldapadd continues with modifications.
Default: exit after reporting an error (-c not specified)

-d level
Specifies the LDAP Server debugging level. LDAP_DEBUG must be defined in the slapd.conf file at LDAP Server
startup for this option to apply.
For a list of debugging level values, see the debug option in the Global Options section.

-D binddn
Binds to the LDAP Server directory. binddn is a string-represented DN as defined in RFC 1779.

-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]
General extensions that control the LDAP operation. These extensions apply to all command line utilities. If an
extension is marked as critical (!), the operation fails if the extension is not supported. If the extension is not
marked as critical and the extension is not supported, the extension is ignored and the operation continues. The
following table lists applicable extensions. for detailed information about individual extensions, review the RFC
documentation listed in the Additional Information column.

<ext> [=<extparam>] Additional Information
[!]assert =<filter> RFC 4528; a RFC 4515 Filter string
[!]authzid =<authzid> RFC 4370; "dn:<dn>" or "u:<user>"
!]chaining [=<resolveBehavior>[/

<continuationBehavior>]]
one of the following values:
chainingPreferred, chainingRequired,
referralsPreferred, referralsRequired
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[!]manageDSAit RFC 3296
[!]noop
ppolicy
[!]postread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]preread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]relax
abandon, cancel, ignore SIGINT sends abandon or cancel, or

ignores the response; if critical, does not
wait for SIGINT

-E [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]
Utility-specific general extensions. If an extension is marked as critical (!), the operation fails if the extension is not
supported. If the extension is not marked critical and the extension is not supported, the extension is ignored and
the operation continues.
Applicable value for <ext>[=<extparam>]:
[!]tsscomment=<text>
Top Secret command comment.

-f file
Reads the information to add from the specified file instead of from standard input.

-h host
Specifies the host name or IP address that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// connection.
Note: This connection can pass data unencrypted before SSL is enabled and can potentially expose passwords.
We recommend to use the more secure -H option instead.

-p port
Specifies the TCP port where the LDAP Server runs.
Default: 389
Format: -h ipaddress -p port

-H url:port
Specifies the URL and TCP port of a host that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// or ldaps:// connection.
The -H connection supports SSL and is recommended over the less secure -h -p connection.
Format: -H ldap[s]://ipaddress:port

-M[M]
Enables manage DSA IT control. If -MM is specified and DSA IT control is not available, the command does not
execute.

-n
Simulates the bind and user verification, but does not actually perform the operation. Often used for debugging
with -v.

--o nettimeout=<timeout>
Specifies the time until timeout. Enter the timeout time in seconds, none for no timeout, or max for maximum
timeout time.

-P 2|3
Specifies the LDAP Server protocol version to use.

-S file
Specifies to write skipped modifications to the specified file.

-v
Uses verbose mode, with many diagnostics written to standard output.
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-V[V]
Prints the version info. If you specify -VV, version information is returned but no connection is made.

-w passwd
Specifies the password for simple authentication.

-W
Specifies to prompt for a password before the command executes. Use this option instead of specifying the
password on the command line. The password is hidden when entered.

-x
Specifies to use simple authentication instead of SASL.

-y file
Reads the password from the specified file.

-Z[Z]
Issues StartTLS (Transport Layer Security) extended operation. For -ZZ, if StartTLS does not finish successfully
the utility exits when a failure occurs. For -Z, the utility continues executing even if StartTLS does not complete.

ldapmodrdn -- Rename an LDAP Object
ldapmodrdn opens a connection to an LDAP Server using a bind operation and then renames an object in the LDAP
directory.

NOTE
If the bind DN and a password are not supplied, an anonymous connection is established.

Syntax

ldapmodrdn [-c] [-d level] [-D binddn] [-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-f file] [-H url:port] [-M[M]]  [-n] [-o

 <opt>[=<optparam>]]  [-P 2|3] [-r] [-s newsup] [-U authcid] [-v] [-V[V]]  [-w passwd] [-W] [-x] [-y file] [-

Z[Z]]  [dn rdn]

dn rdn
Replaces the RDN of the entry specified by DN. If not specified, the list of modifications is read from stdin or from
the file specified by -f file.

Options

-c
Specifies continuous operation mode. Errors are reported, but ldapmodify continues performing modifications.
Default: Exit after reporting an error (-c not specified)

-d level
Specifies the LDAP Server debugging level. LDAP_DEBUG must be defined in the slapd.conf file at LDAP Server
startup for this option to apply.
For a list of debugging level values, see the debug option in the Global Options section.

-D binddn
Binds to the LDAP Server directory. binddn is a string-represented DN as defined in RFC 1779.

-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]
General extensions that control the LDAP operation. These extensions apply to all command line utilities. If an
extension is marked as critical (!), the operation fails if the extension is not supported. If the extension is not
marked as critical and the extension is not supported, the extension is ignored and the operation continues. The
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following table lists applicable extensions. for detailed information about individual extensions, review the RFC
documentation listed in the Additional Information column.

<ext> [=<extparam>] Additional Information
[!]assert =<filter> RFC 4528; a RFC 4515 Filter string
[!]authzid =<authzid> RFC 4370; "dn:<dn>" or "u:<user>"
!]chaining [=<resolveBehavior>[/

<continuationBehavior>]]
one of the following values:
chainingPreferred, chainingRequired,
referralsPreferred, referralsRequired

[!]manageDSAit RFC 3296
[!]noop
ppolicy
[!]postread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]preread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]relax
abandon, cancel, ignore SIGINT sends abandon or cancel, or

ignores the response; if critical, does not
wait for SIGINT

-f file
Reads the information to add from the specified file instead of from standard input.

-h host
Specifies the host name or IP address that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// connection.
Note: This connection can pass data unencrypted before SSL is enabled and can potentially expose passwords.
We recommend to use the more secure -H option instead.

-p port
Specifies the TCP port where the LDAP Server runs.
Default: 389
Format: -h ipaddress -p port

-H url:port
Specifies the URL and TCP port of a host that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// or ldaps:// connection.
The -H connection supports SSL and is recommended over the less secure -h -p connection.
Format: -H ldap[s]://ipaddress:port

-M[M]
Enables manage DSA IT control. If -MM is specified and DSA IT control is not available, the command does not
execute.

-n
Simulates the bind and user verification, but does not actually perform the operation. Often used for debugging
with -v.

--o nettimeout=<timeout>
Specifies the time until timeout. Enter the timeout time in seconds, none for no timeout, or max for maximum
timeout time.

-P 2|3
Specifies the LDAP Server protocol version to use.

-r
Remove old relative distinguished name (RDN) values from the entry.
Default: Do not remove old RDNs (-r not specified)
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-S file
Specifies to write skipped modifications to the specified file.

-v
Specifies to run in verbose diagnostic mode. In verbose diagnostic mode, additional diagnostics are printed to the
standard output.

-V[V]
Print the version info. If -VV is specified, the version is returned, but no connection is made.

-w passwd
Specifies the password for simple authentication.

-W
Specifies to prompt for a password before the command executes. Use this option instead of specifying the
password on the command line. The password is hidden when entered.

-x
Use simple authentication.

-y file
Reads the password from the specified file.

-Z[Z]
Issues StartTLS (Transport Layer Security) extended operation. For -ZZ, if StartTLS does not finish successfully
the utility exits when a failure occurs. For -Z, the utility continues executing even if StartTLS does not complete.

ldapdelete - Delete an LDAP object
ldapdelete opens a connection to an LDAP Server using a bind operation and then deletes an object in the LDAP
directory.

If one or more DN arguments are provided, entries with those distinguished names are deleted. Each DN must be a
string-represented DN as defined in RFC 1779. If no DN arguments are provided, a list of DNs is read from standard input
(or from file if the -f flag is used).

NOTE
If the bind DN and password are not supplied, an anonymous connection is established.

Syntax

ldapdelete [-c] [-d level] [-D binddn] [-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-E [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-f file] [-

H url:port] [-M[M]]  [-n] [-o nettimeout=<timeout>]]  [-P 2|3] [-r] [-v] [-V[V]]  [-w passwd] [-W] [-x] [-y

 file] [-Z[Z]]  [dn]...

dn
Specifies a list of the DNs to delete. If not specified, the list is read from stdin or from the file specified with -f file.

Options

-c
Specifies continuous operation mode. Errors are reported, but ldapdelete continues with deletions. The default is
to exit after reporting an error.

-d level
Specifies the LDAP Server debugging level. LDAP_DEBUG must be defined in the slapd.conf file at LDAP Server
startup for this option to apply.
For a list of debugging level values, see the debug option in the Global Options section.

• -D  binddn
Binds to the LDAP Server directory. binddn is a string-represented DN as defined in RFC 1779.
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-e [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]
General extensions that control the LDAP operation. These extensions apply to all command line utilities. If an
extension is marked as critical (!), the operation fails if the extension is not supported. If the extension is not
marked as critical and the extension is not supported, the extension is ignored and the operation continues. The
following table lists applicable extensions. for detailed information about individual extensions, review the RFC
documentation listed in the Additional Information column.

<ext> [=<extparam>] Additional Information
[!]assert =<filter> RFC 4528; a RFC 4515 Filter string
[!]authzid =<authzid> RFC 4370; "dn:<dn>" or "u:<user>"
!]chaining [=<resolveBehavior>[/

<continuationBehavior>]]
one of the following values:
chainingPreferred, chainingRequired,
referralsPreferred, referralsRequired

[!]manageDSAit RFC 3296
[!]noop
ppolicy
[!]postread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]preread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]relax
abandon, cancel, ignore SIGINT sends abandon or cancel, or

ignores the response; if critical, does not
wait for SIGINT

-E [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]
Utility-specific general extensions. If an extension is marked as critical (!), the operation fails if the extension is not
supported. If the extension is not marked critical and the extension is not supported, the extension is ignored and
the operation continues.
Applicable value for <ext>[=<extparam>]:
[!]tsscomment=<text>

Top Secret command comment.
-f file

Specifies a file containing the DNs of entries to delete. The order in which DNs are listed in the is the order in
which they will be deleted. When this option is omitted, ldapdelete reads DNs directly from standard input.

-h host
Specifies the host name or IP address that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// connection.
Note: This connection can pass data unencrypted before SSL is enabled and can potentially expose passwords.
We recommend to use the more secure -H option instead.

-p port
Specifies the TCP port where the LDAP Server runs.
Default: 389
Format: -h ipaddress -p port

-H url:port
Specifies the URL and TCP port of a host that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// or ldaps:// connection.
The -H connection supports SSL and is recommended over the less secure -h -p connection.
Format: -H ldap[s]://ipaddress:port

-M[M]
Enables manage DSA IT control. If -MM is specified and DSA IT control is not available, the command does not
execute.
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-n
Simulates the bind and user verification, but does not actually perform the operation. Often used for debugging
with -v.

--o nettimeout=<timeout>
Specifies the time until timeout. Enter the timeout time in seconds, none for no timeout, or max for maximum
timeout time.

-P 2|3
Specifies the LDAP Server protocol version to use.

-r
Performs a recursive delete. All child objects and their children will also be deleted.

WARNING
Use this option with care. No verification is performed. If you add this switch, ldapdelete may delete
large portions of your tree.

-v
Specifies to run in verbose diagnostic mode. In verbose diagnostic mode, additional diagnostics are printed to the
standard output.

-V[V]
Prints the version info. If -VV is specified, the version is returned, but no connection is made.

-w passwd
Specifies the password for simple authentication.

-W
Specifies to prompt for a password before the command executes. Use this option instead of specifying the
password on the command line. The password is hidden when entered.

-x
Specifies to use simple authentication.

-y file
Reads the password from the specified file.

-Z[Z]
Issues StartTLS (Transport Layer Security) extended operation. For -ZZ, if StartTLS does not finish successfully
the utility exits when a failure occurs. For -Z, the utility continues executing even if StartTLS does not complete.

ldapsearch - Search LDAP Objects
ldapsearch opens a connection to an LDAP Server using a bind operation and then searches for an object in the LDAP
directory.

The filter must conform to the string representation for LDAP Server filters as defined in RFC 1558. If ldapsearch finds
one or more entries, the specified attributes are retrieved and the entries and values are printed to standard output. If no
attributes are listed, all attributes are returned. If * is listed, all user attributes are returned. If + is listed, all operational
attributes are returned. If only 1.1 is listed, no attributes are listed.

In the LDAP standard, the delimiting character in LDIF input or output files is the space character. If the data contains a
leading space, the data cannot be displayed normally because LDAP cannot tell where the data starts. For this reason,
an encoding to help avoid loss of data. The encoding that is used is Base64. To determine if data is encoded and is not
garbled, verify that there are two colons (:) after the attribute name instead of one.

NOTE
If the bind DN and a password are not supplied, an anonymous connection is established.

Syntax
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ldapsearch [-a never|always|search|find] [-A] [-b searchbase] [-c] [-C] [-d level] [-D binddn] [-e

 [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-E [!]<ext>[=<extparam>]]  [-f file] [-F prefix] [-H url:port] [-l timelimit] [-

L[L[L]] ] [-M[M]]  [-n] [-o nettimeout=<timeout>] [-P 2|3] [-s base|one|sub] [-S attribute] [-t[t]]  [-T path]

 [-u] [-v] [-V] [-w passwd] [-W] [-x] [-y file] [-z sizelimit] [-Z[Z]]  filter [attribute...]

• filter
Specifies a RFC 4515 compliant LDAP search filter.

• attribute
Specifies a whitespace-separated list of attribute descriptions which can include: no attributes, all user attributes, all
operational attributes.

Options

• -a never|always|search|find
Specifies how alias de-referencing is performed.
Default: never

• search
Dereference when searching,

• find
Dereference only when locating the base object for the search.

• -A
Retrieves attributes only, not values. Use this option to see if an attribute is present in an entry.

• -b searchbase
Specifies the starting point for the search.

• -c
Specifies to run in continuous operation mode (that is, do not stop if an error occurs).

• -d level
Specifies the LDAP Server debugging level. LDAP_DEBUG must be defined in the slapd.conf file at LDAP Server
startup for this option to apply.
For a list of debugging level values, see the debug option in the Global Options section.

• -D binddn
Binds to the LDAP Server directory. binddn is a string-represented DN as defined in RFC 1779.

<ext> [=<extparam>] Additional Information
[!]assert =<filter> RFC 4528; a RFC 4515 Filter string
[!]authzid =<authzid> RFC 4370; "dn:<dn>" or "u:<user>"
!]chaining [=<resolveBehavior>[/

<continuationBehavior>]]
one of the following values:
chainingPreferred, chainingRequired,
referralsPreferred, referralsRequired

[!]manageDSAit RFC 3296
[!]noop
ppolicy
[!]postread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]preread [=<attrs>] RFC 4527; comma-separated attribute list
[!]relax
abandon, cancel, ignore SIGINT sends abandon or cancel, or

ignores the response; if critical, does not
wait for SIGINT
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General extensions. If an extension is marked as critical (!), the operation fails if the extension is not supported. If the
extension is not marked critical and the extension is not supported, the extension is ignored and the operation continues.
The following table lists applicable extensions. for detailed information about individual extensions, review the RFC
documentation listed in the Additional Information column.
Values:

<ext> [=<extparam>] Additional Information
[!]domainScope domain scope
!dontUseCopy do not use copy
[!]mv =<filter> RFC 3876 matched values filter
[!]p r=<size>[/prompt|noprompt] RFC 2696 paged results/prompt
[!]sss =[-]<attr[:OID]>[/[-]<attr[:OID]>...] RFC 2891 server side sorting
[!]subentries [=true|false] RFC 3672 subentries
[!]sync =ro[/<cookie>] RFC 4533 LDAP Sync refreshOnly
rp[/<cookie>][/<slimit>] refresh and persist
[!]vlv =<before>/<after>(/<offset>/<count>|:<valu

e>)
ldapv3-vlv-09 virtual list views

[!]deref =derefAttr:attr[,...][;derefAttr:attr[,...][;...]]
[!]acf2model =:<lid> ACF2: model logon ID
[!]acf2modelinto =:<dsn> ACF2: model logon ID INTO
[!]acf2archive [=archive] ACF2: archive
[!]acf2archiveinto =<dsn> ACF2: archive into
[!]acf2compare =:<lid> ACF2: compare LID
[!]tssmodel =:<acid> Top Secret: model ACID
[!]tssmodelinto =:<dsn> Top Secret: model ACID INTO
[!]tssarchive [=archive] Top Secret: archive
[!]tssarchiveinto =<dsn> Top Secret: archive into
[!]tsscompare =:<acid> Top Secret: compare ACID
[!]tssresclass =:<value> Top Secret: resource class
[!]tssresclasssumm =:<value> Top Secret: resource class summary
[!]<oid> =:<value> generic control; no response handling

• -f file
Specifies a file that contains filter strings for search. List filters one per line in the order the searches will be performed.
ldapsearch performs a separate search with each filter and returns the results.

• -F prefix
Sets the URL prefix for input files to ldapsearch to prefix.

• -h host
Specifies the host name or IP address that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// connection.
Note: This connection can pass data unencrypted before SSL is enabled and can potentially expose passwords. We
recommend to use the more secure -H option instead.

• -p port
Specifies the TCP port where the LDAP Server runs.
Default: 389
Format: -h ipaddress -p port

• -H url:port
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Specifies the URL and TCP port of a host that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap:// or ldaps:// connection. The -
H connection supports SSL and is recommended over the less secure -h -p connection.
Format: -H ldap[s]://ipaddress:port

• -l timelimit
Specifies the time (in seconds) to wait for a search to complete. A time limit of zero overrides the slapd.conf limit. A
server can specify a maximum time limit that only the root user can override.

• -L[L[L]]
Specifies how to print responses.
– -L

Print responses in LDIFv1 format.
– -LL

Print responses in LDIF format without comments.
– -LLL

Print responses in LDIF format without comments or version number.
• -M[M]

Enables manage DSA IT control. If -MM is specified and DSA IT control is not available, the command does not
execute.

• -n
Simulates the bind and user verification, but does not actually perform the operation. Often used for debugging with -v.

• --o nettimeout=<timeout>
Specifies the time until timeout. Enter the timeout time in seconds, none for no timeout, or max for maximum timeout
time.

• -P 2|3
Specifies the LDAP Server protocol version to use.

• -s base|one|sub
Specifies the scope of the search.
Default: sub
– base

Search only the base object.
– one

Search the entire level of the base object.
– sub

Perform a recursive tree search.
• -S attribute

Sorts the entries returned by specified attribute. If the attribute is a zero-length string (""), the entries are sorted by the
components of their distinguished name.
Note:  ldapsearch typically prints out entries as it receives them. The -S option causes all entries to be retrieved,
sorted, and printed through the filter.
Default: No sorting (-s not specified)

• -t
Writes retrieved binary values to a set of temporary files. This is useful for dealing with non-ASCII values such as
jpegPhoto or audio. -tt option writes all values in ASCII to the temporary files.

• -T path
Writes files to the directory specified by the path.
Default: \

• -u
Includes the User Friendly Form of the distinguished name (DN) in the output.

• -v
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Specifies to run in verbose diagnostic mode. In verbose diagnostic mode, additional diagnostics are printed to the
standard output.

• -V[V]
Print the version info. If -VV is specified, the version is returned, but no connection or search occurs.

• -w passwd
Specifies the password for simple authentication.

• -W
Specifies to prompt for a password before the command executes. Use this option instead of specifying the password
on the command line. The password is hidden when entered.

• -x
Specifies to use simple authentication.

• -y file
Reads the password from the specified file.

• -z sizelimit
Specifies the maximum number of search that can be returned. A size limit of zero removes the slapd.conf limit. A
server can specify a maximum size limit that only the root user can override.

• -Z[Z]
Issues StartTLS (Transport Layer Security) extended operation. For -ZZ, if StartTLS does not finish successfully the
utility exits when a failure occurs. For -Z, the utility continues executing even if StartTLS does not complete.

ldaptest -- Verify the LDAP Server Installation
The ldaptest command runs an installation verification script to check your installation of the LDAP Server. The verification
script uses LDAP Server to list the user ID that you pass when invoking the script. If the user ID is successfully listed, then
the LDAP Server is installed and functioning properly.

Syntax

ldaptest [-f outfile][-h host_name -p port_value] -u userID -w password 

Options

-f outfile
(Optional) Specifies the file location for the test's output log file. You need write permission for the target directory.
Default: IVPlog.txt

-h host_name
Specifies the host name or IP address (not in URL format) that runs a LDAP Server that accepts an ldap://
connection.
Default: localhost

-p port_value
Specifies the TCP port where the LDAP Server runs.
Default: 389

-u userID
Specifies the user ID defined to the security manager.

-w password
Specifies the password for the supplied user ID.
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Software Development Kits
Applications that communicate with DSI Server need to use the DSI Server Client Software Development Kits (SDKs).
The DSI Server is a powerful daemon that runs on the mainframe in z/OS UNIX System Services. Using the DSI Server
daemon, an application can issue commands to the External Security Managers (ESMs) ACF2 or Top Secret.

DSI Server Client SDKs are provided for use with the C programming language. The DSI Server Client SDKs provided are
for IBM z/OS UNIX System Services, Microsoft Windows, Sun Solaris, HP-UX, (both PA-RISC and Itanium), Linux (both
x86 and zSeries), and IBM AIX operating systems. The directories that contain the DSI Server Client SDKs are located
in the D:\op_sys\SDKs\si-client directories, where op_sys is oe, win, solaris, HPUX-PARISC, HPUX-Itanium, Linux-x86,
Linux-zSeries, and ibmaix respectively.

DSI Server Client SDKs are also provided for use with the 'Java' programming language. The DSI Server SDKs provided
are for IBM UNIX System Services, Linux (both x86 and zSeries, and Microsoft Windows. The directories that contain
the DSI Server Client SDKs are located in the D:\op_sys\SDKs\si-java-client directories, where op_sys is oe, Linux-x86,
Linux-zSeries, and win respectively.

Function Overview (DSI)
The topics in this section offer detailed definitions of the DSI Server functions. Information includes the associated syntax
in C and Java for each function and the parameters for each function.

These functions are used with the DSI Server SDKs.

ADD_CERTIFICATE -- Add a Certificate
Applications use the DSI add_certificate family of functions for remote execution of the security manager commands that
are required to add a certificate to the security data base. Before invoking the security manager, the DSI Server creates
an MVS data set and writes the certificate that was specified by the parameters of the function invoked. The DSI server
configuration option “addcertds” specifies the information that DSI Server needs to create this data set.

ESM Commands

For ACF2, DSI Server executes the following commands:

 SET PROF(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

 INSERT certuserid[.certname] DS(dsname) [TRUST|HITRUST|NOTRUST] [L(label)]

 

For Top Secret, DSI Server executes the following command:

 TSS ADD(certuserid) DIGICERT(certname) DCDSN(‘dsname’) -

       [TRUST|HITRUST|NOTRUST] [LABLCERT(‘label’)]  [/* comment]

       

C Syntax

SI_add_certificate

 int __cdecl SI_add_certificate ( void*SI_conn,

 const char *userid, const char *passwd,

  const char *certuserid, const char *certname,

                 unsigned char *cert,

                 int trust, const char *label, const char *target, const char *comment,

                 int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);
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SI_add_certificate_file

 int __cdecl SI_add_certificate_file( void*SI_conn,

 const char *userid, const char *passwd,

  const char *certuserid, const char *certname,

                 unsigned char *cert_filename, int cert_format,

                 int trust, const char *label, const char *target, const char *comment,

                 int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);

 

SI_add_certificate_ASN1

 int __cdecl SI_add_certificate_ASN1( void*SI_conn,

 const char *userid, const char *passwd,

 const char *certuserid, const char *certname,

                 unsigned char *cert_buf, size_t cert_len,

                 int trust, const char *label, const char *target, const char *comment,

                 int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);

     

Java Syntax

This syntax is not currently supported.

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

SI_conn
Specifies the opaque handle for the connection to the DSI server. It must have been previously created via a call
to the SI_create function. This parameter is required.

userid
Specifies the user ID that is to be used for adding the certificate to the security data base. This ID must have the
authority to execute the TSS ADD DIGICERT or ACF2 INSERT certdata command. This parameter is required.

passwd
Specifies the password for the user ID specified in the userid parameter. This parameter is optional. If this
parameter is omitted the user specified in the userid parameter must have been authenticated via a previous call
to the SI_logon or SI_logon2 function.

certuserid
Specifies the user ID of the owner of the certificate. This parameter is optional. If this parameter is omitted, DSI
will use the value of the userid parameter.

certname
Specifies the ID to be assigned to this certificate.

• If the security manager is TSS this is the DIGICERT name of the certificate. It must a character string of no
more than 8 characters. The string is case sensitive. This parameter is required. The name must be unique
within all certificates associated with the ACID specified in the certuserid parameter.

• If the security manager is ACF2 this is the suffix of the certificate. It must be a character string of no more
than 8 characters. ACF2 will fold the value to uppercase. This parameter is optional. ACF2 allows one of the
certificates associated with a user ID to have no suffix. All other certificates must have a suffix and this suffix
must be unique within all certificates associated with the LID specified in the certuserid parameter.
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cert
Specifies the data structure that contains the certificate. On MVS, this must be a pointer to an x506_certificate
structure as defined in the “gskssl.h” header file. For all other platforms, this must be a pointer to an OpenSSL
X509 structure as defined in the “openssl/x509.h” header file. This parameter is required.

cert_filename
Specifies the name of the file that contains the certificate. This parameter is required.

cert_format
Specifies the format of the certificate file. This parameter is required. The possible values are:

• SI_CERTFILE_FORMAT_DER – the file contains a certificate encoded using the X.509 Distinguished
Encoding Rules (DER).

• SI_CERTFILE_FORMAT_PEM – the file contains a certificate encode using base-64 encoding. This encoding
is applied to the standard X.509 certificate to make it possible to ship the certificate through systems, such as
E-mail, that cannot handle binary files. This format is also referred to as Private Email Exchange (PEM) format.

cert_buf
Specifies the buffer that contains the certificate to be added to the security database. The buffer must contain a
DER-encoded X.509 certificate. This parameter is required.

cert_len
Specifies the length in bytes of the buffer designated by the cert_buf parameter. This parameter is required.

trust
Indicates the trust status that DSI is to assign to the certificate when it is added to the security database. This
parameter is required. The possible values are:

• 0 – allow the security product to decide the trust status.
• 1 – assign the TRUST status to the certificate.
• 2 – assign the HIGHTRUST status to the certificate.
• 3 – assign the NOTRUST status to the certificate.

If the certificate exists with a NOTRUST status and this parameter requests that DSI assign the TRUST
status, DSI will change the status of the existing certificate to TRUST. However, if the certificate exists with a
HIGHTRUST status and this parameter requests that DSI assign the TRUST status, DSI will leave the status
of the existing certificate at HIGHTRUST.

NOTE
You can assign HIGHTRUST to a CA certificate only; you cannot assign it to a personal or a site
certificate.

To determine what trust status the security product will assign to a certificate, consult the documentation of the
security product.

label
Specifies the label to be associated with the certificate. This parameter is optional. If specified, it must be a string
of no more than 32 characters. Blanks are allowed. The value is case sensitive. If this parameter is omitted the
security manager will assign a label. Consult the security manager documentation to determine what the system-
assigned label will be.

target
Specifies a list of target nodes that are configured for CPF. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify a
target, only the home node is used for the command.

comment
Specifies a comment to be appended to the command that DSI generates to add the certificate to the security
manager data base. This is currently only used if the security manager is TSS. If the security manager is ACF2
this parameter is ignored. This parameter is optional.
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FUNCid
Specifies an integer field that indicates what security manager function was last invoked by the DSI server. If no
security manager function was invoked, this field will contain ‘-1’. This parameter is required. The possible values
are:

• SI_FUNC_RADMIN_RUNC – ADMN_RUN_COMD function of the R_admin callable service
• SI_FUNC_VERIFYC – RACROUTE REQUEST=VERIFY

SAFrc, RACFrc, and RACFreas
Specifies integer fields that will receive the return codes from the security manager. These fields are meaningful
only when the return code from the SI_add_certificate, SI_add_certificate_file, or SI_add_certificate_ASN1 is
SI_SUCCESS. Otherwise, these fields will contain the value ‘-1’. These parameters are required.

response
Specifies a field to receive the address of an array of response strings. The exact interpretation of these strings
depends on the values returned in FUNCid, SAFrc, RACFrc, and RACFreas. In general these are the messages
that the security product would have issued if the function indicated in the FUNCid parameter had been performed
from a TSO session. If the security manager did not provide any additional response strings, this field will be 0
(NULL). This parameter is required.

NOTE
If this field is not 0 (NULL) on return, call the SI_dispose_array function to release the memory that is
allocated to the response strings. Do so even if you do not intend to use the strings within your routine.
Failure to do so could result in eventual exhaustion of memory.

Return Values

The return values from the DSI dataput family of functions indicates the status of the request. Possible return codes are:

SI_INVALID_CONN_HANDLE
The value of the SI_conn parameter does not designate a valid connection handle. This value usually indicates
that the program failed to call the SI_create function to create the handle, or the SI_create function failed.

SI_RETURN_PARAMETER_ERROR
The value of one or more of the parameters FUNCid, SAFrc, RACFrc, or RACFreas is 0 (NULL).

SI_INVALID_PARAMTERS
For the SI_add_certificate_file function: the value of the cert_filename parameter is 0 (NULL) or the value of the
cert_format parameter is not SI_CERTIFICATE_FORMAT_DER or SI_CERTIFICATE_FORMAT_PEM.

SI_USERID_NULL, SI_CERTNAME_NULL
The value of the userid or certname parameter is either 0 (NULL) or the null string (“”).

SI_USERID_TOO_LONG, SI_CERTUSERID_TOO_LONG, SI_CERTNAME_TOO_LONG, SI_LABEL_TOO_LONG
The value of one or more of the parameters userid, certuserid, certname, or label exceeds the maximum allowed
value.

SI_CANNOT_CREATE_CERTFILE

• If the server encountered an error trying to dynamically allocate the data set, there should one additional
message string of the form:
dsname : dynalloc failed: rc= retc , errcode= errorcode , infocode= infocode where

dsname
Name of the MVS data set.

retc
Value returned from SVC 99.
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errorcode and infocode
Error code and information code returned by the MVS dynamic allocation functions.

• If the server encountered an error trying to open the data set, there should be two additional message strings.
The first message has the following form. The second message string will contain the test of the USS message
that corresponds to errno. Use the SI_get_messages function to retrieve these additional message strings.
  dsname : open failed: error code= errno , reason code= errnojr  

dsname
Name of the MVS data set.

errno
USS return code.

errnojr
USS reason code.

NOTE
For the code meanings, see the IBM UNIX System Services Messages and Codes.

Use the SI_get_messages function to retrieve these additional message strings.

SI_NO_CERTIFICATE
For the SI_add_certificate function: the value of the cert parameter is 0 (NULL).
For the SI_add_certificate_ASN1 function: the value of the cert_buf parameter is 0 (NULL) or the value of the
cert_len parameter is zero.

SI_INVALID_TRUST
The value of the trust parameter is not one of the possible values documented above.

SI_NO_DIRECT_ACCESS
No host information is available for the connection handle. This usually indicates that the program did not call the
SI_define_host function or that the SI_define_host function failed.
The z/OS version of DSI will not return this value. If host information is not available, DSI will attempt to interface
directly with the security product of the system on which the application is running. However, unless the
current application is APF authorized and the user ID associated with the current address has the appropriate
permissions, this attempt will most probably fail.

SI_NOT_LOGGED_ON
The passwd parameter specifies either 0 (NULL) or the null string (“”) but there was no previous call to SI_logon
or SI_logon2. You must either specify the password for the user designated in the userid parameter with the
passwd parameter of this invocation or you must use the SI_logon or SI_logon2 functions to logon.

SI_LOGON_EXPIRED
A logon established by a previous call to SI_logon or SI_logon2 has been idle for a server configured amount of
time and the logon has been canceled. You can reestablish the logon by calling SI_logon or SI_logon2 and the
repeating the call that failed.

SI_SUCCESS
Indicates that DSI was successful invoking the function requested. Note that this does not mean that the invoked
function itself was successful. To determine whether the invoked function was successful, the program should
consult the SAFrc value. As a general rule, if the return value from the DSI function is SI_SUCCESS and the
SAFrc value is 0, the entire operation was successful. If the SAFrc value is not 0, proper interpretation of the
SAFrc, RACFrc, and RACFreas values depends on the FUNCid value. The most likely values of the FUNCid
parameter that the program will encounter are:

• SI_FUNC_VERIFYC – this most likely indicates that the user ID designated by the userid parameter is not
defined to the security system of the host or that the password designated by the passwd parameter is not the
password of this user. It could also mean that the user ID has been revoked or that the password has expired.

• SI_FUNC_RADMIN_RUNC – the invocation of the R_admin ADMN_RUN_COMD function failed.
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In each of these cases, the program can call the SI_get_error_string function to get a descriptive message for
display purposes. Or the program can consult the appropriate documentation for a more detailed analysis of
the error.

CERT2UID -- Map Digital Certificates
This function gives applications the ability to map a digital certificate to an ESM user ID. When this is invoked with a digital
certificate, ACF2 and Top Secret return the user ID that the digital certificate is registered to. If ACF2 or Top Secret does
not trust the digital certificate, the function fails with an unknown user return code.

C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_get_userid_for_cert( void *SI_conn, C___SI_CERTIFICATE_T *cert, int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int

 *SECrc, int *SECreas, char **userid );

Java Syntax

This is not currently supported.

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

cert
Specifies the digital certificate to map.

userid
Specifies the returned user ID.

DATAPUT -- Add a Certificate and Connect It to a Key Ring
Applications use the the SI_dataput() function to add a certificate to the database and connect it to a key ring.

C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_dataput( C___SI_CONNECTION_T *c, const char *userid, const char *passwd, const char

 *ring_userid, const char *ringname, const char *cert_userid, C___SI_CERTIFICATE_T *cert, C___SI_PRIVATEKEY_T

 *private_key, int usage, int trust, int default_cert, const char **label,  int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int

 *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_dataput(int DSI_conn, String userid, String passwd, String ring_userid, String ringname, String

 cert_userid, X509Certificate cert, DSAPrivateKey private_key, int usage, int trust, int default_cert, String

 label, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes ) throws CertificateEncodingException 

int DSI_java_dataput(int DSI_conn, String userid, String passwd, String ring_userid, String ringname, String

 cert_userid, X509Certificate cert, RSAPrivateKey private_key, int usage, int trust, int default_cert, String

 label, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes ) throws CertificateEncodingException
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Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

Ring_userid
(Optional) Indicates the user to which the key ring is associated. If not specified, it equals userid.

Ringname
(Required) Indicates the name of the key ring.

Cert_userid
(Optional) Indicates the user to which the certificate is associated. If not specified, it will be equal to userid.

Cert
(Required) Indicates the X509 DER- or PEM-encoded certificate to be inserted in to the ESM.

Private_key
(Optional) Indicates the private key for the certificate.
For the C API, this should be a pointer to an EVP_KEY-formatted private key.
For the JAVA API, this should be an instance of a DSAPrivateKey or an RSAPrivateKey. If you are using the
openssl utility to create the cert and private key, use pkcs8 format for the private key. For example:
openssl pkcs8 -topk8 -inform PEM -in key.pem -outform PEM -nocrypt -out outkey.pem

openssl pkcs8 -topk8 -inform DER -in key.der -outform DER -nocrypt -out outkey.der

Usage
Specifies a flag to indicate the usage that certificate should have:
0

Indicates certauth.
1

Indicates personal.
2

Indicates site.
3

Indicates the usage of the certificate itself.
Trust

Specifies a flag to indicate the trust status the certificate should have:
0

Allows the security product to decide the status.
1

Adds a certificate with 'trust' status.
2

Adds a certificate with 'hightrust' status.
Notes:

• If cert already exists with a notrust status and trust is specified, the status is changed to trust; however, if
status is already hightrust, the status remains unchanged.

• Specifying hightrust applies to certificates with a usage of certauth. If the certificate is not certauth, this flag is
treated as trust.

Default_cert
Specifies a flag to indicate whether or not this certificate is the default certificate on the key ring:
0

Indicates that this certificate is NOT the default.
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1
Makes this certificate the default.

Label
(Optional on input) On input, this is the label for the certificate. On output, the 32-byte area pointed to by this
parameter is updated with the existing certificate label if the certificate already existed in the ESM. If the certificate
did not already exist in the ESM and no label was given on input, this area is updated with the auto-assigned label
from the ESM.

Java_SI_ret_codes
Specifies the return integer array from the JAVA API for the Func Id, SAF, RACF return, and RACF reason codes.

DATAREMOVE -- Remove a Certificate from a Key Ring
Applications use the SI_dataremove() function to remove a certificate from a key ring. The application can also specify
whether or not the certificate should be deleted from the ESM.

NOTE
 The certificate can only be removed from the ESM if it is not connected to any other key rings.

C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_dataremove( C___SI_CONNECTION_T *c, const char *userid, const char *passwd, const char

 *ring_userid, const char *ringname, const char *cert_userid, const char *label, int deletecert, int *FUNCid,

 int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_dataremove(int DSI_conn, String userid, String passwd, String ring_userid, String ringname,

 String cert_userid, String label, int deletecert, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes )

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

Ring_userid
(Optional) Indicates the user to which the key ring is associated. If not specified, it equals userid.

Ringname
(Required) Indicates the name of the key ring.

Cert_userid
(Optional) Indicates the user to which the certificate is associated. If not specified, it equals userid.

Label
(Required) Indicates the label of the certificate to be removed from the key ring.

Deletecert
Specifies a flag to indicate whether or not to delete the certificate from the ESM:
1

Deletes the certificate from the ESM after removing it from the key ring.
0

Does not delete the certificate from the ESM after removing it from the key ring.
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Java_SI_ret_codes
Specifies the return integer array from the JAVA API for the Func Id, SAF, RACF return, and RACF reason codes.

DELETERING -- Delete a Key Ring
Applications use the SI_deletering() function to delete a key ring from the ESM.

C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_deletering( C___SI_CONNECTION_T *c, const char *userid, const char *passwd, const char

 *ring_userid, const char *ringname, int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_deletering(int DSI_conn, String userid, String passwd, String ring_userid, String ringname, int[]

 Java_SI_ret_codes )

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

Ring_userid
(Optional) Indicates the user to which the key ring is associated. If not specified, it equals userid.

Ringname
(Required) Indicates the name of the key ring.

Java_SI_ret_codes
Specifies the return integer array from the JAVA API for the Func Id, SAF, RACF return, and RACF reason codes.

GENERATE_CSR --Generate a Request
Applications use the SI_generate_CSR() function to provide remote execution of the security manager commands that
are required to generate a certificate signing request and return the request to the caller. The security manager creates an
MVS data set and writes the certificate request to that data set. The DSI server configuration option “genreqds” specifies
the information that DSI needs to create this data set.

ESM Commands

For ACF2, DSI executes the following commands:

GENREQ certuserid[.certname] DS(dsname) [L(label)]

For Top Secret, DSI executes the following command:

TSS GENREQ(certuserid) DCDSN(‘dsname’) [DIGICERT(certname)] -

   [LABLCERT(‘label’)]  [/* comment]

C Syntax

int __cdecl SI_generate_CSR ( void*SI_conn,

const char *userid, const char *passwd,

 const char *certuserid, const char *certname,
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                const char *label, const char *comment,

                char ***CSR,

                int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);

Java Syntax

This syntax is not currently supported.

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

SI_conn
Specifies the opaque handle for the connection to the DSI server. It must have been previously created via a call
to the SI_create function. This parameter is required.

userid
Specifies the user ID that is to be used for generating the certificate request. This ID must have the authority to
execute the TSS or ACF2 GENREQ command. This parameter is required.

passwd
Specifies the password for the user ID specified in the userid parameter. This parameter is optional. If this
parameter is omitted the user specified in the userid parameter must have been authenticated via a previous call
to the SI_logon or SI_logon2 function.

certuserid
Specifies the user ID of the owner of the certificate. This parameter is optional. If this parameter is omitted, DSI
will use the value of the userid parameter.

certname
Specifies the ID of the certificate. This parameter is optional, but either this parameter or the label parameter must
be specified.

• If the security manager is TSS this is the DIGICERT name of the certificate. It must a character string of no
more than 8 characters. The string is case sensitive.

• If the security manager is ACF2 this is the suffix of the certificate. It must be a character string of no more than
8 characters. ACF2 will fold the value to uppercase.

label
Specifies the label that is associated with the certificate. This parameter is optional, but either this parameter or
the label parameter must be specified. If this parameter is specified along with the certname parameter, both
parameter must designated the same certificate.

comment
Specifies a comment to be appended to the command that DSI generates to add the certificate to the security
manager data base. This is currently only used if the security manager is TSS. If the security manager is ACF2
this parameter is ignored. This parameter is optional.

CSR
Specifies a field to receive the address of an array strings that contain the base-64 encoded PKCS#10 certificate
signing request. If no CSR was generated, this field will contain 0 (NULL).

NOTE
If this field is not 0 (NULL) on return, you should call the SI_dispose_array function to release the
memory allocated to the CSR. You should do this even if you don’t intend to use the strings within your
routine. Failure to do this could result in eventual exhaustion of memory.
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FUNCid
Specifies an integer field that indicates what security manager function was last invoked by the DSI server. If no
security manager function was invoked, this field will contain ‘-1’. This parameter is required. Possible values are

• SI_FUNC_RADMIN_RUNC – ADMN_RUN_COMD function of the R_admin callable service
• SI_FUNC_VERIFYC – RACROUTE REQUEST=VERIFY

SAFrc
, RACFrc, and RACFreas
Specify integer fields that will receive the return codes from the security manager. These fields are meaningful
only when the return code from the SI_add_certificate, SI_add_certificate_file, or SI_add_certificate_ASN1 is
SI_SUCCESS. Otherwise, these field will contain the value ‘-1’. These parameters are required.

response
Specifies a field to receive the address of an array of response strings. The exact interpretation of these strings
depends on the values returned in FUNCid, SAFrc, RACFrc, and RACFreas. In general these are the messages
that the security product would have issued if the function indicated in the FUNCid parameter had been performed
from a TSO session. If the security manager did not provide any additional response strings, this field will be 0
(NULL). This parameter is required.

NOTE
If this field is not 0 (NULL) on return, you should call the SI_dispose_array function to release the
memory allocated to the response strings. You should do this even if you don’t intend to use the strings
within your routine. Failure to do this could result in eventual exhaustion of memory.

Return Values

The return values from the DSI dataput family of functions indicates the status of the request. Some possible return codes
are:

SI_INVALID_CONN_HANDLE
The value of the SI_conn parameter does not designate a valid connection handle. This usually indicates that the
program failed to call the SI_create function to create the handle or that the SI_create function failed for some
reason.

SI_RETURN_PARAMETER_ERROR
The value of one or more of the parameters FUNCid, SAFrc, RACFrc, or RACFreas is 0 (NULL).

SI_USERID_NULL
The value of the userid parameter is either 0 (NULL) or the null string (“”).

SI_USERID_TOO_LONG
, SI_CERTUSERID_TOO_LONG, SI_CERTNAME_TOO_LONG, SI_LABEL_TOO_LONG
The value of one or more of the parameters userid,  certuserid, certname, or label exceeds the maximum allowed
value.

SI_CANNOT_RETRIEVE_CSRFILE

• The server encountered an error trying to access the MVS data set to hold that contains the certificate request.
If the server encountered an error trying to dynamically allocate the data set, there should one additional
message string of the form:
  dsname : dynalloc failed: rc= retc , errcode= errorcode , infocode= infocode where

dsname
Name of the MVS data set.
retc
Value returned from SVC 99.
errorcode  and  infocode
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Error code and information code returned by the MVS dynamic allocation functions.
• If the server encountered an error attempting to open the data set, there should be two additional message

strings. The first message has the following form. The second message string will contain the test of the USS
message that corresponds to errno. Use the SI_get_messages function to retrieve these additional message
strings.
  dsname : open failed: error code= errno , reason code= errnojr  

dsname
Name of the MVS data set.
errno
USS return code.
errnojr
USS reason code.

NOTE
For the code meanings, see the IBM UNIX System Services Messages and Codes.

SI_NO_DIRECT_ACCESS
No host information is available for the connection handle. This return usually indicates that the program did not
call the SI_define_host function or that the SI_define_host function failed. The z/OS version of DSI will not return
this value. If host information is not available, DSI tries to interface directly with the security product of the system
on which the application is running. However, unless the current application is APF-authorized and the user ID
that is associated with the current address has the appropriate permissions, this attempt will most likely fail.

SI_NOT_LOGGED_ON
The passwd parameter specifies either 0 (NULL) or the null string (“”), but there was no previous call to SI_logon
or SI_logon2. You must either specify the password for the user designated in the userid parameter with the
passwd parameter of this invocation, or you must use the SI_logon or SI_logon2 functions to logon.

SI_LOGON_EXPIRED
A logon established by a previous call to SI_logon or SI_logon2 has been idle for a server-configured amount
of time and the logon was canceled. You can reestablish the logon by calling SI_logon or SI_logon2 and then
repeating the call that failed.

SI_SUCCESS
DSI was successful in invoking the function that was requested. Note that this does not mean that the invoked
function itself was successful. To determine if the invoked function was successful, the program should consult
the SAFrc value. As a general rule, if the return value from the DSI function is SI_SUCCESS and the SAFrc value
is 0, the entire operation was successful. If the SAFrc value is not 0, proper interpretation of the SAFrc, RACFrc,
and RACFreas values depends on the FUNCid value. The most likely values of the FUNCid parameter that the
program will encounter are:

• SI_FUNC_VERIFYC – this most likely indicates that the user ID designated by the userid parameter is not
defined to the security system of the host or that the password designated by the passwd parameter is not the
password of this user. It could also mean that the user ID has been revoked or that the password has expired.

• SI_FUNC_RADMIN_RUNC – the invocation of the R_admin ADMN_RUN_COMD function failed.
In each of these cases, the program can call the SI_get_error_string function to get a descriptive message for
display purposes. Or the program can consult the appropriate documentation for a more detailed analysis of
the error.

GETPNL - Perform a Resource Check (ACF2 Only)
More applications are basing access to a resource on the groups that a user is in versus performing a direct resource
check. ACF2 does not have true group IDs for these types of applications. Using resource rules, ACF2 can emulate users
being in groups. This function is used to perform a resource check against these rules and return the list of users that it
contains.
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C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_profile_name_list( void *SI_conn, const char *userid, const char *classname, int *FUNCid, int

 *SAFrc, int *SECrc, int *SECreas, char ***response );

Java Syntax

This is not currently supported.

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

classname
Specifies the eight-byte class map name.

Response in the C function is a char ** to a data buffer where the output is returned. This buffer is accessed as
response[n] where n is a value 0, 1, 2, and so on until response[n] is NULL. This buffer must be freed by the application
when it is done processing the data returned in it.

GETVER -- Retrieve Product Details
This function retrieves the product and its version that is currently running on the mainframe.

C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_get_version( void *SI_conn, char **name, int *version, int *release );

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_get_version(int SI_conn)

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

name
Contains a four-character product code upon return from the call. For ACF2, this code contains ACF2. For Top
Secret, this code contains RTSS.

version/release
Contains the major and minor value of the ESM that is currently running.

Note: For Java, use the GetProduct(), GetMajor(), and GetMinor() method to retrieve the returned values.

MAPUID -- Map User Name
When an application has a user's ‘long’ name, such as their Lotus Notes user ID, this function can ‘map’ that to the user's
‘short’ name, their TSO value. In addition, this function can map the user's short name to their long name.
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C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_map_userid( void *SI_conn, int func, const char *in_userid, int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int

 *SECrc, int *SECreas, char **out_userid );

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_map_userid(int SI_conn, int func, String userid, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes )

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

int func
Specifies the mapping to be performed:
0

Maps a short name to the LNotes long name.
1

Maps a LNotes long name to the short name
2

Maps a short name to the NDS long name
3

Maps a NDS long name to the short name.
4

Maps a short name to the NAPS long name.
5

Maps a NAPS long name to the short name.
6

Maps a short name to the Linux long name.
7

Maps a Linux long name to the short name.
in_userid

Specifies the ID to be mapped.
out_userid

Specifies the returned name.
Java_SI_ret_codes

Specifies the return integer array for the SAF, RACF return, and RACF reason error codes. If the function is
successful, to retrieve the mapped user ID, invoke the GetMapping() method.

NEWRING -- Create a New Key Ring
Applications use the SI_newring() function to create a key ring in the ESM.

C Syntax

This function has the following format:
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int __cdecl SI_newring( C___SI_CONNECTION_T *c, const char *userid, const char *passwd, const char

 *ring_userid, const char *ringname, int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_newring(int DSI_conn, String userid, String passwd, String ring_userid, String ringname, int[]

 Java_SI_ret_codes )

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

Ring_userid
(Optional) Indicates the user to which the key ring is associated. If not specified, it equals userid.

Ringname
(Required) Indicates the name of the key ring.

Java_SI_ret_codes
Specifies the return integer array from the JAVA API for the Func Id, SAF, RACF return, and RACF reason codes.

PASSCHK -- Authenticate User ID and Password
Applications use the SI_check_password() function to perform user ID and password authentication to the ESM. The
SI_check_password() function also accommodates the changing of the password on the same call.

C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_check_password ( void *SI_conn, const char *termid, const char *userid, const char *passwd,

 const char *new_passwd, int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *SECrc, int *SECreas );

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_check_password(int SI_conn, String termid, String userid, String passwd, String new_passwd, int[]

 Java_SI_ret_codes)

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

new_passwd
Specifies the new password for the user ID that is being authenticated. If the authentication is successful, the
user's password changes to the new_passwd value. If you do not want a password change, pass NULL.

Java_SI_ret_codes
Specifies the return integer array for the SAF, RACF return, and RACF reason error codes.

PURGERING -- Remove All Certificates from a Key Ring
Applications use the SI_purgering() function to remove all certificates from an existing key ring.
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C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_purgering( C___SI_CONNECTION_T *c, const char *userid, const char *passwd, const char

 *ring_userid, const char *ringname, int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas);

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_purgering(int DSI_conn, String userid, String passwd, String ring_userid, String ringname, int[]

 Java_SI_ret_codes )

Parameters

This function has the following parameters:

Ring_userid
(Optional) Indicates the user to which the key ring is associated. If not specified, it equals userid.

Ringname
(Required) Indicates the name of the key ring.

Java_SI_ret_codes
Specifies the return integer array from the JAVA API for the Func Id, SAF, RACF return, and RACF reason codes.

RESCHK -- Use ESM as Authorization Engine
Applications use this function when they want to use the ESM as an authorization engine.

C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_check_resource_auth( void *SI_conn, const char *userid, const char *security_class, const char

 *entity_name, char *access_type, int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *SECrc, int *SECreas );

OR

int __cdecl SI_check_resource_auth2( void *SI_conn, const char *userid, const char *security_class, const char

 *entity_name, char *access_type,, const char *log_level, const char *status,  int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int

 *SECrc, int *SECreas );

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_check_resource_auth(int SI_conn, String userid, String security_class, String entity_name, String

 access_type, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes)

OR

int DSI_java_check_resource_auth(int SI_conn, String userid, String security_class, String entity_name, String

 access_type, String log_level, String status, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes)

Java Parameters

This function has the following parameters:
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security_class
Specifies an eight-byte resource class name.

entity_name
Specifies the authorization resource being checked.

access_type
Specifies the authorization access level, where access level is:

• READ
• UPDATE
• CONTROL
• ALTER

NOTE
For Top Secret, you can also pass a user-defined access level in decimal value. For example, for read access,
pass '16384'.

log_level
Specifies the type of access attempts to be recorded on the SMF data set, where log level is:

• ASIS - the attempt is recorded
• NOFAIL - if the authorization check fails, the attempt is not recorded; if the authorization check succeeds, the

attempt is recorded as in ASIS
• NONE - the attempt is not recorded
• NOSTAT - the attempt is not recorded; no logging occurs and no resource statistics are updated

status
Specifies the type of status required, where status is:

• NONE - no status functions are requested
• ERASE - the request is to return the ERASE status of the data set specified by entity name. (The security

class value must be 'dataset'.) The ERASE status is returned in the SECreas field. The SAFrc and SECrc
fields will both contain 0. A SECreas value of 4 indicates that the data set will be erased when scratched, and
a value of 0 indicates that it will not.

• EVERDOM
• WRITEONLY
• ACCESS - the request is to return the user's highest current access to the resource specified. On return,

the SAFrc field will have the value of 0 and the SECrc field will have the value of 20. The SECreas field will
indicate the user's highest access as follows: 0 indicates that the user does not have access to the resource,
4 indicates READ authority, 8 indicates UPDATE authority, 12 indicate CONTROL authority, and 16 indicates
ALTER authority.

NOTE
The EVERDOM and WRITEONLY options are not defined here as these are rarely used options. If you
need to use these, consult the "Security Server RACROUTE Macro Reference" manual for the use and
meaning of these options.

Java_SI_ret_codes
Specifies the return integer array for the SAF, RACF return, and RACF reason error codes.

XEQCMD -- Issue Native ESM Command
Applications use the SI_execute_security_command() function to issue a native ACF2 or Top Secret command directly to
the security product.
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C Syntax

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_execute_security_command( void *SI_conn, const char *userid, const char *passwd, const char

 *command, int *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *SECrc, int *SECreas, char ***response );

Java Syntax

This function has the following format:

int DSI_java_execute_security_command(int SI_conn, String userid, String passwd, String command, int[]

 Java_SI_ret_codes 

Parameter

This function has the following parameter:

• command
Specifies the native ACF2 or Top Secret command to issue to the ESM. The command value is exactly as you would
enter it in TSO.

ACF2 Notes

You do not need to prefix commands with 'ACF' to get into ‘ACF’ mode; this is automatic.

Some commands in ACF2 must set the ‘mode’ before they can be issued. To accomplish this task through XEQCMD, you
prefix the command with ‘MULT’ and then separate the commands with the tilde (~) character. For example, to list OMVS
profile record for a LID, issue the following command:

'MULT SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(OMVS)~LIST lid_here'

Top Secret Notes

Just as you must enter ‘TSS command’ at a TSO prompt, the command requires this 'TSS' prefix. For example:

'TSS LIST(acid_here) DATA(ALL)'

Response in the C function is a char ** to a data buffer where the output is returned. This buffer is accessed as
response[n] where n is a value 0, 1, 2, and so on until response[n] is NULL. The application must free this buffer when it is
done processing the data returned in it.

Java_SI_ret_codes in the Java function specifies the return integer array for the SAF, RACF return and RACF reason
error codes. If the function is successful, to retrieve the data, invoke the GetResponse() method.

Common Variables (DSI)
This section describes common variables of the functions available in the DSI Server SDKs. Rather than documenting the
variables for each function call, this section documents the common variables.

SI_conn
Indicates an opaque data structure that is used to communicate with the DSI Server.

Termid
Indicates the terminal source value passed on the authentication call. Using the terminal source controls of ACF2
and Top Secret, the user can be denied access to DSI Server.

Userid
Indicates the user ID that is to be authenticated or used to execute a specific function.
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Passwd
Indicates the password for the user ID that is to be authenticated or used to execute a specific function.

FUNCid, SAFrc, SECrc, SECreas
Indicates the feedback areas used for return codes.

Supporting Functions - C
The following functions (part of the DSI Server SDKs) are used to start and stop the connections to DSI Server, configure
which DSI Server to communicate with, and allocate/free the connection structures. These functions must be called before
and after the preceding commands. Use these functions from a C application.

SI_init
Initializes the DSI Server library. This function is to be called before any other function. There are no parameters.
This function has the following format:
int __cdecl SI_init( void );

SI_set_fips_mode
Enables/disables FIPS mode in the DSI Server library. This function must be called after SI_init, but before any
other function. The parameter list includes the mode -- SI_FIPS_MODE_ON or SI_FIPS_MODE_OFF -- and the
absolute path (fully qualified) to the FIPS library where:

1. NULL in which case the name is the contents of the ETPKI_HOME environment variable plus a hard-coded
file name. SSL library initialization fails if the ETPKI_HOME environment variable is not defined.

2. The absolute pathname of the DLL/shared library.

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_set_fips_mode( int mode, const char *path_to_fips_library );

SI_create
Allocates the connection structure that is used on subsequent calls to other functions in the DSI Server library.
The parameter is a void**. This function has the following format:
int __cdecl SI_create( void **SI_conn );

SI_define_host
Configures which DSI Server is to be used. This function must be called after the SI_create and be passed the
structure from a create. The parameter list includes the name/IP address of the DSI Server to communicate with
and the port. This function has the following format:
int __cdecl SI_define_host( void *SI_conn, const char *name, int port);

SI_define_host_ex
Configures which DSI Server is to be used. This function must be called after the SI_create and be passed the
structure from a create. The parameter list includes the name/IP address of the DSI Server to communicate with,
the port, and the SSL level. Features can have a value of:
0

Clears the text connection.
1

SI_FEATURE_SSL_SUPPORTED
2

SI_FEATURE_SSL_REQUIRED

This function has the following format:

int __cdecl SI_define_host_ex( void *SI_conn, const char *name, int port, unsigned features );
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SI_open
Establishes communication with DSI Server. This function is to be called after the create/define host functions as
they are required to create the structure passed to this call and configure the host to ‘open’. This function has the
following format:
int __cdecl SI_open( void *SI_conn );

Now that a connection is open to DSI Server, all the previous functions can be used (PASSCHK, RESCHK, and
so on). When the application has made the required function calls, it needs to clean up and shut down.

SI_close
Closes the TCP/IP connection with DSI Server. The parameter is the connection structure used in previous
function calls. This function has the following format:
int __cdecl SI_close( void *SI_conn );

SI_destroy
Frees the previously created connection structure. The parameter is the connection structure. This function has
the following format:
int __cdecl SI_destroy( void *SI_conn );

SI_term
Terminates use of the DSI Server library. This function is to be called last. There are no parameters. This function
has the following format:
void __cdecl SI_term( void );

After making a function call, the FUNCid, SAFrc, SECrc, and SECreas feedback variables include the function that failed
and the function's return codes.

The FUNCid values can be one of the following:

FUNCid Values
SI_FUNC_VERIFYX 0
SI_FUNC_RADMIN 1
SI_FUNC_RUSERMAP 2
SI_FUNC_INITACEEQ 3
SI_FUNC_PFNLIST 4
SI_FUNC_VERIFYC 5
SI_FUNC_VERIFYD 6
SI_FUNC_AUTH 7
SI_FUNC_ACF2XTRK 10
SI_FUNC_NEWRING 14
SI_FUNC_PURGERING 15
SI_FUNC_DELETERING 16
SI_FUNC_DATAREMOVE 17
SI_FUNC_DATAPUT 18

To ‘interpret’ the function and the return codes, use a function called SI_get_error_string:

const char * __cdecl SI_get_error_string( int FUNCid, int SAFrc, int RACFrc, int RACFreas );

The returned character strings are one of the documented values in the DSI Server Messages section.

The functions that take a password as a parameter perform a RACROUTE VERIFY on every call. If an application is using
functions that take a password, you can reduce the number of RACROUTE VERIFY calls by having the application log on,
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issue the calls without passing a password, and then log off. Since the initial logon performed a RACROUTE VERIFY to
authenticate the user ID/password, subsequent calls do not need to pass the password. The syntax for logon and logoff
follows is as follows:

SI_logon
Validates a user ID, password, or both and establishes a persistent security environment so that subsequent
functions do not need to pass a password. The parameter list includes the connection structure, the terminal id,
user id and password. The SAFrc, RACFrc, and RACFreas fields return the return codes. This function does not
support password changes. This function has the following format:
int __cdecl SI_logon( void *c, const char *termid, const char *userid, const char *passwd, int

 *FUNCid, int *SAFrc, int *RACFrc, int *RACFreas );

SI_logoff
‘logoff’ a user ID that previously issued a logon. The parameters are the connection structure and the user ID to
log off. This function has the following format:
int __cdecl SI_logoff( void *c, const char *userid );

SI_logoff_ex
‘logoff’ a user ID that previously issued a logon. The parameters are the connection structure, the user ID to log
off, and the delay value. If delay is passed a value of 0, the DSI Server does not wait for the actual log off to occur
before returning a return code of 0. If the value is non-zero, it waits for the actual log off to occur before returning
the return code value. This function has the following format:
int __cdecl SI_logoff_ex( void *c, const char *userid, int delay );

Supporting Functions - Java
The following functions (part of the DSI Server SDKs) are used to start and stop the connections to DSI Server, configure
which DSI Server to communicate with, and allocate/free the connection structures. These functions must be called before
and after the previously noted commands. Use these functions from a Java applications.

DSI_java_init
Initializes the DSI Server library. This function is to be called before any other function. There are no parameters.
This function has the following format:
int DSI_java_init( )

DSI_java_create
Allocates the connection structure that is used on subsequent calls to other functions in the DSI Server. There are
no parameters. This function has the following format:
int DSI_java_create( );

If this function is successful, invoke the GetHandle() method to retrive the SI_conn handle that needs to be
passed to the following functions.

DSI_java_define_host
Configures which DSI Server is to be used. This function must be called after the DSI_java_create and be
passed to the structure from the create. The parameter list includes the name/IP address of the DSI Server to
communicate with and the port. This function has the following format:
DSI_java_define_host(int SI_conn, String SI_host, int SI_port)

DSI_java_define_host_ex
Configures which DSI Server is to be used. This function must be called after the DSI_java_create and be
passed to the structure from the create. The parameter list includes the name/IP address of the DSI Server to
communicate with, the port, and the SSL level. Features can have a value of:
0

Clears the text connection.
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1
SI_FEATURE_SSL_SUPPORTED

2
SI_FEATURE_SSL_REQUIRED

This function has the following format:

DSI_java_define_host_ex(int SI_conn, String SI_host, int SI_port, int SI_features)

DSI_java_open
Establishes communication with DSI Server. This function is to be called after the create/define host functions as
they are required to create the structure passed to this call and then configure the host to ‘open’. This function has
the following format:
int DSI_java_open(int SI_conn)

Now that a connection is open to DSI Server, all of the preceding functions are available (PASSCHK, RESCHK,
and so on). When the application has made the required function calls, it needs to clean up and shut down.

DSI_java_close
Closes the TCP/IP connection with DSI Server. The parameter is the connection structure used in previous
function calls. This function has the following format:
int DSI_java_close(int SI_conn)

DSI_java_destroy
Frees the connection structure previously created. The parameter is the connection structure. This function has
the following format:
int DSI_java_destroy(int DSI_conn)

DSI_java_term
Terminates use of the DSI Server library. This function is to be called last. There are no parameters. This function
has the following format:
void DSI_java_term()

After making a function call, the FUNCid, SAFrc, SECrc, and SECreas feedback variables include the function that failed
and the function's return codes.

The FUNCid values can be one of the following:

FUNCid Values
SI_FUNC_VERIFYX 0
SI_FUNC_RADMIN 1
SI_FUNC_RUSERMAP 2
SI_FUNC_INITACEEQ 3
SI_FUNC_PFNLIST 4
SI_FUNC_VERIFYC 5
SI_FUNC_VERIFYD 6
SI_FUNC_AUTH 7
SI_FUNC_NEWRING 14
SI_FUNC_PURGERING 15
SI_FUNC_DELETERING 16
SI_FUNC_DATAREMOVE 17
SI_FUNC_DATAPUT 18
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To ‘interpret’ the function and the return codes, use a method called DSI_java_get_error_string:

int DSI_java_get_error_string(int Func, int SAF, int RACF, int Reas )

If the function is successful, invoke the GetErrMsg() method to retrieve the message for the return codes passed in. The
returned character strings are one of the documented values in this guide.

The functions that take a password as a parameter perform a RACROUTE VERIFY on every call. If an application is using
functions that take a password, you can reduce the number of RACROUTE VERIFY calls by having the application log
on, issue the calls without passing a password, and then log off. Since the initial logon performed a RACROUTE VERIFY
to authenticate the user ID, password, or both, subsequent calls do not need to pass the password. The syntax for log on
and log off is as follows:

• DSI_java_logon
Validates a user ID/password and establish a persistent security environment so that subsequent functions do not
need to pass a password. The parameter list includes the connection structure, the terminal ID, user ID, and password.
The SAFrc, RACFrc, and RACFreas fields return the return codes in the Java_SI_ret_codes integer array. This
function does not support password changes. This function has the following format:
int DSI_java_logon(int DSI_conn, String term, String user, String pass, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes)

• DSI_java_logoff
‘logoff’ a user ID that previously issued a logon. The parameters are the connection structure and the user ID to log off.
This function has the following format:
int DSI_java_logoff(int DSI_conn, String user, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes)

• DSI_java_logoff_ex
‘logoff’ a user ID that previously issued a logon. The parameters are the connection structure, the user ID to log off
and the delay value. If delay is passed a value of 0, the DSI Server does not wait for the actual log off to occur before
returning a return code of 0. If the value is non-zero, it waits for the actual log off to occur before returning the actual
return code value. This function has the following format:
int DSI_java_logoff_ex(int DSI_conn, String user, int wait, int[] Java_SI_ret_codes)

• DSI_java_pass_ticket
This is used to generate an IBM Pass Ticket to be used in place of a users password to log them on to
the external security manager. The parameters must match the values configured in the external security
manager for the application that a Pass Ticket is being generated for. After calling this function, you call
DSI_java_pass_ticket_generate() to generate & retrieve the Pass Ticket. This function has the following format:
void DSI_java_pass_ticket(String userId, String applName, String ptKey)

String DSI_java_pass_ticket_generate()

• DSI_java_set_tils_cacertfile
When the DSI Server is set up to not require the client application to send a cert (the default), you only need to make
this call to define which CA certs are trusted.
For the DSI_conn parm, pass the value returned from the GetHandle() call. CA_cert_file_name is a single file name
that contains all trusted CA certs. If there is more than one trusted CA cert, concatenate the certs together into a single
file.
Note: This file must be in PEM format.
int DSI_java_set_tls_cacertificate(int DSI_conn, String CA_cert_file_name)

• DSI_java_set_tls_certfile
• DSI_java_set_tls_keyfile

When the DSI Server is set up to require the client application to send a cert ('TLSVerifyClient demand'), you must
make a call to define the applications cert file name and cert private key file name to the DSI interface library.
For the DSI_conn parm, pass the value returned from the GetHandle() call. cert_file_name is a single file name that
contains the client cert.
key_file_name is a single file name that contains the client cert private key.
Note: These files must be in PEM format
int DSI_java_set_tls_certfile(int DSI_conn, String cert_file_name)
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int DSI_java_set_tls_keyfile(int DSI_conn, String key_file_name)

• DSI_java_set_trace
• DSI_java_set_trace_level
• DSI_java_set_trace_file_name

When trying to debug connection issues, three APIs could be useful:
– DSI_java_set_trace_file_name() is used to specify the name of the file the tracing will be written to. If you do not set

the trace file name, all output is written to stderr.
– DSI_java_set_trace() is used to toggle tracing on and off. To turn on tracing, pass a value of 1. To turn off tracing,

pass a value of 0 (zero).
– DSI_java_set_trace_level() is used to turn tracing on to a specific level. To turn on tracing, pass a value listed

below. To turn off tracing, pass a value of 0 (zero).
• 1 - Trace entry and exit from (most) routines
• 2 - Dump packets sent and received
• 4 - Trace arguments to selected routines
• 65536 - Trace calls to the security system
• 131072 - Trace socket I/O operations
• 262144 - Trace SSL operations

– To request multiple levels, pass the sum of one or more of the previous values. For example, to trace both socket
I/O and SSL operations, pass the value 131072+262144 (393216). To request all possible trace output, pass the
value -1.

int DSI_java_set_trace(int OnOff)

int DSI_java_set_trace_level(int DebugLevel)

int DSI_java_set_trace_file_name(String FileName)

Distributing Applications Written for DSI Server
When distributing applications that are written for the DSI Server that are coded in C, you need to distribute the supporting
DLL libsi.dll, libetpki_openssl_crypto.dll, libetpki_openssl_ssl.dll, and cryptocme2.dll with the application.

When distributing applications that are written for the DSI Server that are coded in Java, you need to distribute the
supporting DLLs libsi.dll, libetpki_openssl_crypto.dll, libetpki_openssl_ssl.dll, cryptocme2.dll, libdsijni.dll as well as the jar
file dsijni.jar with the application.
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Troubleshooting
This section includes topics to help you troubleshoot DSI Server and LDAP Server configuration issues, SSL keyring
issues, and error messages and to troubleshoot increases in LDAP Server CPU utilization.

Before contacting Broadcom Support for help, review the troubleshooting articles to determine whether your issue can
be resolved with the information provided. If you do contact Broadcom Support, save any system dumps that were
generated, the associated job logs, and the job output. Supplying this information to Broadcom Support can help resolve
your issue more quickly.

Troubleshoot Keyring Configuration Problems
The following examples show situations where the LDAP Server fails to start due to keyring issues. The example GSK
trace output was generated with the following option:

GSK_TRACE=0xffff

IBM RACF DSI Does Not Have Proper Permissions to Access the Keyring

Symptom:

The ACF2 LDAP server, with the DSI trace set, shows a SI_int_tls_start() failure and nothing more. Use the GSK trace to
evaluate.

[09/28|19:22:39.297635|0A1CC00000000000] DSI: <== SI_int_tls_start(A752F70) - rc=14

Reason:

After the ACF2 LDAP server side sends a HELLO message, the LDAP GSK trace file shows that the socket was closed
by the RACF DSI instance on the far end.

10/13/2011-10:05:01 Thd-0 INFO gsk_perform_v3_client_handshake(): Performing SSL V3 client handshake with

 138.42.52.27[1590]

10/13/2011-10:05:01 Thd-0 INFO send_v3_client_hello(): Sent V3 CLIENT-HELLO message

10/13/2011-10:05:01 Thd-0 ERROR gsk_read_v3_record(): Socket closed by 138.42.52.27[1590]

10/13/2011-10:05:01 Thd-0 ERROR gsk_secure_socket_init(): SSL V3 client handshake failed with

 138.42.52.27[1590]

The RACF DSI stderr.log gives an error message. The message does not provide enough detail to fix the issue, so you
examine the GSK trace file.

[15:39:40.452859|1FD7250000000003] sock_starttls: can't initialize ssl environment.

[15:39:40.496700|1FD7250000000003] ==> Permission denied

The RACF DSI GSK trace file shows the keyring name, a GetData failure, and an Unable to open SAF keyring” error code
of 0x03353017:

10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 ENTRY gsk_open_keyring(): ---> Keyring 'DSI2/SYS2RACF'

10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 ENTRY crypto_generate_random_bytes(): ---> Length 20

10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 EXIT crypto_generate_random_bytes(): <--- Exit status 0x00000000 (0)

10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 ERROR gsk_open_keyring(): IRRSDL00 GetData failed: SAF 8, RC 8, Reason 8

10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 EXIT gsk_open_keyring(): <--- Exit status 0x03353017 (53817367) Handle 0

10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 ERROR gsk_environment_init(): Unable to open SAF keyring: Error 0x03353017

10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 EXIT gsk_environment_init(): <--- Exit status 0x000001a0 (416)

10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 ENTRY gsk_environment_close(): ---> Handle 204C0880
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10/13/2011-10:39:40 Thd-3 INFO gsk_environment_close(): Terminating SSL environment 204C0880

For more information about the 0x03353017 error code, see the “CMS Status Codes” section of the IBM z/OS
Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming manual. The manual tells us that access to the
keyring is denied to the current user because the permissions do not allow access.

In addition, we also see the following console message on the RACF system:

0281  ICH408I USER(DSI2  ) GROUP(DSIGRP  ) NAME(DSI STC             ) 218

0281    IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CL(FACILITY)

0281    INSUFFICIENT ACCESS AUTHORITY

0281    ACCESS INTENT(READ   )  ACCESS ALLOWED(NONE   )

Solution:

Use the PERMIT command to give the DSI2 started task access to IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING (also shown in the RACF
DSI examples):

PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(DSI2) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

You can verify the current permissions for the IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING resource with the following RLIST command:

RLIST FACILITY ITT.DIGTCERT.LISTRING AUTHUSER

Certificate Specified by TLSCertificateLabel Does Not Exist

Symptom:

On the Top Secret DSI system, we see the following output. This output indicates that the LDAP HELLO message was
received and that the Top Secret DSI server certificate being used is DSI3.SYS3TSS. The failure message is: Unable to
get certificate algorithms: Error 0x0335300e

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 INFO gsk_read_v3_record(): Calling read routine for 5 bytes

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 INFO gsk_read_v3_record(): 5 bytes received

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 INFO gsk_read_v3_record(): Calling read routine for 99 bytes

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 INFO gsk_read_v3_record(): 99 bytes received

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 INFO read_v3_client_hello(): Received CLIENT-HELLO message

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 ASCII read_v3_client_hello(): CLIENT-HELLO message

        00000000:  0100005f 03014e97 739d76d7 87e68d26  *..._..N.s.v....&*

        00000010:  413c0179 c41c7e5c 0cadc8ee 223db9e2  *A<.y..~\...."=..*

        00000020:  5d49fa1f 2ae30000 3800ff00 05000400  *¨I..*...8.......*

        00000030:  35003600 37003800 39002f00 30003100  *5.6.7.8.9./.0.1.*

        00000040:  32003300 0a001600 13001000 0d000900  *2.3.............*

        00000050:  15001200 0f000c00 03000600 02000100  *................*

        00000060:  000100                               *...             *

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 INFO read_v3_client_hello(): Creating new session for connection with

 141.202.36.155Ý1092¨

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 INFO gsk_query_security_level(): Security level 0x00000007

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 INFO edit_ciphers(): Using server certificate 'DSI3.SYS3TSS'

10/13/2011-18:26:21 Thd-4 ERROR edit_ciphers(): Unable to get certificate algorithms: Error 0x0335300e

The IBM z/OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming manual reports error code
0x0335300e as ‘record not found’.

Reason:

Examination of the keyring with the list command reveals that the certificate was listed incorrectly in the dsi.conf file and
that the correct certificate label should be SYS3TSS.
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TSS LIST(DSI3) KEYRING(SYS3TSS)

KEYRING =  SYS3TSS          ACCESSORID = DSI3

    ADMIN BY= BY(USER123 )    SMFID(SYS3)   ON(10/14/2011)  AT(12:08:49)

 KEYRING LABEL = SYS3TSS

 KEYRING HAS THE FOLLOWING CERTIFICATES CONNECTED:

   ACID(CERTAUTH)  DIGICERT(SYS3TSS )  DEFAULT(NO )  USAGE(CERTAUTH)

   LABLCERT(SYS3TSS                         )

   ACID(DSI3)  DIGICERT(SYS1ACF2)  DEFAULT(NO )  USAGE(CERTAUTH)

   LABLCERT(SYS1ACF2                        )

   ACID(DSI3)  DIGICERT(SYS3TSS )  DEFAULT(NO )  USAGE(PERSONAL)

   LABLCERT(SYS3TSS                )

 TSS0300I  LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

 READY

The dsi.conf TLSCertificateLabel is changed to SYS3TSS and the DSI Server is restarted. The LDAP Server is also
restarted but fails to initialize again, which leads to the "Two Certificates with the Same Label on One Keyring" issue.

Solution:

Set TLSCertificateLabel to the proper certificate label, or relabel the certificate.

Two Certificates with the Same Label on One Keyring

Symptom:

The Top Secret DSI server GSK trace file reports the same error message ‘Unable to get certificate algorithms’ but gives a
different CSM error code: 0x03353061.

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 INFO gsk_query_security_level(): Security level 0x00000007

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 INFO edit_ciphers(): Using server certificate 'SYS3TSS'

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 ERROR edit_ciphers(): Unable to get certificate algorithms: Error 0x03353061

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 ERROR send_v3_alert(): Sent SSL V3 alert 80 to 141.202.36.155Ý1094¨

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 INFO gsk_write_v3_record(): Calling write routine for 7 bytes

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 INFO gsk_write_v3_record(): 7 bytes written

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 ERROR gsk_secure_socket_init(): SSL V3 server handshake failed with

 141.202.36.155Ý1094¨

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 INFO default_setsocketoptions(): FIONBIO restored for socket 7

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 INFO default_setsocketoptions(): TCP_NODELAY restored for socket 7

10/13/2011-18:43:08 Thd-4 EXIT gsk_secure_socket_init(): <--- Exit status 0x000001ba (442)

Reason:

In the message "Unable to get certificate algorithms: Error 0x03353061", the error code is related to a multiple label
error. You notice that there are two certificates with the SYS3TSS label. The certificates were both able to connect to the
keyring without error because the certificates are owned by different ACIDs. However, ownership is not specified on the
TLSCertificateLabel option, so System SSL cannot determine which certificate to use.

Solution:

Replace the label on one of the two certificates, so the labels are unique. The following TSS REPLACE command is used
to replace the existing, duplicate label for the DSI server certificate:

TSS REPLACE(DSI3) DIGICERT(SYS3TSS) LABLCERT(DSI3.SYS3TSS) 
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Debug System SSL Keyring Problems
Debugging System SSL keyring problems requires the LDAP Server or DSI Server trace facility, and the use of IBM’s
System SSL trace tool, gsktrace. For information about the gsktrace tool, see “Obtaining Diagnostic Information” in IBM z/
OS Cryptographic Services System Secure Sockets Layer Programming.

To activate System SSL trace, set the following two environment variables and export them in the shell environment
before starting the SSL application:

GSK_TRACE
Specifies the debug level, where the level is a bit masked value from 0x0 to 0xffff.
0x01

Trace function entry
0x02

Trace function exit
0x04

Trace errors
0x08

Include informational messages
0x10

Include EBCDIC data dumps
0x20

Include ASCII data dumps
GSK_TRACE_FILE

Defines the name of a trace file.
Default: /tmp/gskssl.%.trc , where the percent character is replaced by the process number (e.g. /tmp/
gskssl.52933.trc) of the running task.

To debug with gsktrace, set the GSK_TRACE and GSK_TRACE_FILE variables and export them in the LDAP slapd.env
and DSI dsi.env files. Then restart the LDAP and DSI servers.

To create a readable copy of the trace output, run the System SSL gsktrace tool on the trace output file in the OMVS
environment:

Format: gsktrace input_trace_file > output_trace_file

Example:

gsktrace /tmp/gskssl.52933.trc > /tmp/gskssl.52933.out

Experience Increased CPU Utilization
Valid on z/OS.

Symptom:

I am seeing increased CPU utilization for LDAP Server for z/OS.

Solution:

During the LDAP Server installation, Broadcom distributes a sample slapd.env file with Language Environment (LE)
settings. These settings are meant to be an initial start to get the LDAP Server running after an installation. Memory tuning
beyond the initial settings is an iterative tuning process that you must perform at your site based on your workloads, CPU
utilization, and memory needs and requirements. One size does not fit for all for LE settings.
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Heap pools are large blocks of storage that Language Environment (LE) GETMAINs from the operating system. LE then
internally divides this memory into cells of equal sizes. If LE uses all the memory cells of a particular size, LE retrieves
another large block of storage from the OS and divides it into more cells of the same size. However, even when the
applications FREEMAINs the data in the second pool of memory, LE does not return it to the OS. LE keeps it until the
STC is shut down, which is how IBM designed heap pools.

If you do not enable heap pools for LE-based applications, then all malloc(), calloc(), and free() call (GETMAIN/
FREEMAIN) requests go to the operating system. If you look at the LE memory report from an active LDAP Server, you
see that millions of GETMAIN/FREEMAIN calls are issued. Having the operating system handle these requests works but
is slow. For this reason, the LDAP Server enables heap pools by default.

If a memory GETMAIN is needed for a block larger than the largest heap pool cell, this is given to the operating system
to satisfy instead of using LE memory. This is part of tuning the LE heap pools parameters. When this memory is
FREEMAIN'd, it is returned to the operating system, where it originated. The goal is to tune the LE parameters for the type
of requests that the LDAP Server is performing in your environment.

For more information about managing the LE environment, see the IBM z/OS Language Environment Programming
Guide: Tips for Setting Heap Pool Parameters.

Resolution:

Try the following resolutions:

• The types of LDAP Server operations that your applications use directly relate to how the LDAP Server is used and
performs on your system. For example, querying for ACID data is different from deleting SDT entries. For this reason,
you might have to modify the default heap pool memory setting for your environment. Review the topics in this section
for more ways to adjust your settings.

• The CEE_RUNOPTS settings in the slapd.env file must be listed on a single line. If the settings are listed on multiple
lines, the settings on the subsequent lines are ignored. This behavior can cause degraded performance or 878
ABENDs for out of memory conditions. Verify that your CEE_RUNOPTS settings are on a single line.

Memory Requests by LDAP Server for z/OS
When the LDAP Server initializes, memory is allocated for the initial size of the HEAP and all heap pools (if heap pools
are being used). The amount of memory that is allocated for all heap pools depends on the initial size of the heap
because the size of the heap pools is a percentage that is based on the initial size of the HEAP. The memory that is
allocated for the heap pools is separate storage and does not come out of the main heap.

When the LDAP Server requests memory, the request is satisfied from memory that was allocated toward a heap pool,
the main HEAP, or a system GETMAIN. If there is an area in a heap pool that has been defined for use for the amount
of memory coming from the request, memory from that heap pool area is used. If the heap pool does not have more
memory, a new extent is allocated to that heap pool. As extents in the heap pool are allocated, the heap pool continually
grows because this new extent remains allocated to the LDAP Server task until the server is terminated. If the heap pool
does not have more memory, a new heap pool extent could not be allocated, or the LDAP memory request was for an
amount of memory for which there was no heap pool allocated, that memory request is allocated from the main heap.
If the MAIN HEAP does not have available memory, an extent is allocated to the main HEAP in some multiple of the
increment size as long as system memory is available. This extent can be freed later when this memory is no longer in
use. The heap, therefore, can shrink, but it does not shrink below the initial size allocated.

Next, go to Heap Pool Settings.

Heap Pool Settings
This topic provides background information for heap pool settings and uses the following example:

HEAPP(ON,16,90,32,90,80,78,1024,90,2048,4,0)

These settings translate to the following:
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• The first number listed is the heap pool size.
• The second number listed is the percentage of heap pool space that is allocated. This percentage is based on the

number given for the initial heap size.
In this example if the initial heap size was 10M, then 9M would be allocated for the 1 - 16 byte heap pool, another 9M
would be allocated for the 17 - 32 byte heap pool, and so on.
Based on this example, a heap pool is dedicated for when memory requests from in for between 1 - 16 bytes, 17 - 32
bytes, 33 - 80 bytes, 81 - 1024 bytes, and 1025 - 2048 bytes. Each of these areas is a heap pool. If a request comes in
for any other memory amount, the request is satisfied from the main heap or a GETMAIN.

When the LDAP Server is stopped, an LE report is printed. You can examine the report for potential changes that might
have a positive impact on system performance.

Next, go to Adjust the Initial Heap Size.

Adjust the Initial Heap Size
The initial size of the heap comes from the heap(xxm,xxxk,anywhere,free,xk,xk) statement that is specified in slapd.env.

The following heap settings produced the following report.

HEAP(40M,128K,ANYWHERE,FREE,8K,4K)

HEAP statistics

Initial size:                                      41943040

Increment size:                                    131072

Total heap storage used (suggested initial size):  62070848

Successful Get Heap requests:                      75672

Successful Free Heap requests:                     75661

Number of segments allocated:                      1148    (indicates the number of GETMAINs)

Number of segments freed:                          1143    (indicates the number of FREEMAINs)

Based on these settings, the initial heap size ~40M was less than the total heap storage that was used (~62M).

The following list details possible changes and outcomes:

Increase the initial heap size.
More memory is required for use by the LDAP Server. The amount of memory that is specified for the initial heap
is allocated for use by the LDAP Server at startup. This memory remains available for use by the LDAP Server
for the duration that the server is running. If memory is required by the LDAP Server and memory in the heap is
available, the server can obtain that memory from the server. If an increment to the heap size is required to obtain
the storage, that storage is released if it is not in use. If no more memory is available in the heap and the heap
size cannot be incremented, a GETMAIN request to the system must be done.

Decrease the initial heap size.
If memory is a significant concern, you can lower the initial heap size. The number of GETMAINs and
FREEMAINs that is done may increase if more memory is needed when the LDAP Server is running. Therefore,
you might see a marginal increase in the CPU utilization due to GETMAIN and FREEMAIN overhead. However, if
a GETMAIN is done and later that memory is not being used, the memory is released back to the system.

These changes can result in less CPU utilization if less GETMAIN and FREEMAIN requests are issued. However, this
behavior might be at the cost of more memory being allocated for the LDAP Server task.

Next, go to Adjust the Heap Pools.
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Adjust the Heap Pools
Heap pool settings are configured in the stdenv file that the LDAP Server uses. These heap pools are managed by LE and
then available to satisfy LDAP memory requests. By having heap pools, LE can satisfy memory requests by LDAP from
the heap pool instead of going to the main heap or issuing a GETMAIN. This point is also true for releasing storage. When
the storage is no longer needed the memory will be released to the heap pool, which is not the same as the heap pool
memory being released back to the system. This occurs only if the memory was retreived rom the heap pool. Otherwise,
if the memory was retrieved from the main heap or was GETMAINed, the memory would need to be released to the main
heap or FREEMAINed. The retrieval of memory from the main heap or from system GETMAINs/FREEMAINs causes
much more overhead than using storage available in a heap pool.

In the following sample, the largest heap pool allocated is 2048. However, there were over 1.3 million GETMAINs and
FREEMAINs because there was not an area in the heap to satisfy the memory requests greater than 2048 bytes from
LDAP. Unfortunately, LE does not break down the requests so we can see what size memory areas were requested in
those 1.3M+ memory requests. Based on the following sample report, settings similar to the following may be useful to
test:

HEAPP(ON,8,,16,,32,,72,,136,,592,,1424,,2392,,4984,,32768,,40008,)

The benefits of these settings are less CPU utilization and faster requests as more memory requests are satisfied out of
the heap pool versus the main heap or system GETMAINs.

Sample Report

HEAPPOOLS(ON,16,20,32,20,80,20,2048,20,1024,10,2048,10,0,10,0,10,0,10,0,10,0,10,0,10)

Next, go to Adjust Heap Pool Percentages.

Adjust the Heap Pool Percentages
By adjusting heap pool percentages, less storage is allocated for heap pools that do not require a significant amount of
storage. Therefore, this storage is not tied to the LDAP Server for the duration the server is running. The following values
representing the starting point for this discussion:

HEAPPOOLS(ON,8,39,16,6,32,3,72,17,136,17,592,10,1424,10,2392,10,4984,10,8192,10,33000,10) 

Based on the 72 bytes heap pool area, the suggested percentage seems reasonable because less than half of the
allocated cells for heap pool 72 are in use. It seems reasonable to reduce the percentage allocated towards heap pool 72
from 17 percent to 4 percent. A reduction in percentage also sounds reasonable for heap pool 592 and 1424.

In fact, in this example, the initial heap size is 40M (41943040) bytes, so 4 percent of 40M/72 = 23,301. This amount is
still above the maximum cells used in the 72 bytes heap pool (20596). If you took (40M * 3%)/72, it would be less than the
maximum cells used (17,476). So a suggestion of 4 percent seems reasonable.

The following entry lists suggested percentages for current cell sizes:

HEAPP(ON,8,34,16,6,32,2,72,4,136,17,592,5,1424,2,2392,1,4984,1,8192,1,33000,3,0)  

Sample Report
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Next, go to Adjust the Threadstack.

Adjust the Threadstack
The threadstack size comes from the threadstack(on,256k,256k,anywhere,free) statement that is specified in
the slapd.env file.

The initial size and increment size are not explicitly included in this statement. The default values for the initial size and
the increment size are implied and are derived from the IBM z/OS system setting, which is typically 128K each. For
example, threadstack(on,256k,256k,anywhere,free,128k,128k) . However, the default values might vary
based on your system's z/OS settings.

Depending on the usage at your site, the default values for the initial size and increment size might be insufficient. Based
on your usage, try increasing the threadstack initial size and increment size to improve the performance.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the LDAP Server.
2. To determine the initial size and increment size usage, review the following statement in the LDAP log file:

XPLINK THREADSTACK statistics:

Initial size:                          131072

Increment size:                        131072

Largest used by any thread:            177984

Number of segments allocated:          1849

Number of segments freed:              1844

3. Edit the threadstack statement in the slapd.env file to adjust the initial size and increment size settings as required for
your site usage.
For example, here we increase the initial size and the increment size to 256K each:
threadstack(on,256k,256k,anywhere,free,256k,256k)

4. Restart the LDAP Server.

You have adjusted the threadstack initial size and increment size to improve the performance.

Next, go to Adjust the Maximum Number of Threads and Concurrent Threads.
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Adjust the Maximum Number of Threads and Concurrent Threads
In addition to the heap pools, threads have a direct correlation to memory usage.

By default, the LDAP Server is configured to have 32 concurrent threads (TCBs) to process incoming requests. Each
thread takes storage, as does the operation that is running on the thread. One way to limit the amount of storage used is
to reduce the number of concurrent threads allowed.

The higher the number of maximum threads, the heavier the load on the CPU. Decreasing the maximum number of
threads can lead to a performance increase. To configure the maximum number of threads, see Configure the Maximum
Number of Threads and Connections.

Receive an Authorization Error
Valid on z/OS

Symptom:

I see a message similar to the following when I start the LDAP Server:

DSNT408I SQLCODE = -922, ERROR: AUTHORIZATION FAILURE: CONNECT ERROR.

Solution:

The failure is not due to security. The requested VTAM function for allocating a conversation was not performed because
the location name is not defined in the SYSIBM.LOCATIONS table in the communication database (CDB). Confirm that
the location value specified for the DDF value is the same value that is specified in the slapd.conf file.

Receive a BPX Error During APF Authorization
Valid on z/OS.

Symptom:

When I try to start the LDAP Server, I receive the following BPX message that is related to APF authorization:

BPXM047I BPXBATCH FAILED BECAUSE SPAWN (BPX1SPN) OF slapd FAILED WITH RETURN

CODE 0000009D REASON CODE 0B1B03AC.

Solution:

1. Verify that the extended attributes a, p, and s are on the slapd executable. Verify that only a and p are on the dynamic
link library (DLL) files in your installation directory.

a
Indicates APF authorization.

p
Indicates Program Control.

s
Indicates SHAREAS.

For more information on these attributes, see the IBM documentation about extended attributes (extattr).
These attributes are set on the correct modules during the SMP/E installation. However, if you copy your installation to
another system or directory, you may lose these setting during the copy process. You can issue an ls -lE command
in the UNIX System Services (USS) directory to verify whether these attributes are set. If they are not set, run the
setextattr script to set the extended attributes correctly.
Example output from ls -lE command:
-rwxrwxr-x  aps-  1 USER1  IMWEB     380928 Aug 13 06:41 slapd
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2. Verify that NOSETUID is not specified on the MOUNT command, which mounts the file system where LDAP is
installed. If NOSETUID is set, the extended attributes ap that contribute to making a module APF authorized will not be
honored.
You can verify this setting by issuing a df -v command in USS. If a file system is mounted with NOSETUID, the
following information appears:
/u/ldap     (OMVS.LDAP)             19488/28800     4294967187  Available 

HFS, Read/Write, Device:43, ACLS=Y, No SUID

Filetag : T=off   codeset=0     

If the file system is mounted with SETUID (the default), the output from df -v appears as follows:
/u/ldap      (OMVS.LDAP)             19488/28800    4294967187 Available

HFS, Read/Write, Device:43, ACLS=Y

Filetag : T=off   codeset=0                                    

This output is against an HFS file system. The output is similar for a ZFS file system.
3. Confirm whether a sanction list is being used. A sanction list contains a list of programs that can be APF authorized.

You can specify the sanction list in the BPXPRMxx member by specifying the AUTHPGMLIST keyword.
Example:
AUTHPGMLIST(/etc/authfile)

You can also specify the sanction list by issuing the SETOMVS command and pointing at a file.
Example:
SETOMVS AUTHPGMLIST= /etc/authfile                      

The contents of this authfile file contain a list of programs that the system allows to be APF authorized. You can issue
the DISPLAY OMVS command to determine if an AUTHPGMLIST is in use.

4. Verify that CEE.SCEERUN and CEE.SCEERUN2 are APF authorized.
5. Verify that the PATH environment variable in slapd.env has been updated to contain the correct path for your LDAP

Server installation.
6. Verify that the HOME environment variable in slapd.env has been updated to contain the correct path for your LDAP

Server installation.
7. Verify that the HOME field on your STC OMVS profile is set to contain the correct path for your LDAP Server

installation.

Receive a Can't Contact LDAP Server Error
Valid on z/OS.

Symptom:

When validating the installation, entering a command line request, or trying to connect to the LDAP Server, I receive the
following error message:

ldap_bind: Can't contact LDAP Server

Solution:

The LDAP Server supports multiple, concurrent connections for concurrent work. The LDAP Server does not limit the
number of concurrent connections. However, the IBM LE C runtime limit is 2,000 concurrent connections. If all the
connections are in use, you might receive this error. Because the LDAP Server stops accepting new connections, it might
also appear that the LDAP Server is hung.

To determine whether the root cause is related to the maximum number of connections being reached, issue one of the
following commands:

• Display the IP address of each machine with an application that is connected to the LDAP Server:
F[jobname.] identifier, CNAME

• Display the IP address and details about the current activity of each machine with an application that is connected to
the LDAP Server:
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F[jobname.] identifier, COPS

If the issue is not with concurrent connections, you might have an incorrect hosturls parameter in your slapd.conf file.

The hosturls parameter in the slapd.conf file can be set to hosturls ldap://389 or hosturls ldap://11.22.33.44:389.

Note the following difference in these parameter settings. Each LPAR has a minimum of two interfaces. One interface is
the actual IP address of the machine (for example, 11.22.33.44). The other interface is the loopback address, if configured
(for example, 127.0.0.1).

As you verify the hosturls parameter, consider the following information:

hosturls ldap://389 setting
An application that is executing on the same LPAR where the LDAP Server is installed can send a request to the
localhost (127.0.01) or 11.22.33.44. The LDAP Server receives the request. In this scenario, the LDAP Server is
listening on both interfaces, which explains why it sees the request.

Setting hosturls to a specific IP
If the LDAP Server is configured with hosturls ldap://11.22.33.44:389, even requests coming from the same LPAR
where LDAP Server is running must specifically state 11.22.33.44. In this scenario, the LDAP Server has been
instructed to listen on a specific interface. Therefore, if the request is sent to localhost (127.0.0.1), the LDAP
Server does not see the request because of this hosturls setting.

Receive RACF_UTF Backend Insufficient Access Authority Error
Valid on z/OS

Symptom:

When I try to list RACF objects (groups, permissions, and users) from an LDAP Server browser (for example, JXplorer),
the list fails. I receive the LDAP Server error code 49 - ICH408I and CSV025I.

BPXM023I (CALDAP) 096 

LDP4904I CA LDAP Server is processing a SEARCH CLASS(USER) for all 

USERS per a request from IP=123.123.123.20:4460 on behalf of IAMTEST ICH408I USER(RACF ) GROUP(STCGROUP)

 NAME(STC RACF ) 097 SETROPTS CL(PROGRAM ) 

INSUFFICIENT ACCESS AUTHORITY 

ACCESS INTENT(READ ) ACCESS ALLOWED(NONE ) CSV025I PROGRAM CONTROLLED MODULE SETROPTS NOT ACCESSED, USER

 UNAUTHORIZED 

IEF196I CSV025I PROGRAM CONTROLLED MODULE SETROPTS NOT ACCESSED, USER 

IEF196I UNAUTHORIZED 

CSV028I ABEND306-30 JOBNAME=RACF STEPNAME=RACF 

IEF196I CSV028I ABEND306-30 JOBNAME=RACF STEPNAME=RACF

Solution:

Within the RACF_UTF backend, the use of the R_Admin callable service requires that you assign the TRUSTED attribute
to the IBM RACF subsystem address space. A TRUSTED address space is treated as part of the trusted computing base.
Contact your security administrator for implementation.

For more information about the IBM RACF TRUSTED attribute, see the IBM z/OS V1R11.0 MVS Initialization and Tuning
Reference z/OS V1R11.0 section "Assigning the RACF TRUSTED Attribute."
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Broadcom Mainframe Education
• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference
• Broadcom Mainframe Education YouTube Channel

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining System z Security Communication Servers:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• LDAP Community
• Broadcom Mainframe Community

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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